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INTRODUCTION

The Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA) has long fasci­
nated students of urban planning, regionalism, environmentalism, and 
intellectual history. Made up of some of the leading thinkers of its 
time, the RPAA involved numerous significant ideas and practices 
regarding metropolitan development; architecture and housing; the 
physical, cultural, and social environment; technology; and other as­
pects of a rapidly modernizing America during the 1920s and 1930s. 
Although it had little coherent organization, it was united by a shared 
ambition among its members to design a radically improved America. 
I am by no means the first to deal with the RPAA, but I am the first 
to deal with it in all its fullness. More than thirty years ago Roy Lubove 
published a solid scholarly study of the RPAA's work in the general 
field of housing under the title Community Planning in the 1920s, and 
more recently Daniel Schaffer has ably discussed important aspects of 
the same subject in his Garden Cities for America: The Radburn Experience. 
They do not, however, give much attention to the RPAA's very impor­
tant involvement in regional planning and regionalism. These aspects 
are covered in Carl Sussman's anthology of essays by RPAA members, 
Planning for the Fourth Migration, but this work, like most compila­
tions, has numerous gaps in its coverage of ideas and activities. 
Designing America has roots in my previous scholarship. Having a 
deep interest in radical social idealism, I published in 1988 my Broth­
erly Tomorrows: Movements for a Cooperative Society in America, 1820— 
1920, choosing these dates in the belief that the 1920s marked the end 
of century-long hopes of transforming society through voluntary co­
operative societies. Some not especially attentive critics have taken me 
to task for ignoring post-1920 elements of social radicalism. This work 
on regional planning and the idealism that animated it is my answer to 
such criticism, my point being that the RPAA represents a much 
different kind of radical reform, featuring not cooperative communities 
but social management by technicians. In this scheme regional plan­
ning was a broad arena of operation and cooperation by a variety of 
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experts whose composite expertise was expected to provide wise manage­
ment of social development. A critical weakness in this approach was 
the general absence of any serious concern about the political means to 
realize such hopes. 
More than a decade ago I published a book on mid-nineteenth-
century New York, The New Metropolis: New York City, 1840-1857, 
which dealt with both the realities of an emerging world-class city and 
the efforts of planners and reformers to improve that city. I had hoped 
in this present book to provide a somewhat similar understanding of 
New York at a significantly later stage in its development, only to 
realize that the RPAA, while based in the city and much concerned 
with its problems, provided at best a narrowly selective view of New 
York's realities. This was especially the case in its almost total aversion 
to local politics, but even in the area of housing the understanding of 
conditions by members tended to be abstract, the understanding of 
outsiders—which generally they were. Not all was lost here, however. 
If the result is relatively little about Gotham itself, there are, I think, 
significant insights into the metropolitan area, into a new version of my 
"new metropolis." 
Similarly, I had hopes that I might build on my first work, Ideals and 
Politics, in which I experimented with a multiple biographical approach 
to the contributions a group of pre—Civil War New York writers and 
thinkers made to social and political thought. My aim had been to deal 
with this thought not in terms of abstract systems but as elements in 
the lives of individuals in relation to themselves, to each other, and to 
their times. Although the experiment was far from a total success, it 
did lead me to believe that the approach might be applied to other 
groups of individuals. In this present book, however, I have been forced 
to recognize that, even within a definable group of individuals commit­
ted to the same general goals, the kind of intimate interaction that I 
had hoped to find often is simply not there to be found. 
What these disappointments do is not to scream defeat but to sug­
gest that every subject has its strengths and limitations to which the 
historian must adapt. I have tried when possible to introduce the 
living, personal element into the discussion of regional planning ideas, 
ideals, and strategies, the actual result being determined by the avail­
ability of sources and the knowable positions of RPAA members at 
varying points in time. Most essentially, this is a book that gives special 
emphasis to four men who constituted the vital center of the RPAA, 
each functioning in his own distinctive way. 
Two of these men were architects, Charles Harris Whitaker and 
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Clarence Stein, both major forces in the architectural field, but each 
quite different in character and influence. Whitaker, the longtime 
editor of the Journal of the American Institute of Architects, in his discon­
tent with the profession excited thought and created the opening for 
the formation of the RPAA. Stein, though himself committed to new 
ideas and approaches, made his chief contribution by turning the oppor­
tunities that Whitaker had created into practical accomplishments; he 
was the chief organizing force behind the RPAA and its activities. 
The other two were basically philosophers attracted to the intellec­
tual content of regional planning, but again in radically different ways. 
My personal hero is Ben ton MacKaye, a very practical intellectual who 
turned his experience in forestry into a grand vision that embraced the 
Appalachian Trail, the townless highway, the Tennessee Valley Author­
ity, and a reinvigorated traditional America. He was the chief inspira­
tion behind the RPAA, contributing little to its actual operations but 
much to its essential thinking. In contrast to MacKaye, who in char­
acter and situation was not a city dweller, Lewis Mumford was strongly 
influenced by his New York birth and upbringing; he was the only 
native New Yorker in the group. I started this work with a long-held 
admiration for Mumford as perhaps the most important American 
thinker of the twentieth century; greater understanding has substan­
tially reduced this admiration, principally because it now seems to me 
that Mumford was far less an original thinker and that he owed a much 
greater intellectual debt to his colleagues than is generally recognized. 
Whitaker, Stein, MacKaye, and Mumford do not complete the cast 
for the RPAA story. At one point or another, secondary characters 
played major roles: the architect, Frederick L. Ackerman, who brought 
to the group along with a disgruntled idealism a strong analytical 
mind, particularly useful in the calculation of construction costs. 
Henry Wright, noted for having an almost supernatural sense of ter­
rain, was a genius at site planning, who taught his brethren much 
about creating a context for homes. Stuart Chase, although often absent 
from the group, contributed much to its appreciation of the strengths 
and weaknesses of urban-industrial society. 
Two women, Edith Elmer Wood and Catherine Bauer, made substan­
tial contributions to the development of housing policies, although 
often without the total support of other members. Alexander Bing and 
Robert Kohn were both practical men who offered little to thought but 
who played major roles in organizing significant housing activity, Bing 
in the private ventures at Sunnyside and Radburn and Kohn in govern­
ment housing programs. And finally there was the husband-and-wife 
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team of Robert and Martha Bruere, who gave the RPAA access to Survey 
magazine and who contributed significant understanding regarding the 
implications of electric power. 
The composite picture furnished by this baker's dozen of actors and 
thinkers does not add up to a neat, coherent picture of planning 
thought and policy, but that, literally, is life. Although they were 
united by a common hope that they could make their professional 
expertise a force for social and economic change, they were too indepen­
dent minded to form a "movement" that could be explained by some 
general thesis. 
In writing this book I have been guided by numerous good exam­
ples, but two in particular stand out. One is Bayrd Still, for whom I 
once worked as a temporary graduate assistant, whose dedication to 
telling the truth in urban history has endured as a model of scholarship. 
The other is Zane Miller, whose Boss Cox's Cincinnati is not likely to be 
surpassed as an example of how to present a thesis that respects basic 
truth. 
THE VIEW FROM THE 
OCTAGON: CHARLES 
HARRIS WHITAKER 
In 1913 the Octagon remained one of the most architecturally and 
historically interesting buildings in Washington, D.C. Actually a hex­
agonal structure with a semicircular tower at one corner, it had been 
erected in 1800 by William Thornton, the original architect of the 
Capitol. After the burning of the city in 1814, the Octagon had served 
as the temporary presidential residence of James and Dolly Madison. 
Later, it housed a Catholic girls' school and then a department of 
government. Eventually left to deteriorate, it was saved from complete 
ruin in 1902 when it was purchased by the American Institute of 
Architects (AIA) as temporary headquarters. The AIA, the leading 
national organization for architects, intended to restore the building to 
its original grandeur as a residence and to construct a new and more 
convenient headquarters on adjoining property, but it was unable to 
raise the necessary money, and the Octagon continued to serve as its 
headquarters for many years.1 
The old residence found expanded use in 1913 when it became the 
editorial office of the AIA's new journal. This monthly periodical 
marked an ambitious step forward for the AIA and the profession it 
represented. During the Progressive Era architects joined the growing 
number of professional people who sought to expand their influence on 
society by demonstrating that their expertise could, if given the 
chance, resolve fundamental social problems. In line with the City 
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Beautiful movement, the AIA hoped to find for architecture a public 
place where, freed from its usual dependence on private wealth, it could 
enhance the collective life of the people. The Journal of the American 
Institute of Architects (JAIA) was intended to promote this cause; in the 
words of its founders, to be especially "the authoritative publication in 
all that pertains to the great movements which are everywhere being set 
on foot and which have for their objective the betterment of the physi­
cal condition of our towns and cities."2 It was an ambitious goal that 
required a special person as editor, and the AIA found him in Charles 
Harris Whitaker. 
Born in 1872 in Rhode Island to an affluent family, Whitaker spent 
most of his formative years in Boston, where he attended the English 
High School. He did not graduate from the school, beginning a pattern 
of indifference to formal educational programs and degrees. Over the 
next years he studied art in London, Paris, Brussels, Berlin, and 
Leipzig, part of a cosmopolitan life that kept him out of the United 
States for more than ten years. Along with a broad understanding of 
architectural styles, he developed special expertise in the reproduction 
of artistic photographs, a skill that led to his accumulation of what 
became one of the world's most complete collections of photographs of 
classical Greek architecture. He made a final expression of his love for 
Greece when in his will he directed that his ashes be sent to that land.3 
This cosmopolitan also was strongly an American aesthetic national­
ist and an ardent supporter of the great but then-neglected American 
architect Louis Sullivan. In 1922—23, Whitaker paid Sullivan to write 
an autobiography for the AIA, an important step in reviving the latter's 
reputation; Whitaker took great pride in Sullivan's Autobiography of an 
Idea, proclaiming it "a masterly work" of American literature equalled 
only by Henry Adams's Education.* His interest in Sullivan's book 
enabled him to identify both with a creative element of the American 
democratic past and with a progressive future. Seizing on what he 
called Sullivan's "great idea" that form follows function, Whitaker 
urged his colleagues to reject defunct and useless architectural styles 
derived from Europe in favor of forms that, in obedience to aesthetic 
honesty, reflected the intended uses of the buildings in America.5 
Having neither formal training nor employment as a practicing archi­
tect, Whitaker was free as editor to criticize, often with barely con­
cealed contempt, the existing architectural profession. In 1916 he 
warned that schools of architecture were giving too much stress to 
architecture itself and not enough to music, literature, art, and other 
forms of culture—elements important not only for their power to 
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expand imagination but for their connections with the real world. He 
warned that current practice tended to turn the architect into an "ex­
pert" isolated from practical reality, a disassociation that not only de­
nied the profession its share of influence on society but also cut it off 
from the invigorating conditions of real life. Basically, he hoped to 
return the architect to the character of a craftsman, directly and hon­
estly involved in creating structures suited to their intended purposes. 
Toward that end he proposed the creation of a "Society for Suppressing 
the Use of the Word 'Fine' in Connection with Art," convinced that the 
concept of fine art had helped to disconnect architecture from the realm 
of ordinary life, where it could do the most good for humanity.6 
Although he was critical of the architectural profession, he shared 
with its more progressive leaders the confidence that it could become, 
as he put it in 1918, "a great and universal human service" when freed 
from its servitude to wealth "to serve the whole nation in its problems 
of physical development." These Progressive years brought a wide­
spread effort of various professional groups to assert the importance of 
their expertise to the practical concerns of society. In his own special 
way, Whitaker was an important influence in this "professional revolu­
tion." During his decade and a half as editor, he made theJAlA a force 
for innovation and change. Later, Lewis Mumford said that he "did 
more to open the windows to the fresh currents that were stirring in 
architecture than perhaps any man in America. "7 
Much of Whitaker's early attention was on Washington, D.C., and 
also, in anticipation of regional planning, on its surrounding areas. In 
1914 he advocated the creation of a national forest preserve between 
Washington and Baltimore, warning that the time had come for Ameri­
cans to give thought to preserving their fast-vanishing forest resources: 
"A few years ago, the probable despoilment of our natural conditions 
seemed like an insignificant factor; now it looms large upon the horizon 
of our plans for the future." He especially argued that the Washington-
Baltimore forest reserve would serve as an example for the nation, an 
"inspiration toward the possible development of a great national renais­
sance in art," making in his own way a familiar connection between 
nature and creativity, which his later colleagues in the regional plan­
ning movement could appreciate.8 
Whitaker's concern that Washington set a good national example 
was especially evident in his strongly stated views regarding the public 
architecture of the city, views intended to make the JAIA what its 
directors proclaimed it to be in 1916: "an authoritative source in rela­
tion to questions of public buildings." Both Whitaker and the AIA 
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lobbied for a strong public building commission to review all proposed 
new government construction and to prevent the many numerous build­
ing decisions that had, in their judgment, partly ruined L'Enfant's 
original plan for Washington.9 Earlier in the century, much had been 
done to revive that plan, but the threat remained as in 1916, when the 
Treasury Department proposed building a huge central heating and 
lighting plant on the Potomac River. This megalith—with four smoke 
stacks each 180 feet tall—was to be constructed at a point where 
Whitaker believed it would "disfigure that beauty which L'Enfant, 
Washington, and Jefferson had in their mind's vision," and he joined 
with the other interested groups, such as the American Federation of 
Arts, to defeat the project.10 
Whitaker was not opposed to government construction. In fact, he 
urged the erection of new public buildings to house various governmen­
tal offices that were then scattered among various rented accommoda­
tions in the city, some of which, he complained, were architectural 
blots on the city. Not only were such accommodations ugly and unduly 
expensive, he charged, but they involved a scattering of government 
functions, which increased the inefficiency of public operations. He 
supported a plan to construct a new building for the State Department 
as one that could contribute to the dignity and efficiency of the whole 
nation: "It is the imperative duty of the citizens of the United States to 
demand that its capital should be such a lesson in beauty obtained 
through the application of the principles of order and convenience that 
the smallest town or wealthiest municipality may there find the knowl­
edge of how to plan for the future."11 
To achieve that end, Whitaker argued the need for a systematic and 
comprehensive plan to guide the overall architectural development of 
the city. "Making Washington beautiful must be incidental to making 
Washington useful, orderly, convenient." In this connection, he lashed 
out at a tendency of architects employed in government programs to 
emphasize the merely monumental as a "crime," a failure to honor their 
"duty of planning and designing a building which shall give the maxi­
mum of convenience, comfort and efficiency at the minimum of ex­
pense commensurate with sound work and the dignified expression of 
the purpose of the building."12 
Whitaker also took an interest in federal construction elsewhere in the 
nation. In 1916 he launched a sustained attack in the JAIA on the 
comprehensive Omnibus Public Works Bill being considered by Con­
gress, attacking it as massive pork-barrel legislation motivated princi­
pally by the desire of congressmen to win favor at home and by the greed 
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of local businessmen and land speculators. He proposed that the whole 
buildings program be placed under the direction of a supervising archi­
tect responsible for maintaining "the first elements of architecture—that 
the building shall be worthy of the purpose and the purpose worthy of the 
building." Whitaker's attacks brought a response from Congress, some 
of whose members charged that the AIA was concerned simply with 
creating a new demand for architects, but the editor typically refused to 
back down. In "An Open Letter to the Members of the Sixty-fourth 
Congress" he reiterated his contention that public buildings were a 
matter of national welfare requiring expert direction, and were much too 
important to be left under the influence of politicians. He received the 
support of his editorial board, which said, regarding theJAIA's interest 
in public buildings, that it placed the AIA "definitely before the people 
of the United States as a body which is organized for the purpose of 
rendering a service to society."13 
Whitaker was to continue his efforts to make government buildings 
an inspiration for better design throughout the nation. Eventually he 
was to have second thoughts about centralized control from Washing­
ton and came to advocate, under the influence of regionalism, the 
involvement of the people and architects of a locality in designing 
buildings that expressed local characteristics.14 Before this occurred, 
however, his idea of what defined public architecture was given a 
dramatic turn by the entry in 1917 of the United States into World 
War I, which shifted his primary concern from public buildings to the 
much broader subject of adequate housing for all Americans. 
The sudden outburst of government activity associated with the 
conflict put a great strain on available housing wherever that activity 
was concentrated. In less than a year, once sleepy Washington was 
overwhelmed by some 50,000 newcomers, with more arriving each 
day. The city grew "like a bonanza mining-camp," said one observer, 
and in the process acquired a New York—like crowding and energy that 
offered the possibility it might truly become the dynamic capital of the 
nation. Initially, Whitaker used the situation to illustrate the need for 
good planning, declaring that fifty years of inept management of public 
space had left the government ill prepared to deal efficiently with the 
complex demands of war.15 
Soon, however, he was giving less attention to governmental effi­
ciency than to providing decent housing for the rapidly mounting mass 
of war workers not only in Washington but in places dedicated to war 
industry. Observing that "a modern army is dependent upon industries 
at home," he warned that the war effort would be significantly ham­
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pered unless adequate living quarters were provided for workers. "War 
has given prominence to housing such as Peace could not give," he said 
in September 1917, arguing that the secret to Germany's military 
might was its mass provision for efficient housing. Later he would write 
that "the application of science and governmental aid to home-building 
for workmen in Germany was one of her vital steps in the great scheme 
of war preparedness."16 
To learn the secrets of European war housing, he sent his colleague 
Frederick L. Ackerman to Britain to study the program there, making 
sure the reports that Ackerman sent back to America were quickly 
published in the JAlA. The main conclusion was that the national 
government should intervene to construct whole new towns for workers 
in the burgeoning plants and shipyards. Soon Whitaker's crusade for 
war housing helped persuade Congress to provide for government con­
struction not simply of housing but of planned communities. Among 
the graduates of this experience with planned war communities were 
two of Whitaker's later associates in the Regional Planning Association 
of America (RPAA), Ackerman and Robert D. Kohn.17 
The success of the war program intensified Whitaker's hopes that, as 
he put it in 1918, architects might be "invited to rebuild vast areas of 
dingy habitations," designing not simply good houses but whole commu­
nities for the great masses of people who lived in bad social environ­
ments. At times he dreamed of creating communities where cooperative 
organization would free men and especially women from the burdens of 
the household, places that would furnish heating and cooling from a 
central plant and where communal laundries and kitchens would elimi­
nate domestic drudgery. Through such cooperative communities, "the 
home will be made richer and a better instrument for enlarging the field 
of life." For those who objected that such schemes were impractical, 
Whitaker declared that, thanks to the accumulated actions of supposedly 
"practical" men, Americans confronted an "era of waste, congestion, 
disorder and disorganization."18 Why not then try the combination of 
idealism and skill that would be provided by architects committed to 
public service? 
Like most students of the housing problem, Whitaker was especially 
concerned with the spreading slums of big cities, but he recognized 
that both the problem and its solution extended far beyond the metro­
politan centers. In 1916 he had objected to the tendency of housing 
reformers to strive through building design alone to provide affordable 
good housing for the poor, pointing out that this generally led to large-
scale project-type houses that would "forever commit us to the inevita­
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ble difficulties of transportation, crowding, recreation and child devel-
opment."19 In light of the radically new mobility afforded by the 
automobile, he wondered whether it would not be better to shift atten­
tion from the cities, where high land costs forced emphasis onto 
crowded projects, to the newly accessible fringe areas, where it might 
be possible to provide cheap, small houses that the poor could afford to 
own for themselves. 
Whitaker also did not ignore rural America, where bad housing 
along with limited opportunity, he believed, drove people to the cities 
in search of a better life. The failure to upgrade rural living was 
producing a great drain on the countryside, which threatened future 
capacity to produce food and raw materials while adding new inhabit­
ants to the overburdened city slums. It seemed necessary, then, to 
develop some comprehensive program of rehousing involving the con­
struction of whole new towns for rural as well as city people. "Should 
we not organize rural life so that it would become attractive? Why not 
begin to think in terms of a multitude of communities where life could 
be lived under healthy and happy conditions, instead of trying to make 
a few communities bigger and bigger?"20 
Much of Whitaker's attitude was influenced by the English Garden 
City tradition of Ebenezer Howard, but it also contained strong ele­
ments of native American thought, most notably that of Henry 
George. Although George is best known for his single-tax idea, it was 
his connection of land policy and land usage with overall social develop­
ment that had the greatest effect on planning and reform. Although he 
had died years before, his philosophy was carried on by several disci­
ples, none more devoted than Louis Post, for whose radical magazine, 
The Public, Whitaker wrote at least one article on the housing issue. 
Post, then assistant secretary of labor, and his wife, a leading feminist, 
were important influences for radical reform. While in his own JA M 
Whitaker generally avoided references to George, elsewhere he empha­
sized the Georgist line that the private ownership of land by the com­
parative few would inevitably defeat even the best designed remedies 
for bad housing, since it inflated the costs of homes by radically increas­
ing the cost of the land on which they were built.21 
High site costs, Whitaker argued, led to efforts to house many 
people in a limited area, creating overcrowding and artificially inflating 
the value of surrounding land. With each attempt at improvement land 
prices rose, benefiting only a few landowners at the expense of real 
improvement. "To cope with them, we decrease, first, the size of the 
lot, then the size of the house, and then the size of the room." In order 
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to prevent this "cancer at the heart of architecture," this process that led 
to congestion and slums, land had to be controlled for public use, 
preferably by way of some form of community ownership of the site and 
of surrounding lands. For a model of such land management Whitaker 
could point to the government war communities where planners like 
himself had been able to concentrate on creating a good environment 
without thought about maximizing land values.22 
By 1920 Whitaker had convinced himself that only radical change 
could free Americans from their shoddy residential environments. That 
change, he believed, would necessarily involve some broad community 
plan that would embrace both cities and rural areas, a belief that 
predisposed him toward the new idea of regional planning. The return 
of peace, however, had taught him that he could not count on the 
special conditions created by the war emergency to foster government 
action. Some more enduring agency had to be created to extend the 
lessons of war into the time of peace. 
Two years before he had helped persuade the AIA to establish the 
Committee on War and Post-War Problems to develop a plan that 
would make the profession "a great and universal human service." 
Subsequently, he served as secretary of the postwar committee, whose 
thirty-six members included Ackerman and Kohn, both key figures in 
the government's war housing program. Operating out of the Octagon, 
the committee attempted to organize not only architects but also all 
those involved in the building industry, making it thereby "the most 
important movement ever started by architects in this country." Before 
long, it announced its hopes of joining with other "brain workers" to 
create a "League of Professions," an organization of the diverse skills of 
professional men and women into a force dedicated to change and 
strong enough to overcome both inertia and opposition.23 
Basically, Whitaker looked to the movement as a way of organizing 
the increasingly influential professional groups into a powerful coun­
terforce to business and the profit motive. When some members of the 
AIA objected to this approach, he told them that it would increase the 
demand for architectural services and enable professionals to mobilize 
against the growing power of industrialism. "Is industry to go on until 
it devours us all, or are we to make it our slave and not our master?" 
The new industrial order had grown at the expense of craftsmanship 
and creativity, and the time had come for productive creativity to assert 
itself against mechanical routine and the domination of shortsighted 
selfishness. "Instead of a system where Business, Commerce and Indus­
try can hire or buy all Knowledge, Science and Skill in order to make 
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profits, we shall create a system where Science, Knowledge, and Skill 
develop, direct and control Business, Commerce and Industry, as 
agents for the welfare of mankind."24 
It was a powerful social dream, one that led a young Lewis Mumford 
to say in 1920 that under Whitaker's editorship "there was more live 
sociology in the JAIA than goes into the American Journal of Sociol­
ogy." By then, however, the great upswelling of cooperative effort 
evoked by the war had given way to uncertainty and conflict and to the 
hysterical reaction against radicalism raised by the Red scare. Although 
Whitaker clung to his hopes for some great coalition of architects, 
engineers, scientists, and others "to liberate the professions from the 
domination of selfish interests," he also was developing serious doubts 
about the willingness of architects to escape from the "house of prostitu­
tion" where the profit system had enticed them.23 
At the same time, a major change took place in Whitaker's own life. 
In 1920 he abruptly moved the editorial office of the JAIA from 
Washington to New York City. In part this may have resulted from the 
collapse of hope for the continuation of wartime government, but it was 
also connected with a personal change, since during this period his 
wife, Celia, sued him for divorce, naming a young New York woman as 
the third party. By 1922 he had established his editorial office on East 
Twenty-third Street and his home on a farm in northern New Jersey, 
where he lived with his new wife, Eugenie.26 
The move from the Octagon involved Whitaker in a more cosmopoli­
tan and dynamic world than that of postwar Washington. Like numer­
ous other Americans he disliked New York's dirt and congestion, but it 
was there that he was able to form a circle of interesting people. One of 
them, Mumford, who had first met Whitaker in 1918, said later that 
after the editor moved his office to New York he "brought together in 
friendly intercourse the group" that became the RPAA, the closest 
fulfillment of his dream for a coalition of professional talent.27 While a 
few, like young Mumford, were native New Yorkers, most of these new 
associates had, like Whitaker, come from elsewhere, drawn to massive 
Gotham by its opportunities. Among them were several whose paths 
had also taken them through Washington and government service; 
these paths, too, had led to a disappointment with public life and to 
the search for new means of effecting change in America. 
II

IDEALISM IN 
PEACE AND WAR: 
FREDERICK l_. ACKERMAN 
AND ROBERT D. KOHN 
Whitaker's crusade to put architecture to human service received strong 
support from a few of his colleagues in New York City, no more so than 
from Frederick L. Ackerman. Born in 1878 in the small upstate New 
York town of Edmeston, Ackerman received a bachelor of architecture 
degree from Cornell University in 1901. After spending a year studying 
at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, he became a partner in Trowbridge 
and Ackerman, a professional relation that lasted until 1920. In 1915 
he was appointed lecturer on the principles of architecture at Columbia 
University.1 By this time, under the influence of Whitaker and others, 
he had committed himself to the effort to make architecture a force for 
social as well as aesthetic improvement, especially within the rapidly 
developing city-planning movement, which offered a broad basis for 
interprofessional cooperation. 
In 1915, speaking to the students and faculty of the Cornell College 
of Architecture, he urged architects to prepare themselves for public 
service, especially for the improvement of "physical conditions within 
our communities." After noting that his own youthful idealism had 
grown over the years, he warned that idealism was helpless without an 
understanding of all the forces—political, economic and social, as well 
as aesthetic—that shaped the modern environment. Architects, he 
10 
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said, had become preoccupied with the City Beautiful movement and 
foreign aesthetic styles when they should be developing a "City of 
Common Sense" evolved from the real needs and possibilities of Ameri­
can society and guided by "a vital, indigenous architecture" rooted in 
American culture. Once they related themselves to reality, they would 
find plenty of allies, professional and otherwise, in the work of improv­
ing society.2 
Ackerman dreamed of making architecture and planning a demo­
cratic movement aligned with an awakened citizenry. In 1914, as 
chairman of the AIA's Committee on Public Information, he urged the 
importance of educating the public, whose will was more important 
than abstract principles of architecture in determining the character of 
cities, a will that had yet to be guided by "sound social and economic 
ideas and good art." It was ignorance, not greed, that ultimately ex­
plained "the ugliness, the inadequacy of our surroundings." To prepare 
for fundamental improvement, then, required that architects exert 
themselves to reshape public attitudes toward planning, particularly to 
persuade Americans to subordinate their excessive individualism to the 
larger interests of the community to which all belonged. A reckless 
regard for individual rights and interests had produced a social environ­
ment oppressive to the great majority.3 Borrowing from John Dewey's 
progressive educational philosophy, Ackerman proposed that city plan­
ning be taught in the public schools as a way both to educate children 
in the importance of their communities and to train them to evolve 
practical solutions from life experience. "Our schools consider things in 
the abstract only; the application is left to chance."4 
While Whitaker's idealism in Washington led him naturally to­
ward a concern with government architecture, Ackerman's dreams in 
New York City concentrated his attention on housing and overcrowd­
ing, leading him to take a special interest in the then new idea of 
zoning, which promised to give planners control over the use and 
development of urban lands. In 1913 he argued that there was little 
hope of improving even the appearance of American cities until a way 
was found that, like zoning, could prevent "intolerable conditions as 
regards congestion and a perfectly stupid loss of light and air," condi­
tions especially intolerable on the island of Manhattan, where he had 
both his office and his home. He favored comprehensive controls over 
land usage and over the size and functions of buildings to prevent 
overcrowding and the development of slum conditions. Zoning was 
soon to become popular practice, but a guiding preoccupation with 
protecting property values disappointed Ackerman's hopes for a com­
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prehensive plan in which "the rights of the entire community stand 
above and dominate the rights of the individual."5 
Although Ackerman continued to hope for community-oriented zon­
ing, his thoughts were redirected into new and seemingly more promis­
ing paths by America's entry into World War I. When Whitaker issued 
a call for architects to support the war, especially by contributing to the 
development of housing for war workers, Ackerman was one of the first 
to respond. As early as 1914 the New Yorker had urged architects to 
take an interest in improving conditions for workers, and so it was 
natural that, thanks to Whitaker, in late 1917 he went to England to 
study that nation's earlier efforts to resolve the same problem. There, 
supported by more than a decade of effort associated with the Garden 
City movement, the English government had built whole new commu­
nities that impressed Ackerman with the speed with which they had 
been constructed and with their healthy character as environments for 
living.6 
Although recognizing that more than the Atlantic Ocean separated 
the two societies, Ackerman returned convinced that the English exam­
ple was worth adapting to American circumstances. In early January 
1918 he helped persuade the New York chapter of the AIA to pass 
resolutions demanding that the national government take all steps 
needed to "design and build communities." When Congress seemed 
ready simply to provide loans to stimulate housing construction, 
Ackerman attacked the plan. What was needed, he said, was a forceful 
government program that would quickly provide "a social and physical 
environment adjacent to war industries which will automatically create 
the spirit of integrated purpose which alone will produce our ships and 
munitions."7 
Along with Whitaker and other architects, Ackerman lobbied for a 
government agency to initiate and control a wartime housing program, 
persuading the New York chapter of the AIA to issue a public declara­
tion backing his proposals. He rejected any thought of temporary 
barracks-type housing for war workers on the grounds that such shoddy 
stuff would not meet human needs during the war and would be utterly 
useless afterward. Planned communities, on the other hand, would 
serve to meet housing needs in peace as well as war. He proposed a 
nonprofit government corporation to acquire the land needed for com­
munities and to direct their actual contruction. Having learned from 
Henry George the importance of land values and the evils of land 
speculation, he insisted that the government maintain control over the 
land in and around the communities, taking any increases in value 
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resulting from town construction and good planning for use by the new 
towns themselves. The more he thought about this plan, the more 
excited he became about its possibilities. "Let us be imaginative and 
visualize along our seaboard and wherever munitions plants exist com­
munities of war workers organized as industrial divisions of our army."8 
In such communities, Americans might learn to subordinate their self­
ish individualism to the welfare of the community. 
Congress responded by creating two distinct housing operations: the 
United States Housing Corporation, authorized to build housing for 
war workers in Washington, D.C., and elsewhere, and a more special­
ized housing division of the United States Shipping Board, intended to 
construct new towns to support the rapid increases in ship construction 
planned by the board. Ackerman was appointed chief of housing and 
town design for this second operation, giving him the responsibility for 
coordinating the work of architects and engineers into a massive effort 
quickly to produce effective designs for new communities. It was, as he 
said in August 1918, a demanding task that required immediate atten­
tion to "a multitude of extreme complex factors" involving not only the 
new towns themselves but their relationships with surrounding areas, 
an element of regional planning.9 
Fortunately, Ackerman had an able ally in the man appointed to 
oversee the construction of the towns, a fellow New York architect, 
Robert D. Kohn. Born in New York City in 1870, Kohn had gotten his 
training as an architect at Columbia University and the Ecole des Beaux 
Arts. Beginning in 1895 he had established a successful practice in 
New York and had gone beyond that to become a respected leader in the 
effort to improve housing. Before the war he had served as the president 
both of the influential local chapter of the AIA and of the National Fire 
Protective Association. As a leading member of the Ethical Culture 
Society (the only significant religious connection of the RPAA), he also 
had important ties with the world of reform. Much of his attention was 
directed toward facilitating the construction of housing to meet the 
needs of New York's crowded population. For several years he had been 
a leading member of the local AIA's Committee of City Departments, 
formed, with the support of the construction industry, to rationalize 
municipal building ordinances in order to expedite the production of 
needed buildings. Kohn called it "a forceful committee in which archi­
tects, engineers, underwriters, and builders work together in a fine 
civic spirit."10 This experience in coordinating diverse talents for con­
structive purposes helped make him an effective chief of housing pro­
duction for the Shipping Board. 
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In 1918 the board organized a huge increase in ship building, and its 
housing division responded by initiating more than two dozen new 
communities to house more than 28,000 shipyard workers. Later, 
Ackerman recalled that his housing work was left relatively free from 
government meddling because Congress was preoccupied with the de­
bate over whether to produce wooden or steel ships. Generally, the 
actual work of constructing these communities was done by private 
housing corporations financed by low-interest government loans and 
subject to general regulation by the Shipping Board. By April 1919 the 
board could report that it was close to completing twenty-four projects 
consisting of 8,774 houses along with 914 apartments and twenty-one 
dormitories. The preponderance of houses reflected what the chief of 
design believed were the preferences of most Americans. Ackerman in 
1918 had rejected the then fashionable emphasis on multifamily dwell­
ings as a way to resolve the housing problem. Such dwellings were 
contrivances designed by reformers for somebody else, he said, when 
most people actually preferred a single-family house, "a complete envi­
ronment wherein can be gratified the idiosyncrasies of personality."11 
Although Ackerman provided general oversight over planning and 
design, the detailed work was done by other architects under contract 
with the board. One of the most ambitious of the war projects, 
Yorkship Village, was designed by Erastus D. Litchfield, a New York 
architect. Located on some 225 acres a few miles south of Camden, 
New Jersey, Yorkship Village was billed as America's first garden city. 
Litchfield drew up an ambitious plan for a town of 12,000 people, with 
playgrounds, parks, and a shopping center. Much attention was given 
to site planning. "The tricks of the trade," wrote one observer, "are to 
make use of natural beauties, provide gentle street grades, guide traffic 
to a few broad through avenues and leave narrow residential streets that 
will be quiet and safe . . . make short closed vistas and winding roads, 
instead of the usual dull grid-iron street plan; and find the closest fit to 
the natural lay of the land."12 Only a part of this plan was implemented 
before construction was terminated by the end of the war, but it and 
similar plans pointed the way to the improvement of America's rapidly 
unfolding suburban future. 
These war villages seemed to prove that it was possible through 
large-scale, well-coordinated projects to provide adequate housing for 
Americas workers. Lawrence Veiller, the housing expert, said in 1918 
that the program offered a way to a slumless America. Although he had 
doubts as to the willingness of Americans to support a government 
program, he hoped that, at least, the national government would con­
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struct "Heroes Villages" to reward returning veterans when the war 
ended. John Taylor Boyd Jr., writing in the Architectural Record, de­
clared that the program might well mark the beginning of a "great 
movement of benefit not simply for the professions concerned, but for 
American civilization," while Sylvester Baxter in the same periodical 
predicted that the "model communities" furnished an example of gov­
ernment effort that "cannot fail to have a lasting and beneficial effect in 
shaping the future of American domestic and social life."13 
Congress, however, had enacted the program only as a temporary war 
measure; even the concern with good design was justified as making 
government housing more saleable with the return of peace. When the 
Great War ended in November 1918, therefore, both houses of Congress 
moved quickly to repeal the program. In the House of Representatives, 
the Committee of Public Buildings and Grounds, perhaps smarting 
under Whitaker's blasts against congressional architectural policies, con­
demned it as a refuge for "college professors and alleged experts." In late 
1918 the Senate passed a resolution for the termination of construction 
on most towns, a step that a defender of the program saw as the begin­
ning of a campaign to force the sale of war housing to private interests: 
"You can hear the predatory tread of real estate speculation." By 1920, 
responding to congressional directives, the Shipping Board had begun to 
sell off its projects at bargain prices, a process that continued into the 
early 1920s.14 
For some of the principals in the war program, however, the idea 
lived on. For Kohn the project had demonstrated how the architect 
could involve himself in public affairs, fulfilling Whitaker's dream of 
service to the community. In 1919 he urged Americans to support the 
idea of completing the war-towns program, in the process coining a 
slogan for the later RPAA when he said that "to meet the housing need 
it is not sufficient to build houses—we must build communities." A 
year later, in regard to proposed projects on the slum housing of the 
central cities, he said that it would be wiser to build new homes in new 
communities located on the urban fringe where land was cheaper and 
the environment healthier. 
The war towns had, for Kohn, also proven both the value and the 
feasibility of cooperative action among engineers, architects, and others 
involved in the construction of housing. Through the right organiza­
tion as well as the right location, good housing could eventually be 
assured for all Americans. In 1922 he recalled that during the war "at 
one blow, the professional classes were recruited a millionfold"; the 
trick was to find a substitute for war as a basis for cooperation. Earlier, 
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in February 1919, he persuaded the powerful New York chapter of the 
AIA to support Whitaker's postwar committee, declaring that the 
meeting at which this was done was "the most interesting held by this 
chapter in many years." After the failure of that movement, Kohn 
devoted himself to promoting professional cooperation and service 
within both the AIA and the building industry, aiming especially to 
rationalize construction practices and to prevent disruptive strikes by 
construction workers.15 
Ackerman was too much of a loner to echo Kohn's cooperative ideal, 
but he, too, found in wartime service reenforcement for his own public 
ideal of government planning, one far broader and more radical than his 
colleague's. Success in the design of the war towns strengthened his 
hopes that humans could learn to create and maintain good environ­
ments for themselves, communities where "the home and its related 
communal features" would be protected from the threat of disruption 
and decay. For Ackerman, however, it was not enough simply to build 
communities but it was necessary to alter the whole character of society 
in terms of its values and organization. Not until this was accom­
plished, he warned, would there be protection from the kind of influ­
ences that, with the end of the war, were threatening the futures of the 
government's model communities.16 
Early in 1919 Ackerman published a long article in the National 
Municipal Review calling for effective national planning to guide the 
development of the whole of American society. His call also served the 
cause of regional planning, especially in his dismissal of traditional 
political entities. "State boundaries," he stated, "are artificial bound­
aries which must be ignored in the organization of the physical plan for 
the economic use of the entire area of the nation." In the cities it was 
necessary to abandon "the old practice of producing ugly houses in ugly 
settings," but city planning was not enough: since urban and rural areas 
were intertwined, planners had to include the countryside as well as 
cities. The decay of rural society was leading hundreds of thousands of 
people to migrate to the overcrowded metropolises, and haphazard city 
growth was invading the countryside, threatening to consume the agri­
cultural land needed to sustain future generations.17 
As his chief planning tool, Ackerman looked again to zoning, expand­
ing the prewar idea to include all land, rural and urban. Anticipating an 
important concern of the later RPAA, he said that the development of an 
effective national plan to determine how land was to be used required 
"the development of regional surveys," which could establish an accurate 
understanding of the physical and economic character of "each and every 
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part of the entire area of the nation." To carry out the complex task of 
developing such a comprehensive plan, he proposed the creation of "per­
manent, central executive agencies" on every level of government, local, 
state, and national.18 
Ackerman believed that such a plan could be made effective only by 
making a radical change in the manner in which Americans carried on 
the business of development, especially in promoting the growth of 
their cities. No longer should plans for "our industrial and agricultural 
areas be predicated upon the belief that we can go on expanding our 
cities indefinitely, massing together great populations engaged solely 
in commerce or in the fabrication of materials." To reverse this ten­
dency, he proposed that there be public control over investment for 
purposes of development. Capital, for instance, should no longer be 
wasted in "building temporary buildings, temporary cities" destined to 
be torn down and rebuilt, but should be directed to creating the more 
stable and humane environment attained in the war communities and 
in the decentralization of population.19 Presumably, a detailed national 
zoning plan prescribing land usage would be the chief road map for the 
flow of investment. 
Above all, Ackerman believed, there had to be a radical change in the 
public values that ultimately governed development. Without such a 
change, even the best ideas and techniques would be of little avail, since 
they would be perverted to ignoble ends. In place of the dominant 
individualism, with its selfish concern for individual profit, he dreamed 
of cooperative effort guided by the faith that the improvement of the 
common society and environment in which all lived would be a benefit to 
all. Sharing Whitaker's Georgist outlook, he advocated the expropria­
tion of increases in the value of land resulting from population growth 
and public improvement, the money to be used for the general good 
rather than for speculative profit.20 
Soon after he published the essay on national planning in the Na­
tional Municipal Review, Ackerman read two recently published books, 
Modern Business Enterprise and The Vested Interests, by the radical econo­
mist Thorstein Veblen, who became an important influence on his 
thinking. In 1918 Veblen had come to New York, where he soon 
contributed to the intellectual growth of several future members of the 
RPAA. Lewis Mumford, for instance, later recalled that Veblen had 
helped him to develop an interdisciplinary approach to understanding 
human society, an approach essential to regional planning. Ackerman 
found confirmation of his radical thinking in Veblen's ideas. Writing to 
Edith Elmer Wood, a conservative colleague in housing and planning 
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matters, Ackerman said that Veblen had convinced him that there 
could be no effective public planning "so long as practically all govern­
mental action is carried out in complete conformity to the principles 
which actuate modern business enterprise, which is, of course, nothing 
but activity actuated by the desire for profit rather than greater produc­
tion to meet the needs of the common man."21 
Ackerman recognized that this rejection of the profit motive might 
be seen as "rank socialistic doctrine," unacceptable to the American 
public, but he believed that real progress was impossible so long as 
"speculation" governed the situation. Any gains derived from good 
planning and zoning, for instance, would be diverted from meaningful 
improvement of the housing environment into higher rents and land 
values that, under the profit system, would bring a crowding of popula­
tion. Thinking perhaps of Kohn's hopes for professional cooperation, he 
wrote in 1921, "The town planners, the housing experts, the engi­
neers, the legal advisers, the organizers of moves in the interest of the 
common welfare are as a small force marching toward an objective upon 
a moving platform running in the opposite direction at a slightly more 
rapid rate than their own rate of advance." And so progress would be 
continuously sabotaged until the selfish interests of individual property 
were subordinated to the planner's ideal of public good.?2 
Such radicalism persuaded Whitaker in 1921 to declare that "it is 
only Mr. Ackerman who has blazed a trail through the economic jungle 
in which we are now lost." The trouble was that there were so few 
willing to follow the trail. The savage persecution of radicals during the 
Red scare following the war led Ackerman to complain that whenever 
someone suggested that the system should be changed so as to "aim at 
the production of goods rather than profits" he was condemned as an 
undesirable person to be investigated by Congress.23 What, then, could 
be done? Given the conservatism of the times, there seemed no way but 
to engage in the slow process of reeducating the public. 
In this Ackerman was at a notable disadvantage, handicapped by a 
wooden and convoluted prose style. Although respected by his immedi­
ate associates, he lacked the capacity to generate enthusiasm for his 
cause. By 1922, however, a new man of influence had appeared who 
both gave some popular appeal to the idea of national planning and 
expanded its meaning in a significant way. This man had, like 
Whitaker, Ackerman, and Kohn, followed a trail of public service that 
involved Washington, but his trail passed through the nation's forests 
and wilderness areas rather than through the congested cities of metro­
politan America. 
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GREEN DIMENSIONS: 
BENTON MACKAYE 
The strivings of the new public-oriented professionals to make a place 
for their skills and ambitions took on various forms. As architects, 
Whitaker, Ackerman, and Kohn were in their own distinctive ways 
essentially urban in their concerns, concentrating on the housing and 
environment of the congested metropolitan centers. Although Acker­
man gave much emphasis to the importance of rural areas in planning 
and zoning, even he focused his attentions on the problems and impact 
of the central cities. In the early 1920s, however, these architects 
encountered a very different personality who radically broadened their 
thinking regarding regionalism and regional planning, in the process 
opening the way for the creation of the RPAA. 
Benton MacKaye, the new inspiration, belonged to the green, liv­
ing world of nature and to the traditional society of rural communi­
ties. In the summer of 1914, MacKaye described his impressions of 
the city of Chicago, giving particular note to the "sardined humanity" 
crowded on the beaches and to the ranks of smokestacks looming 
above the steel mills of South Chicago, "each issuing a grim black 
cloud that streamed indefinitely across the prairie." The scene, he 
concluded, "made an exact diagram of play and work and commercial­
ism in America. Here on the beach was the feeble attempt at obtain­
ing Heaven; back in the phalanx of smokestacks was our titanic 
triumph in attaining hell."1 It became his life's work to resist this 
metropolitan blight and to re-create what he believed was a radically 
better world rooted in the American past. 
19 
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MacKaye came from one of America's most creative families. He was 
born in Stamford, Connecticut, in 1879, the fifth of six children. His 
father was James Morrison Steele MacKaye, a man of overflowing tal­
ents and ambitions. A painter, actor, playwright, theatrical producer, 
stage designer, and sometime inventor, Steele MacKaye (as he was 
generally known) wrote more than twenty plays during his fifty-two 
years, as well as building several theaters and establishing the first 
dramatic school in America. A driven man and a visionary, he spent 
much of his life trying to integrate his diverse talents into grandiose 
accomplishments, most notably into his "Spectorium," a giant theater 
that he designed to present, with special panoramic effects, a pageant 
on the discovery and development of America. Conceived for the Chi­
cago World's Fair in 1893, it was never finished, costing MacKaye not 
only much money but his health, and in 1894 he died as he had lived, 
on the road—in Colorado on a train bound for home.2 
Steele MacKaye left behind him not only his own accomplishments 
but also an accomplished family. Of hisfive sons, the second oldest and 
perhaps the most talented, William Payson, died in 1889 at the very 
beginning of maturity, leaving behind only numerous hints of a bril­
liant future never attained—but the others lived on to carve out success­
ful careers. Harold Steele, the oldest, was a patent attorney and some­
time novelist who, like his father, displayed a multitude of talents, 
being described as "an ingenious inventor, a clever amateur musician, 
painter, and playwright." James Medbury, the third brother, was an 
economist, engineer, and philosopher, who was to spend his last years 
as professor of philosophy at Dartmouth and defender of the Newtonian 
conception of the universe from the challenge of Einstein's theory of 
relativity. Percy, the closest to Benton in age and interests, was a 
popular dramatist and poet who helped create an interest in American 
folk culture. The youngest of the children and the only girl, Hazel, 
became an actress, director, author of pageants, and suffragist.3 
Amid all this talent, Benton was able to find his own unique avenue 
of achievement. After spending most of his first eight years in New 
York City, he was brought to what became his true home when in 1888 
Steele MacKaye moved his family to the small New England village of 
Shirley Center, Massachusetts. It was at Shirley Center, which Percy 
later described as "our little hamlet and haven in exodus from city wall 
and towers of perturbation," that the MacKaye family found its roots. 
In time, Benton MacKaye transformed himself into his ideal of a 
Yankee—a practical dreamer and an eminently rational eccentric. As a 
boy, MacKaye used the village as a place from which to explore the 
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neighboring countryside, his first step toward his later interest in 
regional surveys. Forty years later, he said that his explorations had 
revealed to him a regional world of hill villages and factory towns well 
integrated into the green landscape, one where Mount Monadnock in 
southern New Hampshire served, like Japan's Fujiyama, as "the em­
blem of a unified homeland . . . the lofty pivot of an indigenous region 
and culture."4 
Unfortunately for MacKaye this was a fading world abandoned by 
many of its people for the opportunities of big cities. Years later he was 
to write of New England that the typical village was "for the most part 
a deserted village," where the church remained, but with a diminishing 
congregation, and where the school graduated most of its students to 
the outside world. "The thirty dwelling houses have become thirteen— 
or three. The outlying fields have largely become brushlands."5 Many 
Americans of his and older generations had expressed this same lament, 
but few went as far as MacKaye in making it the basis for a life's work. 
As a young man MacKaye also left his homeland for a wider world of 
opportunity. In 1896 he enrolled at Harvard, where he studied under 
among others the philosopher Josiah Royce, who advanced his under­
standing of the relationship between man and the landscape, and the 
geographer William Morris Davis. Davis gave him a long-remembered 
lesson in the world's essential unity when in introducing a course he 
held up a six-inch globe and declared "here is the subject of our 
study—this planet, its lands, waters, atmosphere, and life; the abode 
of plant, animal, and man—the earth as a habitable globe." Such influ­
ences helped develop a distinctly professional style that left little room 
for a romantic approach to nature. Later, MacKaye was to say that both 
he and his father were "visualizers," but, while Steele MacKaye visual­
ized in terms of drama, he, as a regional planner, "visualizes chiefly by 
maps, charts and scientific statement." After graduating from Harvard 
in 1900, MacKaye's developing ecological awareness led him to com­
mit himself to the new science of forestry, and in 1905 he received a 
master's degree from Harvard in that discipline.6 
Soon after receiving his professional degree he joined the United 
States Forest Service, beginning more than a decade of sporadic but 
enriching involvement in creating and managing the nation's forests. 
From his graduate work, MacKaye had absorbed the view that forestry 
was a form of agriculture: the growing of trees and the careful manage­
ment of timber production to meet society's needs. Now he was edu­
cated to a larger view by conflicts over forest policy, over what he later 
said was the question "could Uncle Sam as forester prevent the stealing 
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of waterpower sites? regulate grazing? and control a dozen other uses of 
the National Forest—in addition to selling timber?"7 He developed a 
strong sense of public service and a deep faith in government as an 
instrument of public purpose. 
During his first five years, however, MacKaye was, as he noted later, 
"in and out of the Service," apparently because he was reluctant to leave 
New England. In addition to his public work, he took on varied tempo­
rary jobs, including teaching forestry at Harvard and organizing two 
private forest preserves. In 1910 he returned to Shirley Center, where he 
spent the next year and a half doing independent consulting work and 
writing about forests. Finally, at the end of 1911, when the service 
offered him more permanent employment, he moved to Washington, 
D.C. Although he spent most of the next decade in Washington, he was 
soon temporarily back in New England on a mission that opened his 
mind to new elements of regionalism and regional planning.8 
In 1912 the Forest Service lent him to the United States Geological 
Survey to map the diverse forest cover of the several river watersheds in 
the White Mountains, an important step toward establishing the 
White Mountains National Forest. The year before, Congress had pro­
vided for public purchases of land that had an influence on river flow 
and navigation, a provision designed to get around constitutional objec­
tions to government purchases strictly for forest purposes. This work 
helped teach MacKaye two valuable lessons. First, he learned to appreci­
ate the importance of watersheds and river valleys to land-use planning 
and development as he carried out studies that required that forests be 
treated as parts of a dynamic landscape. Second, he learned how to work 
as a member of a team with engineers and other technicians from the 
Geological Survey, an experience in the benefits of cooperating talents 
especially important for a man who was in his instincts very much an 
individualist.9 
The White Mountains survey proved to be a prelude to an immensely 
enriching period of public activity when MacKaye returned to Washing­
ton to set up residence there. Some of it involved women. Benton's 
younger sister, Hazel, had become an ardent advocate of women's rights, 
supporting the cause by staging in Washington and elsewhere a number 
of pageants, popular dramatizations of woman's grievances. She also 
spoke for the cause, occasionally persuading her brother to pose as a 
heckler in order to attract attention and sympathy.10 
It was through Hazel that MacKaye met his future wife, Jessie Hardy 
Stubbs, a widow who had come to Washington by way of Chicago in 
pursuit not only of women's rights but of world peace. Sometime after 
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her marriage to MacKaye in 1914, she advocated that women "strike" 
for peace by refusing to marry or to bear children until warfare should 
be abandoned. In 1918 Ellen Maury Slayden—a Washington wife with 
little sympathy for suffragists—wrote in her journal that "pretty little 
Mrs. Jessie MacKaye" had rushed up to her on the street, "her face all 
lined with nervous strain and told me with delight that she had been 
arrested three times last week. They go out from the headquarters in 
Jackson Place every night, make speeches and wave banners till they get 
themselves arrested, and march off to jail, handbags packed in advance 
with toothbrush and nightie, to revel in martyrdom."11 Only later 
would it be recognized that here were signs of an unstable disposition 
that would lead to a tragic end. 
MacKaye had his own intense commitments. In 1913 he joined the 
Hell-Raisers, a newly formed group of progressive intellectuals that 
included William L. Stoddard, Washington correspondent of the Bos­
ton Transcript; Art Young, the political cartoonist; and Stuart Chase, a 
radical reform writer and later member of the RPAA. Believing 
strongly in the benefits of government action, the Hell-Raisers gave 
special attention to Congress, drafting several bills intended less to be 
passed than to be debated, hoping that through Congress they could 
build public support for progressive policies. They were particularly 
interested in preserving the nation's resources in lands, minerals, and 
waterpower for public benefit. In 1913 the MacKaye-drafted Alaska 
Development Bill, providing for the planned settlement of America's 
last frontier, was introduced into both houses of Congress. Among 
other Hell-Raiser bills that MacKaye helped to draft was one in 1916 
for the creation of a national Water Power Development Board, with 
authority over transportation, recreation, and flood control, as well as 
power in river valleys—a proposal that anticipated the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA), created two decades later.u 
MacKaye found his own special frontier in the hundreds of thou­
sands of barren acres left by an unregulated timber industry, an exam­
ple of timber mining, as opposed to the cultivation preached by the 
Forest Service. In 1914 he investigated the "stump country" created 
by lumbermen in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota and soon de­
vised a visionary plan to redevelop and reopen such areas for settlement 
by communities of rural workers, a modern version of the old Ameri­
can tradition of new beginnings on new lands that had first produced 
the New England towns.13 In late 1915 he noted that over the previ­
ous six months he had been advocating a plan to settle "wild lands," 
which would provide jobs for many unemployed Americans in the 
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development of the nation's natural resources. Soon after, in urging 
support for his plan, he said that it was certainly better to spend 
money "for helping men to build up the country than to help men to 
kill one another."14 
By this time MacKaye had drafted the National Colonization Bill 
authorizing the Labor Department to take the lead in organizing a 
government colonization project. In February 1916 this bill was intro­
duced into the House of Representatives by Robert Crosser of Ohio but 
it failed to get beyond a preliminary hearing, and the next year the 
nation devoted its resources to helping men kill each other in World 
War I. MacKaye, however, had won support for his plan, especially 
from Assistant Secretary of Labor Louis Post, a leading disciple of 
Henry George. In 1919, confronted with the problem of finding em­
ployment for returning war veterans, the Labor Department issued 
MacKaye's first important published work, Employment and Natural 
Resources, which presented colonization as a solution to that problem 
and more.15 
In some respects, MacKaye hoped to recreate a Jeffersonian world of 
individual farms, where hard work would assure independence and com­
petence, but his means for doing so were distinctly non-Jeffersonian, 
since they involved both government and communal settlement. While 
Ackerman and Kohn were at work on their model towns for the Shipping 
Board, MacKaye was envisioning planned farm communities to be con­
structed for settlers by a United States Construction Service, using the 
labor of the unemployed; the service would clear land, build houses, 
create marketing and credit facilities, and do whatever else was necessary 
to establish a viable economic life, including especially the formation of 
"ready-made" farms that could be put into immediate production. 
While many of these communities would be planted in stump areas, 
others would be established in woodlands as permanent homes for tim­
bermen, who would enjoy lifelong employment in the cultivation rather 
than the devastation of forests, constituting what MacKaye later called "a 
lumber empire based on sustained yield of trees and steadfast employ­
ment of men."16 
Such a scheme was intended to achieve the dream long entertained 
by social visionaries, who imagined communities where cooperation 
would eliminate the social isolation and economic inefficiencies afflict­
ing farms and thereby restore the vitality of rural society in a moderniz­
ing world. If the goal was essentially traditional, the means to achieve 
that goal were so radical as to deny any chance of ready acceptance. The 
key was not simply government intervention but public control over 
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the most basic of all resources, land—a substantial modification of 
private property rights. Having been exposed, like most of his future 
colleagues in the RPAA, to the ideas of Henry George, MacKaye was 
especially concerned about the effects of land speculation and individual 
property decisions on his communities. Public ownership seemed neces­
sary in order to prevent those who had been settled in the new commu­
nities from selling land to monopolists and speculators or otherwise 
using the land in ways threatening to the community. Occupancy 
would be limited to those who actually used the land; any increase in 
land values would be reserved for public benefit. Although he was 
unsure as to whether it would be the individual community or the 
government that would own the land, MacKaye proposed that overall 
policy be set by a National Land Board, authorized both to reserve 
public lands from private sale and to purchase private lands for public 
17 use.
MacKaye's colonization plan won some support. In April 1918 the 
New Republic endorsed it as an "able program for the social and eco­
nomic rehabilitation of our national and agricultural lands" that would 
make the United States a world leader in the development of land-use 
policy. Writing at a time of public concern over the activities of the 
radical Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), the magazine's editor 
warned that timber mining and land speculation had done much to 
create the rootless, jobless proletariat presumed to be eager recruits for 
radicalism, a class likely to grow with the mass return of veterans from 
the war. Better, then, to enact a program such as MacKaye's, which by 
providing continuous employment would convert "the lumberjack 
from a hobo into a family man." Both Post's The Public and the Monthly 
Labor Review published articles written by MacKaye on colonization, 
and in late 1918 Representative Clyde Kelly of Pennsylvania submitted 
MacKaye's Workers and Soldiers Land Bill to the House of Representa­
tives, where it was given a formal hearing.18 
The prospects for effective public land and community development, 
however, quickly evaporated with the end of the war. Soon after the 
armistice in November 1918, he later recalled, "Washington went 
down like a circus tent," as programs like the one for wartime housing 
were abruptly terminated, introducing what proved to be a long period 
of retreat from active government. Unfortunately for MacKaye, his 
enthusiasm for colonization had led in late 1917 to his transfer, which 
he reluctantly accepted, from the Forest Service to the Labor Depart­
ment, where he was left exposed to postwar cutbacks. At the end of 
June 1919 he lost his job, leaving him to make a fruitless struggle to 
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support himself and his wife by writing. Finally, as a last act of public 
service, he obtained in October 1919 a temporary job as a "route agent" 
for the Postal Service in connection with the latest version of what he 
called his "utopias."19 
This was a scheme to use the postal system to link the producers of 
food directly with consumers in the city in order to reduce urban living 
costs and to expand markets for farmers. Under his plan, farmers would 
be organized into cooperative "rural supply units," which would use the 
Postal Service's truck routes and post offices to provide food for "com­
munity units," without the expensive involvement of profit-seeking 
middlemen. Although he justified the plan as a way to reduce the cost 
of living, it was evident that his chief concern was with his colonization 
proposals, his hope being that the rural supply units would provide a 
basis for permanent farm colonies. Expanding on this, he dreamed that 
at least some of the supply units might evolve into garden cities with 
small factories: "A proper balance between the industrial and agricul­
tural population . . . is perhaps the most potent means of withdrawing 
the surplus population from our congested metropolitan districts." To 
illustrate what could be done, he provided a sketch of a broad regional 
plan for Washington, D.C., and its related areas, including especially 
surrounding agricultural areas.20 
MacKaye's "Plan for Cooperation between Farmer and Consumer" 
received some attention in 1920, but nothing came of the idea, and he 
soon lost his temporary postal job. For a short time, the loss of one 
Utopia led him to thoughts of another: the Bolshevik Revolution in 
Russia, which radical idealists could still see as the best hope for 
reshaping the world. He briefly cooperated with two future colleagues 
in the RPAA, Stuart Chase and Whitaker, and in March 1920 these 
men, along with Jessie MacKaye, offered their services to the Soviet 
Union, noting that they had heard that the new Red Utopia "would 
welcome the services of competent technical workers . .  . in industrial 
and social fields, especially those who in their sympathies and convic­
tions are in harmony with the aims of the present Russian Soviet 
Republic." They promised to recruit others for service and "to cross 
over into Russia and to report to the Soviet Government." In describing 
the work he personally would like to do in Russia, MacKaye wrote that 
he was "particularly interested in the opening of new country and 
resources through railroad development and in the utilization of 
land."21 In those pre-Stalin days a willingness to participate in a foreign 
adventure perhaps is understandable, especially for those who had 
geared their thinking to public service, but it received no response. 
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This last disappointment to MacKaye's Utopian dreams was soon 
followed by the worst period in his life. Having lost his place in 
government service he was forced to accept a job as a writer for a 
newspaper syndicate in New York City; by the spring of 1921 he and 
Jessie were living in an apartment on West Twelfth Street in Greenwich 
Village. This attempt to start a new life in the metropolis was soon 
brought to a crashing halt by Jessie's mental instability. 
Before Jessie had married MacKaye and again in 1918 she had ner­
vous breakdowns; in each case, she had recovered to carry on her work 
for peace and women's rights, but the basic problem remained, and 
after their move to New York she had a relapse. MacKaye said later that 
he took her from doctor to doctor to no avail, only then to see her 
apparently recover to the point where she began to smile and make 
jokes. Encouraged, he decided to take her to Croton outside the city for 
rest and recuperation. On the day of their departure (April 19, 1921), 
however, she had expressed a strong unwillingness to go, and when he 
got her to Grand Central Station for the trip she suddenly disappeared 
into a crowd. MacKaye hoped that she had gone to a hospital for 
treatment, but her lifeless body was soon found floating in the East 
River. At her instruction, her body was cremated and the ashes scat­
tered over the hills of Staten Island, where she, an enthusiastic hiker, 
had once roamed.22 
While MacKaye was able to find some consolation in the thought 
that, as he told a friend, she had escaped the "untold suffering" of a 
worsening mental state, he was emotionally devastated; he would never 
marry again, even though he would live on for more than a half century. 
And yet this loss was to open the way to what he would later call "a sort of 
golden epoch" of great personal satisfaction and accomplishment. It 
began when his friend Whitaker persuaded him to stay at his newly 
purchased farm at Mount Olive, New Jersey, to begin his recovery.23 
There, he conceived an idea that won the enthusiastic endorsement first 
of Whitaker and then, when it was published as "An Appalachian Trail" 
in the latter's Journal ofthe American Institute of Architects, of many leading 
Americans. Over the years, the idea opened the way for a long explora­
tion that gave him a permanent place in the history of conservation and 
recreation planning. 
It was with Whitaker's strong support at every stage that in October 
1921 MacKaye published "An Appalachian Trail," which was signifi­
cantly subtitled "A Project in Regional Planning." In it he proposed 
that the nation develop a trail some 1,700 miles long to run on the 
mountain ridges of the Appalachians from Mount Washington in New 
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Hampshire to Mount Mitchell in North Carolina. (As eventually com­
pleted the trail ran more than 2,000 miles, from Mount Katahdin in 
Maine to Mount Oglethorpe in Georgia.) This plan owed much to the 
work of others. During his days in Shirley Center, MacKaye had the 
opportunity to use some of the extensive network of trails being devel­
oped in New England by several hiking clubs; by the 1920s he could 
note that there were more than 2,000 miles of hiking paths from which 
to piece together the New England portion of the Trail. The regional 
aspect of his plan derived not only from his own earlier thinking but, 
likely, from a proposal made shortly before by the Society of American 
Foresters (of which he was a member) for the division of the United 
States into "forest regions" to provide for the management of forests 
without centralized bureaucratic control.24 
MacKaye's Appalachian Trail article incorporated several elements of 
his developing thought. One pertained to the need for recreation, a 
matter of human health as well as pleasure, which had come to his 
attention while he was with the Forest Service. In 1916 he had argued 
that the national forests could play an important role in providing a 
healthy antidote to the stresses of modern life. Now, he promised that 
the Trail would open "a fairly continuous belt of under-developed 
lands," accessible to all eastern urban areas, where it would be possible 
to find a refuge in nature from urban pressures. He went beyond the 
idea of the Trail itself to envision the development along its entire 
length of "recreation camps," small communities designed to serve 
those seeking revitalization. Such places might become health-giving 
centers for those suffering from diseases such as tuberculosis and from 
the kind of mental stress that had killed his wife. "Thousands of acres of 
mountain land should be devoted to them with whole communities 
planned and equipped for their cure," he said. Eventually these commu­
nities might acquire other functions, such as providing summer educa­
tion, and could become permanent homes for significant populations.?5 
MacKaye also hoped that the Trail would provide a way to realize 
his plans for farm and timber colonies. Earlier, Mrs. Louis Post had 
called his attention to the economic potential of the mountains and 
had suggested that grazing and stock raising could be added to farm­
ing and logging as the bases for colonies. Now he predicted that 
whole valleys in the Appalachians could be opened for farming and 
grazing, providing a basis for agricultural communities, while the 
forests on the mountain sides could sustain "permanent forest camps," 
devoted to timber cultivation. Collectively, such communities could 
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reinvigorate the societies and economies of the mountain areas, revers­
ing the flow of population to the crowded cities.26 
In these ways traditional America would be made strong enough to 
resist the force of the metropolitan cities, restoring in the process what 
MacKaye believed were the real values of America, of pioneer social life 
in which "cooperation replaces antagonism, trust replaces suspicion, 
emulation replaces competition." In this dream he received the support 
of his brother Percy, a student of folk culture who was discovering the 
riches of mountain cultural life, finding there what he (Percy) called 
"the pioneer heart of my own people—America ancient and untamed," 
a popular idea in a time that often looked to the Appalachian region for 
a real American "folk" who had escaped the corruptions of modern life. 
Benton MacKaye rose to a new height of enthusiasm in an article 
written for the New York Times in 1923 in which he described the Trail 
as "the first step in the building of a people's Appalachian empire" that 
would stretch from New England deep into the South, reclaiming 
millions of acres for profitable use, enlivening valleys with "thriving 
communities" and reinvigorating the whole eastern part of the United 
States.27 
MacKaye recognized that his newest Utopia would not realize itself. 
Coining a term that was to have great significance a decade later, he 
said in 1922 that any reversal of the flow of population from rural areas 
depended on "some new deal" in the system of agriculture as well as 
forestry. In support of that new deal, he envisioned a system of plan­
ning embracing the technical skills of "the forester, the engineer, the 
architect, the agriculturalist," but he believed that technicians would 
accomplish little without the active involvement of the people. "The 
professional should guide but the amateur should do." He also thought 
that creation of the Trail might become a popular movement, the 
realization of William James's call for a moral equivalent of war capable 
of rallying "the primal instincts of fighting, heroism, volunteer service 
and of work in a common cause." In one of his rare speeches, he said 
that the movement "would stimulate a vision in the public mind—a 
vision of constructive National development."28 
This optimism was partly validated. With the support of Whitaker 
and the ALA, the idea of the Appalachian Trail was widely publicized 
and served to unite the scattered hiking and camping organizations of 
America behind a common cause. It soon received endorsements from 
organizations such as the National Federation of Settlements and the 
Federated Societies on Planning and Parks, as well as from influential 
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individuals. Among the individuals was MacKaye's history professor at 
Harvard, Albert Bushnell Hart, to whom he expressed the wish that 
the Trail would inspire "some form of pioneering activity among our 
younger people that would further such traditions of this country as I 
took from your classes years ago." By 1925 MacKaye could note that 
the project had been taken over by a permanent organization, the 
Appalachian Trail Conference.29 
For one so deeply shy as MacKaye—and one so deeply scarred by 
personal tragedy—the decision to avoid public leadership made good 
sense. Leaving the work to others, he was able to avoid the centers of 
power in favor of the isolation and security of Shirley Center. There, at 
home, he set out to write a book developing the regional-planning 
aspects of his thinking. On the other hand, the loss of his direct 
involvement in the movement guaranteed that the original Trail idea 
would lose some its more idealistic features. Before long, thoughts of 
health camps and farm communities gave way to an emphasis on hiking 
and camping, and the plan to use the Trail as a device to work perma­
nent change in social movement was replaced by the Trail as a tempo­
rary escape from civilization. By the time it was completed in 1937, 
the Appalachian Trail had long ceased to be the project in regional 
planning that MacKaye had presented in 1921. 
Yet there was also notable success. Not only was the Trail eventually 
completed, but the original idea also soon opened the way for the 
development, along different lines, of an even more comprehensive 
vision of social change. Early in 1922, as he pondered the implications 
of his Appalachian ideas, MacKaye grew excited about its possibilities 
for widespread change. "The whole project grows vaster (as I knew it 
would) the more I get into it," he wrote to a New York friend, Clarence 
Stein. "I want if possible to launch it in a way so that I can give my 
future to the kind of work which I think I see here." How to launch the 
whole project? The attempt to answer that question was taken up by 
the group of idealists who had begun to form around Whitaker in New 
York, their aim being to incorporate the Trail into their own visions of 
regional planning.30 Little was accomplished in 1922, in part because 
MacKaye was unable to get to New York, but the next year was to 
bring significant results, in the formation of the RPAA. 
IV

CREATION: WHITAKER AND 
CLARENCE STEIN 
The creation of the RPAA resulted from the convergence of the 
thoughts and needs of various idealists who sought ways to apply their 
special skills and talents in the service of radical social improvement. In 
the post-World War I era they strove to extend the Progressive tradi­
tion of public service that they believed had been elevated to new levels 
by the war. A few individuals in this varied group were especially 
important in the formation of the RPAA, notably Whitaker and two 
young associates, Clarence Stein and Lewis Mumford, all of whom lived 
in easy reach of each other in New York City and vicinity. Perhaps the 
most critical ingredient in the group's creation, however, was supplied 
by the one most isolated from the rest of its members. 
In June 1921, some three months after his wife's suicide, Benton 
MacKaye retired to stay with his mother and sister in "a little country 
shack" a quarter mile outside of Shirley Center in north-central Massa­
chusetts. He was then forty-two years of age and tired of the world, 
especially the crowded and frenetic metropolitan world of New York 
and Washington.l Supported by a small pension and occasional survey 
work for the Forest Service, he devoted himself to writing his magnum 
opus, the book eventually published under the title The New Explora­
tion: A Philosophy of Regional Planning. In it he pointed out that there 
were many regions of the world like the great Appalachian region, each 
with its own unique problems and potentials, and each divided into 
numerous lesser regions. He hoped to promote not only creation of the 
Appalachian Trail but also extensive surveys of all the regions of the 
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United States, with the ultimate aim of promoting their development 
along regionalist lines. To initiate this process, in late 1922 he pro­
posed the formation of "some permanent body for the purpose of carry­
ing out our principles," an idea that some of his friends also were 
beginning to consider.2 
Among the most active of the friends was Whitaker. Although he 
had relocated the editorial office of the JAM from Washington, D.C., 
to New York City after the war, Whitaker shared MacKaye's preference 
for a life outside the big cities. In 1921 he purchased a small farm in 
rural northern New Jersey that he named Twelve Opossum Farm in a 
punning reference to the apostles. "Our farm is for fruit and chicks and 
you would adore the spot," he wrote in May when he offered the newly 
grieving MacKaye a place of refuge, "high in the mountains and with a 
brook, and not a soul in sight for miles."3 It was there soon after that 
MacKaye broached the idea of the Appalachian Trail. 
Whitaker hoped to find his own version of Shirley Center in the 
nearby hamlet of Mount Olive, located a few miles from Hackettstown. 
In 1922 he described the place as consisting of half a dozen houses, two 
churches, and a school—an old village that had seen better days. Like 
many rural places it was losing its young to the cities, since it could 
offer a future only of scanty rewards and hard living. If it suffered from 
its isolation from urban America, however, Mount Olive also was expe­
riencing some of the influence of a spreading city population, a "foreign 
invasion of our mountains" that involved more than urbane expatriates 
like Whitaker. "There are Italians, keen, swarthy, laughing-eyed 
women who bear children with prodigality, and easy-going untidy 
men, who have evolved a new agricultural economy. We look askance at 
them and keep our distance, but many of us sell them milk to be made 
into those queer cheeses affected by the Italian restaurants in the city, 
the vast city that lies less than fifty miles away and is yet so distant."4 It 
was one more lesson about the rapidly expanding influence of the 
metropolitan region, most of which Whitaker and his friends saw as 
bad. 
Whitaker found an even more important lesson in the city itself. As 
editor of the JAIA in the postwar years, he continued his campaign to 
make architecture a major social influence on city development. He 
chose as his particular target the most pressing problem of postwar urban 
America: housing. In New York City in particular the chronic deficien­
cies of housing that had existed for more than a century had deepened 
into a major social crisis by the early 1920s. After 1901 the quality of 
apartment-house construction had been improved by state regulation. 
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but this reform had served to increase housing costs, adding a new 
obstacle to efforts to provide decent homes for the poor, and the war and 
immediate postwar periods brought shortages of construction materials 
that intensified the problem. In a magazine article, "Wanted—Ten 
Million Houses," Whitaker warned that "along with the buffalo, the 
saloon, and the forest, houses seemed to be a disappearing species."5 
Without adequate housing, cities and city populations were sure to 
deteriorate in physical and moral character even more than they already 
had. 
Why was the home becoming, as Whitaker put it in late 1920, "the 
vanishing sanctuary"? He found a fundamental cause in the short­
sighted and selfish system of landownership that seemed to dominate 
every aspect of American life. As a disciple of Henry George, he attrib­
uted most of the trouble to a few monopolists who controlled the price 
and availability of land, appropriating for themselves the value added 
to land by society's improvements. The net result was high land costs, 
which inflated the overall expense of housing, forcing architects and 
builders to economize by producing for the average American—if 
anything—small, tawdry houses. Although Whitaker believed in the 
importance of good planning, he warned that even the best planning 
would be defeated by the existing private land system. It was time, 
therefore, to give up the old habit born of the frontier that treated land 
as an unlimited resource to be exploited for private profit in favor of the 
new view that land was a vital public resource to be controlled by the 
public for public benefit.6 
Whitaker held that only radical change would bring significant im­
provements in housing and living conditions, but he was not unwilling 
to consider more limited solutions, especially as they related to regional 
planning. Over the years, he had come to see the big city as a "cancerous" 
growth on society associated with "the menacing problems of traffic-
congestion, slum-gangrene, terminal disease, arterial sclerosis, alley-
fever, tubercular ravages, infanticide (voluntary and automatic), and 
general decline." To resolve these problems required in particular some 
way of redirecting the flow of population from rural areas to the cities. In 
1920 he proposed that this be done by constructing planned new towns 
in the areas around cities. "Why not begin to think in terms of a multi­
tude of communities where life could be lived under healthy and happy 
conditions instead of trying to make a few communities bigger and 
bigger?" In these communities there could be such a combination of 
manufacturing and agriculture as to provide permanent employment for 
diverse populations, attracting people from the overcrowded cities and 
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the underpopulated rural areas. Here, in this new world, land monopoly 
would be replaced by public ownership.7 
With his limited interest in practical details, Whitaker contributed 
little to the developing art of urban and community planning, but for a 
time he did help shape the regional-planning movement in several 
notable ways. Against those who focused their attention narrowly on 
the city housing problem, he offered a holistic way of thinking that 
emphasized the importance of planning entire urban regions. Against 
those who thought only in terms of national uniformities, he urged the 
importance of local communities as the home of humanity. "The locali­
ties of the world, the places where our folk have lived their lives, are the 
sources of all that is worth remembering either in life or in art." 
Against those who accepted the unrestrained exploitation of nature's 
resources, he argued the need to learn "how to treat the land, how to 
love the land, how to organize the land." Against those in the architec­
tural profession who were content to market their skills, he presented a 
vision of active service in which architects would cooperate with engi­
neers and other technicians to direct future metropolitan development.8 
In these respects Whitaker was the spiritual father of the RPAA, but 
in the 1920s his enthusiasm began to give way to an increasingly 
dyspeptic view of life that seriously limited his influence. In part the 
change began with the discovery that his New Jersey farm was hardly 
the way to health and happiness. In September 1922, while he was 
working at the farm, he hit himself with a sledgehammer, damaging 
his knee, and soon after he also began to develop respiratory problems. 
By November he could note gloomily that he was convalescing "from a 
variety of afflictions running from water on the knee to pneumonia." 
He seems never to have completely recovered. 
Moreover, by 1923 Whitaker was encountering increasing hostility 
within the AIA to his management of the JAIA, ostensibly over its 
persisting failure to cover its costs, which brought him much anguish 
and led to its ceasing publication three years later. He wrote darkly of 
"powers" in the AIA associated with "Big Business" who were "deter­
mined to get my scalp and dangle it proudly wherever architects congre­
gate." Eventually, a friend said that there were "two Charles Whitakers, 
the enthusiast in search of a better world that brought us together to help 
him disclose it—and later the sour, disillusioned Charles that turned his 
back on it."9 By 1923 his fading leadership was supplemented and 
eventually replaced by that of one of his proteges, Clarence Stein. 
Stein was born in 188^ in Rochester, New York, the youngest son of 
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the president of the National Casket Company. Burdened by ill health 
as a boy, he had been denied regular schooling, but this had not kept 
him from entering the Columbia University School of Architecture. 
Initially aiming at a career as an interior decorator, he had, after a year 
at Columbia, moved on to a decorator's studio in Paris, only to decide 
to focus his professional interests on architecture and to attend the 
Ecole des Beaux Arts. In 1911 he found regular employment with the 
architectural firm of Bertram G. Goodhue, eventually becoming its 
chief of design for such projects as the copper-mining town of Tyrone, 
New Mexico, and the Marine Corps base in San Diego.10 
Like his future colleagues in the RPAA, however, Stein was not 
satisfied simply to be a practicing architect. Even before joining the 
Goodhue firm he had been the secretary of the Young Men's Municipal 
Club, whose principal object was "to unite the young men of New York 
who aim to study and improve municipal conditions." Among these 
young men were two future members of the RPAA, Eugene Klaber and 
Alexander M. Bing. From 1915 to 1919 Stein was secretary of the City 
Planning Committee of the influential City Club of New York, where 
he worked with Bing, Robert D. Kohn, and Frederick L. Ackerman. 
Like them, he was activated to even higher aspirations in public service 
by the war. In late 1917 he had volunteered to serve as an officer in the 
Army Engineers but was turned down. A few months later he tried 
again, with the support of a letter from Bertram Goodhue, who wrote 
that for nearly a year "Mr. Stein has shown increasing restlessness and a 
general desire to get into the war." This time he was accepted as a 
lieutenant, but the end of the war soon brought his discharge.11 
Whatever his actual involvement in it, the war strengthened his 
ambitions for public service. Early in 1919 he observed in his diary that 
he and some of his West Side neighbors were exploring ways of "conserv­
ing and using the abilities & energies that have been used in war work 
in civil life." Toward that end he joined with Whitaker and others in a 
call on the State of New York to form a special commission to deal with 
the housing crisis, emphasizing the need for a positive policy to provide 
new housing. At a meeting of the City Club he supported Kohn and 
Ackerman (who were reluctantly winding down their involvement in 
the national wartime housing program) when they denounced the pre­
vailing emphasis on legislation to improve the quality of housing as 
worse than useless in meeting the needs of the poor. What was required 
was direct government involvement in the production of new housing. 
As part of the process, the club proposed that New York convene a 
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meeting representing the various regions of the state to consider ways of 
developing effective regional planning; three future members of the 
RPAA—Stein, Kohn, and Ackerman—supported this proposal.12 
When, soon after, the state created the Housing Committee, Stein 
succeeded in getting himself appointed its secretary, a position that 
enabled him to influence committee decisions. After making a study of 
the housing problem in New York City and elsewhere, in March 1920 
the committee publicly endorsed the policy favored by Stein, Kohn, 
and Ackerman. This policy featured state support for housing construc­
tion through low-interest loans to private limited-dividend and coopera­
tive housing corporations and possibly to municipal public housing 
bodies. Responding to the Georgist attitudes of men like Ackerman, 
the committee supported "community ownership and control of large 
tracts of land" in order to limit land costs and to deny private interests 
profits from land values created by public improvements. Finally, the 
report stressed the need for effective planning and recommended the 
formation of a Board of Housing and Community Planning in each 
city. The committee also expressed support for the developing idea of 
regional planning. "We can never hope to solve our housing problem 
until we have decentralized industry and limited the size of our cit-
ies."13 The logic of this position led to some state-wide planning and 
control over land development. 
Stein attempted to rally public support for these recommendations. 
Beyond publicizing the report in periodicals such as Survey and the 
JAIA, he helped organize the New York State Association, a lobby 
group that he described as being "interested in forward looking legisla­
tion," and he made a special appeal to women through Edith Elmer 
Wood, an expert on housing and a leader of the housing committee of 
the American Association of University Women (Wood was also des­
tined to be a member of the RPAA).l4 
The state legislature, however, ignored the recommendations. Al­
though Governor Alfred Smith eventually formed a state Housing and 
Regional Planning Committee, with Stein as its head, the hopes of 
using the experience and spirit of war to reconstruct America again 
were dashed. Referring especially to the obstacles posed by the wide­
spread concern for protecting private property rights, Stein wrote in 
1922 that the "legal difficulties that stood in the way of communities 
who wish to plan for the welfare of the many instead of the enrichment 
of the few land owners are apparently nowhere more severe as in this 
country." The lesson he learned was not to expect miracles of reform, 
especially when it came to efforts to regulate the use of property.n 
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If anything these experiences made Stein an even more effective force 
for idealism. By the early 1920s he had become a skillful organizer of 
reform effort. A slightly built man whose youthful appearance led some 
to underrate his power, he combined high intelligence with the pa­
tience, persuasiveness, and flexibility needed to lead men. He had 
taken to smoking heavy black cigars, probably to compensate for his 
seeming youth, perfecting the art of holding one in his mouth while 
talking. In image and skill he resembled the professional politicians 
who exerted great influence in the 1920s, but he retained the sensitiv­
ity and imagination that had led him into architecture. His friend 
Mumford remembered him as being capable of both smoking a cigar 
with Al Smith and admiring a Renoir painting purchased by a rich 
acquaintance, as being a politician and a connoisseur.16 
Over the years Stein had acquired a host of influential friends. He had 
often worked with Kohn on matters of housing reform, a relationship 
that brought him into contact with Felix Adler's Ethical Culture Society, 
in which Kohn was a leading figure. Through this society he made a 
connection with the Hudson Guild (whose sometime president was 
Bing) and its Settlement House on New York's Lower West Side headed 
by John L. Elliot, an influential social worker. This connection intro­
duced him to an interesting dimension of the emerging metropolitan 
regionalism. During the war the guild had acquired a five-hundred-acre 
farm near Netcong, New Jersey, which it converted into a cooperative 
camp where young city people could pay for a period of escape from the 
urban jungle by spending a few hours a day doing farm work. In 1920 
Stein designed a dining hall for the farm, consolidating a relationship 
that soon was to make the farm a useful refuge and discussion center for 
him and his friends.17 
Stein worked especially closely with the AIA. In 1918 he became 
associate editor of theJAIA, with special responsibility over its Commu­
nity Planning and Housing column, and three years later he was ap­
pointed chairman of the AIA's Committee on Community Planning; 
both of these roles brought him into close association with Whitaker. 
Notably, the Stein-designed dining hall at the Hudson Guild Farm was 
only some ten miles from Whitaker's Twelve Opossum Farm. 
Stein came to share, among other things, Whitaker's growing dis­
taste for big cities—especially notable since the largely urban-oriented 
Stein had committed himself to live in New York City. Earlier, he had 
expressed some hopes for the redemption of the metropolis, but early in 
1922, speaking before the New York Academy of Medicine, he declared 
that, because of the "disease" of concentration, the city had ceased to be 
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"a fit place in which to live." A year later he would conclude that "as a 
result of their haphazard and planless growth, the gigantic cities of the 
old and the new world are becoming more hopelessly unable to carry on 
their work." The view that cities had ceased to be effective mechanisms 
either for living or for doing business he developed into his famous 
1925 essay "Dinosaur Cities."18 
Like Whitaker, Stein hoped to see the urban population relocated 
into smaller urban entities of limited size, such as the garden cities then 
being developed in England by Ebenezer Howard and his disciples. In 
December 1921 Stein described a plan devised by his Committee on 
Community Planning. He began by proposing that all future develop­
ment of the areas around cities be guided by a transportation framework 
of highways and railroads designed to focus populations in planned new 
towns, each of which was to be separated from the others by open 
territory. Good planning would assure that all homes in the towns had 
adequate light, air, and privacy, with ready access to public recreational 
facilities. As a safeguard against land speculation the plan stressed 
community control over land development and values. To ensure the 
right use of land, it provided for extensive zoning both to protect 
residential neighborhoods and to guarantee the most efficient place­
ment of economic activity, including "the placing of industrial districts 
in as close contact with housing areas as possible in order to reduce the 
human and financial waste of transportation."19 
This was already familiar stuff for those who had worked with the 
Garden City movement and with the wartime towns, but by the end of 
1921 another influence had entered to significantly broaden the pic­
ture: MacKaye's plan for the Appalachian Trail. Aside from Whitaker, 
the most enthusiastic proponent of the plan was Stein, whom Whitaker 
had introduced to MacKaye at his Mount Olive farm. Stein wrote the 
introduction to the reprint of MacKaye's article, made soon after its 
original publication in the JAIA, declaring that it "offers us a new 
theme in regional planning." And he used his influence to persuade the 
community planning committee of the AIA to endorse the plan. 
In promoting the Trail the basically urban Stein tended to highlight 
its recreational side at the expense of MacKaye's environmental and 
cultural aims, emphasizing it as an escape from "being crushed by the 
machinery of the modern industrial city." On the other hand, he did 
appreciate its larger implications, telling his colleagues in April 1922 
that "Mr. MacKaye's project is probably the biggest and most far-
reaching undertaking in regional planning that our generation in Amer­
ica has known." This, he said, was no mere idea, because "leaders in the 
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trail movement, in forestry, in community development, in landscape 
architecture in the East, have all shown a wide and helpful interest in 
the undertaking." Here was a great opportunity for architects to take a 
leading role in a professional coalition dedicated to the improvement of 
the human environment. "The technician is needed to plan, and the 
architect of all our professional men is best equipped to undertake the 
work, if he will only understand the problem and his opportunity and 
his ability to serve the community. "20 If only the AIA would take the 
initiative, what a world the new planning-oriented professional classes 
could make. 
The truly regional and extraregional scale of MacKaye's plan dramati­
cally expanded the boundaries and potential of regional planning, prom­
ising to break it free from its preoccupation with big cities and their 
contiguous areas. This expansion came at a critical time, since 1922 
brought the first organization of another planning effort, which was 
more conventional but, in part for that reason, far more successful: the 
Regional Plan of New York and Vicinity (RPNY). The RPNY was an 
ambitious plan embracing more than 5,000 square miles within a 50­
mile radius of the city. With substantial support from the Russell Sage 
Foundation, the organizers of this plan got off to a fast start, in part by 
persuading many of New York's leading architects to back it. Initially, 
three members of the future RPAA (Ackerman, Kohn, and Stein) 
agreed to participate, but they soon withdrew. 
The project naturally came up for discussion in Stein's community 
planning committee, where, said Whitaker in September 1922, it was 
judged a colossal "scheme of centralization" that would facilitate the 
very congestion that ostensibly it was designed to remedy. "We all 
felt," wrote Whitaker, "that if the Sage Foundation was to lay out a 
plan for New York with 50,000,000 people, our job was to turn the 
thing so as to show the folly of such a dream."21 And so began a rather 
one-sided quarrel involving the most ambitious planning efforts of 
their time, one that was to simmer for several years, finally to explode 
at the end of the decade. 
How "to turn the thing"? To strengthen his forces, Whitaker re­
cruited Mumford, a brilliant young New Yorker who eventually be­
came the most powerful critic of the RPNY. In November 1922 he 
urged Mumford to meet with Stein at the latter's office on West Forty-
fifth Street. "It will be wonderful if we could work out some plan to 
enlist your collaboration in our hazardous enterprise." Most of the 
actual organizational effort continued to be done by Stein. Already in 
March, encouraged by his success in promoting the Appalachian Trail, 
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Stein had written to MacKaye that "the time has come for us to get 
together and try to put our plan for development into a more definite 
form." For nearly a year this meeting was prevented both by MacKaye's 
failure to find the money he needed to get to New York and by Stein's 
own absence in Europe for part of the time. In December Stein wrote to 
MacKaye that he was thinking of forming a large loosely structured 
group, with most of the real work being done by a small group concen­
trated in New York: "That, of course, is the rub. Can we get together 
that group?"22 
Finally, in March 1923, Stein was able to advise MacKaye, who was 
then staying at the Whitaker farm, that "we are slowly knocking the 
Garden City and Regional Planning Association into shape," adding 
that he hoped it would be big enough to contain the Appalachian Trail 
plan. On April 18 what was now called the Regional Planning Associa­
tion of America was formally organized, the elimination of "Garden 
City" from the original name probably intended to acknowledge the 
importance of the Trail. At this organizational meeting—held in 
Kohn's office in the same building on West Forty-fifth Street where 
Stein had his—were Kohn, Mumford, MacKaye, and Stein and also 
Bing (a real estate man and builder), Nils Hammarstrand (a student of 
cities), Sullivan Jones (an architect with important connections to state 
government), and two architects much interested in urban planning, 
John Bright of Philadelphia and Eugene Klaber of Chicago. Of the last 
five, only Bing was destined to play a major role in the RPAA; on the 
other hand, missing from the group but already signed on were three 
key figures, Ackerman, Stuart Chase, and Whitaker.23 
The decisions of this meeting were ratified and expanded by a larger 
meeting on May 19 at the Hudson Guild Farm in New Jersey. Mum­
ford, who mistakenly remembered the month as April, recalled that 
the gathering coincided with a weekly square dance held at the farm 
by local farmers, a bit of folk culture in which the members partici­
pated and which they subsequently tried to incorporate into future 
meetings there.24 Of special importance was a visitor who added an 
international flavor to the meeting, Patrick Geddes, the Scottish phi­
losopher and regionalist, who was invited both because he was the 
special hero of members such as Mumford and because the group 
wished to dissuade him from endorsing the RPNY, whose promoters 
had reportedly brought him to America. Especially entranced by Mac-
Kaye's thinking, Geddes strongly recommended that the RPAA focus 
its subsequent activities on the Appalachian Trail plan and also per­
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suaded MacKaye to adopt the term "geo-technics" instead of regional 
planning to designate his approach to nature.25 
The New Jersey meeting generated much enthusiasm in the group, 
but the serious work of actually creating an organization had yet to be 
done. In a series of meetings in Stein's office during the first weeks of 
June, Stein, MacKaye, Mumford, and Chase, acting as a program 
committee, sketched out the new association's mission and mode of 
operation. Here and elsewhere, it was evident that the organizers in­
tended a loose association based on the voluntary cooperation of like-
minded professionals. Although it had officers—originally Bing as 
president and Stein as secretary-treasurer—it had little formal organiza­
tion, and no thought was given to incorporation. Members were ex­
pected to pay dues, but the dues were so low—$5 a year—that they 
contributed little to financing even the most insignificant operations. 
Of more financial importance was $1000 which Stein reported had been 
"received to be used in connection with the Regional Planning Work 
carried out by Mr. Benton MacKaye." This money, which seems to 
have been granted by New Jersey for the development of that state's 
portion of the Appalachian Trail, was put in a New York bank and used 
to finance some regional survey work in northern New Jersey and 
perhaps for other purposes. 
The program committee gave some attention to sketching out the 
RPAA's mission and mode of operation. After urging that the planning 
of whole regions replace the haphazard growth of big cities, they de­
clared that "a regional plan calls for new population centers where 
natural resources will be preserved for the community, where industry 
may be conducted efficiently, and where an adequate equipment of 
houses, gardens, and recreation grounds will enduce a healthy and 
stimulating environment." Subsequently they added that the develop­
ment of these garden cities should be complemented by more local 
forms of planning, "a comprehensive plan for developing the region 
which, for industrial, economic, and general living purposes, is tribu­
tary to the site of such garden city or village."26 
Beyond these general goals; the committee gave much attention to 
the question of how the RPAA would actually function, "whether the 
development of the Association should be that of a large propaganda 
organization or for the time should consist of a small group of techni­
cians." Basically, the group confronted two distinct prospects: of creat­
ing a popular movement in support of regional planning, or of trying to 
find backing from established powers for their technical skills and 
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plans. They failed to make any real decision except to say that the 
RPAA "will further its objects by education and practical promotion," 
a characteristic avoidance of any serious discussion of political action. 
Over the years to come, the RPAA vacillated between the two options, 
a situation that allowed members greater freedom to pursue their indi­
vidual careers than they would otherwise have had but that also served 
to diminish the association's effective influence.27 
If the program committee failed to provide a clear answer to this 
basic question, however, it did at least outline a significant program for 
future action: 
First. The Association will promote the study of housing, industrial 
decentralization, city planning and regional planning, through individ­
ual investigations and through general surveys. 
Second. The Association will aid the formation of associations and 
corporations designed tofinance, control the land essential to plan­
ning, build and operate Garden Cities. 
Third. The Association will serve as center for information of techni­
cal aid to those who seek to erect houses, locate factories and build up 
communities on garden city lines.28 
This was certainly enough of a program to begin their work, but at 
their next meeting on June 12 the program committee urged the RPAA 
also to take charge of the Appalachian project with the aim of develop­
ing it into "an exemplary regional plan." Hoping both to excite interest 
"in the regional approach to problems of living" and to promote the 
development of regional planning techniques, they proposed that sur­
veys be conducted of key subregions within "the Appalachian domain," 
from the Berkshires in Massachusetts to—anticipating the later TVA— 
"the headwaters of the Tennessee River system." By this time, they 
could announce that one such survey was already being conducted, by 
MacKaye, of New Jersey's Columbia Valley, where the Hudson Guild 
Farm was located. MacKaye had begun the survey in May and, with the 
help of some of the $1000 that the RPAA had for the purpose, spent 
much of the summer working on it.29 
There were at least two notable omissions in these deliberations. 
Having decided to join the Appalachian project (involving topo­
graphy) with their basically metropolitan strategy of garden cities 
(involving man-made geography), the committee gave no attention to 
trying to synthesize what were two very different fields of operation. 
Eventually, the RPAA would drift away from its initial enthusiasm for 
Appalachia, until the creation of the TVA in 1933. Secondly, al­
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though it made a few references to cooperating with state and national 
authorities in conducting survey work, its program made notably 
little place for government and public policy, apparently in reaction 
to the collapse of the wartime hopes for a governmentally directed 
reconstruction of society. Without government, the RPAA program 
lacked a natural focal point around which to build a coherent policy 
position, undoubtedly one reason for the committee's failure to inte­
grate its recommendations into one consistent whole. 
Although it meant the absence of any clear-cut focus for action, 
however, this situation met the special needs of the RPAA as it actually 
developed. Whatever the hopes for creating a popular movement, the 
RPAA remained a small group of dedicated idealists, bound together 
by hopes of using their expertise to effect change but also determined to 
follow that line of regional planning best suited to their own talents 
and ambitions. The absence of a focused program was matched by the 
lack of a formal organization demanding adherence to a codified line of 
thought and action. In these ways the RPAA provided some basis for 
cooperation and collegiality but also allowed individual members to 
pursue their own special dreams. And it functioned in this manner 
throughout the 1920s. 
TOWARD A GOLDEN DAY: 
LEWIS MUMFORD 
The new RPAA was far less a professional organization than a society of 
like-minded friends. Even its occasional major meetings—held either 
at the Hudson Guild Farm or at the City Club on West Forty-fourth 
Street—were generally attended by fewer than a dozen members, mak­
ing for informal decision making. More often, the meetings were spo­
radically held luncheon affairs, involving four or five of the core mem­
bers, notably Stein, Kohn, Ackerman, Whitaker, and Mumford, and 
also MacKaye, when he temporarily left his refuge at Shirley Center for 
the big city. These lunch meetings made no formal decisions and left no 
records, but they seem to have served the dual purpose of strengthening 
friendships and promoting joint understanding. The strength of the 
RPAA, Mumford recalled in 1962, was "the looseness andflexibility of 
our relationships, in our respect for each others' individuality, with all 
our differences overcome and bonded together by friendship."1 
The architects, who comprised the larger part of the membership, 
continued to follow their varied interests in housing and community 
design, and MacKaye pursued his explorations of forests, mountains, 
and traditional village life. Since these members preferred to be active 
in some specialized way, they created a place for someone who could 
function as the philosopher, publicist, and synthesizer of the group. 
From its beginning the RPAA found that person in its youngest and 
probably most brilliant member, Lewis Mumford, who became its 
secretary and principal wordsmith. If he lent his brilliance to develop­
ing and articulating the philosophical foundations of regional plan­
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ning, Mumford drew much of his intellectual substance from his asso­
ciations with the group and its work. He did not exclude himself when 
in 1974 he declared, regarding the demise of the RPAA decades before, 
that "we dispersed and none of us were as good after as we were 
together. "2 
Mumford began his autobiography with the words "I was a child of 
the city," adding that "not merely was I a city boy but a New Yorker." 
Unlike the others, who had come to New York from elsewhere in search 
of opportunity, Mumford had Gotham in his blood. Born in 1895, the 
illegitimate son of a Jewish businessman and his German housekeeper, 
Mumford took his last name from his mother's former husband, who 
had disappeared from the scene years before Lewis was born. The nature 
of his birth seems not to have been an affliction. Brought up in his 
mother's extensive family, the boy had enough significant others to 
promote his personal growth. Of his education, he remembered best 
not his rather dreary formal schooling in what he later called "infantine 
prisons" but the "spontaneous" learning that he first experienced on 
walks with his maternal grandfather through New York's Upper West 
Side. During his boyhood, he became an observant student of the city 
and its life, eventually carrying out a systematic program of walking 
though every one of New York's many neighborhoods.3 
Mumford found a more stimulating intellectual environment at 
Stuyvesant High School and, after his graduation in 1912, in evening 
classes at the City College of New York. Deciding to become a philoso­
pher, he transferred to the formal day program at City College, only to 
encounter a more advanced stage of the dull schooling from which he 
thought he had escaped. He dropped out and so, as he said later, 
"Mannahatta in all its richness and variety" with its museums and its 
manifold activities became "my university, my true Alma Mater." By 
the time he was twenty he had determined to become a professional 
writer, taking occasional courses at various colleges but continuing to 
focus his learning chiefly on the urban scene. Although World War I 
soon forced a different kind of experience on the young man—he spent 
some ten months in the United States Navy as a radio operator—it did 
nothing to deflect him from his writing ambitions.4 
In early 1919 he graduated from the war into his first professional 
writing job as a book reviewer and associate editor for the intellectual 
journal the Dial. Although this employment failed to last the year, it 
brought Mumford into contact with the thriving cultural world of 
Greenwich Village, which included Thorstein Veblen as well as scores 
of ambitious newcomers such as Van Wyck Brooks, literary editor of 
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the Freeman, an avant-garde literary journal located only a few doors 
from the Dial on West Thirteenth Street. Brooks and Mumford eventu­
ally became close friends. It was Brooks who later wrote of Mumford 
and his wife, Sophia (who married Mumford in 1921), "I thought of 
Lewis and Sophy Mumford as a new Adam and Eve with which the 
human race might have started, for one could scarcely have imagined an 
handsomer pair. I always felt as if they had stepped out of Utopia and 
were looking for some of their countrymen astray on this planet, who 
were also wanting to get home again." 
By this time, Mumford had found his lifelong mission, which indeed 
did involve some effort to return to a lost Utopia. Like many of his 
generation he had to confront the postwar disillusionment that charac­
terized the so-called Lost Generation. The prewar optimism that had 
animated men like Whitaker and Ackerman had little meaning for the 
younger generation, who came of age during the war and postwar years. 
Chronologically, Mumford was at least as close to the younger genera­
tion as he was to the older, but he rejected the former's pessimism and 
cynicism in favor of the faith that idealism was a necessary ingredient of 
human progress. Convinced that the ideals that had governed the pre­
war period had lost their power, he committed himself as a writer and 
intellectual to establishing "fresh" (his favorite adjective) ideals that 
could revitalize the effort to achieve a better day. 
Mumford found his inspiration in a source that he had discovered 
earlier: the writings of Patrick Geddes. He first heard the "new voice" 
of the Scottish botanist and biologist turned city planner in 1914, 
while he was at City College. From Geddes's City Development, he later 
recalled, he got his "first glimpse of the city as an age-old instrument of 
human culture." Geddes taught Mumford how to view the city, with 
all of its seemingly disparate diversities, as an organism, as a dynamic 
whole that drew its energies from its diversity. More, Geddes extended 
this view to the surrounding countryside, furnishing Mumford with his 
first glimpse of the city region. And he encouraged the development of 
what was central to Mumford's regionalism, the habit of viewing hu­
mankind in ecological perspective, emphasizing the dynamic relation­
ship between human beings and their natural environment.5 
On a more practical level, Geddes also proposed the means by which 
this dynamic whole could be understood: by a systematic, holistic, 
interdisciplinary "survey" of all aspects, human and natural, of the 
region. In making the region the field for a broad survey that employed 
a variety of skills and interests Geddes helped set his disciple's determi­
nation to become a generalist rather than a specialist, one who would 
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concentrate his genius on synthesizing and organizing a rich diversity 
of human thought into a compellingly whole new design for human 
action. 
In 1917 Mumford entered into a correspondence with Geddes. Un­
der his mentor's influence, Mumford conceived an ambitious effort to 
understand New York City and its surrounding region, one that would 
enable him to build on his interests in sociology, philosophy, science, 
architecture, and literature. To help prepare for this, in 1917 he joined 
the American Geological Society and through it encountered the works 
of a school of French geographers who helped him to see the region as a 
geographic and cultural entity above and beyond the city.6 The war 
interrupted the development of Mumford's regionalist thinking, but 
not for long. 
During his months with the Dial in 1919 he tried to incorporate 
regionalism into several lines of thinking. In a short essay on govern­
ment, for instance, he suggested as a model of government a confedera­
tion of city regions, which would replace the centralized state as the 
day-to-day reality for most of the population. In an essay on education, 
in which he argued for greater emphasis on concrete learning experi­
ences over the arid generalities of book learning, he advocated the 
regional survey as providing a "first-hand, intimate, concrete acquain­
tance with the environment." In the Nation he argued that the postwar 
housing crisis could be resolved only by an integrated plan for change. 
"The housing problem, the industrial problem, the transportation prob­
lem, and the land problem cannot be solved one at a time by isolated 
experts."7 
Mumford's interests in architecture and planning led him to Whit­
aker, a fellow admirer of Geddes. In 1918, hoping to publish his writ­
ings in theJAlA, Mumford initiated a correspondence with Whitaker in 
Washington. Before the end of 1919 he had won a place as a book 
reviewer for theJAlA and had published one article in it, "The Heritage 
of Cities Movement in America," in which he echoed Whitaker's hopes 
that architects would join urban planners, engineers, and other experts 
to guide "the reconstruction of American cities." In 1920 Mumford was 
able to make his first trip to England (where he missed Geddes but met 
Geddes's principal ally, Victor Branford) with the help of a commission 
from Whitaker to act as the JAl A's correspondent on English architec­
ture and planning matters. 
Soon after Mumford's return to New York, Whitaker moved his 
editorial office there from Washington, and the relationship between 
the two ripened into a friendship. Early in 1921 Whitaker endorsed 
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Mumford's proposal for a study of the causes of urban centralization in 
the United States and otherwise supported the young man's strivings to 
find a position of influence. Eventually, he introduced Mumford to 
both Stein and MacKaye, whose combined zeal in support of the Appa­
lachian Trail deepened Mumford's understanding of the potentialities of 
regional planning.8 
Some of these influences were evident in Mumford's first major 
work, The Story of Utopias. The idea for this book had been suggested by 
Brooks as part of their common hope for a revival of idealism, but the 
original inspiration was supplied by Geddes, who had advocated utopi­
anism as a holistic way of thinking about society and its potentialities. 
In 1921 Mumford suggested to the publisher Horace Liveright that the 
time for attention to Utopian dreams was right, "for wishes and dreams 
are about all that we can salvage from the Great War." Once Liveright 
accepted the idea, Mumford set something of a record for creating a 
book, most of the writing being done in "a sort of desperate frenzy" 
during three months ending in early June 1922, and the book was 
published before the end of the year. 
After finishing the book and shortly before boarding a steamer for 
Europe, Mumford told Brooks that he felt it was "a mixture of silk and 
shoddy." Later he tended to treat it as a youthful indiscretion. Yet it 
was an impressive debut, a book that expressed a powerfully imagina­
tive as well as intelligent ambition to develop a strategy for construc­
tive change. "I undertook this Utopian inquiry," he informed Brooks, 
"because it seemed necessary to throw a rainbow into the sky at just this 
moment, if our generation, and the one that is on our heels, were not to 
become so sodden in spirit as a result of the storm through which we've 
passed."9 For those who read the book, it did shed a bright rainbow of 
hope, although in a complicated way, since it was actually at least three 
works in one. 
On one level it was a young man's somewhat casual and selective 
critique of Utopian literature, especially that of the previous century. 
Eventually, Mumford condemned the Utopian search for perfection as a 
threat to many of the diverse elements that made life worth living. 
"Life is better than Utopia" became his credo. In the book, however, he 
treated Utopian literature as an important source of inventive social 
ideas that could enrich efforts to improve society, among them being an 
emphasis on education and on some control over propagation as means 
of improving the human species. Utopias were by definition located 
nowhere, but Mumford insisted that "news from Nowhere is real 
news," furnishing ideas useful for confronting the challenge of social 
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reality. The chief problem of Utopias, he said, was not that they were 
too good for the world but that "they were simply not good enough" 
and so it was necessary to go beyond them.10 
While Mumford intended his book to draw on Utopias for practical 
ideas, he also projected a more ambitious goal: to argue the necessity of 
idealism as a factor in human thought and behavior. To those who 
scoffed at utopianism as fatuous and ineffectual, he replied that the 
influence of Utopian thinking in some form was far more common than 
the skeptics realized. Basically, ideals were the ways by which human­
kind organized its strivings in a constructive way and by which it 
actualized its potentialities. "It is our Utopias that make the world 
tolerable to us: the cities and mansions that people dream of are those in 
which they finally live. The more that men react upon their environ­
ment and make if over after a human pattern, the more continuously do 
they live in Utopia." The power that science and technology were 
giving humanity to dominate its environment made guiding ideals ever 
more important.11 
Even—and in some ways especially—those who proclaimed them­
selves "realists" hostile to idealistic thinking were themselves governed 
unconsciously by deeply buried Utopian ideals. In his book Mumford 
entered into a prolonged discussion of what he called "collective Utopias 
or social myths," which because of their widespread acceptance had 
actually shaped the social reality that modern man had created. He 
focused on two powerful and interlocking myths, each of which had 
helped create a distinctly dystopian reality. One was the Country 
House, initally a gentleman's isolated estate where the favored few had 
lived a life of material consumption. The popularization of this selfish 
ideal had produced the widespread reality of private living in isolating 
individual homes, which in modern society had undermined the sense 
of community and cooperation needed for the good life. Since the ideal 
stressed material consumption—what Mumford called the "goods life" 
as opposed to the good life—it assured the dominance of a second 
myth, that of Coketown, an emphasis on the production of material 
goods that had produced the human miseries and environmental degra­
dations associated with the industrial age.12 
Both of these dystopias had roots deep in the past. A third myth had 
a closer relationship with Mumford's own times. This he called Mega­
lopolis, an ideal associated with the nationalism that had produced the 
horrors of the Great War and was continuing to threaten the peace and 
happiness of the postwar world. Megalopolis was the leading city of the 
nation state, intended to centralize national influence over life and to 
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manage the complicated business of linking Coketown with the coun­
try house. For Mumford the Megalopolitan ideal demanded and got the 
subordination of the diverse realities of life to a uniform system that 
forced its members to think in terms not of life's concrete variety but of 
a few abstract symbols, most notably money. Its chief boast was its 
uniformity, its equal applicability to everyone without regard to the 
diverse histories and circumstances of real human beings. Basically, it 
was superimposing an artificial creation on the "natural regions," devas­
tating local cultures and economies and concentrating populations in 
overcrowded, congested metropolises like New York.13 
Having argued for the power of idealism, especially in its perverse 
and threatening form, Mumford was able to complete the development 
of his third and most basic theme, an argument for regional planning. 
Early in the book he made a distinction between Utopias of "escape" and 
Utopias of "reconstruction," the one involving a turning away from an 
imperfect reality into fantasy, the other more positively providing the 
guiding ideals by which people could re-create society in a better form. 
Throughout, he prepared the reader's mind for a new social myth that 
he believed could direct efforts to undo the damage done by the three 
dystopias, and he revealed that new myth, regionalism, in his conclud­
ing pages. 
Part of Mumford's ideal involved a way of knowing opposed to the 
abstractness of the Megalopolitan mind, which he believed prevented 
the discovery of meaningful human truths. Borrowing heavily from his 
mentor, Geddes, he advanced the idea of the regional survey as a way to 
reunify the knowledge that had become increasingly disorganized with 
the progress of modern specialization. Science and art, he believed, had 
become disassociated from each other and from the human community, 
with the result that the power of science was left unguided by human 
values and the dedication to beauty of art was denied influence over 
common life. The answer was to abandon a fragmented, specialized, 
and abstract concern with things in general for a comprehensive survey 
of regional actualities. Such a locally focused effort would reunify frag­
mented strivings for knowledge—science, social science, art, and what­
ever else related to comprehending the human situation—into a co­
operative understanding of real human situations that could be applied 
for tangible human benefit. On such complete understanding of the 
whole of local circumstances comprehensive plans could be made to 
realize the full potential of the locality. 
The regional survey was an integral part of Mumford's social ideal, 
an ideal that featured not one standard social order no matter how 
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perfect but a vital and diverse world of many distinct places. His Utopia 
would not be one but many, a world of as many as fifteen million 
communities each rooted in its own special bit of nature and of history, 
each of whose inhabitants "will have a familiarity with their local 
environment and its resources, and a sense of historic continuity." Each 
would be a distinct habitat suited to the character and needs of its 
people, who would almost by instinct focus their energies on cultivat­
ing rather than exploiting their environment. Instead of the standard­
ized world of impersonal relations and shifting ties, there would be a 
galaxy of stable local communities to which people would truly belong: 
"A cultivated life is essentially a settled life." In this world there would 
be no dominating nations and metropolitan centers; although big cities 
like New York would remain, their interests would be subordinated to 
those of the whole region to which they belonged.14 
The Story of Utopias was an ambitious young intellectual's bold effort 
to reconstruct what he considered the all-important "world-within," 
the fundamental social beliefs that governed human social actions and 
ultimately the character of society. As he explained to Geddes, he had 
determined "to prepare the mind as well as the ground for the New 
Jerusalem." Much of that work involved the wholesale condemnation of 
every existing major line of social thought, not simply the unrealistic 
Utopias of literature and not only the perverse Utopias of capitalistic 
society, but also the proletarian myth that lay at the foundations of the 
attempted Soviet Utopia. As Mumford said earlier in 1920, he believed 
there was little "difference between the paradise of business men called 
the United States and the Utopia of bureaucrats called Communist 
Russia." It was necessary, he believed, to sweep away all such "fake 
Utopias and social myths" and to build anew on the foundations of 
regionalism. By accepting this new ideal, with its roots in diverse 
reality, humankind could find the way to Mumford's version of Utopia: 
not some unrealistic and sterile perfection but real life "pushed to the 
limits of its ideal potentialities."15 
Undoubtedly, Mumford hoped his book would rally like-minded 
idealists around him. "I am quite sure that we could establish a fertile 
center of ideas in America," he wrote to Brooks shortly after he had 
finished the book, "if we could only find two or three capable people 
who are not afraid to live on short commons and look physical destitu­
tion in the face. The American notion that nothing can be done with­
out gross subsidy is superstition. What we need is spiritual subsidy." 
At this time he was a member of the self-proclaimed Civilization 
Group, a coterie of intellectuals mostly associated with the Dial or the 
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Freeman. Little, however, came of either the group or the literary 
magazines, and The Story of Utopias, while it won respectful reviews, 
had disappointing sales and influence.16 
On the other hand, Mumford's growing interest in the regional 
approach was opening a more promising avenue of influence. By 1922 
he had deepened his friendship with Whitaker, who praised his book 
and persuaded him to spend some time at his Mount Olive Farm while 
he was in Europe. "Its a thousand feet in the air," Whitaker boasted, 
"and never a soul passes but the postman, and there's a fire and every­
thing." Through Whitaker Mumford met Stein, and through Stein he 
soon met MacKaye.17 By the time the RPAA was formed the next year 
he was ready to be a leading member, becoming its secretary, historian, 
and all-around publicist. 
If nothing else, exposure to the influence of his new friends brought 
the young intellectual more directly into contact with concrete reality. 
Through MacKaye he acquired some understanding of the Appalachians 
and their embattled folk culture. Before the region was totally devastated 
by being "industrially developed," Mumford wrote in the summer of 
1923, "my friend proposes to add rather to the human development; for 
he regards the region as a place of permanent human habitation and not 
as a treasure that must be quickly pillaged." What particularly im­
pressed him was MacKaye's idea of reinvigorating folk culture by placing 
it on new economic foundations: the Appalachian Trail, with its appeal 
to the expanding recreational needs of urban Americans and its promise 
of revitalizing agriculture and timber culture.18 
Through Whitaker's farm in Mount Olive, Mumford discovered a 
more immediate part of Appalachia and a new lesson in the threatening 
power of the Megalopolitan myth. In 1924 the American Mercury pub­
lished his "Devastated Regions," which featured a gloomy view of the 
surrounding New Jersey hill country. In the article he stated that a 
closer view of what seemed to be a pleasant agricultural scene revealed 
that "the buildings around the farmhouse are palpably ruined, that the 
nearer trees are blasted and broken and that the stone wall which once 
properly bounded the pasture now gapes in a dozen places." Here was 
one particular case of the general trend that had drained the American 
countryside of its vitality in the interests of a few metropolitan centers. 
It seemed that perhaps the area was reverting back to nature, but this 
too was an illusion, as illustrated by the case of Whitaker himself: the 
countryside in fact was being repopulated by refugees from the arid life 
of the metropolis. What often appeared to be wilderness was being 
subjected to an accelerating invasion from New York City, an encroach­
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ment revealed in one place by an "obscene line of bungalows" that had 
appeared on a state highway and, more generally, by an increasing 
volume of automobile traffic "dribbling along the road on Sunday like 
stinking black molasses." 
Like other members of the RPAA, Mumford saw positive potential 
in this change, if it was rightly guided. Noting that the streams in this 
hill area could be used to generate electric power, he dreamed that the 
decaying villages could be made to "hum again" with local industries 
that would provide stimulating new markets for farmers, whose present 
idleness had often led them to join the Ku Klux Klan "more out of 
boredom than conviction." And he saw some hope that the growing 
new population of refugees from the metropolis might support such a 
renewal when they finally recognized that the only way to get the life 
which they sought "consists in restoring our devastated regions—and, 
incidentally, in bringing back half the occupations and pastimes we 
have forfeited by our servile attendance on machinery."19 To put the 
machine in its proper place and to resist the metropolis, however, 
required a fundamental change in attitude, especially the rejection of 
the dominating myths that had produced the existing mess. What 
could persuade Americans to abandon their infatuations with consumer­
ism, industrialism, and metropolitanism? 
For his answer, Mumford turned to history, doing what others, such 
as his friend Brooks, were doing: looking for what they termed a 
"usable past." As his subject he chose the domain of Whitaker and 
other friends: architecture. In December 1923 the Freeman published 
the first of a five-part series on American architecture, which opened 
with the assertion that early American architecture reflected the exis­
tence of a strong tradition of craftsmanship that in turn revealed the 
existence of a deeply rooted sense of community. "This community was 
embedded in villages and towns whose mummified remains even to-day 
have a rooted dignity that the most gigantic metropolises do not pos-
sess."20 What had been might be again, if only the people were made 
aware of their forgotten inheritance. 
By the time this article was published Mumford was deeply involved 
in turning his material on architecture into a major book, finally to be 
titled Sticks and Stones. He had the help of Whitaker, who in the fall of 
1923 gave the manuscript a thorough and somewhat biting criticism, 
so much so that Whitaker wondered whether he had overstepped his 
bounds, only to hesitate, "for at present," he told his young friend, "I 
have such a slim hold on anything that values are hard to establish in 
my mind"—a revelation of a deep turbulence within him that was soon 
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to reduce his effectiveness. In the book, however, Mumford acknowl­
edged a heavy debt to Whitaker—and also lesser debts to Stein, Mac-
Kaye, and other members of the new RPAA.21 
In his introduction Mumford said that he had tried to approach "our 
modern problems from their historic side, to criticize the forces that from 
one age to another have conditioned our architecture," noting that to 
facilitate this effort he had omitted illustrations, which would have 
focused attention on specific forms, "for a building is not merely a sight; 
it is an experience." Under the influence, perhaps, of his new friend 
MacKaye, Mumford singled out the early New England town as a Uto­
pian model of human community, at one point declaring that at its best it 
came close to being a "complete and intelligent partnership between the 
earth and man" and at another point identifying it with the garden city, 
the current ideal of the intelligently planned community.22 
Much of Sticks and Stones attempted to examine, through its discus­
sion of architecture, what had subverted this early promised land. 
Following along the lines already established by Whitaker and his hero, 
Louis Sullivan, Mumford cast an especially baleful eye on the neoclassi­
cal architectural style favored by the City Beautiful movement. He 
made it plain, however, that he was no cultural xenophobe hostile to all 
things foreign; his earlier discovery of European regionalism had alerted 
him to the existence in the Old World of some of the cultural virtues 
that had been identified in the New. The fault lay not in Europe but in 
the American metropolis, which had turned the neoclassical style into 
what he called the Imperial Facade, the face of an imperious striving to 
impose a sterile metropolitan uniformity on the diverse indigenous 
regional styles that had marked a creative architecture. It was "an 
architecture of compensation" struggling unsuccessfully through its 
bombast to compensate for the ugly and bleak realities that surrounded 
ordinary lives.23 
The growing costs of building the "Imperial Facade" had slowed its 
growth, but this was little compensation, since the underlying attempt 
to impose a uniform style remained. In the age of the machine imperial­
ism had produced the greatest symbols of Megalopolitan arrogance, the 
skyscrapers, whose "obdurate, overwhelming masses take away from 
the little people who walk in their shadows any semblance of dignity as 
human beings." Mumford was not opposed to the development of a 
modern style appropriate to the age and he praised many modern 
factories as being "clean and lithe and smart," but he believed that 
imperialism had suppressed much of modern architectural creativity, 
producing buildings that were neither beautiful nor conducive to hu­
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man living. "There is so much beauty to the square foot in our old New 
England village, and so little, beyond mere picturesqueness, in the 
modern metropolis."24 
To resist urban domination and to restore the indigenous local cul­
tures that nurtured not only beauty and creativity but life itself, Mum­
ford offered regional planning. It was necessary to correct the imbalance 
between the overcrowded city and the depleted countryside, and this 
could be done only when Americans had developed "an art which will 
relate city and countryside in a new pattern," ending the degradation of 
rural areas and reversing the flow of population to the metropolitan 
centers. This required that in land development, as Whitaker and 
Ackerman had already declared, profit striving and property rights be 
subordinated to human and natural interests until "the land be fully 
loved and cared for again." With community control over the land, it 
would be possible to develop a program of resource conservation, like 
that proposed by MacKaye for Appalachia, in the regions surrounding 
the cities, and also to implement a broad strategy for the decentraliza­
tion of urban populations.25 
The key to decentralization would be the creation of garden cities 
and villages that combined the best of the countryside with the best of 
the city. Once regional planning achieved effective control over the 
land, it could "provide a new framework for our communities which 
will redistribute population and industry, and revitalize the environ­
ment." Such a scheme would benefit from the rapidly increasing use of 
electric motors and gasoline engines, which made possible the decentral­
ization of manufacturing in the form of small factories that could be 
located in the garden towns. With the scaling down of production, it 
would be possible to recover some of the old elements of craftsmanship, 
providing greater satisfaction in work and reviving some of the creative 
instincts that had been blighted by mass production.26 
Mumford realized that his romantic expectations were only remote 
possibilities confronted by metropolitan power, but he closed his book 
with the declaration that if it had taken feudal Japan less than a century 
to adopt modern Western ways, "there is nothing to prevent our own 
civilization from recovering once more its human base—nothing that 
is, except our own desires, aims, habits, and ends." As an example of 
what might be done, he cited MacKaye's Appalachian Trail, which he 
called a bold plan for repeopling deserted mountain areas and decentral­
izing the congested populations of cities. To foster even more ambitious 
plans became Mumford's great mission in life. Leaving the technical 
details of planning to others, he concentrated on trying to transform 
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the guiding ideals of Americans. He looked to the past for help. "The 
future of our civilization depends upon our ability to select and control 
our heritage from the past, to alter our present attitudes and habits, 
and to project fresh forms."27 
Mumford looked especially to MacKaye's New England. In Sticks and 
Stones he had declared that the garden city was not simply an importa­
tion from Europe but a recovery of an American communal form most 
evident in the New England village. By the time the book was pub­
lished, he was already writing a new work intended to deepen under­
standing of the life and ideals that had once animated that form. 
Turning from architecture to literature, he treated the pre—Civil War 
times of Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman as America's "Golden Day," 
when culture had been most vital and creative. Although the Civil War 
and its aftermath had, in his rather simplistic view, devastated that 
culture, he believed that he had identified the heritage on which it 
might be possible to build a new golden day. 
By the time he published his new study under the title The Golden 
Day: A Study in American Experience and Culture in 1926, he had had 
numerous reasons for hope, not only in New England but in New York 
State, where his friends in the RPAA seemed well along in the process 
of translating ideals into effective forces for change. Stein, the RPAA's 
principal organizer, played a leading role in this process, supported by 
several other recruits in what by the mid-1920s appeared to be an 
increasingly powerful regional planning movement capable of guiding 
urban America to a new and perhaps permanent golden day. 
VI

PLANNING NEW YORK 
STATE: STEIN AND 
HENRY WRIGHT 
When the RPAA was founded, regional planning was already a subject 
of rising public attention. In the July to December 1923 volume of the 
American City Magazine, for instance, the subject appears for the first 
time in that journal's index with five entries dealing with regional 
planning in New York, Boston, Milwaukee, and Los Angeles. In 1924 
the New York Association of Real Estates Boards endorsed the idea, 
declaring that its members had committed themselves to "orderly devel­
opment" of cities and towns, including their suburban subdivisions. A 
few months later the National Association of Realtors announced that a 
survey of its members confirmed this trend, one sign of a more general 
awakening of public interest in planning.1 
The primary focus of interest was the RPNY. This plan for the city 
and its extensive suburban hinterlands in New Jersey and Connecticut 
as well as in New York State had been initiated in 1922 with a large 
grant from the Russell Sage Foundation. In 1923 the new chairman of 
the planning committee, Frederic A. Delano, announced that the com­
mittee had gathered most of the information it needed to begin the 
preparation of a plan for the territory within a fifty-mile radius of New 
York City. By the end of the year Thomas Adams, the director of 
planning, had begun to describe his vision of a future city embracing 
5,500 square miles and some thirty-nine million future inhabitants. 
Not all New Yorkers believed a plan was necessary, including one who, 
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in a letter to the New York Times, declared that the city was already 
"perfectly adapted to its habitat and associations," but it had the sup­
port of the Times as well as numerous influential New Yorkers.? 
This development brought little joy to Whitaker and some of his 
associates in the RPAA, who had already concluded that the plan, 
despite promises to the contrary, leaned strongly toward a dangerous 
centralization that would make New York even more congested and 
inefficient than before. In 1923, however, the RPAA could anticipate 
the eventual victory of other forms of regional planning better suited to 
their ideals. By then MacKaye and Stein, with Whitaker's support, had 
mobilized powerful backing for the Appalachian Trail, which they 
hoped might help unite leaders in recreation, forestry, community 
development, architecture, engineering, and social science in a broadly 
conceived effort to rework the physical and social environment. More­
over, 1923 also saw the formation of a potentially powerful new public 
force for the same end, the New York State Commission of Housing and 
Regional Planning headed by Stein himself. 
This new commission had grown out of the earlier attempts to 
resolve the postwar housing crisis. In 1920, as secretary of the Housing 
Committee of the Reconstruction Commission appointed by Governor 
Alfred Smith to study postwar problems, Stein had declared that the 
housing crisis stemmed from causes more fundamental than the war 
and therefore required radical new solutions. Especially fundamental 
was the speculative exploitation of land, which had so inflated land 
values, and thereby housing costs, as to force a large part of the popula­
tion into slum conditions. There could be no solution to the housing 
problem that did not include the subordination in land development of 
private profit to public good. To establish public control over urban 
and suburban land, Stein advocated that the state encourage the cre­
ation in every city and town of a Board of Housing and Community 
Planning that would put together a comprehensive local plan of devel­
opment. Beyond that he also urged that the idea of comprehensive 
planning be extended to metropolitan districts and even to the whole 
state.3 
The state legislature ignored these recommendations, but the idea of 
comprehensive planning was kept alive, particularly in Stein's Commu­
nity Planning and Housing column in the JAIA. "This is the age of 
immense cities," he wrote in 1922. "Yet future generations will be 
stunned and dismayed that these gigantic productions of our time came 
into being without plan." Finally, in August 1923 Governor Smith 
appointed a new five-member state commission of Housing and Re­
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gional Planning (CHRP), with Stein as chairman, the other members 
being chosen to represent business and labor. The CHRP's primary 
responsibility was to determine whether a housing emergency contin­
ued in the state, but it was also given a broader, albeit vaguely denned, 
mandate to study the whole housing situation in cooperation with 
planning groups and representatives of business and industry through­
out the state. Technically, the official focus of such activity was hous­
ing, but nothing prevented the commission from broadly interpreting 
its mission, a freedom that Stein exploited from the start. At the first 
meeting the new commissioners concluded, according to the New York 
Times, that "the housing problem could not be separated from the 
problems of city and regional planning," leading them to launch "a 
series of investigations in regard to these more permanent problems."4 
In explaining this decision Stein argued that the housing problem 
was deeply rooted, extending back to the beginning of the industrial 
age, and involved far more than housing itself. Because the cost of 
dwellings included not only the house but its site—the land, streets, 
and needed utilities—decent habitation could be provided only by 
comprehensive planning embracing all the elements required for the 
creation of a good residential neighborhood. And this, said Stein, could 
not be limited to neighborhoods or even to whole cities: 
These problems are tied up with those of neighboring centers of 
population and neighboring farm land. Our housing problem can not 
be met in our big centers unless we find new and better ways of 
distributing industry among the working population. It is only by 
such planning that it is possible to prevent large centers from becom­
ing unmanageable and only thus can we meet the congestion of 
homes, of streets, of transit lines. Regional planning is the art and 
science of planning a physical region in such a way that industry, 
farming, housing, transportation, recreation shall all give the maxi­
mum return. Regional planning cannot be carried out by any separate 
community. It is a function that must be stimulated and assisted by 
the state.5 
At the time, Stein had reason to believe that the government of New 
York State would in fact assist effective regional planning. Governor 
Smith had a strong interest in the matter, and with his support Stein 
and his committee began to organize a statewide effort. On June 9, 
1924, they convened the first New York State Conference on Regional 
and City Planning in Buffalo, involving officials, technical experts, and 
business people. The American City Magazine observed that this was the 
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first time in New York that representatives of cities and towns had 
gotten together with state officials to discuss the development of effec­
tive planning. In his introductory speech Stein again stressed the need 
to extend planning beyond the limits of cities, noting that the existence 
of suburbs and satellite towns and a dependence on outside sources for 
essentials meant that "no city is master of its own destiny." He in­
tended the conference to create a basis for permanent cooperation 
among various existing planning agencies, an aim at least partly real­
ized by the formation of the New York State Federation of Planning 
Boards.6 
Less than five months later, Stein's CHRP convened another confer­
ence in the Buffalo area, this one at Tonawanda, to initiate effective 
regional planning for the whole Buffalo region by organizing all the 
municipalities in the region for common action. "The potential impor­
tance of the region to the future of the whole State," said Stein, "indi­
cates how meaningless are the artificial boundaries of village or city." 
This second conference created the Niagara Frontier Planning Associa­
tion, an informal group that proceeded to lobby the state legislature 
until it created New York's first official board to develop a regional 
plan, the Niagara Frontier Planning Committee, which consisted of 
public officials from Buffalo and other municipalities situated on the 
Niagara River. Over the next years, the committee drafted a comprehen­
sive plan for the region.7 
Further east, at the state capital, Stein's commission won another 
victory for planning when in late 1924 it organized a conference of 
officials from Albany, Schenectady, and Rensselaer counties, from 
which came the formation of the Capital District Planning Association. 
Thus, by 1925 New York State could count three significant regional 
planning efforts, including the RPNY. In that year the state legislature 
also passed a bill sponsored by the CHRP authorizing counties and 
municipalities to form and fund boards "to study the needs and condi­
tions of regional and community planning and zoning." This act 
merely allowed for the creation of such boards, but it provided some 
basis for hope that New York would take the lead in the regional 
planning movement—which it did, first under Governor Smith and 
then under his successor, Franklin Delano Roosevelt.8 
Smith especially deserved credit for providing enthusiastic support 
for the movement during its formative stage. In an address, delivered 
by the then new-fangled radio, from Albany to the first conference at 
Buffalo, he had declared that "the planning of the State is probably the 
greatest undertaking we have before us. It is the making of the mold in 
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which future generations will be formed." His act in speaking over the 
new electronic medium itself called attention to the changing scope of 
urban life and planning brought by the twin dynamos of the new age, 
electricity and the automobile. In 1925 Smith spoke of the need for 
"seeing a state whole" so as to understand and control all the influences 
that shaped life in any particular locality. "There is a direct relation­
ship," he said, "between the development of the natural resources of the 
state and the relief of the congestion of its big cities," if only because 
what was done to create opportunities outside cities would have a 
powerful effect on the flow of urban population. The relative health of 
agriculture, he recognized, would be a strong influence on the crowd­
ing of the rural poor into the big urban centers.9 
That this was more than simple planning piety became evident in 
1925, when Stein's commission reported a comprehensive regional sur­
vey and preliminary plan for the entire state. Begun in 1924, this 
report was finished in time to be unveiled informally at the Interna­
tional Conference on Town, City, and Regional Planning in New York 
City in April 1925. A writer for the New York Times called it "a concrete 
plan for a sort of research magnificent" dealing with the affairs of the 
state. Several members of the RPAA were involved. Stein supported it 
with his organizational skills, and Mumford contributed to its substan­
tial historical sections.10 
Even more appears to have been provided by MacKaye, although not 
as much as he implied years later, when he told a friend that "back in 
1924 I made a plan for a plan for New York State." During this period 
he was active in promoting the opening of the New York sections of the 
Appalachian Trail, in the fall of 1924 organizing "an expedition" of 
friends to walk the trail route between Bear Mountain and the New 
Jersey border; later, he offered a plan to open the Trail east of Bear 
Mountain as far as the Massachusetts border to the Taconic State Park 
Commission, then headed by Roosevelt. In May 1925 he outlined a 
scheme for the development of waterpower, parks, and planned rural 
communities in New York, one special feature of which was a proposal 
for the development of a "St. Lawrence-Mississippi waterway" as the 
first step toward "the diversion and decentralization of industry gener­
ally. " MacKaye's chief contribution to the state plan was as a consultant 
on topographical matters, helping to map the state, as he recalled in 
1932, "into industrial regions in lieu of counties."11 
The most directly involved was Henry Wright, a comparative new­
comer to the New York scene and to the RPAA, who was becoming 
both Stein's professional partner in planning and architecture and an 
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important source of new ideas for regional planning. "He was an origi­
nal," Stein would later say of his friend, "an unusually active mind—an 
inquisitive analytical mind—that constantly drove him from one prob­
lem to another, and from one solution to a still better solution." Al­
though frequently stubborn in his commitment to what he believed, in 
the words of another associate, he was simply "a nice man to know," a 
man of quiet confidence who was willing to listen to the ideas of others 
and to explain his own to them with clarity and patience.12 
Wright was born in Lawrence, Kansas, in 1878. After graduating in 
1901 from the University of Pennsylvania with a degree in architecture 
and after completing his apprenticeship with a Kansas City architec­
tural firm, he established a practice in St. Louis with George Kessler, 
the prominent planner of parks and boulevards. Wright soon developed 
a special interest and skill in site planning, demonstrating what Stein 
called "a supernatural sense of site" regarding the best way to relate 
buildings to the land. Another associate, Henry Churchill, later re­
called that Wright could walk afifty-acre tract of land and then, simply 
on the basis of his memory, make an accurate sketch of its contours. 
In 1913, after he had established his own firm, Wright achieved 
some national recognition when an article in the Architectural Record 
favorably reviewed his design for a residential subdivision, Brentmoor 
Park, to be constructed on thirty-five acres outside of St. Louis. Noting 
that there were many good plans for individual houses but few that 
adequately related a group of buildings to their site, the article pre­
sented Wright's plan as a rational model for community site develop­
ment. Given the task of subdividing the site intofifteen mini-estates in 
a way that would assure the "greatest degree of beauty and community 
advantage," Wright created a plan centered on a long narrow park 
separating the two principal roads in the development.13 
In 1918 Wright joined Kohn and Ackerman in planning the worker 
villages of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, working chiefly to de­
velop site plans for projects at Newburgh, New York; Bridgeport, 
Connecticut; and Camden, New Jersey. This opportunity to plan com­
munities for more than the rich broadened his social interests and 
prepared the way for his later successes in designing the model commu­
nities of Sunnyside and Radburn. 
With the end of the war, Wright returned to St. Louis, where he 
served as consulting architect for the City Planning Commission, but 
he had outgrown both the city and his previous ideas. In attempting to 
devise for the commission a program to regulate the subdivision of 
suburban land, he came to conclude, like Stein, that city planning was 
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not enough to prevent the incoherent and wasteful land development 
that threatened the urban future. Moreover, he was making new 
friends, especially Whitaker and Stein, who introduced him to the 
AIA's community planning committee and then to the RPAA. When 
in 1924 Stein looked for someone to draft a preliminary exposition of 
the proposed New York State plan, his natural choice was Wright, with 
whom he was already working on a model community, Sunnyside 
Gardens, on the outskirts of New York City.14 
With the assistance of his friends in the RPAA, Wright was able to 
complete the essentials of his report on the state plan in the early spring 
of 1925. His final version, dated May 7, 1925, was not intended to be 
a definitive plan. Rather, he tried to establish a basic direction for 
future planning, beginning with an effort to "ascertain and measure the 
forces which have shaped the present state and to evaluate the many 
forces which are now altering the present mould." With the understand­
ing of basic forces, a plan could be devised, but this would not be the 
end of the process, since even a good plan had to be constantly updated 
"as a result of changing habits and economic relations of men, and their 
ability . .  . to harness nature to their need." To sustain this work, the 
report proposed the creation of a permanent state planning board to 
consist of the heads of all departments responsible for public improve­
ments and, significantly, representatives from local regional planning 
groups such as those in Buffalo and Albany.15 
Aside from the planning process, Wright's principal concern was 
with the concentration of population in New York City and the towns 
occupying the relatively narrow strip of land in the Hudson and Mo­
hawk Valleys, the great L-shaped area that dominated New York's 
topography as well as its economic and social development. Wright 
attempted to demonstrate that this concentration, far from being per­
manent and irreversible, was simply a phase in the state's growth. Prior 
to 1840 the dominant trend, in fact, had spread New York's population 
widely over its inhabited areas until there was "almost complete noncen­
tralization with small, self-sufficient communities scattered through­
out the state." With the Industrial Revolution, however, the influence 
of steam power had caused the crowding of the population in a few 
urban places and a corresponding decline of the old rural society, with 
its independence and self-sufficiency. The net results were bad living 
conditions and wasteful economic organization, which cancelled out 
the benefits of modern life.16 
Luckily, a new set of forces had appeared that made it possible to 
reverse the centralizing trend. By the 1920s electricity was rapidly 
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displacing steam as the dominant form of energy, providing an inexpen­
sive form of power that could be delivered almost anywhere, allowing 
both for a decentralization of industry and for a basic improvement in 
the conditions of rural life, brought about by the new amenities pro­
vided by electrical power. Moreover, steam-powered railroads were 
giving way to a more flexible system employing automobiles and 
trucks, which promised an end to rural isolation and a diffusion of 
population and economic activity away from the great population cen­
ters. Although the opportunity for healthful decentralization was there, 
however, it would not be realized without the guidance of the right 
kind of plan. 
Wright's report culminated with an argument for regional planning 
as the only sure way to a better world, city planning being presented as 
little more than an imposition on suburban space of a scheme designed 
to sustain the overcrowded city. Undoubtedly thinking of the RPNY, 
Wright emphasized that regional planning had a much different objec­
tive than that of the city-focused "metropolitan" variety, and then 
quoted his friend Lewis Mumford: "Regional Planning asks not how 
wide an area can be brought under the aegis of the metropolis, but how 
the population and civic facilities can be distributed so as to promote 
and stimulate a vivid, creative life throughout a whole region—a re­
gion being any geographic area that possesses a certain unity of climate, 
soil, vegetation, industry and culture."17 
Much of the planning, Wright emphasized, would be done by the 
kind of local regions that were being organized for planning purposes in 
the Buffalo and Albany areas, but he ended with a special hope that 
such local efforts would evolve into statewide planning and a state plan 
rooted in local realities. In consultation with government departments 
and private interests, New York State could establish rational control 
over its future under a blueprint designed "to develop logically the 
undersettled regions, to give aid to farming and lumbering, to prevent 
further overcentralization of cities while assisting economy for the 
manufacturers by the proper use of hydroelectric power, to consolidate 
water supply and to furnish a proper basis for local action."18 
Wright expected the practical details to emerge with the continued 
growth of regional planning. In 1925 he could look to the expansion of 
efforts from the New York City region at one end of the state to the 
Buffalo-Niagara region at the other. Planning was becoming, he 
hoped, "a living and growing thing," sustained by the increased in­
volvement of public agencies and private concerns. Moreover, there 
were encouraging signs of growing public interest in the regional ap­
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proach. In April 1925, for instance, the New Republic strongly endorsed 
the idea. It summed up what it took to be the main aims of New York's 
"geographical strategy," namely the establishment of permanent forest 
regions, the location of farms near urban markets, the decentralization 
of industry, the development of protective greenbelts around cities, the 
comprehensive planning of housing and recreation, and the construc­
tion of planned garden communities. After listing these elements of the 
overall strategy, the editor concluded that "such a goal would be a 
fantasy unless it lies in the direction of the main technological and 
economic trend. Apparently, however, it does lie there. What we need 
is the social machinery to realize it."19 
By the mid-1920s the RPAA had some reason for believing that it 
was helping to construct that necessary social machinery. Although the 
national government continued to be dominated by the apparent do­
nothingism of the Coolidge administration, New York State had its 
activist executive in Governor Smith, and even New York City Mayor 
Jimmy Walker had turned to Kohn for help in developing a progressive 
housing program. Moreover, other members of the RPAA were making 
headway on their own. Some were much involved in the successful 
development of the model community Sunnyside Gardens, and others 
were expanding the range of their influence, having won an ally in the 
influential social journal Survey Graphic.20 It would be only a matter of 
time, then, before government and the public would make regional 
planning a reality. Or so it seemed in 1925 to the already converted. 
VII

GIANT POWER: 
STUART CHASE AND 
ROBERT BRUERE 
By the mid-1920s the idea of planning had acquired a strong hold on 
the thought and imaginations of idealistic professionals like the mem­
bers of the RPAA. Planning appeared to be a powerful instrument of 
social change that did not depend on the whims of popular politics. 
Founded on an understanding of essential realities divulged by studies 
and surveys, planning would embody a kind of objective potential, 
something realizable because aligned with manageable geographic, eco­
nomic, and social forces. Moreover, it promised to be the field on which 
skilled professionals could unite their specialized understandings and 
talents in cooperative support of plan making and implementation. 
Architects like Whitaker and Ackerman, conservationists like Mac-
Kaye, organizers like Stein and Kohn, and intellectuals like Mumford 
could join with engineers, social workers, and other "brain workers" (as 
Stein termed them) in creating a powerful alternative to the business 
community as the guiding force of progress. If the RPAA had room for 
Mumford's stress on the influence of myths and ideals, it also had a 
place for the dream that rapidly developing modern mechanical powers 
could be rationally organized into one giant power for human better­
ment. This technocratic dream was the special contribution of Stuart 
Chase and Robert Bruere. 
"The horn of plenty is overflowing, but a dead hand reaches up to 
seal its mouth"—that was Chase's basic belief. Born in Somersworth, 
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New Hampshire, on March 8, 1888, Chase shared with MacKaye a 
profound reverence for the New England town. In 1931 he wrote that 
the sight of a village green brought tears to his eyes. "This is where I 
was born, my homeland, the place I love." As a young man, though, 
Chase was even more eager than MacKaye to seek the opportunities of a 
larger world. The son of Harvey Stuart Chase, a distinguished engineer 
and the head of a prominent Boston accounting firm, young Stuart 
attended M.I.T. and then Harvard, graduating cum laude from the 
latter in 1910 before joining his father's firm.1 
Chase's specialties were economics and accounting, conventional 
skills harnessed to an unconventional idealism. Like most of the future 
members of the RPAA, he fell under the influence of Henry George. In 
1911 he read George's Progress and Poverty, whose economic ideas and 
social visions overwhelmed his past beliefs and shut "the door forever on 
money-making as a profession," leaving him hungry for something 
worthy to do. In an article written for Forum magazine in 1914, he 
announced his goal: "I want to know what I am and why I am, in order 
to determine the things most fitted for me to do—not as an individual 
greedy of success but as a sharer for a time of the life and sunshine upon 
this little whirling sphere in God's vast universe." What should he do? 
There was no easy answer. The old creeds and ways that had guided 
men in the past were falling to pieces around him, victims of rapidly 
changing times.2 
World War I gave him something worthy to do. Like the other 
members of the RPAA, he was drawn into government service, employ­
ing his accounting skills under the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) 
and the Food Administration to help limit price gouging in the 
meatpacking industry. Organization for war excited his hopes for a 
radical improvement in economic affairs. "The war has given us the 
unique opportunity to revolutionize the whole economy," he informed 
readers of the Independent magazine in 1917, "to destroy the vicious, to 
encourage the necessary, to make wholesome and strengthen immeasur­
ably the goods of the nation." By then he had begun to form the hope 
that would animate his remaining years, the hope for a rationally 
organized economy that would meet all human needs.3 He even 
thought briefly that the advances of the war could be maintained in 
peacetime economy—only to be disillusioned by postwar realities in a 
particularly disturbing way. 
Earlier, in his idealism, Chase had identified with radical causes. 
Besides his open identification with the single-tax ideas of Henry 
George, he had spoken out in favor of women's suffrage and of birth 
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control. In 1918, while living in Chicago in connection with his investi­
gations of meatpacking, he had formed a club dedicated to the cause of 
Fabian socialism, and the following year joined with his friend Mac-
Kaye in offering his services to the new Soviet regime in Russia, listing 
John Reed as one of his references and noting that he hoped to help the 
Russians develop "schemes of adapting production to national require­
ments through scientific budgeting."4 
Chase's accounting skills never found employment in Soviet Russia, 
but they did become entangled with radicalism in America. In 1919, 
during the postwar "Red scare" and while he was scrutinizing possible 
price gouging in the meatpacking industry for the FTC, he was at­
tacked by Senator Watson of Indiana as a dangerous radical who had 
made his government office in Chicago into "the rendevous of a number 
of men devoted to the destruction of property, overthrow of Govern­
ment and the consummation of the ideals of Socialism." Less than two 
years later, after moving to Washington and after he had antagonized a 
corporation in which a powerful senator had an interest, he was fired 
from the FTC, ending any hope for government employment.5 
Chase, however, soon found a new form of public service. Moving to 
New York City, he joined the Technical Alliance, a group of engineers 
and other technicians who had adopted the technocratic doctrines of 
Veblen. The alliance fell apart in a short time, but he was able to create 
his own replacement, the Labor Bureau, a research organization of 
economists, accountants, and engineers intended especially to provide 
technical services to labor organizations. By October 1922 he was able 
to tell MacKaye that the "persnickety Labor Bureau" seemed to be 
taking hold: "I like the work profoundly. I think it will become a 
permanent fixture." It was undoubtedly Chase's group to which Mac-
Kaye was referring when in 1922 he wrote to Stein that he was pleased 
by "the present contemplations of a certain crowd of young technicians 
who seek to plan portions of the earth's surface and to meet the 'chal­
lenge of waste,'" although MacKaye felt obliged to add he was not 
satisfied by their lack of what he believed essential for success: a guid­
ing social vision and the support of the people at large.6 
By this time Chase had tasted independent creative life and wanted 
more. Living was not simply existing, he wrote, but a vital existence 
free from routine, monotony, and restraint. He estimated that perhaps 
only 25 percent of his time was engaged in true living, but he con­
cluded that this was more than average and that "my ratio of living can 
only grow with that of my fellow-men." Chase's dedication to improv­
ing the ratio of living for all men drew him to the cause of regional 
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planning, and in 1923 he helped found the RPAA, serving as a mem­
ber of the program committee, which drafted the constitution and 
statement of objectives of the association. He saw in regional planning 
the means to eliminate the wasteful congestion of overcentralized cities 
in favor of a decentralization of production in the form of small facto­
ries. This would restore the vitality of rural society and open the way 
for fundamental improvements in urban life. In 1924, recovering some 
of his prewar enthusiasm, he spoke to the metropolis: "Men reared you 
and men shall tear you down, and yet build a city where life runs free 
and beauty dwells."7 
Regional planning for Chase was part of a larger strategy. Some years 
after he had moved to New York he compared his life there with that of 
his great-great-grandfather at Newburyport in 1800 and concluded 
that there had been little real progress. "Why is it, in the face of 
unparalleled technical improvement and engineering development," he 
asked, "that my standard of living in terms of vital values, is so little 
better if indeed better?" His answer was simple: that modern technical 
power had not been placed under the guidance of human intelligence. 
What was needed was rational planning directed by enlightened techni­
cians: "Where are the engineers and statesmen to dig with hand and 
brain into this roaring wilderness—so finely wrought in isolated 
detail—and bring from it ordered cities, impounded waters, terraced 
and tended forests, the sweep of great transmission lines, clean rivers, 
workshops planned with the dignity of cathedrals, and the end of grime 
and poverty and despair?"8 
Chase was confident that the technical talent already existed to create 
what he called a functional society. Under the management of techni­
cians, the economy could be planned to more than double existing 
living standards, in large part through a more efficient organization of 
existing productive facilities. In 1925 he published The Tragedy of 
Waste, the first of a series of well-selling books that popularized the 
gospel of technical efficiency. In it he catalogued the forms of waste that 
were depleting the powers available to humankind for its liberation 
from poverty. Among them was one that reflected MacKaye's thinking: 
the abuse of the nation's timber resources. At the rate of present cut­
ting, Chase estimated, American forests would be wiped out in about 
thirty years, leaving barren soils, eroded lands, and polluted streams. 
As the antidote to this he offered MacKaye's plan for timber culture 
associated with permanent forest communities, citing it as an example 
of the method of "the engineer" intent of a rational use of nature.9 
If natural power could be engineered for human good, so could a 
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developing man-made power. By the mid- 1920s Chase had joined with 
numerous others in crusading for what they called Giant Power. Origi­
nally conceived in Pennsylvania soon after World War I as a way to 
modernize the coal industry, the scheme had special appeal to those 
concerned with energy conservation. In 1925 the Federal Conservation 
Board estimated that the nation's petroleum supply would be exhausted 
within the next six years at the current rate of consumption. Even 
earlier a deeper concern over the dependability of the leading source of 
energy, coal, had been precipitated by a long strike in the coal fields. 
The answer to this impending energy crisis seemed to lie in the efficient 
development of the newest and most promising form of energy, electric­
ity. One great rational system of electrical power production and distri­
bution could bring cheap energy even to isolated rural areas, thereby 
contributing to the efforts of regional planners to decentralize economic 
activity.10 
To make that possible, Chase and others dreamed of locating giant 
generating stations at the coal mines, thereby eliminating the waste of 
transporting coal and providing for its efficient use. Coal-generated 
electricity would be supplemented by the efficient development of 
hydropower, less than 15 percent of which, by Chase's estimate, had 
been developed. From the dams and the mines electrical power would 
be delivered by well-coordinated systems of high-voltage lines running 
to every part of the country. In 1925 Chase was enthusiastic about the 
benefits of this system: 
Giant Power is one of the bravest and most exhilarating glimpses of 
Utopia which engineers and scientists have ever dreamed. It not only 
saves coal and oil, it electrifies the railroads, lightens the traffic bur­
den, abolishes smoke and soot and grime, makes . .  . for industrial 
decentralization, for less congestion in the cities, for more life and 
vigor in the country. One's eye follows the sweep of the great high 
voltage lines as they charge the hill and drop to the valley—straight 
and true and infinitely powerful—and for an instant one glimpses the 
end of meanness, poverty, disorder; a world set free.11 
Chase's pursuit of this industrial dream received strong support from 
Robert Bruere, a more marginal member of the RPAA. Bruere was the 
oldest of the group, having been born in St. Charles, Missouri, in 
1876, but he shared some of the same hopeful enthusiasm for a better 
world. In 1927 he said that "I belonged to a reforming generation, to a 
generation of'causes'; we wanted to 'reconstruct the social order' after 
some design of our own." Before the war his idealism had brought him 
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to New York City, where he taught at the Rand School of Social 
Science, served as general agent of the Association for Improving the 
Condition of the Poor, and, beginning in 1917, was the director of the 
Bureau of Research. Like Chase, Bruere's idealism was changed by 
wartime hope and postwar disillusionment. In 1922, for instance, at 
the close of a period of labor unrest, he took note of labor's demand for a 
"living wage," agreeing that it was a necessary ingredient of social 
progress but arguing that it could be obtained only by the rationaliza­
tion of production to enhance efficiency.12 
Although his involvement in the RPAA was only occasional, he did 
play a significant role in promoting the group's goals in 1924 and 1925 
as an associate editor of Survey magazine. This magazine was ideally 
suited to the effort to promote the cause of planning. Financed by a 
cooperative association that included numerous social reformers like 
Jane Addams, Paul U. Kellogg (its editor), and Graham Taylor, and 
directly descended from the late-nineteenth-century Charities Review, it 
aspired to be the leading popular journal of "constructive philan­
thropy," with a special mission to publicize those reform ideas that had 
been ignored elsewhere. In order to broaden its appeal, its owners, 
Survey Associates, began in 1921 to supplement it with a special 
illustrated monthly version, Survey Graphic, which by the mid-1920s 
had more than 20,000 subscribers.13 
Even before Chase began to promote the Giant Power idea, Bruere 
had proclaimed it in 1923 "the key to our liberation not only from the 
coal problem but the dead hand of our inherited machine equipment." 
In March 1924 Bruere published a special Giant Power issue of Survey 
Graphic. By this time the idea was winning significant public atten­
tion. In Pennsylvania the old conservationist Gifford Pinchot had sub­
mitted a plan for a state-controlled electrical system oriented around 
Pennsylvania's coal industry. In New York, Governor Smith was begin­
ning to take an interest in the matter from the angle of waterpower, 
particularly that of the Niagara and St. Lawrence Rivers, eventually 
urging the creation of a State Power Authority to devise a comprehen­
sive plan for the efficient development of all the state's power resources. 
In 1924 Robert LaFollette, candidate of the Progressive Party, came 
out in favor of a "national super-water power system," a forerunner of 
the TVA.14 
Bruere introduced the special issue with a perceptive overview of the 
character and significance of the new power scheme, which he defined 
as "the conversion of all our primary energy sources into electricity and 
their pooling in regional systems which will then be integrated into a 
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nation wide federation of systems." Although the technical side of this 
scheme was already being developed by engineers and other techni­
cians, he believed that it was necessary to find a corresponding class of 
social engineers who could control Giant Power for human good. Be­
yond cheap, available power, the primary question was whether the 
new system would be directed toward a healthy decentralization of 
society, meeting the energy needs of farms and small communities, or 
whether it would further intensify the development of "mass produc­
tion in already overcrowded and slum-dwelling areas."15 
In support of Giant Power, Bruere assembled a team of reform 
advocates that included his wife, Martha Binsley Bruere. A prolific 
writer of magazine articles and an ardent feminist, Martha Bruere 
advocated Giant Power as in influence for liberating women from 
domestic servitude. In 1923 she wrote that the chief problem for 
women in modern times "is to take their places in the new industries 
of a new world while still filling their old place as the center around 
which the family units have been organized to revolve." With electri­
cal appliances to reduce their home workload, women could find the 
time to pursue worthwhile careers in the outside world. And the 
extension of electricity to rural areas would lessen the pressure on 
farmer's wives to move to the towns, thereby helping to reverse the 
flow of people to the overcrowded cities. In the special issue Martha 
Bruere contributed a glowing article on the effects of a well-organized 
hydroelectric power system in Ontario, Canada, especially on one 
town where thousands of people lived "in domestic ease through a 
plentiful supply of power at low enough rates so that they use as 
much of it as they choose."16 
Martha Bruere's article was followed by MacKaye's "Appalachian 
Power: Servant or Master?" which Robert Bruere had solicited in the 
interest of promoting "big ideas" like that for the Appalachian Trail. 
Probably because he was engrossed in efforts to finish his book, The New 
Exploration, MacKaye provided only a two-page article to the issue, but 
it was enough to lead Kellogg, chief editor of the Survey, to tell its 
author that "you have handled a big theme in small space with rare 
craftsmanship."17 After linking his thoughts to his original article on 
the "so-called 'Appalachian project,'" MacKaye reminded the world 
that Giant Power involved not only industrial and technical efficiency 
but ultimately "social efficiency," the conversion of energy into the 
maximum possible human welfare and happiness. To achieve social 
efficiency it was necessary to use Giant Power to help build a decentral­
ized world much like the one he had been advocating for years, a world 
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of compact, democratically administered communities that combined 
modern industry and conveniences with manageable social scale and 
immediate access to nature. 
Having stated this now-familiar ideal, MacKaye got to his main 
point, which was to urge attention to developing Appalachia. He 
divided the eastern United States into two distinct civilizations: one, 
located in the "super-populated belt lying between the cities of Boston 
and Washington," was modern and cosmopolitan, while the other, 
occupying a "sub-populated belt" along the Appalachian range, was 
"colonial," that is, a traditional society inhabited by "the purest form of 
original American Anglo-Saxon stock" devoted to the traditional ideal 
of individual freedom, "the freedom of higher living," in contrast to the 
organized toil of the metropolitan world. Although MacKaye never 
stooped to any nativist attack on the immigrant populations of the big 
cities, it was evident that he had a strong idea as to who were the most 
American of Americans. Rather than strengthening a "toiling commer­
cial America" suffering from overcrowding, Giant Power should be 
used to support "the tradition, the folk, the land, and the resources left 
over from colonial days." Although MacKaye did not detail the nature 
of the support, he did make note of the fact that Appalachia had great 
amounts of coal- and waterpower to be developed along Giant Power 
lines, electrical energy to be delivered cheaply to the local people so 
that they could compete with the overcrowded metropolis.18 
The special Giant Power issue of Survey Graphic in March 1924 was 
one of the most popular issues of that magazine and a special triumph 
for Robert Bruere, its initiator and editor. He continued to take some 
interest in the subject, in May 1925 again urging that the new 
system—which would alter "the technical and social framework of 
American life"—be directed by "human engineers" along lines dictated 
by regional plans. Eventually, though, he drifted away from regional 
planning and the RPAA, concentrating his attention on labor issues. In 
his pursuit of industrial efficiency he became an advocate of company 
unions as instruments of enlightened labor management, and in 1927 
he was appointed the secretary on industrial relations of the J. C. 
Penney Foundation.19 
The success of the Giant Power issue of Survey Graphic, though, did 
open the way for what looked like an even greater opportunity for the 
RPAA to shape the future, since the issue undoubtedly inspired the 
famous regional-planning number of the Survey Graphic in 1925, which 
Bruere supported both as associate editor and as a writer. With the 
publication of that issue and following the success of Giant Power, it 
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seemed possible to anticipate a progressively growing influence for the 
RPAA. Unfortunately for the cause of regional planning, however, 
what had been a modestly triumphal march uphill toward significant 
influence reached a peak in the mid-1920s, only then to falter in the 
face of disappointments and troubles. 
VIII

UPS AND DOWNS, 1925 — 
1926: MUMFORD ET AL. 
The mid- 1920s first would feed the hopes of the RPAA for eventual 
success in reshaping America and then would introduce several disap­
pointments that shook the progress of the organization. After its flurry 
of early activity in 1923 the RPAA rarely held formal meetings, but its 
leading members did make a notable effort to cooperate in sustaining 
their momentum and their confidence in the eventual success of their 
cause. In September 1924 Stein, newly returned from Europe, met 
briefly with MacKaye and gave him some material regarding European 
planning, which MacKaye soon told Mumford indicated a "widespread 
desire of the people abroad for a fundamental new way of approaching 
modern problems. It seems as if they are thinking along the same lines 
as you and I have been talking. So perhaps we are not the only damn 
fools."1 Indeed, even during the presidency of Calvin Coolidge these 
regional planning advocates found other evidence that they were not 
the only "damn fools" to dream of a radically better world, one such 
proof being the success of the Giant Power issue of Survey Graphic. 
It was natural that the RPAA should conceive of a new special Survey 
Graphic number devoted more directly to regional planning. With 
some encouragement from Chase, MacKaye discussed the idea with his 
friend Bruere. Then, in mid-September, Mumford, Stein, Whitaker, 
and Ackerman—all present in New York—met with the journal's 
publishers and worked out a tentative arrangement for the number, 
which, it was agreed, would be "an extra-large issue." When the RPAA 
yearly meeting convened in October at the Hudson Guild Farm in New 
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Jersey, the Appalachian Trail remained at the head of its agenda. Mum­
ford described the gathering as "an Appalachian revival meeting," one 
of whose chief activities was a walk over a nearby portion of the Trail. 
As Mumford also noted, however, the members "spent long hours 
threshing out the contents of the Regional Planning number," finally 
turning over to him the responsibility of editing it, a logical choice 
since he was then serving as the editorial secretary of the AIA's Commit­
tee on Community Planning.2 
By December Mumford had begun to complain to MacKaye about 
the "damned regional planning number," especially about a shortage of 
the right kind of articles. Although he was confident that MacKaye and 
possibly Bruere would join him in providing an understanding of re­
gional planning in its positive form, he feared that most of the other 
contributors would give too much attention merely to making negative 
criticisms of existing planning or to presenting technical answers to 
technical problems. "People will never be stirred out of the rut of their 
habits by a technical report," he warned. What he wanted was some­
thing that would excite the human spirit and imagination, something 
that required a strong emphasis on the kind of cultural regionalism that 
had developed in parts of Europe. "We must start a regional movement 
in America before we can have regional planning."3 Without the guid­
ing inspiration of regional cultures, rooted in traditionalism rather than 
in the rationality of the metropolis, even the best-intended plans would 
become like the RPNY, servants of the metropolitan needs of the 
central city. 
Mumford, however, had to take what was offered him. When the 
special issue appeared in May 1925 it consisted of twelve articles by 
eleven different authors, all but two of whom were members of the 
RPAA—the exceptions were Governor Alfred Smith and C. B. 
Purdom, an English expert on garden cities. Governor Smith's contribu­
tion was an aptly named short essay, "Seeing a State Whole." The 
RPAA contributors were introduced as "a group of insurgents who, as 
architects and planners, builders and rebuilders, have tried to mold 
cities in conventional ways and, finding the task a labor of Sisyphus, 
have pinned their faith boldly to the new concept of the region." In 
their efforts to develop "a new plan for relating masses of population to 
the land," they were described as having a personal stake, each in his 
own way trying to overcome the "fractured lives" associated with metro­
politan society by reconciling "the means to live with a way of living. "4 
Mumford, introduced as "one of the most ingratiating and informing 
interpreters of the regional planning idea," contributed two articles. 
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The first, "The Fourth Migration," set the tone for the rest of the issue. 
After noting the inadequacies of three earlier migrations of restless 
Americans, who sought the good life through farming, industrial pro­
duction, and metropolitan life respectively, he offered the hope that the 
new technology associated with the automobile and electricity would 
bring a final movement of population to a permanently satisfying life. 
Utopia could be realized if those who controlled the situation would 
"utilize the land intelligently, relate industry to power resources and 
market, and provide an adequate 'human plant' for the community at 
large."5 
In his second article, "Regions—To Live In," Mumford tried to de­
scribe the basic human dimension of regional planning as opposed to the 
merely technical. In obvious reference to the RPNY, he declared that 
true regional planning asked not how best to promote the growth of 
metropolitan centers but how to distribute population so as to stimulate 
a "vivid, creative life." He said that no society should be tolerated that 
took "the joy out of life" in favor of some stultifying mechanical routine, 
and he called for "a higher type of civilization" embracing all people. 
Underscoring the essential conservatism of his insurgency, he called 
regional planning an "industrial counter revolution" that would "realize 
the gains of modern industry in permanent houses, gardens, playgrounds 
and community institutions" and also achieve a "new conservation—the 
conservation of human values hand in hand with natural resources . . . 
permanent agriculture instead of land-skinning, permanent forestry in­
stead of timber mining, permanent human communities."6 
When it came to describing what he meant by a region Mumford 
was notably general, defining it as "any geographic area that possesses a 
certain unity of climate, soil, vegetation, industry and culture." A 
more concrete and more dynamic depiction came from MacKaye in his 
article, "The New Exploration: Charting the Industrial Wilderness." 
For MacKaye, modern industrialization had created a chaotic system, 
"a rough hewn organization," which could be effectively integrated 
only through regional planning. Each part of this system consisted of a 
metropolitan "mouth region," the marketing, manufacturing, and con­
suming part of the system, and a provincial "source region," which 
supplied the raw materials. The best way to explore the whole system, 
said MacKaye, was to start with the source areas and to follow the 
streams of commerce to the metropolitan centers. Good planning 
should begin, then, with the farms and forests.7 
Having established the primacy of the provinces, MacKaye was free to 
emphasize what he had long stressed: Appalachia and the importance of 
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conservation-oriented agriculture and resource extraction, most notably 
his old scheme of timber culture and permanent forest communities 
supplemented now by an emphasis on the effective development of hydro­
electric power. Although he was willing to concede the importance of the 
metropolitan areas, it was evident that he believed the key to the future 
was in the mountains and valleys. He selected as an example the Somerset 
Valley of the Upper Deerfield River in Vermont and western Massachu­
setts, whose future development he believed would inevitably affect 
Boston, New England's metropolitan center. To provide the basis for a 
stable community life in the valley, a lumbering area in the nineteenth 
century, he urged careful attention to both forest culture and the full 
development of hydroelectric power; most of the population was to be 
settled in two of MacKaye's logging communities. Out of the dedicated 
cultivation of such valleys throughout the nation, he believed, would 
come the salvation of modern urban society.8 
Mumford and MacKaye best summed up the essence of regional 
planning in the special Survey Graphic issue, but the other members of 
the RPAA added important details. In what became the most reprinted 
article in the collection, "Dinosaur Cities," Stein declared that the 
congested metropolitan centers were obsolete entities doomed to break 
down from their growing inefficiencies; efforts to resolve urban prob­
lems, then, should be concentrated not on the centers but on the 
regions. Typically, in "Coals to Newcastle" Chase chose to attack what 
he insisted were the great wastes in unnecessary transportation and 
exchange that resulted from the failure to develop strong, largely self-
sufficient regional economies; effective regional planning would not 
only eliminate such wastes but eliminate the dinosaur cities they sus­
tained. In his "Giant Power—Region-Builder," Bruere presented basi­
cally the same picture in advocating his scheme for the generation and 
distribution of electricity to promote the decentralization of population 
and industry.9 
The other articles by RPAA members were even more specific: 
Bing's "Can We Have Garden Cities in America?" Wright's "The Road 
to Good Houses," and Ackerman's Georgist attack on land speculation 
as the cause of urban problems, "Our Stake in Congestion." One of the 
marginal members of the group, James K. Hart, an educator, in his 
"Two Generation Communities" condemned cities for denying youth 
the opportunity to develop their full potential: "The treasures of youth 
and beauty cannot be saved unless men can find room enough, once 
more, on the face of the earth for two generations, youth and age, to 
live side by side." This room was to be found in the form of relatively 
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small-scale communities.10 The issue ended with an emphatic declara­
tion of difference from conventional city planning: "For the regional 
planner makes bold to discover the truly economic use of wide areas of 
land, rural as well as urban, and then seeks to stabilize the drift of 
population by bringing people permanently into the most productive 
relationship with these areas. . . . The regional planner calls for a right 
about face; his only hope of a hearing is that he has, on his side, 
reason—and whatever is left of hunger and love for the land."11 
This battery of articles was intentionally timed to identify the RPAA 
with an organized international movement, being issued only shortly 
after the annual conference (the first in America) of the International 
Town, City, and Regional Planning and Garden Cities Federation in 
New York at the Hotel Pennsylvania in late April. In announcing this 
connection, Survey described the gathering as bringing "together in 
New York, town, city, and regional planners from the four corners of 
the globe for an international conference that shall break new ground 
for America." Stein had attended the previous conference in Amster­
dam as a vice president of the Federation and representative of the AIA; 
likely, he had influenced the decision to hold the next meeting in New 
York. Since the conference was planned with the help of the National 
Conference on City Planning and was held jointly with the fifty-eighth 
annual meeting of the AIA, it promised to be a momentous event, one 
that the RPAA hoped to exploit to its advantage and at the expense of 
its rival, the Regional Plan Association of New York, which had one 
session of the meeting especially devoted to it.12 
Both planning groups mounted exhibits at the conference, and both 
had speakers, but the RPAA benefited first from the welcoming address 
of Sullivan Jones, the state architect and Governor Smith's appointed 
representative, who quoted the governor as saying that the goal of 
regional planning was "to make the life of every man, woman, and 
child a fuller and finer life." After declaring his own view that the aim 
of planning should be to "satisfy man's physical, intellectual, and 
spiritual wants," Jones boasted about Stein's Commission of Housing 
and Regional Planning, observing that "we are beginning to plan the 
region of which the city and towns are only parts" and citing as evi­
dence of growing public support the progress in creating local regional 
planning commissions and a statewide federation of planning boards.13 
Stein and Mumford also spoke, both at a joint session with the AIA 
headed by Kohn. Stein complained of the difficulties New York City's 
narrow streets and crowded conditions posed to the architect's strivings 
for good design. More generally he denounced big overcrowded cities 
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and praised Wright's state-planning report as a start toward ameliorat­
ing their "inevitable breakdown." Mumford condemned the prevailing 
"checkerboard" or gridiron pattern of planning. Later, in summing up 
the conference, he said that two diametrically different forms of Ameri­
can planning were evident: "One assumes that technical ability can 
improve living conditions while our existing economic and social habits 
continue; the other holds that technical ability can achieve little that is 
fundamentally worth the effort until we shape our institutions in such a 
way as to subordinate financial and property values to those of human 
welfare." Mumford believed that there had been at least some tilt in the 
conference toward the second form, favored by the RPAA.14 
Weeks before the New York meeting began, the RPAA had decided 
to follow it with their own special gathering at the Hudson Guild Farm 
in New Jersey, a meeting to which the foreign delegates to the confer­
ence were invited. "We have thought," wrote Stein, "that this would 
give them an opportunity to see something of American country life, 
and us a chance to meet them in a more leisurely and informal way." On 
the weekend following the conference, the RPAA rented a special car on 
a Lackawanna Railroad train to get its members and guests to Netcong, 
the two leading foreign guests being Ebenezer Howard, the president 
of the federation as well as the father of the Garden City movement in 
England; and Raymond Unwin, the leading British city and regional 
planner. The weekend was a memorable one. MacKaye recalled that on 
Saturday night they had a square dance, a bit of American folk culture 
that enticed Unwin into action, "with coat off and vest on, prancing to 
the tones of the bull fiddle," and on Sunday the members went for a 
walk, with " 'Uncle Ebenezer' [Howard] roaring jocosely how to plan 
our little valley."15 
The joy of this social gathering summed up the mood of the RPAA 
in the spring of 1925. It was a time of triumph, not only because of the 
conference but also because of the publication of Wright's report— 
which Mumford praised in theJAIA as providing, if not a plan, at least 
a "diagram that indicates realistically what a thorough-going plan 
would attempt." And the special Survey Graphic number soon won 
praise from several planning authorities, including Howard, who said 
of it that "light is poured upon the world's great problems of reconstruc-
tion."16 In the two years of its existence, the RPAA had, through 
multiple exertions, seemingly made a giant step toward its aim of 
educating the world to the nature and value of regional planning. 
In fact, however, the triumphant uphill march soon began to falter. It 
was not long before it became apparent that the Survey Graphic special did 
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not seriously alter the world's consciousness, nor did it have the effect of 
lessening public support for the RPNY, which, with the backing of 
powerful people, was relentlessly developing into a strong influence on 
planning decisions. Moreover, the members of the RPAA were losing 
some of their earlier focus on the cause. MacKaye was wrapped up in the 
effort to complete what he hoped would be his masterwork, The New 
Exploration, while also taking an interest—along with Stein and 
Wright—in a scheme to teach the Soviet Union the advanced land-
utilization and agricultural techniques developed in the United States.17 
Wright was spending much of his time in St. Louis, and Robert Bruere 
had become increasingly involved with labor matters. 
Also, a special situation developed around the two youngest mem­
bers, Chase and Mumford, which weakened the sense of unity in the 
group. Although Chase continued to take an interest in the RPAA, he 
was becoming increasingly engrossed in his writing career as a crusader 
against waste, achieving enough success to lead Mumford to say a little 
enviously that "Stuart has a reputation with a capital R to administer." 
For his part, Chase may have become a little resentful over Mumford's 
rising influence, probably the reason for his gratuitous attack in 1928 
in the Nation, where he went out of his way to complain regarding The 
Golden Day that Mumford "tells us frequently . . . what he is against, 
but only rarely does he let it be known what he is for" and then to place 
him among "a great array of critics" who worked assiduously to point 
out society's shortcomings without providing clear-cut alternatives.18 
During these years Mumford was also becoming distracted. Not only 
was he deeply involved in completing his works on American culture, 
first The Golden Day and then a biography of Herman Melville, but he 
was having family problems. In 1925 he and his wife, Sophia, had had 
their first child, a son they named after Mumford's hero Patrick 
Geddes. Geddes Mumford proved to be a sickly child, demanding of 
his parents' attention, and then in October 1926 Sophia had a miscar­
riage followed by a period of ill health. Partly exhausted, Mumford 
wondered about the connection between health and creativity, observ­
ing to a friend that "fatigue and bad spirits always show up in my 
writing." Finally, he was becoming increasingly uninspired by Geddes, 
recalling later that the letters that he received from his old mentor 
saddened him by "the repetitiveness of their ideas and suggestions and, 
even worse, their irrelevance."19 
Stein, too, was distracted, especially by his ambitions as a practicing 
architect. In July 1925 he told MacKaye that he was trying to spend 
more time at his drafting board. One result was a plan to provide 
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affordable homes for "brain workers," especially teachers and professors, 
this at a time when he was also much engrossed in the planning of 
model communities, first Sunnyside Gardens and then Radburn. An­
other result was the plan, with Kohn, of the Ethical Culture Society's 
new Fieldston School in Riverdale, a day school designed to educate the 
next generation of professionals on a small group basis. The architects 
hoped that their plan would point the way to the construction of 
"small, convenient regional schools in each suburb instead of the pres­
ent huge, central, specialized education factories."20 
Not surprisingly, Stein lost some of his earlier enthusiasm for the 
RPAA, an important development since he was the Association's princi­
pal organizing and directing force. "I have no clear idea as to what the 
Regional Planning Association is going to do," he told MacKaye in 
1925, adding that "I sometimes wish there were no such thing as 
regional planning and that I could put all my time into the thing which 
I find the most fun." Other members apparently were experiencing 
some version of the same thing, since he complained that "it is difficult 
to talk things over with anyone," most of his colleagues having tempo­
rarily dispersed to one part of the country or another. Finally, in June 
1926, he was able to convene a meeting at the City Club in New 
York—which only seven members, including himself, attended. He 
proposed that the RPAA prepare a series of brochures to bring together 
"in a definite and scientific manner" the facts of regional planning; no 
such series was ever prepared.21 
Mumford had similar concerns with similar results. Engrossed 
though he was by family concerns and his growing literary ambitions, 
he did try to do his bit to keep the group active. He missed the June 
1926 meeting, having decided to spend much of the summer near 
Amenia, in a rural surrounding well away from the metropolis, a 
prelude to what eventually became a permanent move out of his native 
New York City. He was doubly appreciative, therefore, when in Decem­
ber he was finally able to meet with Stein, Ackerman, Chase, and 
Wright at Stein's New York apartment, but he told MacKaye that little 
had been accomplished except to agree that the RPAA "ought to get 
out a short creed." Although he remained hopeful about the future, he 
concluded that "the good old meetings are dead for the present, the 
spirit of 1924 and 1925 is missing." When in April 1927 the RPAA 
held its fourth annual meeting at the City Club in New York, Mumford 
was there, but he was one of only seven to attend.22 
The years 1926 and 1927 also brought two major failures in the 
effort to promote public understanding of regional planning. One came 
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in 1926, when Stein's CHRP, fresh from its success in issuing Wright's 
report on state planning, was suddenly put out of business by the New 
York state legislature. Early in 1925 Governor Smith had commended 
the commission as a useful public agency, especially in promoting an 
awakening of regional planning throughout the state, but it became 
entangled in a bitter controversy over housing. From the beginning, 
one of its primary functions was to monitor the state's postwar housing 
needs, especially to determine whether wartime rent controls should be 
continued. In 1925, after extensive hearings, the commission con­
cluded that, at least in New York City, a crisis continued to exist, a 
conclusion that led it into conflict with the state's powerful real estate 
interests who wanted controls ended.23 
Ironically, Stein and his fellow commissioners had also decided that 
rent control was no solution to the housing problem. In their report for 
the year, they declared that there would be no remedy until the costs of 
housing could be radically reduced, and that required substantial reduc­
tions in the cost of credit. To illustrate the point, Stein estimated that, 
on the average, more than 50 percent of a month's rent in New York 
went for interest charges, and calculated that a reduction in interest to 
4 percent on loans for housing could reduce the average rent of $ 12.31 
per room to $7.73, a reduction that would bring affordable housing 
into the reach of thousands. Convinced that private enterprise worked 
to keep costs high, he and the commission recommended the creation 
of a state housing bank to provide cheap credit to limited dividend 
private housing corporations and also a state housing board to encour­
age and guide construction projects by such corporations.24 
This program, declared the commission, would provide for a truly 
"constructive housing policy," the only way to eventually conquer the 
chronic slum problem of New York and other major cities. Such a 
policy, however, seemed especially designed for New York City and ran 
into the opposition from powerful upstate interests, especially in the 
Republican Party. The proposal for a state housing bank was denounced 
as "socialistic" in the legislature, and in 1926, when the Republican 
legislative majority passed a housing bill, there was no provision for 
such a bank. Instead, the legislature created the State Housing Board, 
basically a fact finding agency, but in the process also repealed the 
section of the 1923 housing law that created the Commission on Hous­
ing and Regional Planning.25 
Notably, there was no outcry against the termination of a major public 
driving force for regional planning. The reasons for this silence were 
complex, but they involved strong conservative opposition to both the 
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commission and the idea of regional planning, coupled with the partly 
contrary fact that, in New York, regional planning seemed to be taking 
hold, in the form not only of the RPNY but of a new state law that 
encouraged the formation of regional planning agencies like the Niagara 
Frontier Planning Association. Perhaps the decision factor, however, was 
more personal: the attitude of the chairman of the commission. 
From the inception of the commission, Stein had been the driving 
force, but by 1925 he was growing tired of the effort. In September, on 
board a train taking him home from California, he wrote to Mumford 
that his trip had gotten him to think about architecture and to realize 
that "form and color mean more to me than all the rest—economics, 
sociology, regional planning—yes—but I am an architect—or at least 
I used to be." He spoke of resigning early in the following year, 
admitting that his resignation "will give up the advantage of publicity 
for what we have to say," but then concluding that perhaps it was time 
to stop in order to develop more fully what had already been accom­
plished. Soon after, at one of the commission's hearings, he became 
embroiled in a bitter public quarrel with the president of the United 
Real Estate Owners' Association over rent control.?6 
In 1926 Stein made no protest when the legislature eliminated the 
commission, even though it meant the end of the one public agency 
that could sustain and direct the forces favorable to regional planning in 
the interests of the whole state. One result was to strengthen the 
influence of the privately dominated RPNY, an increasing anathema to 
the RPAA because of its apparent concern for promoting the growth of 
New York City at the expense of the proper development of the sur­
rounding region. 
By 1927 hopes for promoting real regional planning were further 
dashed when the cause was deprived of its original driving force, 
Whitaker and his JAIA. During the mid-1920s Whitaker suffered 
from both physical and mental exhaustion. His move to his Mount 
Olive Farm had not brought much health or contentment. He lapsed 
into periods of depression, as in the summer of 1923, when he wrote 
that "all I see hope in is in the breakdown of the industrial order and 
the revival of the craft traditions, by forcing men to depend on them­
selves and not upon machines." By 1924 he seemed on the verge of a 
mental breakdown. In November, writing to Mumford under the mis­
taken impression that he was expected to edit the Survey Graphic spe­
cial, he explained that his mind was in such turmoil that he could not 
do the job. "I live from day to day in confusion worse confounded. The 
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wiles of my enemies assume new forms every morning and resolve 
themselves into a dark shadow every night."27 
In the previous two years, Whitaker had sustained himself psycho­
logically in part through a noble friendship with the great American 
architect Louis Sullivan, then all but forgotten. For Whitaker, Sullivan 
was a heroic exception to a profession that had been dragged into "a 
house of prostitution" by those who treated the art of building as no 
more than the art of making money. Having persuaded Sullivan to 
write his autobiography for the JAIA, Whitaker spent much time on 
its publication, in the hope that it might have some redeeming effect. 
Early in 1924, while struggling with a bout of sickness, he succeeded 
in getting the autobiography published as a book by the AIA Press in 
time to get a copy of it to Sullivan as he lay dying in Chicago; in 1924, 
the American Institute of Graphic Arts chose it as one of its fifty 
outstanding books of the year.28 
Despite its quality, the book further complicated Whitaker's relation­
ship with leaders in the AIA. For years, there had been rising com­
plaints about the cost of publishing theJAIA, which had not succeeded 
in paying for itself, and Whitaker's often eccentric radicalism had not 
made it any easier for conservatives to agree to provide support for it. In 
1925 Whitaker hoped that the Sullivan autobiography and other books 
published by the AIA Press would make enough profits to subsidize the 
JAIA, but, as he complained to Mumford, this new effort increased his 
work load, "so now I am a book salesman."29 
The new distractions weakened the quality of Whitaker's work as 
editor. In 1926, hoping to take advantage of Mayor Jimmy Walker's 
appointment of a great committee of five hundred citizens to consider 
ways to improve New York City, he initiated a series of articles on the 
city in "its numerous aspects," declaring that cities mirrored "our 
careless philosophy,—our faith that beauty must be deferred until 
pecuniary elements are satisfied." In September he opened the series 
with an oblique attack on the RPNY as an example of planning by 
"big-cityists" who were content to promote further urban congestion, 
and he closed it in December with the rather curiously phrased conclu­
sion that "the increase of population is reaching a point where the 
means of giving it an adequate human sojourn will not be found in the 
old method of appropriating unsettled areas or the wholesale destruc­
tion of life through war."30 
Although the series included articles by several RPAA members, it 
was weak and did nothing to save Whitaker's editorship. In 1927 the 
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AIA adopted a resolution that required that the JAIA henceforth be 
"edited, published, and distributed by and from the Octagon" in Wash­
ington, D.C., and soon after, Whitaker was fired. In 1928 the J AIA 
was itself replaced by a monthly, the Octagon, which had little of its 
predecessor's crusading character. In August 1927 Whitaker wrote to 
MacKaye with some relief that "after fifteen years I am momentarily 
foot loose and fancy free," adding that his work had "been a cruel grind, 
and has about worn me to a frazzle." It was the beginning of a whole 
new life for Whitaker. In October the sage of Twelve Oppossum Farm 
announced to MacKaye that he was uprooting himself from Mount 
Olive and was soon to sail for Europe. "Maybe we'll start a T.O. Farm 
in Europe somewhere and you will come over and we'll have at least a 
dress rehearsal of the chapter that has passed—for we won't admit that 
it has come to an end."31 Although he was eventually to return to the 
United States and was to loose one last blast on the architectural profes­
sion, his great days had passed. 
The loss of two major public rallying agencies was a major defeat for 
the cause of regional planning, but this loss was followed by some major 
triumphs, both in theory and practice. In 1925, when he had contem­
plated retirement from the regional planning commission, Stein had said 
that he was inclined to agree with the opinion of Wright, who had gone 
to St. Louis, that it was time to temporarily step away from the cause and 
then to "come back to it with a refreshed and critical mind."32 Although 
he and Mumford each had sensed a slowdown in the momentum of the 
RPAA, they had no thoughts of abandoning it, and neither did Benton 
MacKaye. Significantly, the years 1928 and 1929 brought a new spurt of 
activity for these three men and some of their associates that seemed to 
indicate that regional planning was entering into a second, even more 
effective phase in its efforts to remake America. 
IX

THE SAGE AND THE SIEGE 
OF SHIRLEY CENTER: 
MACKAYE 
While Mumford, Stein, and most of the other members of the RPAA 
carried on their crusade for a regional strategy amid the intense lights 
and shadows of the metropolis, the one who perhaps had done the most 
to inspire their efforts labored quietly in the obscurity of a small New 
England village. After the tragic death of his wife, Jessie, in 1921, 
MacKaye had found his refuge and roots in his adopted home commu­
nity of Shirley Center, and would rarely leave it over the next decade. 
He did have his temptations, especially in 1927, when he became 
involved, with Stein and Wright, in the planning of some experimental 
collective farms in Soviet Russia. He dreamed briefly that he might 
visit the new radical world to which he had unsuccessfully volunteered 
his services at the end of the war: "a trip there," he told Wright, "would 
certainly be a great experience, and the application of our ideas would 
very likely have a better chance there than elsewhere." It was Stein, 
however, who in the summer made a "perfectly bully trip" to Russia in 
these pre-Stalinist days when hopes remained for the Soviet Utopia.1 
By the mid-twenties MacKaye lived in a "little country shack" about 
a quarter mile north of the village common. In appearance and behavior 
he was becoming, as Mumford would soon describe him, "the arch-
typical Yankee, tall, lean, wirey, tough," a man often taciturn among 
strangers but a warm and colorful conversationalist in the company of 
those whom he considered his friends. He lived with his sister, Hazel, 
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who was retiring from her career as a maker of reform-minded dramatic 
pageants; one of her last productions was an Equal Rights pageant 
given at three widely separated locations in 1923-24. In 1928, after 
years of emotional distress following her mother's death, Hazel suffered 
a nervous breakdown, forcing her to resort to a rest home in Great 
Barrington. 
While their brother James assumed most of the cost of her care, 
Benton's limited resources were further diminished. He had already 
written to Mumford that he was "living here on a cave man standard 
with wood and water and light and every other primal element to be 
extracted from its source." Mumford was later to say of him that "he 
did not waste his time in making a living, but subsisted like Elijah, on 
such fodder as the ravens brought him." In fact, he struggled to sup­
port himself through a combination of writing and consulting work in 
forestry, often resorting to odd jobs to piece together a small income, at 
least once considering going "into the backwoods in search of a good 
job as a lumber-jack."2 
He often urged his New York friends to visit him at Shirley Center, 
where "we can talk things over under real regional conditions," a 
reminder to his city friends that they had little direct experience with 
the provinces. To tempt Mumford, he offered the hope that if "we 
could have that 'jaw', the face of the future earth (within our own 
Utopias at least) would be different for it." In 1927 he dreamed that 
the whole RPAA might meet in Shirley Center. But he was not on the 
world's well-beaten track, and few came to talk. Although he spoke 
frequently of visiting New York City or the Hudson Guild Farm in 
New Jersey, he generally lacked the money if not the time to do so. "I 
am perhaps the richest man on earth in terms of the 'unearned incre­
ment' of wonderful friends," he wrote to Wright in 1928, "but in 
terms of lesser value it is different," meaning that he lacked the money 
even to visit his sister at Great Barrington.3 
With the exception of money, though, he was a rich man, living an 
active, creative life of his own choosing. He occasionally received en­
couraging words from friends, including some from his old boss in the 
Forest Service, Raphael Zon, who wrote: "I am interested in your 
Regional Planning, and thank heaven that at least you can afford to 
remain impractible, footloose, and a free spirit. You may still achieve 
something in your life if you live long enough." If he were a free spirit, 
he could also believe that he had sunk his roots deep into the local soil. 
Shirley Center, as he told Chase, gave him the advantage of viewing 
"the industrial wilderness from a secluded perspective," and it also 
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provided him with an immediate sense of the past. In the summer of 
1927, borrowing from his sister, he was planning a pageant to revive 
local popular interest in the traditional culture, the leading event being 
"a colonial costume dance" at the town hall—this even though he had 
no great liking for colonial dresses on women, believing that "the 
present costume is the finest thing to date in history." Two years earlier 
he had revealed a less parochial side to his life by attending a conference 
on international peace; he liked the peace group so much that he hoped 
to get it "connected up somehow with our bunch."4 
MacKaye continued to invest much of his time in the Appalachian 
Trail, an idea whose time had plainly come by the last half of the 
twenties. In 1925 the first Appalachian Trail Conference had met in 
Washington, D.C., and selected a committee to promote the develop­
ment of the trail, and MacKaye committed himself actively to the 
effort. On more than one occasion, he led a group of students from 
nearby Bridgman School into the mountains, where they cut a broad 
trail up to a panoramic point. In 1926 he proposed to the Taconic State 
Park Commission, then headed by Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a plan to 
create a 120-mile section of the Trail from southwestern Massachusetts 
to Bear Mountain, attempting to organize a hiking party in support of 
the plan.5 
At the same time, he continued his efforts to persuade the public of 
the virtues of the Trail, proclaiming it "a new approach to the problem 
of living, a development of outdoor community life, as an offset from 
the various shackles of commercial civilization." He appealed to the 
concern of many thinkers in the 1920s that modern civilization was 
subverting the freedom and the vitality of the human race. In a speech 
before the Blue Mountain Club in 1927, he said that the special role of 
his great pathway was to activate the "psychologic horsepower" that he 
believed had become largely dormant in most people. The same year, at 
the New England Trail Conference, he declared that he hoped to make 
the Appalachians "the site of a Barbaric Utopia," a vitalizing force 
against an effete civilization.6 
Although he took a great interest in developing trails, MacKaye 
refused to be contented with them alone, never having lost the social 
side of his idealism. Writing to Mumford in 1927 regarding trail-
making efforts from Virginia northward to New Hampshire, he said 
that he was hopeful for "a 'coup' of some kind to put the northern half 
of the Trail upon the map," but he added,"I want to start something on 
the maps besides a trail. I want to plant the seed at least of an 'activ­
ity.' " In the broadest sense, the activity was regional planning. In 1925 
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he had proposed to the RPAA six different planning activities relating 
to such things as waterpower, parks, and model communities, most 
associated with efforts to decentralize population away from the con­
gested cities. Two years later, he tried unsuccessfully to get public 
support for a regional plan that he had drafted for New England, the 
key to which was, as he explained to Stein, "the conversion of surplus 
flow of water and the constructive flow of waterpower toward a more 
equitable distribution of industry. "7 
MacKaye's greatest effort was directed at completing what he in­
tended to be his major work, The New Exploration, significantly subti­
tled "A Philosophy of Regional Planning," a work that, he said in 
1923, grew "more fascinating and expansive the more I go on with it," 
As early as November 1922 he informed Stein that he had finished the 
first draft of a book on "the philosophy of our Appalachian project," 
meaning the importance of nature and of recreation as a refuge from the 
ills of what he called the "industrial wilderness." He took some special 
interest in recreation in its most basic sense, calling it "essentially the 
business of living." In 1922 he told Stein that in the book he intended 
to give some attention to industrial development in the hope of helping 
to realize the potential for release from toil furnished by machinery: 
"We must seek not only more space for recreation but more time. "8 
Beyond philosophy, MacKaye also was striving to provide a more 
practical dimension by including a regional survey of the region he 
knew best, Appalachia, especially the Upper Deerfield Valley, hoping 
to develop "a cross-section" of the resources as well as the contours of 
that area. He was convinced that, along with his expertise, he was 
developing a vision of what society might be, one that he believed most 
technicians needed in order to guide their talents toward humane ends. 
By combining theory and practice, he hoped to provide a guiding 
vision that might mobilize the technicians into a phalanx for change.9 
He had intended to complete the book in 1923 in support of the 
opening of the campaign for -the Appalachian Trail, but it was to be 
another four years before he finished, during which time he was able to 
incorporate in it some of the new ideas, such as Giant Power, that were 
developing around him. He was able to benefit from Mumford's expand­
ing work on American culture, especially in regard to the relationship 
between cultural and geographical influences. According to Mumford, 
MacKaye had confessed that it was not until he had read The Golden 
Day that he thought of reading the writings of his great predecessor, 
Henry Thoreau. Possibly. At the least, he did not refer to Thoreau until 
1927, when he said that he was reading Walden and finding it wonder­
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ful. In the preface to The New Exploration, he noted that Thoreau and 
Mumford were the most frequently quoted authors in his book, declar­
ing that the former's ideas were "the fragments (the precious stones, if 
you please) for building some day a structure of philosophy, for 
remolding human outlook on earth." Delay also exposed the book to 
the influence of Oswald Spengler, whose Decline of the West excited his 
interest, especially for Spengler's distinction between "culture"— 
something youthful, creative, and inspiring—and "civilization," the 
deadening final phase of a society's rise and decline.10 
Then, too, the extra years allowed him to give more thought to 
regional planning itself, especially to what he meant by a region. 
Regional planning, he told Mumford in 1926, involved two realms. 
One was the realm of "play," basically the local area in which people 
spent most of their lives, a territory roughly within the radius of one 
day's drive in a motor car; his own personal realm for living was "the 
little region" around Shirley Center. The other realm was that dedi­
cated to work, the realm of modern production and consumption. In 
contrast to the little local regions, the economic region was becoming 
by extension "part of an endless chain reaching to the four corners of the 
earth." In explaining his book to Mumford in 1927, he wrote that 
under the influence of industrialism civilization had "become a sort of 
barb-wire entanglement reaching around the world," one that threat­
ened cultures everywhere. It was the object of his book to propose ways 
by which American cultures might resist the withering influence of the 
worldwide economy.11 
MacKaye had first given his work the innocuous title Regionalism but, 
as he explained to a woman acquaintance, he soon retitled it The New 
Exploration "to imply action as well as comprehension." The world into 
which he ventured was, as he had already explained in his article for the 
Survey Graphic special, the industrial wilderness that modern man had 
created for himself. In an article for the Nation in 1926 he wrote that 
"industrial civilization has conquered the wilderness, but civilization 
turns out to be itself a wilderness," the new challenge for a new kind of 
explorer. Although he was aware of the larger international context of 
industrial development, he limited his exploration to the United States, 
observing that it was actually two nations in one, making it a "double­
barreled" industrial power facing both East and West. One was Pacific 
America, stretching westward from the Rocky Mountains to California, 
which he mentioned in order to focus on his favorite America, the 
Atlantic, ranging westward to the Mississippi Valley. In his eyes, Atlan­
tic America was becoming the world's mightiest industrial empire, 
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with Appalachia as its great powerhouse, the source of its energy and 
mineral resources. It was basically the relationship between this Appala­
chian powerhouse and the urbanized portions of Atlantic America that 
MacKaye chose to explore.12 
Environment was MacKaye's key interest, being, as he saw it, "the 
breadth of life" for humankind, "the pervasive source of man's true 
living." Ideally, it was the habitat that not only provided for man's 
physical needs but nurtured his spiritual development. Environment 
was especially the product of geological and human forces, "the contour 
of the landscape, the arrangement of its vegetation, the visible marks of 
man's clearings and fences and farms and gardens and cities as well as in 
wild forests and mountain areas." The true basis for civilization was 
what MacKaye called the "indigenous environment," which embraced 
both the "primeval" (physical nature) and the "colonial" (man's tradi­
tional culture), the ideal being the New England village, like Shirley 
Center, a human community directly in touch with nature. The indige­
nous was broad enough to include not only forests and farms and 
villages but even cities, for "the city is a community par excellence . . . 
the village grown up." It was the indigenous that gave spiritual form 
and force to civilization as well as providing the material energy. So 
long as it maintained its health, human society would have both the 
creative energy and physical power needed to resolve its problems and 
to create the basis for individual happiness and virtue.13 
Unfortunately, the indigenous was being threatened by the invasion 
of an antagonistic environment, the "metropolitan," which was spilling 
out from the congested, overblown urban centers. Where the indige­
nous was harmonious and quietly suited to man's nature, the metropoli­
tan was "unnatural, cacophonous." Where the indigenous was a 
multiverse of distinct local environments suited to man's diverse na­
ture, the metropolitan was a mechanical, standardizing influence that 
threatened to reduce everything throughout the world to one dead level 
of "monotonous, standardized, mechanized uniformity." The metro­
politan environment was evident not only in the overblown cities but in 
their drab suburbs and in the strands of commercial ugliness along the 
highways that radiated from them, a blight spreading into the once 
isolated indigenous world of Appalachia. Even the national parks were 
not safe. In 1925 MacKaye suggested that the RPAA take a hand in an 
upcoming survey of Shenandoah National Park, agreeing with a friend's 
warning that, without the right program, "we shall have not an 
Appalachia but a Coney Island."14 
For MacKaye, the principal task of regional planning was to repel 
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the metropolitan invasion and to restore the health of the indigenous 
world. Typically, he saw this task as basically an engineering effort to 
redirect the dominant forces of the times. As an early example of 
regional engineering, he pointed to the work of the United States 
Forest Service, where experts had not only developed a system of forest 
culture but had tried to control the flow of water within their domain. 
The metropolitan invasion, in his view, was a flow to be contained by 
regional planners, especially the flow of population. In a general way, 
the rate of flow could be controlled by reducing the birthrate—he had 
long been interested in birth control and he agreed when a friend 
declared that his whole thesis could be reduced to it, but he decided not 
to emphasize it in the book in order to avoid getting entangled, as he 
explained privately, "in a web of sex and eugenics discussion." Instead, 
he warned that the most immediate task was to protect what remained 
of the indigenous world from the "flood suddenly set loose from a 
thousand ruptured reservoirs," that is, from the metropolitan centers.15 
Assuming that population, "like water, follows the channels that 
have been laid for it," he proposed that its movement be limited and 
directed by the construction of the equivalent of dams and levees, using 
the existing topography of an area whenever possible. Hill and moun­
tain lands were to be protected from development by reserving them for 
forestry and recreation along the lines of his plans for the Appalachian 
Trail. Since metropolitan population tended to follow the roads and 
highways laid in the valleys, its flow was to be restrained by creating a 
series of "open ways" along the major road systems, actually strips of 
land closed to any kind of metropolitan development.16 
More positively, MacKaye proposed that steps be taken to absorb the 
spreading population into indigenous settings, especially by develop­
ing what he called "regional cities," explaining that the term was 
intended to denote a combination of "the natural region and the true 
city." In its hypothetical form, each would consist of a central city of 
some 40,000 people surrounded by as many as sixty villages, where 
more than a third of the regional city's population would live with the 
comforts and opportunity made possible by electricity to be furnished 
by Giant Power. With its intervening hills, rivers, and lakes, each 
regional city would constitute a semiautonomous local world of numer­
ous community units strong enough to resist the metropolitan invasion 
and to provide a healthful environment for modern Americans.17 
He was willing to declare that his aim was "making a Utopia of 
reconstruction—the remodeling of an unshapen and cacaphonous envi­
ronment into a harmonious and well-ordered one." If the aim was 
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Utopian, the means were practical, social equivalents of the techniques 
he had employed in stream and forest management. The New Exploration 
was intended to be a practical book that laid out a system of what he 
viewed as "regional engineering," which, more pretentiously, at the 
suggestion of Patrick Geddes he was coming to call "geotechnics."18 
As ever, he tried to bring philosophy into local action. In 1927 he 
spoke of a project embracing both Shirley Center and the Wampack 
Mountain Range some twenty miles away, viewing the two as "comple­
mentary halves of a complete whole." Much of this would encourage 
activity on the local portion of the Appalachian Trail, facilitating the 
development of what he called "outdoor culture," while much of the 
rest of the project would involve efforts to revive the communal culture 
of Shirley Center by renewing the town's consciousness of its unique 
history. With the right tools employed by skilled men under the right 
philosophy, it would be possible to regulate and stabilize the relation­
ship between indigenous and metropolitan America, answering the 
basic question of "how may man's work upon the Earth's surface be 
rendered more pleasing and less vile?"19 
Like most authors, MacKaye hoped that his book would convert the 
world to his manner of thinking and, like them, he achieved consider­
ably less. The handful of reviews of it were generally positive. Most 
reviewers praised it as both timely and original. "Coming as it does 
upon the heels of change in American life from a rural to an urban 
economy," wrote one, "the book offers a stimulating and interesting 
introduction to the problem of comprehensive planning." MacKaye's 
friend and fellow RPAA member Chase best appreciated its practical 
character, declaring in the Nation that it was "not the cry of the back-
to-nature prophet. Modern technology is accepted; the machine is re­
garded as something to be tamed rather than banished. It is the first 
large-scale attempt that I have seen to plan an environment where 
genuine culture and recreation may flourish." MacKaye was especially 
pleased with Chase's conclusions and also with the comment of his old 
friend from the Forest Service, Raphael Zon, that his philosophy was 
"nothing else but a working plan applied to entire communities."20 
The New Exploration, however, did not catch fire either with the 
general public or with the planning profession, being too abstruse for 
the one and too remote from the practical problems of city planning for 
the other. Still, MacKaye could find glimmers of hope, not only in 
Wright's New York State report but also in a Massachusetts plan to 
control the metropolitan flood then being worked out by the Gover-
nor's Committee on the Needs and Uses of Open Spaces. The principal 
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task of the governor's committee, he wrote, was to locate future public 
parks, forests, and other kinds of public space so as to form a series of 
"dikes" to control the metropolitan flow from Boston and other centers 
of population. In the work of this group he saw the beginnings of "a 
war map" that would ultimately govern planning decisions throughout 
New England.21 
In late 1928 he thought that he might be able to persuade the Nauga­
tuck Valley Chamber of Commerce in Connecticut to employ him in 
drafting a regional plan. Declaring that the valley furnished strong 
opportunities for effective planning, he proposed that public parks and 
forests be developed on its hillsides and that future construction, limited 
to the valley floor, be regulated. He realized the importance in a democ­
racy of public consent, and so he proposed that any plan developed by 
him be submitted first to the chamber of commerce and similar organiza­
tions for their consideration and then, following a campaign of public 
education, the final plan be put up for popular vote. His offer was 
ignored, but he pushed on, ever willing to advance public appreciation of 
geotechnics. He even expressed the hope in 1929 that the new president, 
Herbert Hoover—"our first engineer President"—might be persuaded 
to provide a positive answer to the question "can the vision of the 
engineer control the excesses of science?"22 
The immediate future brought few victories for his big idea of re­
gional engineering. On the other hand, he did capture some popular 
interest in one special element of his planning, an element that, like 
the recreational aspect of his Appalachian Trail plan, was practical and 
focused enough to catch the public eye. This was the "townless high­
way," a plan that anticipated the interstate highways of a later time, 
although typically, when it was finally implemented, it produced re­
sults directly contrary to what MacKaye had intended. Eventually, 
these highways would complete the dismantling of the old America, 
whereas MacKaye developed his plan out of his own deep interest in 
preserving one special bit of the indigenous world, Shirley Center. 
In his more optimistic moments he could say in reference to places 
like Shirley Center that "the New England community is yet a potent 
force," one he hoped to revitalize. In May 1927, writing to Mumford in 
regard to The New Exploration, he declared his intention to restore the 
town's "communal environment," researching its history and using the 
result to create a series of activities, including a folk play, that would 
deepen the devotion of the people to their common locale. As he ex­
plained to a fellow Yankee planner, Edward T. Hartman, "if we would 
build up an indigenous setting we must first build up an indigenous 
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psychology." Before he could mobilize the forces of traditionalism, 
however, the metropolitan invasion reached Shirley Center in the form, 
as he told Mumford, of "two or three prospective bungaloes." The 
threat that some "bungaloed agglomeration" might soon overwhelm 
the old town convinced him that he and his neighbors must act to 
defend their environment. Was Shirley Center, he asked, to be "Bab­
bitted or salvaged"?23 
The key to this problem was the automobile, a rapidly spreading 
threat for all manner of planners. The auto seemed to be everywhere, 
often simply as useless junk. Chase said that in one rural area north of 
New York City, "in half a mile of what was once a wild, primitive 
backlane, lovely with cliffs, hemlock and birch, I counted twenty-six 
abandoned cars, each with its encircling sprawl of tires, torn curtains, 
shattered glass." Wherever there were highways, he wrote, junk was 
accumulating, and "the whole country is crossed and double-crossed 
with these scabrous trails." In varying ways, said MacKaye, "the 
centuries-old balance of environment was being upset today by the 
invasion of the motor-car." It was the car, with its unequalled mobility, 
that provided the unprecedented means for the metropolis to spread its 
influence, especially in the form not only of "bungaloes" but of gas 
stations, roadside stands, and advertising billboards.24 
MacKaye was not as antagonistic to the automobile as were his 
friends Whitaker, who agonized over its "barbaric invasion," and Mum­
ford, who resolutely refused to learn how to drive one, but his concern 
over the metropolitan siege of Shirley Center led him to give special 
attention to means of controlling the auto's effects. Initially, he looked 
to zoning, which during the 1920s seemed to have much promise as a 
planning tool. In The New Exploration he had made note of a proposal in 
Massachusetts to zone the state's highways so as to control such "malig­
nant growths" as filling stations and billboards, and he thought of 
persuading Shirley Center to require builders to "erect structures in 
harmony with Massachusetts and not with Florida." More broadly, he 
said that every town's growth should be guided by a plan shaped to its 
own special character, which for communities like Shirley Center 
meant "symmetry, simplicity, hominess, not stragliness, complexity, 
'Main-Street-ness.' "25 In the late 1920s, however, his hopes shifted 
from zoning to something more dynamic: an equivalent to the Appala­
chian Trail designed to control the movement of the automobile. 
He laid out his thinking in a notable article, "The Townless High­
way," published by the New Republic in March 1930. Basically, towns 
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like Shirley Center were to be protected from the metropolitan invasion 
by routing major highways around rather than through them. The idea 
of bypass roads was nothing new, but MacKaye developed the idea in a 
significantly new way. He began by declaring that the existing high­
way policy was founded on the wrong premise: that highways were 
simply new forms of the old roads for carriages and wagons, when in 
fact they should be viewed more as the equivalent of railroads, that is, 
thoroughfares to be separated from any kind of activity other than the 
transportation of people and goods. The automobile was a new kind of 
locomotive whose power of speedy movement was to be facilitated by 
the removal of all obstructions from its path. 
In practice, this meant the elimination of all grade crossings and the 
limitation of the number of points of access to the highway. It also 
meant strict zoning to eliminate any sprawl of service stations and other 
roadside facilities that not only disrupted traffic flow but defaced na­
ture. Rights-of-way were to be landscaped on either side, and roadside 
facilities were to be limited to specified locations, much as were sta­
tions on a railroad. Ideally, MacKaye wanted the construction of sepa­
rate roads for passenger and freight traffic so that the one form of 
movement would not obstruct the other. Although this concern for 
facilitating traffic was real, he also maintained his primary interest in 
turning back the metropolitan invasion. Existing towns like Shirley 
Center were to be protected by running the main roads around rather 
than through them, allowing them to survive as indigenous environ­
ments. To provide for the population expected to spread out along the 
highways, new planned towns were to be constructed off the highways, 
each separated from the other so that each could function as a real 
community and not become part of the metropolitan smear.26 
Soon after he first published this plan, MacKaye wrote privately that 
his aim was to provide a defense against "the tendency of towns to flow 
together through the modern motor route and to form throughout the 
country one standardized metropolitan framework." As a defense, he 
hoped to create a "wall" around every town, "a sharply defined zone of 
open territory and having a thickness' measured if possible in miles: 
motor routes would cross this territory but all buildings thereon would 
be confined to carefully limited groups around 'stations.'" In an article 
published in the same year by American City Magazine he gave a more 
local focus to his thinking by urging Harvard, Massachusetts, to re­
verse its decision to allow the construction of a main highway through 
its center. Harvard could either elect to turn itself into a junction, 
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"thus helping her decline as a home neighborhood and her transition as 
a second-rate emporium. Or else she can definitely separate these func­
tions and obtain excellence in each."27 
The townless highway idea excited MacKaye's ambitions. In 1930 he 
tried to turn his article into a book, inspired by the hope that he could 
persuade the federal government to support his highway policy. The 
year before he had told Stein that his new plan was a complement to the 
Appalachian Trail and more: "There is only one place for an Appala­
chian Trail but there are several places on the map for an experimental 
Townless Highway," including projected routes from Chicago to Bos­
ton and from Boston to Washington, D.C. "The whole point is to make 
use of the Federal-aided public roads to control future policy in laying 
out State highways."28 
A few months after the publication of his New Republic article he sent 
Stein a copy of a complex bill he hoped Congress would enact as an 
amendment to the Federal Highway Act of 1916, the basis of national 
highway policy. If the bill had been enacted, it would have radically 
altered the future course of urban development, having a strong influ­
ence both on land usage and on population distribution. "My concep­
tion of the Townless Highway," MacKaye told an inquirer, "is of a 
means primarily of migration and only incidentally of transportation." 
Among the bill's various provisions detailing his plan was one that 
typified his most basic thinking, declaring that any lands, "the use and 
value of which is affected by the federal road, shall be laid out in 
accordance with some suitable plan or plans having in view the growth 
of distinct communities as distinguished from linear roadside develop­
ment, and the architecture of all buildings (commercial, industrial, 
residental, or other) erected within such settlements or developments 
shall be considered an integral element of any such plan or plans." His 
prewar hopes for government-constructed logging communities had 
acquired new and more complex forms.29 
To strengthen his cause MacKaye enlisted the support of Mumford 
who, when he first learned of the idea, had written that "my imagina­
tion already sees you down in Washington, switching the highways." 
In 1929 Mumford had publicly complained of the perverse magic that 
had transformed "an era of bad roads that led fairly often through 
interesting country, into an era of good roads that began in one big city 
and get lost in the jumble of the next." He responded to MacKaye's 
urgings by joining him in writing a new article on the townless 
highway, which appeared in Harpers Magazine in August 1931. The 
article began with a lamentation over "the vast sprawling metropolitan 
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slum of multiple gas stations and hot-dog stands" and ended with a 
call for the federal government to apply the principles of the townless 
highway so as to assure that its money would be spent in "weaving 
together a national system" founded on "a genuine recognition of the 
motor revolution."30 
MacKaye's new crusade, however, had less effect than his previous 
crusade for the Appalachian Trail. He thought he had won the endorse­
ment of Charles Davis, president of the National Highways Associa­
tion, but just at that time Davis was seriously injured in a traffic 
accident. Beginning in late 1930 MacKaye tried to persuade Congress­
man Robert Crossner to submit his highway bill to Congress. Since this 
was the same congressman who had introduced his colonization bill 
fifteen years before, he had reason to expect some action on his new 
proposal, the real point of which, he told the congressman, was "to 
guide the population's distribution, and hence the rebuilding of the 
country." Crossner, however, could not be convinced that the idea had 
compelling importance at a time of deepening depression, when people 
were starving to death.31 
MacKaye tried to carry on his propaganda campaign, hoping both to 
finish his book on townless highways and to sell enough articles on the 
subject to, as he told Mumford, keep him in "shirts and sandwiches," 
and as late as November 1932 he was able to publish a short piece in the 
Survey Graphic advocating a scheme to turn abandoned railroad rights-
of-way into highways that would allow people to "go safely, speedily, 
and without nuisance" from Boston to Atlanta and elsewhere. He had 
little success. Although he continued to campaign for a townless high­
way around Boston throughout most of the 1930s, the depression years 
virtually extinguished his dream of creating a great national system 
governed by his principles.32 
In 1929 MacKaye had declared that the "combined movement of 
things and folk is nothing less than the flow of a particular species of 
civilization" and had proclaimed the control of that movement "the 
greatest of engineering problems." The townless highway and the Appa­
lachian Trail were important instruments in regional engineering for 
the attainment of larger ends than traffic movement and hiking. Ulti­
mately, the great end was to preserve and revive a strongly traditional 
world, scaled to human size, one that resembled the timber communi­
ties with which he had started his social dreaming years before: 
Thus the timber cut each year would be reduced to the growth each 
year; cattle on the hoof would be reduced in numbers to retain a grass 
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sod which would support a steady yield of milk and beef; electric 
power generated in modest voltage from obscure and minor dams 
could turn the wheels of obscure but efficient smokeless factories. Such 
slow but sure economy, based on up-to-date machinery, might become 
the basis of a series of small unobtrusive and truly lovable communi­
ties into which the "backflow" of population {from the big cities] 
might be guided.33 
Along with New England towns like Shirley Center, such communi­
ties formed the ground of MacKaye's social imagination, but he also 
was attuned to the larger urban world through his friends in New York. 
There, his fellow members of the RPAA were working out their own 
version of the same dream to fundamentally alter the urban landscape. 
This version too promised success—only to be defeated by the Great 
Depression. 
SUNNYSIDE AND 
RADBURN: 
STEIN, WRIGHT, AND 
ALEXANDER M. BING 
Stein had a personal reason for acquiescing to the abrupt disbanding of 
the Commission of Housing and Regional Planning in 1926. Although 
it had been a rewarding experience with significant results for regional 
planning, his chairmanship of the commission had detracted from his 
work as an architect, which he was anxious to pursue. After 1925 Stein 
developed a diversified practice, listing among his works two hospitals 
in New York, buildings for the California Institute of Technology, and 
the Lavenburg Homes, a privately funded low-income apartment com­
plex in New York. He also was involved with his partner Kohn in 
developing ambitious plans for the Fieldston School, the million-dollar 
school complex for the Ethical Culture Society to be located in River-
dale on the outskirts of New York City. In the mid-1920s, Stein also 
gave time to developing plans for model farms in the Soviet Union.1 
Whatever he did, however, Stein remained true to his earlier concern 
for New York's chronic housing problem, a problem that stubbornly 
refused to go away. By the mid-1920s, even after a spurt of housing 
construction in the city, many New Yorkers lacked access to decent 
housing. In 1925 Frank Mann, the tenement-house commissioner, 
estimated that there were some 30,000 vacant apartments in the city 
but that their rents were too steep for the 69 percent of city families 
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who had incomes of $2,500 or less. A year later, the new State Housing 
Board said that under existing conditions new dwelling units could not 
be built at less than a monthly rent of $10 per room, beyond the 
incomes of 60 to 70 percent of families. As Stein pointed out, this 
problem was not limited to the poor and working classes, since many 
members of the middle class, including teachers and other profession­
als, were being forced out of Manhattan by their inability to find 
affordable housing there.2 
For people like Stein, it seemed evident that the problem demanded 
some radical solution, but what could be done? For those who had 
hopes of turning Utopia into reality, the matter of means was an impor­
tant question. In the past those who sought to remake society had often 
adopted communitarian means, the creation of voluntary cooperative 
communities, but by the 1920s faith in this approach had been seri­
ously weakened.3 New means had to be devised, ones especially suited 
to the strivings of the professional and technical classes as they worked 
to gain significant influence over their changing times. For the RPAA, 
the question was complicated by its ambiguous attitude toward govern­
ment and business, the two great forces for change. 
Regarding government, the RPAA's emphasis on comprehensive 
planning pointed strongly to some active governmental presence to 
implement the plan. On the other hand, their suspicions of politics and 
politicians isolated them from the decision-making process. The ideal 
was implementation through state-appointed commissions like Stein's 
housing and regional planning commission—agencies designed to be 
insulated from politics—but the CHRP at least was not insulated 
enough to prevent its termination by the state legislature. Regarding 
business, the RPAA believed that a shortsighted, selfish profit motive 
was the essential cause of modern miseries. And yet in the 1920s, as at 
least some members recognized, business was proving itself the most 
powerful and creative force for change. 
What then could be done? For answers, the RPAA looked to Europe, 
but not always in the same way. Edith Wood, a leading authority on 
housing, urged the United Stated to follow the lead of European govern­
ments in developing a "constructive" housing program, furnishing 
what was needed both to clear away slums and to make good housing 
cheap enough for the all of the working classes to afford. Although she 
did not completely ignore regional planning, her main interest was in 
providing a direct public solution to the housing problem under exist 
ing circumstances. She helped prepare the way for the New Deal hous­
ing program of the next decade.1 
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Most of the RPAA, however, leaned toward solutions that were both 
more conservative and more radical than Wood's, being less willing 
either to trust government or to work within the existing order. In the 
early 1920s, for instance, Stein had tinkered with the already well-
worn attempt to design "model" apartment houses to be constructed by 
private enterprise. In 1920, convinced that slum housing was not being 
replaced fast enough, he had supported a competition for the best plan 
to remodel existing tenements. In the same year he had drawn up a plan 
for a garden apartment complex in the Bronx that would house six 
families on a 65- by 150-foot lot, providing each apartment with its 
own entrance, thereby preserving, wrote an observer, "the old Ameri­
can idea of individuality and privacy." He had also worked up a plan for 
a larger garden complex to house ninety-two families on one city block. 
Such large-scale projects promised to be cheaper to build than piece­
meal construction by small builders, and they opened the way for the 
more efficient use of building sites.5 
Stein, however, had little confidence that good design alone would 
provide decent homes at prices most New Yorkers could afford so long 
as housing was subject to speculation and an uncontrolled profit mo­
tive. Building houses to sell rather than for living had produced both 
shoddy construction and the inefficient use of land and materials. The 
situation had been made worse by the high interest rates demanded on 
private loans for construction. 
As his preferred solution, Stein dreamed of organizing those who 
needed housing to provide their own homes through cooperative ac­
tion. Workers, for instance, might organize to build large-scale hous­
ing projects that they would own and operate collectively. Such efforts 
would not only cut housing costs but reduce the burdens of housekeep­
ing for women by way of cooperative laundries and "meals cooked at a 
central point." Unfortunately for this dream, few people seemed will­
ing to make the sacrifices required for a successful cooperative. In 1925 
Stein wrote that one group to whom he had advocated cooperative 
action "seemed impressed for a moment with the opportunity of cut­
ting costs, but then one of the members asked 'Will the houses sell 
well? If we build cooperatively can we sell and make our profit?' "6 
He found greater hope in the English Garden City movement, which 
emphasized large-scale, well-planned projects by way of limited-
dividend private corporations backed by government. By limiting divi­
dends, it seemed possible to eliminate the speculative impulse from 
housing while drawing on the profit motive. By 1924 the limited 
dividend company that before the war had built England's first garden 
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city, Letchworth, was ready to pay a 5 percent dividend to investors, 
leading Stein to conclude that a similar project in America would 
"make a tremendous success."7 
In 1923 Stein and Wright began to draft a plan for a community of 
25,000 people to be located in South Brooklyn on a square mile of 
land, nearly a third of which was devoted to parks, recreation, garden­
ing, and industry. Housing consisted of a mix of apartment houses and 
row houses supported by shopping and social facilities. They were 
especially proud of their success in substituting for the conventional 
grid street plan a layout that reduced the area required for streets from 
one third to one quarter of the whole acreage. Before the plan could be 
implemented, however, the land was acquired for private development 
under the ordinary profit system.8 
Disappointment, however, soon gave way to success, beginning with 
the creation of an effective instrument for garden city development. 
The Brooklyn project had brought Wright and Stein into close associa­
tion with Alexander M. Bing, a successful real estate developer. Semi­
retired from Bing and Bing, a million-dollar development firm, Bing 
was persuaded by Stein to lend his talents to efforts to resolve the 
housing problem. Bing was one successful entrepreneur who supported 
the interests of workers. In 1921, during a time of reaction against 
organized labor, he advocated trade unions, collective bargaining, and 
the minimum wage as the basis for industrial peace. Bing had little 
interest in regional planning per se, but he provided the RPAA with 
some important skills it lacked, especially in the raising of money. He 
was accustomed to financing big projects. In 1922, for instance, his 
firm began a fourteen-story apartment house on Park Avenue and 
Eighty-fifth Street. In 1924 he pondered the bankruptcy of the Na­
tional British Building Guild, which he called "the largest modern 
experiment in worker control of production outside of Russia," and 
concluded that the failure resulted from inadequate managerial skills.9 
Like other housers, he took an interest in European developments, 
eventually becoming a vice president of the International Federation City 
and Town Planning, but he believed that foreign examples had to be 
adapted to American conditions, notably the absence of strong habits of 
cooperation among American workers, higher expectations regarding 
the size and quality of housing, and resistance to common ownership of 
land. He also recognized the greater American hostility to government, 
but during the governorship of Alfred Smith he did hope to persuade 
New York State to provide private limited-dividend corporations with 
low-interest loans and the power to condemn slum properties. 
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Using his business skills and contacts, Bing took the lead in forming 
the City Housing Corporation (CHC), a limited-dividend company 
incorporated in March 1924 to build "better homes and communities." 
Among its members were Felix Adler, head of the Ethical Culture 
Society (of which Kohn was a prominent member), the noted progres­
sive reformer Richard T. Ely, John Elliot of the Hudson Guild, Eleanor 
Roosevelt, and several investment bankers. As president of the CHC 
Bing promised that the new company would operate "along strictly 
business lines," but that business was the idealistic one of creating "the 
Future Garden Cities of America." 
Those who purchased its $ 100 shares were to receive a share of the 
profits limited to 6 percent. Bing expected this limited-dividend ap­
proach would substantially reduce the interest charges on money bor­
rowed for construction—a major element in overall housing costs— 
thereby making it possible for the CHC to meet the need for good 
inexpensive housing. There were numerous investors in the corpora­
tion, including RPAA members Ackerman, Bing, Stein, and Wood, 
and it was soon able to raise more than $ 1 million through the sale of 
its shares, the largest sale being $150,000 worth in 1925 to John D. 
Rockefeller.10 
The CHC moved quickly, in 1924 acquiring a seventy-acre tract in 
Queens from the Pennsylvania Railroad. Although it was not large 
enough for a complete garden city, the tract, located within fifteen 
minutes subway ride of downtown New York, was suited for large-scale 
residential development, not the least because, having been originally 
zoned for industrial use, it did not include any constricting residential 
zoning requirements. Unfortunately, the CHC was forced by the city to 
impose the grid system of streets and rectangular blocks on its property, 
limiting its freedom to plan, but Bing had assembled a team of talented 
designers headed by Stein and Wright who made the best of the situa­
tion. The result was Sunnyside Gardens.11 
Stein and Wright were a complementary pair of dedicated planners. 
Stein took charge of designing the buildings, a mix of one-, two-, and 
three-family row houses and some apartment buildings based on his 
preferred cooperative principles. He believed that a good planner could 
anticipate what people wanted even when they did not know them­
selves, a belief that was soon challenged by a general lack of enthusiasm 
for his cooperative apartments. Wright concentrated on the context for 
Stein's buildings, especially the layout of the land, streets, and support­
ing utilities, driven by the conviction that bad site planning wasted 
much space and inflated the cost of housing. In 1921, in Whitaker's 
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JAIA, he proposed replacing what he called "the old stupid prosaic way 
of lining up our houses in monstrous rows" with an imaginative plan 
for urban housing that provided both variety and extensive open space. 
In the summer of 1924 he and Stein spent three weeks in England, 
devoting most of their time to studying the garden cities, and re­
turned, as Stein put it, "more enthusiastic than ever about the possibil­
ity of developing a Garden City here."12 
By the end of 1924, the two men and their associates (who included 
Ackerman) were able to complete the first phase of Sunnyside Gardens, 
and two years later the CHC could report that it had constructed a 
"complete community with homes for 650 families." Although it did 
not include affordable housing for the truly poor, it did provide for 
much diversity: there were one-family houses for sale at $883 down and 
$66.78 a month, along with two-family houses for $1180 down and, 
after subtracting the rent the owner could expect to collect, $29-87 a 
month. For renters, there were similar houses as well as apartments. 
These places tended to be rather small, reflecting the effort to reduce 
costs, but in compensation they covered only 30 percent of the tract, 
leaving the rest to be developed as open green space. "Instead of un­
sightly backyards cluttered with clothes poles and fences," boasted the 
CHC, "a new block plan provides artistically landscaped central garden 
courts." Each block of homes looked inward on a central court with a 
playground, lawns, and gardens, a miniature neighborhood especially 
designed for families with children. For the whole community there 
were tennis courts and a three-acre park, the latter dedicated in May 
1926 by Mayor Jimmy Walker. And all of this was within fifteen 
minutes of downtown Manhattan.13 
Sunnyside Gardens attracted especially young middle-class and pro­
fessional people fleeing from the crowded conditions of Manhattan 
and Brooklyn. In early 1926 a study revealed that of 168 residents, 
108 had incomes between $2,000 and $4,000, with the rest equally 
divided between those earning less and those earning more than those 
figures. Among the settlers were Mumford, his wife, Sophia, and his 
young son, Geddes, who arrived in September 1925, among the 
relative few to take a cooperative apartment. The Mumfords enjoyed 
the sense of community that developed between them and their fellow 
pioneers, and they took much pleasure in the green open spaces. 
Mumford recalled that in the fully developed site "you might follow a 
footpath through a network of gardens and green lawns for almost 
half-a-mile, with all sorts of charming vistas." Even before Mumford 
had moved in, he had taken MacKaye on a walk through early 
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Sunnyside, leading MacKaye to proclaim to Stein that "you have 
planted the seed of a new era."14 
Sunnyside did not persuade MacKaye to abandon Shirley Center, nor 
did it keep the Mumfords from eventually moving to a rural village out 
of the city. However, it did attract numerous buyers and renters, 
making it an economic success sufficient to excite Bing and other 
members of the RPAA to dreams of creating a full-fledged garden city 
shaped to American conditions. In less than five years, a corporation 
that began with less than $1 million in capital was able to build and 
sell nearly $8 million of good housing. It was in reference to the CHC 
that the New York Times declared that "the desert that man has made in 
the environs of New York needs some all-powerful colonizer who can 
enjoin on those who reclaim it the necessity of planning today for 
making each community into a little oasis bright with lawns, flowers, 
trees, and parks." Soon, the Times could also say that, benefiting from 
economies of scale and from new construction techniques, the CHC was 
able to redeem the wilderness and make money in the bargain. In little 
more than a year, sales of Sunnyside houses (with the exception of the 
cooperative apartments) were good enough to produce a small profit 
and to persuade the CHC to increase its total capital from $2 million to 
$5 million.15 
Bing was a man of big visions and great enthusiasms. He was so busy 
with Sunnyside in the summer of 1925, reported Stein, that "it was 
impossible to talk with him about anything else." He gave some atten­
tion to matters of design, at one point urging efforts to reduce housing 
costs by developing "a machine-made house," but his special interests 
were in finance. As early as the special regional-planning issue of the 
Survey Graphic in May 1925 (the same month in which the CHC had 
decided to more than double its capital), he had asked "can we have 
garden cities in America?" and he had answered "yes." He acknowl­
edged that there were formidable problems to be resolved, especially 
how to acquire the $ 10 to $25 million required to build such a city, but 
he was convinced that the money was there, and he was determined to 
get it. At one point, he proposed that philanthropic endowments, 
which he estimated as involving some $3.5 billion dollars, be invested 
in limited-dividend housing; at another, he urged insurance companies 
to set aside 5 percent of their $ 18 billion in assets for the same purpose. 
Bing actively sought the direct cooperation of the RPAA in develop­
ing a scheme for a complete city. Although the CHC and the planning 
association were distinct operations there were close ties between them. 
Bing had served as the first head of the RPAA as well as president of the 
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CHC, and three members of the RPAA (Stein, Wright, and Ackerman) 
were his chief designers. In addition, Ackerman, Bing, Stein, and 
Wood held stock in the CHC, while Ackerman, Kohn, Stein, and 
Wright all served on its board of advisors, and Mumford lived in its 
first creation, Sunnyside. Bing could count on their support, especially 
from Stein, who told Wood that he was convinced that Sunnyside had 
provided the experience needed to make an authentic garden city: "I 
feel certain that we can make a tremendous financial success of the 
Garden City, if that were the object. Socially, I think we can do much 
to improve conditions."16 
In June 1926 Bing convened a meeting with MacKaye, Whitaker, 
Wright, Bruere, Chase, and Stein, held in the City Club, and spoke of 
the need for greater understanding of the problems arising from the 
construction of a new town. It was agreed they would launch an investi­
gation of the matter, initiating what was described in the RPAA min­
utes as an analysis of the "physical equipment of the garden or regional 
city," including not only housing but "buildings for industrial, govern­
mental, educational, cultural, recreational, religious, and social pur­
poses." Little seems to have been done, however, until 1927, when in 
April Bing informed the RPAA that the CHC was searching for a 
property large enough for a major "new housing development" and had 
not been able to find a site within New York City.17 
Later in the year, on October 8 and 9, Stein convened a special 
meeting of the RPAA at the Hudson Guild Farm in New Jersey primar­
ily to discuss the characteristics of a garden city. This was to be an 
informal conference that would not be expected to produce definitive 
answers. Twenty-two people attended, both regular members and their 
wives and several invited guests prominent in the housing and planning 
fields. Stein opened the discussion by asking a leading question: what 
was best, a "satellite city" heavily dependent on some great metropoli­
tan center for its needs, including employment, or a largely autono­
mous "regional city" with its own businesses and jobs? 
The conferees soon agreed not to make a definite commitment with 
the aim of "playing it safe in the first large venture in the direction of 
the garden city," but their inclinations were plain. Convinced that a 
massive decentralization of economic activity as well as of population 
was necessary to resolve the problems of modern urban America, most 
wanted the regional city. Much of the discussion focused, therefore, on 
the cultural and industrial composition of the project. How, for in­
stance, to make it a culturally interesting place that could counter the 
attractions of the metropolis? It was suggested that a small college be 
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established and that there be at least one movie theater as part of a 
general provision for popular entertainment, but no one seemed to have 
clear answers and the subject soon was dropped.18 
Far more interesting to the group was the matter of establishing 
industries to provide internal employment opportunities. Here was the 
key to preventing the city from simply becoming a dependent dormi­
tory suburb available only to the more advantaged classes. Concerned 
that low-wage industries would attract poor people and lead to the 
creation of slum conditions, however, the conferees emphasized the 
need to introduce skilled industries paying a wage scale "adequate to 
the garden city standard of living." Stein argued the importance of 
skilled jobs to good housing conditions, as did Mumford, who warned 
that with low-wage industries, "the garden city would have a shanty­
town on its outskirts." The stress on the desirability of skilled labor 
introduced the question as to whether the new city would be open to 
labor unions or not. Mumford warned that to make it an "open shop 
town" would be to convince labor leaders that industrial decentraliza­
tion threatened their interests and so "would lose the cooperation of the 
very groups needed to make the garden city industrially successful."19 
The overall social composition of the new city was a major theme of 
the conference. The group seemed to agree with Wright when he said 
that ideally the population should number no more than 50,000 in 
order to avoid the need for an expensive mass-transit system, but they 
were less certain as to who would constitute the population. At a time 
when northern cities confronted a huge migration of black Americans 
from the South, it was not surprising that the question of race should 
appear. The all-white group was inclined against the admission of 
blacks in the beginning, but John Elliot of the Hudson Guild declared 
that it would be a "great mistake" if such an exclusion were made 
permanent policy. This in turn raised the question of racial segregation 
within the community, but Mumford soon shifted the discussion to the 
more comfortable question of class: was there to be class segregation by 
creating neighborhoods designed for different income levels? 
Wright announced that he was opposed to any clearly defined class 
segregation, arguing that since, ideally, all houses would be substan­
tially built and well-designed, differences in income would be much 
less a matter of exterior appearance than of interior appointments; that 
is, with some exceptions, there would be a general mixing of classes. 
In this discussion there seemed to be general agreement that, with the 
exception of the poor, several classes would be included; that the 
community would not be for workers alone. Stein was later to say that 
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some more affluent residents were needed there in order to pay for the 
schools and other public services.20 
Beyond the matter of social composition, the conferees gave attention 
to three interlocking matters of general policy. One involved the ques­
tion of landownership and control. In England the land occupied by the 
garden city was owned by the community and directly subject to public 
control, but in America public ownership, especially of land not used for 
public purposes, was likely to be ruled unconstitutional. It was decided, 
therefore, that initially the CHC would own the land, leasing it to house 
owners, until a way to municipal ownership could be found. The second 
matter involved the nature and timing of popular involvement in the 
governance of the city. Although all agreed that the CHC would eventu­
ally have to turn political control over to the people, there was varied 
enthusiasm for the idea, some arguing that effective democracy would 
encourage inhabitants to take a responsible role in the experiment, while 
others thought that it might lead to conflicts over company policy and to 
what one member called a "sacrifice of efficiency."21 
Even more basic was the question of how to maintain the integrity of 
the original design over the long run, with or without public owner­
ship. How to protect the garden city from the destructive influences of 
human greed and social change? Wright argued that the very virtues of 
a good layout would work to maintain it, especially if they were re­
inforced by the right zoning requirements. Another member won­
dered, however, whether it would be possible to preserve the design in 
a changing world without eventually creating "a static or dead city." 
Ackerman replied that most changes in a growing city originated not 
from functional needs but from the desire to make speculative profits, 
his argument being the essentially Georgist one that the exclusion of 
any opportunity to make money through speculation in property was 
the best way to assure stability. Virtually all conferees agreed that some 
kind of regulation to protect the experiment was needed, but it was 
evident that they did not agree on what actually would be required.22 
The conference produced no great overarching vision, but it did at 
least confirm three basic policy assumptions. One was that the tradi­
tional garden-city form, derived from the English experience of the late 
nineteenth century, would have to be radically revised in an American 
society being revolutionized by the automobile. Another was that earlier 
hopes for providing a place for the truly poor would have to be aban­
doned; in the absence of any public subsidies the experiment would have 
to be limited to those who could pay. The third assumption was that, 
without the poor, a garden city was feasible under existing conditions. 
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The October conference was soon followed by a major decision. In 
the summer of 1927 the CHC had secretly begun to buy up a tract of 
truck gardening land in the Borough of Fairlawn in northern New 
Jersey, using money derived from the sale of some 20 acres of its 
Sunnyside property that it had decided not to develop. In January 1928 
it announced that it had succeeded in purchasing 1,005 acres for its 
projected city, which was given the concocted name of "Radburn." The 
land was located only ten miles from New York City and three miles 
from the industrial city of Paterson. The cost of the new development 
was estimated to be between $50 and $60 million.23 
Not everyone greeted this announcement with enthusiasm. Al­
though he had been one of the most active participants in the October 
conference, Mumford did not like the project. In February 1927 he had 
already stated his view in theJAIA that the money and effort demanded 
by the actual construction of a garden city could only be at the expense 
of the larger movement to convert the general public to support garden 
cities and regional planning. Such an effort, Mumford warned, would 
likely fail, because it would be an isolated act of defiance against the 
existing way of thinking about society. When he learned of the land 
purchases, he told MacKaye that he did not expect "much good to come 
out of the new venture," adding that it seemed ironic that good land for 
truck gardening should be sacrificed to an effort to build a garden city. 
Years later, he would say that, when the RPAA turned to practical 
experiments like Radburn, "with my lack of professional status I could 
only be an understanding outsider. "24 
Even Mumford, however, could soon proclaim that the project was at 
least "a very useful stopgap" and an advance over existing city plan­
ning. And others expressed greater enthusiasm. The New York Times 
said that Radburn could be "a pioneer of the 'new city' to which many 
minds have been turning as a cure for the congestion of centralized 
industry." Chase, who could claim to be an objective observer since he 
was one RPAA member who paid little attention to garden cities, 
declared that the character of Radburn both as the first major experi­
ment in decentralization and as a town planned for the Motor Age 
"makes it perhaps the most significant undertaking in community 
planning which this country has seen." The project also won the en­
dorsement of Thomas Adams and others involved in developing the 
RPNY.25 
The CHC moved quickly. Since Bing expected no public financial 
support for his $60 million project, he concentrated on raising the nec­
essary capital from private investment sources, eventually persuading 
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John D. Rockefeller Jr., Arthur Lehman, and several other capitalists to 
underwrite most of the initial construction costs. Hopeful of making 
Radburn a true regional city, the CHC mailed out circulars to some 
5,000 manufacturers in the metropolitan area, detailing the advantages 
of relocating their skilled operations. By early 1929 the CHC had 
launched an advertising campaign to attract buyers for its first homes, 
which were nearing completion, making a special appeal to select 
groups such as the faculty members of New York universities and col­
leges. It promised the public that it would develop its lands "in accor­
dance with a harmonious plan for the design and selective location of 
single-family and multi-family dwellings, garages, stores, factories, 
streets, walks, parks, playgrounds, and other structures and areas, so as 
to create a community to be known as 'RADBURN,' providing the 
greatest possible degree of health, safety, architectural beauty and amen­
ity for the property owners thereof. "26 
To fulfill that promise, Stein and Wright were working, as Mumford 
unfelicitously phrased it early in 1928, "like seven niggers" to complete 
their plans for "a new kind of city, in which automobiles and children 
can both exist without the children getting killed." Wright was far 
from happy with his work conditions. At the very beginning of the 
project, he reported friction between himself and "the office-men and 
lawyers" in the CHC, and in the summer of 1928 he came close to 
dissolving his partnership with Stein and ending all association with 
Radburn, an early sign of a discontent that eventually would end one of 
the most creative architectural partnerships in America. Wright, how­
ever, decided to stay with the project and by 1929, with the help of 
Ackerman and Kohn, he and Stein had completed most of the details of 
what was becoming known as "the Radburn Plan," a distinctively new 
version of the garden city.27 
The key element of the plan was the asymmetrical "superblock," 
which Wright described as being "an immense block—fifteen times as 
large as an ordinary city block." The idea of more spacious blocks was 
nothing new, but the Radburn superblock was a special adaptation of 
the Sunnyside experiment with green open spaces that allowed for 
much longer and wider lawn and garden areas in its interior than was 
possible at Sunnyside. As a result, Radburn would be ribboned with 
winding parks varying from 150 to 250 feet wide onto which all houses 
faced, turning the old dream of a city in a garden into something of a 
reality. In making their design, Stein and Wright omitted the circular 
greenbelt by which Ebenezer Howard had walled in his garden city, but 
they compensated for this by creating more green open space at the very 
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doorsteps of the inhabitants. "Every family in the whole community," 
boasted Wright in 1929, "is really living on the park. They live on 
their own private little share of it. But this is all a great connected park 
system all over town."28 
The superblock was intimately related to another key component of 
the Radburn Plan, a two-part system of circulation suited to the Motor 
Age. One part was intended to serve and subordinate the automobile: 
each block was bordered by general service streets that were somewhat 
curved in rejection of the rigidly straight streets of the conventional 
grid, creating the asymmetry of the blocks and forming a general street 
system that allowed for but also slowed the movement of the automo­
bile in the city itself. Branching off from these streets were a series of 
dead-end service streets, cul-de-sacs, whose sole function was to pro­
vide access to groups of houses. Here, auto traffic, having been slowed 
within the city, would come to a stop at the back doors of homes—to 
give way to another distinct and preferred system of circulation. 
This second system consisted of paths threaded through the interior 
parks, allowing people to move by foot or bicycle throughout the city 
without need for the automobile. To protect especially children from 
the automobile, the paths were run through tunnels under the streets, 
making for two distinct systems of movement that would not conflict 
with each other—auto and foot traffic, each in its proper place. Over­
all, while setting aside some 15 percent of the total town area for parks, 
the plan reduced the amount devoted to streets to 21 percent, notably 
less not only than the 33 percent absorbed by streets in Manhattan but 
also less than the 25 percent that Wright and Stein had achieved in 
their first garden city plan.29 
The Radburn Plan also involved less easily defined elements de­
signed to make it conducive to a good life for the people. Along with 
trees, lawns, and gardens, the interior parks were to include a full range 
of recreational and athletic facilities, including swimming pools, tennis 
and handball courts, playing fields, gymnastics equipment, and play­
grounds. To build a strong sense of community among the inhabitants, 
the planners organized their block groupings of homes into neighbor­
hoods; each neighborhood of roughly 7,500 to 10,000 people would 
focus on its own elementary school, which would also serve for neigh­
borhood social and cultural activities. As a focal point for the whole 
town, recalled Stein, the planners intended to locate the high school 
and the major community center on "a beautiful hill" overlooking a 
central recreation area. To highlight cultural life, they provided a place 
for a "regional theatre." Presiding over all would be the Radburn 
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Association, the principal public organization of townspeople, which 
would manage the parks, playgrounds, and other community facilities 
and eventually assume democratic control of the whole town from the 
CHC. 
In his unpublished "Notes on the New Town Planned for the City 
Housing Corporation," Stein summed up the Radburn dream: "There 
will be a series of . .  . small communities of five or six hundred fami­
lies grouped around its own park and its own small educational and 
cultural center. These parkways [the interior park strips] will lead one 
into the other so that it will be possible to walk a couple of miles 
through parks without crossing more than two or three highways. 
Small store centers will be arranged at the junction of these small 
communities. Homes will have all the peace and quiet which existed in 
the old New England towns."30 
Given the original hope of creating an economically autonomous 
regional city, Stein and the other planners gave surprisingly little atten­
tion to providing for manufacturing and other job-producing activity, 
something apparently to be left for future attention. They gave a little 
more attention to providing a main commercial center in the form of 
what Stein called a "regional market," which would have a parking lot 
for over a thousand cars, on the assumption that most of its patrons 
would come by automobile. Practically, the single most important 
selling point for Radburn was the promise of good, inexpensive hous­
ing in a green and quiet land, "planned and built by experts." The 
CHC hoped that good design and the economies of large-scale construc­
tion would enable it to sell six-room houses, free-standing or in rows, 
with garages, for about $7,500 each on easy credit terms, making it 
possible for workers as well as members of the middle class to acquire 
their own homes. 
This did not please Mumford, who from his apartment in Sunnyside 
complained in late 1928 that Bing seemed intent on laying out 
Radburn "like a swell suburb, with single family houses and much 
vacant land; and that means waste." Mumford himself, however, was 
eventually to depart from Sunnyside to rural Amenia and to his own 
house and much vacant land. What was important for the CHC— 
which was intended to make a profit, albeit a limited one, for its 
investors—was ultimately not to meet the housing needs of the poor, as 
in England, but to satisfy the American dream of the working and 
middle classes. Chase rightly called it "the Americanized Garden City," 
the English version being built not "for the motor age but as a substi­
tute for city slums."31 
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In the summer of 1928, the CHC began a $4 million construction 
program that included three hundred houses and one hundred apart­
ments as well as the Plaza Building, the town's first retail and office 
center, located opposite the Erie Railroad station. By the end of 1929 
most of this had been finished, along with Radburn's first gas station, 
designed by Stein, and the company was considering a construction 
program to build about 1,000 new houses annually. For a time, the 
houses sold well, especially to young middle-class people from northern 
New Jersey and New York City, so that by the spring of 1929 what had 
only shortly before been spinach fields had become the home of more 
than two hundred families with more soon to follow.32 
The year ended, however, with the great stock-market crash, and by 
1930 the nation was sliding into the worst depression in its history. For 
a time the collapse was hardly noticed at Radburn. As late as December 
1930 Survey magazine could report that the CHC had been able to sell 
its houses and to prosper, providing "work for idle men and dollars." In 
early 1931 Wright and Stein still pursued their planning activities, 
going out to the site, where they "waded through swamp land and 
climbed hills and rearranged the public buildings." In their offices on 
West Forty-fifth Street, they continued to perfect their plan until Stein 
could proclaim it "a damned good one" that could allow them soon to 
retire "feeling that we have set the mold."33 
Even before the onset of spring in 1931, however, it was becoming 
ever more apparent that the great experiment was unraveling, the 
victim in large part of the same large-scale effort that had promised 
such glorious results. By then, the efforts to introduce industry and 
skilled employment into the community had yielded little more than a 
couple of small warehouses, a reflection of the troubles experienced by 
business in the early depression. Contrary to the great hopes for re­
gional cities that would decentralize economic activity, Radburn was 
on its way to becoming, as Stein later called it, "more of a country club 
without a golf course." Even as a suburb the new town was having 
increasing difficulty. With millions invested in land and in the develop­
ment of an infrastructure of supporting roads and water lines, the CHC 
needed to sell large numbers of its houses—only to have bad times 
substantially reduce sales. In 1931 Bing expressed the hope that the 
soon-to-be opened George Washington Bridge across the Hudson 
would make Radburn more attractive to commuters into New York 
City, but the opening of the bridge brought no significant upsurge of 
sales.34 
By early 1931 Stein was beginning reluctantly to recognize the 
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extent of the crisis. In February he wrote that Bing was "having a hard 
time of it. He wonders how he could have made so many blunders," 
especially in buying so much land. The next month it seemed to him 
that Bing had become even more bewildered by the darkening situa­
tion: "I feel that the end is probably in sight—and now I do not care— 
The plan . .  . is made up at last—the mould is there."35 To some 
extent the mold was there, in the form of the two superblocks that the 
CHC was able to complete. The real question was whether the Depres­
sion was bringing a temporary interruption of construction and sales or 
a complete breakdown of the whole enterprise. 
Unfortunately for the garden city in America, the CHC, the creator 
of Sunnyside and Radburn, was tottering toward complete collapse. 
Having invested many millions in real estate, which was rapidly depre­
ciating in value, the CHC also had to deal with buyers and renters of its 
properties who were experiencing sharp reductions of income. In April 
1933 a group claiming to represent 213 of 227 property owners at 
Radburn petitioned the CHC for reduction in interest they were paying 
on mortgages, from 6 to 4 percent, on the grounds that two-thirds of 
them could not afford to pay their mortgage installments and most of 
the rest were rapidly depleting their savings to make the payments. 
Something of the same situation confronted owners in Sunnyside, who 
went on mortgage strike to force a reduction in interest. This was 
during a time when the CHC was declaring net losses totaling more 
than $800,000 in 1932 and 1933, losses that pushed it into a financial 
reorganization in 1934. 
The CHC struggled on, selling some of its Radburn lands and 
building a few more houses—only to confront a final and humiliating 
crisis two years later, when its tenants at Sunnyside organized a second 
strike to pressure it into accepting a new system of easier mortgage 
payments. Benefitting from the community spirit that the CHC had 
consciously tried to build, the strikers organized not only a general 
refusal to pay anything on their mortgages but a campaign of harrass­
ment, which included legal action against CHC directors. Although 
she had not been a director since 1928, Eleanor Roosevelt, now the wife 
of the president, was served a summons to appear in court just before 
she was to address the National Public Housing Conference. As a result 
of such publicity, the once promising reform agency began to look like 
an oppressive landlord as it struggled unsuccessfully to avoid a final 
bankruptcy.36 
All in all, the Depression made certain that the CHC approach, that 
of a limited-dividend private corporation, would not work either to 
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resolve the housing problem or to guide the decentralization of metro­
politan America—at least without substantial assistance from govern­
ment. New and more perilous times had come, demanding new strate­
gies and tactics. A new phase was opening that, with the advent of the 
New Deal in 1933, initially seemed to offer the RPAA an even greater 
chance to participate in the reshaping of America. It soon became 
evident, however, that these new times were as frustrating as they were 
promising. 
XI

REGIONALISM: MUMFORD, 
MACKAYE, ET AL. 
The members of the RPAA continued to pursue their own special 
destinies into the late 1920s, forming a loose weave of converging and 
diverging lives. For a time, Whitaker disappeared, having lost his roots 
both as editor of the JAIA and proprietor of the Twelve Opossum Farm. 
He believed that his departure from Mount Olive deepenly saddened 
the country folk who lived nearby. "Only the simple plain people 
understand these things—and that not by reason but by the age old 
method of human emotion," he told Mumford. "City folks are too 
barren of simple feeling to know what it is about." He continued his 
Georgist disdain for cities as places ruined by calculation and specula­
tion, places where, as he put it in 1927, "a standardized pecuniary 
reward is the only object." When Mumford criticized the Radburn 
project, Whitaker applauded, declaring that Bing's failure to rule out 
all elements of speculative profit threatened to introduce "the present 
game of land warfare" into the CHC paradise. Soon after, he left for 
Europe, to reappear early in 1929 on a farm outside of Foster, Ohio, 
well away from his old haunts.1 
As Whitaker faded from the eastern scene, his sometime associate in 
the RPAA Chase established himself as a popular authority on the 
promises and perils of the second industrial revolution. By 1930 Chase 
had made enough money from his writing to buy the home of Mac-
Kaye's nephew, Keith MacKaye, in Pound Ridge, north of the city. 
Like some of his friends, he had grown tired of New York City, with its 
noise, dirt, congestion, and frenetic pace. "Why should we scamper 
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like rats rather than walk like men?" he wondered. In 1928 Chase had 
been on of several prominent Americans asked by the Nation to write an 
article describing his ideal society. He responded in his "A Very Private 
Utopia" with a dream of a community "where beauty abounded; where 
cities were nobly planned, industrial areas segregated; where great 
stretches of forest, lake, and mountains were left wild and free and close 
at a hand; where houses and their furnishings were spare and fine and 
colorful, and there was not a single billboard on a day's march." It was a 
dream of which his brethren in the RPAA could approve.2 
Although he disliked the metropolis, Chase was comfortable with 
the contemporary world of science and technology and had no sympa­
thy for "the Frankenstein chorus" of antimodern romantics like 
Whitaker, who viewed the machine as a threat to true humanity. 
Unlike many of his peers, he saw the positive side of standardization 
and specialization. He believed the key to human progress was the 
more rational planning of the industrial system to promote efficiency 
and eliminate waste. On the other hand, he was not blind to some of 
the dangers of modern power. In his "The Two Hour War," published 
in the New Republic (1929), he warned that a great "holocaust" lay 
ahead, a great devastation caused by aerial bombs carrying deadly 
diseases, poison gas, and "radium atomite."3 
Chase did not think that humankind would be obliterated, but he 
did believe that it would suffer profound horrors until it finally awoke 
to the need to abolish war. Chase and his friends were not confident 
that this awakening would come soon. In 1929, for instance, Mumford 
could find consolation in Chase's warnings only in the thought that the 
overcrowded cities would be prime targets of aerial attack, "and might 
be abruptly and ironically terminated by a few whiffs of deadly gas."4 
While Chase and Mumford were establishing themselves as writers, 
other RPAA members were pursuing their profession as architects. 
Ackerman completed plans for a group of more than twenty faculty 
apartments at his alma mater, Cornell University, as well as designing 
various homes and business buildings, including Radburn's centerpiece 
office building and shopping center. Stein, along with his various 
works in New York City, Radburn, and elsewhere, published a major 
article in early 1930, "The Art Museum of Tomorrow," in which he 
dreamed of a massive sixteen-story museum with moveable partitions, 
relocatable windows, and other provisions for a flexibility that would 
allow it to exhibit all kinds of art.5 
The same year saw the publication of an exceptionally long article 
by Stein's partner Wright, "The Place of the Apartment in Modern 
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Living." Taking the positive side of the RPAA's condemnation of the 
single-family house as wasteful of materials and space, Wright argued 
that the well-designed apartment house could be not only a cheap 
shelter but a highly desirable place for living. Apartments figured 
prominently in his concluding dream of a future "residential city" that 
would house 250,000 people in the three-mile area surrounded by a 
greenbelt of park lands. Five such cities could be aggregated along 
with areas for industry, truck gardening, and recreation into a garden-
city urban complex with a population of one and a half million. "Even 
this city requires a total spread of only nine miles. A somewhat 
enlarged business center in the central unit would require merely an 
increased height of apartments for the same population." Like most of 
his friends, however, Wright chose his ideal place in the country, 
acquiring by 1931 what he called the Mill Valley Farm at Mount 
Olive, not far from Whitaker's former home.6 
And so it went, as each member developed his own special talents 
and interests. Fundamentally, they were all bound together by a com­
mon devotion not only to regional planning but to an underlying 
philosophy of regionalism. All agreed that effective regional planning 
and policy ultimately depended on popular values and culture, a sup­
porting "regionalism" involving an appreciation of the significance of a 
region deeper than reason or self-interest. Their version of popular 
culture was the Romantic one popular among intellectuals of the time, 
of a folk culture, one that was antithetical to the actual popular culture 
of jazz, motion pictures, and spectator sports that dominated the com­
mon interests of the 1920s—for which they had an elitist disdain. Real 
culture for them was rooted in the experiences of a rooted local people 
intimately connected to their immediate locality for life. Mumford 
insisted that "cultural regionalism, so far from being an embellishment 
to technical plans, is an indispensible introduction to them," and Mac-
Kaye wrote that to "build up an indigenous setting we must first build 
up an indigenous psychology."7 Although they agreed on the impor­
tance of regionalism, most members of the RPAA were too busy with 
their own pursuits to give much attention to it. Overall, the responsibil­
ity for developing the regionalist theory fell to Mumford and MacKaye. 
Mumford had developed an interests in regionalism even before 
World War I, when he had first encountered Geddes and the French 
school of regionalist geographers. With the formation of the RPAA in 
1923 this interest became a mission, not only to explain the philosophy 
but to prove that regions and regionalism actually existed. In the world 
at large he saw two complementary tendencies that he believed were 
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weakening metropolitanism and its chief instrument, the nation-state. 
One tendency, arising from the rapid development of modern communi­
cation and transportation, led eventually to one interconnected world; 
at the same time, the weakening of nationalism was opening the way 
for a resurgence of regional interests and loyalties. Eventually, the 
result would be a world of many regions where humans "can communi­
cate widely in a universal language, and deeply in a local one." When 
the young poet and critic John Gould Fletcher criticized the thinness 
and weakness of regional cultures in the United States, Mumford took 
up the challenge. In October 1923 he published an article in the 
Freeman, "The Regional Note," which acknowledged the reality of 
Fletcher's charge only to advance the argument that the weakness of 
regional culture resulted from reversible historical circumstances rather 
than from some inherent disposition in American society.8 
Most of Mumford's work in the 1920s was directed toward establish­
ing this point, his basic contention being that during America's forma­
tive years regionalism flourished, a contention he soon proceeded to 
develop, especially in two major books of the mid-1920s, Sticks and 
Stones and The Golden Day. He gave special attention to the New En­
gland of Emerson and Thoreau as exemplifying regionalism at its cre­
ative best. In his view, this regionalism flourished only to be devastated 
by the Civil War, which he called a "white gash through the history of 
the country." On the far side of the gash lay the golden day of "a well-
balanced adjustment of farm and factory in the East, of a thriving 
regional culture"; on the near side was the distorted world of Coketown 
and the Megalopolis. The post—Civil War period, Mumford declared in 
1930, "reversed every value, giving insignificant poetasters precedence 
over Emerson and Melville, distributing stones instead of bread."9 
All was net lost, however, since there remained in the ruins of the 
debacle a "buried renaissance" of regionalism and regionalist attitudes, 
especially in the form of the conservationist movement. There was, 
therefore, a potential on which to build a new regionalism suited to 
modern times, to restore the "broken rhythms" of the Golden Day. 
This, he emphasized, was not a matter of reviving the old forms of folk 
culture, which he said was ordinarily "just humbug and masquerade," 
but of recreating traditional culture in the light of modern conditions. 
It was the task of creative people like himself to activate the hidden 
potential into a cultural rebirth. "Regionalism must rely upon the 
artist, the poet, the philosopher." He saw various signs of a regional 
awakening—in public interest in his own works, in the fiction of 
writers like Carl Sandburg and Sherwood Anderson, in the architecture 
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of Frank Lloyd Wright ("our greatest regional architect"), and in re­
gional theater and dancing. One special sign was the work of Mary 
Austin, calling attention to the culture of the Southwest—not only to 
the Indians and Mexicans, but "to still another regional individuality, 
that of the dry lands, with a cooperative polity based upon the essential 
needs of irrigation."10 
Mumford's views regarding the real character of this awakening region­
alism tended to be abstract. In 1926 he said that regionalism "means a 
recognition of the diversity of soils, climate, industries, historical connec­
tions and social traditions in various parts of the country." He added that 
it involved a local rootedness and commitment that ran counter to Ameri­
can habits. "It means the abandonment of the pioneer habits of nomadry 
and exploitation; it means an encouragement of the process of settlement 
and culture." At its most intimate, regionalism involved a vitalizing 
identification with a locality to which a group of people instinctively 
related as their home, a habitat for human beings, a natural place where 
they were naturally happy, healthy, and creative. In perhaps his best 
article on the subject, "Regionalism and Irregionalism," published in 
three installments in the American Sociological Review (1927 and 1928), he 
said that a region ideally had "a natural balance of population and re­
sources and manufacturing as well as of vegetation and animal life." 
Viewing each region as a special combination of geography and "social 
heritage," he mentioned that there were ten such regions in eastern 
North America alone, but, beyond referring to the conflict between the 
Appalachian and corn-belt areas of Ohio (two regions in one political 
unit), he said little about the particular characteristics of any of them.n 
Mumford's works relating to regionalism were powerful influences 
for a new appreciation of the American past and culture, but they had 
two notable weaknesses. One was a superficiality in his understanding 
of significant aspects of history, especially the Civil War. Following 
the prevailing scholarship of his times, Mumford ignored the signifi­
cance of the war in ending .slavery and reformulating the race issue, a 
reflection of what was probably the greatest weakness in his social 
thinking: his failure to understand race and racism as essential ele­
ments of traditional society, especially in those areas where regional­
ism was strongest. The other weakness was his limited personal experi­
ence with the subject. City born and bred, he rarely traveled in the 
United States and, with the partial exception of the area around the 
Hudson Guild Farm, had little exposure to any region until in the 
late 1920s he came to know Amenia and its surroundings in Dutchess 
County, north of the city. Although he eventually settled there, what­
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ever direct understanding he acquired from Amenia came after he had 
formed his views of regionalism. 
In contrast, the outlook of his friend Mackaye was far more rooted in 
a region, in the special culture of Shirley Center and Appalachian New 
England. So poor that in 1928 he had to borrow money from Mumford, 
MacKaye rarely traveled far from his adopted home, but his mind and 
imagination ranged widely. When he tried to revitalize the local cul­
ture at Shirley Center against the metropolitan invasion, he could 
believe that he was engaged also in a worldwide battle to protect 
indigenous environments everywhere. "The Chinese environment is 
being attacked, and the Hindoo also," he wrote to Mumford, "and the 
original American environment as well." He took a direct interest in 
the forms of traditional regional culture, notably in "folk-play—the 
song and the dance and the various outdoor sports—signs of vital 
community life."12 
Much of MacKaye's interest in popular culture was derived from his 
sister Hazel's popular pageants and, even more, from his older and 
better known brother, Percy. By the 1920s Percy MacKaye had pub­
lished numerous collections of tales, poems, and plans inspired primar­
ily by folk traditions. Before World War I he had concentrated on the 
mountain culture of New England, but in 1921—the same year in 
which Benton began to conceive the Appalachian Trail—he had gone 
hiking in the Kentucky mountains and encountered a people and cul­
ture with whom he claimed a strong identity. Out of this adventure 
came a new collection published in 1926 as Kentucky Mountain Fantasies. 
Although the book received a mixed reception—one critic denounced 
it as "synthetic stuff, not native moonshine"—it provided support for 
Benton MacKaye's hopeful conclusion in The New Exploration and else­
where that a revival of popular interest in folk culture was adding 
significantly to the "psychic resources" of the nation.13 
MacKaye balanced his interest in culture with a strong emphasis on 
"geotechnics," on the engineering of environmental forces. Although 
he did say that geotechnics should be subordinated to culture, since 
culture dealt with the ends of life, his enthusiasm for the practical tools 
and tangible forces of regional development were notably stronger than 
Mumford's. In 1928, some six months after his friend dealt with 
regionalism in the Sociological Review, MacKaye published an article, 
"Regional Planning," in the same journal, in which he claimed that no 
plan, however inspired, could succeed unless it were congruent with 
the forces and flows that shaped and reshaped man's environment. A 
year later, he expressed the hope that Herbert Hoover, the nation's 
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"first engineer President," would be the man to control the chaotic 
forces of the expanding metropolitan order. Among other devices of 
control, MacKaye listed "the little city of Radburn" as a means to 
redirect the flow of population, but he placed his greatest hopes in 
Hoover's power to use federal transportation funding to promote a 
system of townless highways for America.14 
Whatever the extent of their differences regarding regional engineer­
ing, MacKaye and Mumford agreed in their attitudes toward one form 
of attempted regional control, the RPNY. By 1929 this well-funded 
planning effort covering seven years was nearing completion. In a 
publicity pamphlet published that year the plan was described as pro­
viding for the efficient movement of the twenty-one million people and 
nearly seven million automobiles expected in New York City and its 
surrounding counties by 1965. "The essential feature of the Plan is the 
spreading out of population over a wider area, with industries, stores, 
living, transportation and recreational facilities so arranged that the 
existing congestion in the central part of the Region will diminish and 
traffic can move." Here and elsewhere, descriptions of the plan empha­
sized features favored by the RPAA, including planned decentralization 
and planned communities like Radburn.15 
For MacKaye, Mumford, and others, however, the plan was danger­
ously flawed. In a short article he had circulated among members of the 
RPAA before its publication (in August 1930) in the Saturday Review, 
MacKaye praised the plan for its workmanship and boldness but only to 
make the point that its good qualities were devoted to a bad end, 
"trying to make it possible for twenty million to live where only ten 
million had lived before." Might it not be better, he asked, for the 
added ten million to be "spread around America rather than around 
Hackensack Meadows?"16 MacKaye's attack continued a pattern of occa­
sional sniping against the plan that the RPAA had begun seven years 
earlier. Less than two years later, it was followed by what was intended 
to be a major assault launched by Mumford. 
Early in 1932 Mumford submitted a long critique of the plan to 
members of the RPAA for their review, and in June the critique was 
published in two installments in the New Republic as representing the 
position of the RPAA. Again there was preliminary praise of the 
plan—as a "tremendous work"—this time to support the claim that its 
strengths made it especially dangerous, since they served to sanctify a 
perverse idea of regional planning. While applauding many of the 
details of the plan, Mumford condemned its overall "drift," which was 
toward further metropolitan centralization, and especially its perver­
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sion of the very idea of a region. Whereas for the RPAA a region meant 
a natural area defined by geography and culture, for the RPNY plan­
ners the New York region was no more than "an arbitrarily chosen area" 
of metropolitan influence determined by the distance one could travel 
from New York City within two hours; by this definition, the area 
around the Hudson Guild Farm was at the outer limit of the region. 
What it all led up to was a plan whose real effect would be to make a 
congested area work a little better in the interests of congestion, throw­
ing away the opportunity to carry out a real decentralization of popula­
tion and industry that would significantly improve living conditions 
for all.17 
After reading Mumford's article Stein declared that his friend had 
scored a first-round knockout in the battle of plans. Thomas Adams, 
the chief RPNY planner, however, replied with a sharp attack of his 
own, dismissing Mumford as "an esthete-sociologist, who has a religion 
that is based on high ideals but is unworkable." And in the battle for 
public support, Adams and his fellow planners won a strong advantage, 
because they did at least propose practical remedies for immediate 
problems; their regional plan would prevail.18 By 1932, however, a 
force more powerful than either side had entered the picture, namely 
the Great Depression, which shattered the hopes of everyone and forced 
a rethinking of regional planning in general. 
Like most Americans, the members of the RPAA were slow to 
recognize the extent of the economic crisis precipitated by the stock­
market crash in October 1929- Even a year later they seemed unaware 
of the impending change when they gathered for what was intended to 
be one of their most important meetings. In the fall of 1930 Stein and 
other leaders decided to hold a "big weekend" at the Hudson Guild 
Farm, where they hoped to develop a more definite policy of regional 
planning, an aim keyed to a recent suggestion in the New Republic for a 
"Ten-Year Plan" to guide the development of New York State; the 
magazine referred to Stein's CHRP and to Wright's report. Stein, who 
organized the meeting, suggested that it discuss ways of incorporating 
controls over land usage, townless highways, community planning, 
industrial decentralization, and other elements of regional planning 
into one feasible program for real change. Among basic questions to be 
considered, he suggested, were "what political bodies, what institu­
tions, what individuals are at present on the job of regional planning. 
How can they be made conscious of the needs and opportunities for co­
ordinated regional development?"19 
From the time that their train left Hoboken at 4:30 on Friday 
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afternoon, some thirty conferees were kept busy. After dinner Stein 
spoke briefly about the aims of the conference. He was followed by 
Mumford, who presented a brief historical overview of the possibilities 
for decentralization. Then Wright concluded the evening session with a 
discussion of his state planning report, noting that at least it was being 
followed in a state program to convert inferior farm lands into forests 
and recreation areas. Saturday—which Stein intended to be the key 
time of discussion—began weakly with technical discussions by two 
new members of the RPAA, Russell Black and Louis Brownlow, regard­
ing some of the problems involved in planning. This was followed by a 
hike around the farm and then, in the late afternoon, by MacKaye's 
exposition of his townless highway idea. That night they participated 
in a country dance with, in Stein's words, "the old farmer, Benton 
MacKaye, to call off the numbers," the meeting's involvement with 
regional culture. The last day began with a general discussion regard­
ing the direction the RPAA should take in the future, followed by some 
talk regarding the problems of industrial decentralization, which ended 
rather abruptly as the conferees became concerned with catching the 
return train to New York.20 
And that was it. Despite the planning and the activity, little was 
accomplished, a failure reflected in the almost total absence from the 
discussions of three critical ingredients of the immediate future. One 
was the Depression itself, which was totally ignored; at one point, Stein 
did refer to "the impending breakdown of metropolitan civilization" 
but this was a reference back to his predictions in "Dinosaur Cities" and 
had nothing to do with the economic crisis. The second involved the 
near total neglect of the subject of regionalism. Although Mumford in 
his historical overview touched briefly on the development of regional 
consciousness, the meeting was dominated by discussions relating to 
technical planning questions, especially to the means required to pre­
pare and implement a regional plan. 
This emphasis on means increased the significance of the third miss­
ing ingredient, any serious attention to the role of government, a 
continuation of the RPAA's unwillingness to deal with politics. There 
was one exception to this, in that the meeting did at least create a 
committee, of which MacKaye was a member, to lobby Congress in 
support of MacKaye's townless highways bill. On the whole, however, 
it disappointed hopes for a ten-year program or for anything else requir­
ing political action. Its most significant decision involved the future 
character of the RPAA, the principal question being whether it should 
remain "a small, informal association devoted to research, or whether it 
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should attempt propaganda and attempt to attract as many as five 
hundred members." The general feeling was in favor of remaining small 
and informal, a decision undoubtedly motivated in part by an aversion 
to politics.21 
Within a few months, however, there came a dramatic change as 
some members launched a significant "propaganda" effort intended to 
influence public policy. In mid-January 1931 Stein, Mumford, and 
Wright dined together and talked about the Depression, treating it 
now as a force for radical change in a troubled world. "The world is 
again searching for understanding and new roads," wrote Stein. "Lewis 
queried if it were not time for us to formulate some definite suggestions 
as to planning—without too much worry as to whether they fitted the 
present system." Further meetings, involving Ackerman and MacKaye 
on occasion, led to the conclusion that the capitalistic system had "a 
few—very few—years to run." As a critical step in their propaganda 
campaign, on January 31 the planners decided to organize a round table 
of regionalism at the annual Institute for Public Affairs conference 
scheduled to meet at the University of Virginia in July.22 
Aside from providing individual members with a podium to discuss 
their ideas, the round table offered the opportunity to invite influential 
people who might become new friends and allies. Of some special 
importance was a small group of southern "Agrarians," such as John 
Gould Fletcher and John Crowe Ransom, who only shortly before had 
challenged the industrial order from a southern regional perspective in 
/'// Take My Stand. In a notable understatement, Mumford called them 
"slightly reactionary, still dreaming of the past instead of shaping a 
more integrated future," but he believed that their traditionalism and 
their regionalism made them potential allies in the battle against the 
metropolitan invasion.23 
Even more significant was a single person, the then governor of New 
York State, Franklin Delano Roosevelt. As a protege of Alfred Smith, 
the previous governor, who had supported regional planning, Roosevelt 
was a likely ally and appeared even more so as a result of his support for 
policies favoring decentralization and the revitalization of rural society. 
In August 1930, in its call for a ten-year plan, the New Republic had 
challenged the governor to build on the work of Stein's regional plan­
ning commission, so it was not surprising that in late March 1931 
Stein was able to lunch with Roosevelt in the governor's Albany office. 
There, Roosevelt did most of the talking, especially about his favorite 
subject of, as Stein described it, "reviving small industries in the farm­
ing sections so that the farmers would find something to do during the 
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long winter months," the great aim being to reverse theflow of popula­
tion to the metropolitan centers. Roosevelt expressed enthusiasm for 
regional planning, especially by the state, but then adopted a more 
cautious position, explaining that "he must not tell the whole tale at 
once—the public mind would not grasp it." Stein left with the suspi­
cion that Roosevelt was telling him what he wanted to hear, but he also 
concluded that the governor was deeply interested in regional planning 
and would try to attend the Virginia conference.24 
As it turned out, Roosevelt did attend the conference, speaking 
before both the regional round table and the parent Institute for Public 
Affairs and using the meeting to help build support for the Democratic 
presidential nomination in 1932. Although he did endorse regional 
planning, he subordinated it to his principal theme, the need to 
strengthen state government, a position that enabled him to publicize 
his achievements in New York and to identify with the states' rights 
tradition of the South. The gains for regionalism were less clear. One of 
the few articles on the conference began with the question "what is 
regionalism?" only to conclude that there was no clear-cut answer, "in 
that most of the speakers stated frankly that they did not know what 
they were talking about."25 
This glib generalization did not apply, at least, to Mumford, who 
delivered a paper on what he called "the new regionalism," distinguish­
ing it from the metropolitan form exemplified by the RPNY. Again, he 
tried to provide at least some definition of what he meant by a region, 
emphasizing that it was no arbitrary construct but the unique result of 
geographic and historical conditions. "The region provides a common 
background; the air we breathe . . . the landscape we see, the accumu­
lation of experience and custom peculiar to the setting tend to unify the 
inhabitants and to differentiate them from the members of other re­
gions." He was quite hopeful that geography and culture would eventu­
ally triumph over politics, creating new regional patterns, each of 
which "will be a constellation of related cities, separated by parks and 
permanent green areas, and united for common projects by a regional 
authority."26 
After two southern Agrarians had stated their positions MacKaye 
spoke, looking and sounding like a Yankee. Most of the time he stayed 
with the theme of regional culture, but he could not resist touting the 
townless highway, displeasing Wright, the chief organizer of the round 
table, who feared that anything related to planning might alienate the 
southerners. This concern was deepened by an RPAA member who had 
chosen not to attend the conference, Chase. He had his speech read for 
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him by Brownlow. In it Chase—who identified himself as a charter 
member of the RPAA—declared that the RPAA's call for planning had 
been vindicated by the Depression. Although he advocated national 
planning, he proposed that the best way to begin was to take a region 
such as New England, study it, and then prepare a plan for it. "From 
the psychological point of view, if not the pure engineering, the best 
unit is probably the economic unit . .  . an area which embraces unity 
of soil, climate, general topography and racial mixture." Along with 
New England, he mentioned the corn and the cotton belts and the 
Northwest as subjects for planning, the aim in each case being "to make 
the home country fairer, happier, more to be loved."27 
Although the conference enabled various people to publicize their 
ideas, it was basically a failure. It began without any clear-cut agree­
ment as to what regionalism actually was, and it ended with none. 
Wright was unhappy with the identification of the RPAA with regional 
planning as it applied to urban development. "Anyone not fully famil­
iar with our group went away with the impression that whatever R. is 
about," he complained, "it has principally to do with some fairly 
definite mechanistic process whether expressed in Bronx Parkways or 
By-pass Highways, and that very little is worth while which cannot be 
converted into 100% Kiwanis whoopie." What especially bothered 
Wright about this was that it antagonized the southern Agrarians, for 
whom rational planning and policy was a menace to the traditionalism 
they held dear.28 
Whether the hoped for alliance between the RPAA and the Agrari­
ans could have been achieved even without this connection is doubtful, 
if only because the two groups came from very different backgrounds. 
While Mumford was impressed by the architecture of the University of 
Virginia, he thought the southerners themselves were "lazy, slow-
moving, torpid, imperturbable, snobbish, interbred, tolerant of dirt, 
incapable of making effective plans or organization." Oppressed by the 
heat and the dirt, he hurried back to New York before the conference 
ended. Stein toured eastern Virginia—"a country more foreign than 
England," he wrote—and concluded that there remained little of the 
agriculture and little of the traditions needed for an agrarian revival. 
"Virginia, and I presume most of the South, has got to build anew."29 
For their part, the Agrarians clung to their view that societies were 
formed by organic growth over time and that the old southern tradi­
tions were to be preserved against the new and the modern.30 The 
meeting broke up without any agreement between the two groups of 
regional ists. 
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The hope of hooking the RPAA to Roosevelt's rising star also was 
disappointed. Although he endorsed regional planning, noting that his 
state had adopted it, he made no effort to relate to the RPAA. He was, 
however, too important to be ignored. In November 1931, at its annual 
meeting held at the Hotel Seymour on West Forty-fifth Street, the 
RPAA appointed Mumford and Stein to draft a memorandum to Roose­
velt "suggesting a definite policy in regard to the formation of rural 
communities," the aim being to use Roosevelt's interest in reviving 
rural society to win him over to the RPAA strategy. By the opening of 
the new year, 1932, a nine-page draft "Outline for Memo to Governor 
Roosevelt on State Planning for New Communities" had been com­
pleted, urging the importance of developing a statewide master plan in 
general and more particularly of initiating a program of decentraliza­
tion featuring the construction of planned communities, "large enough 
for the collective advantage of balanced industries and a degree of self-
sufficiency—and small enough to evade the metropolitan disadvan­
tages of inconvenience, expensive transportation equipment, conges­
tion, and lack of social unity." The principal means of implementing 
this program was to be a new Housing and Regional Planning Author­
ity, with power to assist private community development operations 
like the CHC3 1 
Whether Roosevelt ever saw such a memo is doubtful. In any case, 
he soon demonstrated how little he understood about the RPAA posi­
tion by praising the RPNY as "laying the foundation for a better 
future." In this and other ways, he managed to reaffirm Stein's earlier 
skepticism. Roosevelt was "a fine fellow and an excellent talker," wrote 
Stein to MacKaye in July, "but I have not faith in his ability to make up 
his mind or to keep it made up. I am afraid he would make a pretty 
weak president." Both MacKaye and Mumford had their own doubts 
about the governor.32 
Doubts or not, however, it was Roosevelt who was elected president 
in 1932, making him the best hope for significant change. Would the 
new leader initiate what in the summer of 1932 Chase had called "a 
New Deal for America"? In early 1933 the RPAA again tried to influ­
ence the new president, with some apparent success. Eventually, he 
would disappoint their hopes for a truly "new deal," but during the 
first year of his administration it seemed that the RPAA was becoming 
not simply a propaganda organization but a major influence for the 
growth of new policies that would change the face of America. 
XII

WOMEN ON HOUSING: 
EDITH ELMER WOOD AND 
CATHERINE BAUER 
In March 1928 Stein abandoned his long bachelorhood and married the 
rising young movie actress Aline MacMahon. The tough-talking but 
essentially sensitive Stein had found his one true love. During the times 
when Aline was away on the acting circuit he was desperately lonely, 
seeking solace in almost daily letters to her. He was the last of the 
members of the RPAA to be married. Except for MacKaye, a lifelong 
widower following his wife's suicide in 1921, by 1930 each of the 
members had a serious commitment to a woman, although in the case 
of Mumford it was, for a time, to more than one. 
In general the RPAA was influenced by the changing views of gender 
relationships that characterized their times, accepting women as equals 
in the world as well as in the home, but there was not much conscious 
concern over the matter. Although men like MacKaye had backed 
women's right to vote, the attainment of this right by the 1920s had 
weakened interest in gender issues. "The literature of feminism," wrote 
Mumford in 1921, "is beginning to dribble off now that the pump of 
political action has ceased to work."1 Quietly, despite the good inten­
tions, the RPAA remained very much a man's world where women 
played a narrow role, at least until the 1930s, when the situation began 
to change. 
Women sometimes attended the major association functions as the 
wives of members, but their participation was almost entirely social, at 
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the occasional dinners and dances. The minutes of RPAA meetings 
related entirely to males until 1927, when they listed nine women 
among twenty-two attendees, mostly wives but also Stein's sister, Ger­
trude (not the Gertrude Stein). In the 1920s the group did have one 
respected female member, Edith Wood, but she proved the point. At 
only one meeting did the minutes acknowledge her, and this simply to 
note that "Mrs. Wood agreed" with a majority position. Typically, the 
only time she was asked to act in any way related to regional planning 
was to serve as a "hostess" at a tea planned by the CHC to promote its 
Sunnyside property.2 If women were notably inactive within the 
RPAA, however, they at least had its moral support for their own 
distinct efforts to change the world. 
Although some wives, such as Sophia Mumford, gave up careers for 
the home, Aline MacMahon successfully pursued a career in acting with 
the rather soulful approval of her husband. Of relevance to the RPAA 
cause was the work of Martha Binsley Bruere, the wife of occasional 
member Robert Bruere, who in numerous magazine articles champi­
oned women's rights, birth control, and various other causes. As coedi­
tor of Survey magazine's Industry Department, she advanced the idea of 
a national service system to provide meaningful work for the unem­
ployed and she urged that the effort of women to combine their tradi­
tional work in the home with meaningful outside employment be 
supported by better pay and working conditions. She was the only one 
in the group to take notice of the movement of southern blacks into 
northern cities, predicting that it would ease race relations in the South 
but create massive problems in the North. And she lent strong support 
to the efforts of her husband and other RPAA members to promote the 
cause of Giant Power, treating cheap electricity as the power that would 
so lessen the labors of women at home as to enable them to pursue 
outside careers. In 1930 she became the president of the Women's City 
Club of New York.3 
Bruere's work, however, paled in comparison with that of Wood. 
Although generally passive in the RPAA, in the outside world Wood 
was a powerful influence on one issue central to the RPAA's concerns: 
housing. The oldest member, born in 1871, she came out of a reform 
world where traditional gender distinctions allowed for and encouraged 
the interest of women in health and housing questions, matters in 
which it was assumed they had special abilities. The daughter of one 
naval officer and the wife of another, she first became interested in the 
housing question in 1911, when, in investigating the plight of poor 
women, she discovered the slums of Washington, D.C. In 1914 the 
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forty-three-year-old Wood, having raised four children, moved to New 
York, determined to study the housing problem at its worst. 
By 1919 this Smith College graduate had gotten a Ph.D. from 
Columbia University and was making herself a leading authority on the 
issue of housing for the poor. Convinced that bad housing was a disaster 
for women and children, she came to demand public action to produce 
a constructive program, rejecting the old combination of regulatory 
laws and private enterprise as inadequate. During World War I she 
proposed the creation of a national housing fund of $500 million to be 
lent to states and municipalities both to clear slums and to provide 
good housing for the poor in rural as well as urban areas, the money to 
be spent under the control of planning commissions.4 In response to 
concerns about the costs of such a program, she said in 1919 that if 
millions were being spent on public education then millions more 
should be invested in housing. "Are not health and morals more funda­
mental than formal education can ever be?"5 
Wood was dedicated and aggressive in pursuing her constructive hous­
ing cause. In 1920 she agreed to debate with two men, J. J. Murphy and 
Ackerman, before the Press Debate Association in New York. The idea 
was that Murphy, former commissioner of tenements in New York City, 
would uphold the conventional regulatory approach while Ackerman 
would argue for a radical change in land use. In reviewing their argu­
ments, which were sent to her in advance, Wood concluded that the two 
men were pulling their punches because she was a woman and issued a 
strong protest to the manager of the debate. Assured that the men now 
would "deliver blow for blow," she defended her demands for a construc­
tive government policy. In late 1920 the three arguments were published 
by E. P. Dutton as The Housing Famine.6 
Public interest in the housing issue declined in the 1920s, but Wood 
pressed on in her efforts to educate the public on the need for govern­
ment action. In 1922 she published a book, Housing Progress in Western 
Europe, hoping that the example of successful foreign constructive pro­
grams might shame Americans into action. A year later she charged 
that, whereas Europe had substantially reduced its housing needs, one-
third of the population in the United States occupied "sub-normal 
houses" and one-tenth were housed under conditions that produce acute 
physical, mental, and moral degeneration. Again she urged the need 
for a program of slum clearance and publicly funded housing, declaring 
that housing should be considered a public utility to be "carried out 
like the distribution of city water or gas, at a rate calculated to cover 
costs."7 
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Wood was not quite alone in her efforts. Between 1917 and 1929 she 
was head of the housing committee of the American Association of 
University Women (AAUW), a position that enabled her to organize 
other women into a force for change in housing. At one time there 
were, by her estimate, some fifty local housing committees at work on 
the problem. A scholar convinced of the importance of accurate statis­
tics for good policy, she lobbied for the inclusion of questions regarding 
housing in both the state and national censuses—only to complain later 
that she was given promises that were not kept. Early in the 1920s she 
had attracted the attentions of both Stein and Whitaker, who induced 
her to join the RPAA soon after it was formed. Stein especially seemed 
interested in encouraging her membership, probably because he appreci­
ated the importance of her support for his Commission of Housing and 
Regional Planning. In the late 1920s she served with RPAA members 
Ackerman, Bing, Kohn, Mumford, and Wright as advisors to the State 
Housing Board.8 
Wood's participation in the RPAA was infrequent. Her residency in 
Cape May Court House in southern New Jersey limited her involve­
ment in the organization, even though occasionally she spent some 
time in New York—as she did in mid-1925, when she gave a summer 
course at Columbia University Teachers College on "housing and town 
planning relative to family welfare." Moreover, although she paid her 
annual $5.00 membership fee to the RPAA, her loyalties on the re­
gional planning issue were divided, since she was also a member of the 
Woman's Advisory Committee for the rival RPNY. She even applied 
for membership in its supporting association, although rather tellingly 
she refused to pay more than $1.00 of its $5.00 membership fee; her 
check was returned with the comment that her application could wait 
"until you feel that the Association is more deserving."9 
More fundamentally, Wood's concentration on housing for low-
income groups did not relate well to the RPAA emphasis on regional­
ism and regional planning. In the late 1920s, having purchased three 
shares of stock in the CHC, she did help to promote Sunnyside Gardens 
and Radburn, especially by lobbying members of the Columbia Univer­
sity faculty to buy homes in "the new town for the motor age."10 In a 
letter to Thomas Adams of the RPNY, she declared, "I am fully in 
sympathy with the doctrine that industries and those who work in 
them should be moved to garden suburbs or satellite towns in un-built 
areas." On the other hand, she wanted nothing that would detract from 
her principal policies of constructive housing and slum clearance. "No 
comprehensive housing policy is possible without slum clearance to get 
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rid of the unredeemable old houses, for as long as they are there . . . 
people will always be in them."1 1 Basically, she remained a marginal 
figure in the RPAA, fearing—with some good reason—that the empha­
sis on garden cities would involve the sacrifice of the housing interests 
of the urban poor. 
With the onset of the Great Depression, however, Wood's dedication 
to the housing question brought her renewed attention. In 1931 she 
published her major work, Recent Trends in American Housing, in which 
she declared that despite the prosperity of the 1920s workers in the 
United States as well as elsewhere had not been able to find decent 
housing for themselves. Nor would they ever, she charged, so long as 
the business of providing them with homes was left simply to supply 
and demand, since under that system builders tended to respond chiefly 
to the needs of the minority that could readily afford decent housing. 
"Supply and demand, unaided, have never, at any time or any place, 
furnished all classes of self-supporting families with a minimum health-
and-decency grade of housing." Although she acknowledged that the 
increased wages enjoyed by American workers in the 1920s did enable 
them to afford better housing on their own, she contended that much of 
the new spending power was being diverted by advertising into 
nonhousing expenditures.12 
By the end of 1931, with the deepening Depression and the collapse 
of wages and employment, she had begun to hope that desperation, if 
not idealism, would persuade Americans of the need for a government 
program. In this she received the support of Stein, who, in October 
1931, proposed a meeting involving her, himself, and Mumford to 
develop a ten-year housing program. "It is of the utmost importance 
that we take stock and find out where we are," Stein told Wood. 
"Among other things, I have in mind the need of a wider understand­
ing of the growing function of government." Encouraged by this new 
appreciation of her importance, Wood intensified her efforts to promote 
constructive housing and slum clearance, and for a time she had some 
influence over actual policy.13 
In May 1933, when the RPAA met at Stein's home to consider a 
statement of policy regarding housing, Wood spoke out strongly in 
favor of immediate action to meet the needs of low-income groups on 
the grounds that unless "low rental demonstrations were made from the 
start, the real estate interests might successfully block any further 
development." The majority of members showed little enthusiasm for 
her position, ruling out slum clearance on the grounds that it was 
costly and time consuming. Mumford suggested a possible compromise 
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in the form of a provision for low-income housing in the model commu­
nities favored by the majority. Finally, the RPAA agreed on a position 
statement, "A Housing Policy for the United States Government," 
published in the Octagon (the new journal of the AIA), which did urge 
attention to slum clearance and public housing, but it ranked these 
below the development of new communities in its ordering of policy 
recommendations and also declared that, in order to limit overall costs, 
"government-aided housing should be limited to low-priced land," a 
principle that favored outlying areas over more expensive inner-city 
slum sites.14 
Wood made no protest to the RPAA against this, but elsewhere she 
continued to speak out for slum clearance, arguing that clearing slums 
would also eliminate an important cost to society. She admitted that 
she had no exact figures to show how much public money would be 
saved by clearance, but she insisted that "there is no myth about the 
economic high cost of slums," especially in the form of crime and 
sickness. Presumably these social savings would more than compensate 
for the higher cost of slum land. In support of this position Wood could 
draw on influences outside the RPAA. Although her housing commit­
tee had been abolished by the AAUW years before, she had made 
numerous contacts with people of influence, especially a group of 
women housing reformers in New York City. In 1931 she helped form 
the National Public Housing Conference headed by Helen Alford. The 
year before, Alford had advised Wood that "the present unemployment 
situation, though tragic in itself, offers an effective wedge for a pro­
gram of city housing operations."15 
And so it seemed in 1933, with the advent of the New Deal. Thanks 
to her reputation as an expert, Wood was given the opportunity to 
participate directly in the early stages of New Deal housing efforts. 
When Stein's partner and fellow RPAA member Robert Kohn became 
head of the Housing Division of the Public Works Administration 
(PWA) in the summer of 1933, he employed Wood as a consultant at 
$20 per day to evaluate a proposal for a housing project in Atlantic 
City. Soon she was sent to Detroit to examine another project, but it 
was the Atlantic City scheme that did most to introduce her to the 
practicalities of public housing. Initially she had been skeptical of the 
scheme, in part because its location would contribute little to slum 
clearance, but by October 1933 she endorsed it, having concluded that 
a clearance program could not succeed unless it had the support of a 
housing authority with money and power. Whatever its deficiencies, 
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she advised, the project should be pursued, because it would create new 
housing in a city where it was desperately needed and provide private 
construction jobs for the great many unemployed: "The building trade 
workers are growing desperate at the prospect of another idle winter."16 
Despite a debilitating heart attack in 1934, Wood continued to 
crusade for public housing. In 1935 she prepared a report for the PWA 
that was published in 1936 as Slums and Blighted Areas in the United 
States, in which she concluded that two-thirds of Americans lived in 
substandard housing, with a third of the population "living under 
conditions of a character to injure the health, endanger the public safety 
and morals and interfere with the normal life of their inhabitants." The 
decade before her proportions had been one-third and one-tenth. Al­
though she included rural inhabitants in this, her special interest re­
mained in the slum dwellers of the cities. "Class hatred, social unrest 
and revolutionary propaganda," she warned, "are the natural product of 
slums." Convinced by her study of the Atlantic City project that effec­
tive slum clearance could not be carried out by private enterprise, she 
lobbied for legislation in New Jersey that would create a public housing 
authority that would have the money and power needed to acquire slum 
properties for clearance.17 
By 1936 she had also come out in favor of similar legislation on the 
national level, attacking the then popular idea of giving rent subsidies 
to the poor as a "major menace to the housing program," in that it 
likely would sidetrack a comprehensive government program. In that 
year she had cause to complain that the private building industry had 
selfishly blocked efforts to enact a constructive public housing program 
in Congress. A year later, though, she saw victory for her long effort 
when, in 1937, Congress passed the Wagner-Steagall Act creating the 
United States Housing Authority to manage a national program of 
slum clearance and of subsidized public housing for the poor. By then 
she had drifted away from the RPAA, impelled by the opposition of 
members like Stein and Mumford to slum clearance. In 1938 she wrote 
that the RPAA had not, in her view, gone far enough fast enough: "I 
never broke with my old associates of course. There was no occasion to. 
But my relations with them have never since been so close."18 
During these years, Wood became something like the grand old lady 
of housing reform. Clad always in gray—in mourning for her husband 
who had died in 1933—she presented the image of a passing era, an 
earlier time of social action. In this respect Wood presented a signifi­
cant contrast with another woman member of the RPAA in the 1930s, 
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one who became involved in the housing question but in ways that 
reflected the concerns and attitudes of the postwar period—and more 
besides. 
Whereas Wood came of age in the 1890s, Catherine Bauer achieved 
an early maturity in the 1920s. Born in Elizabeth, New Jersey, in 
1905, she graduated from Vassar in 1926 after having spent part of the 
previous year studying architecture at Cornell. By the late 1920s she 
was striving to find a road to success in New York City without notable 
effect until, in 1930, she met Mumford. The two soon became involved 
in a passionate love affair, the handsome discontented intellectual and 
the young, bright, ambitious Teutonic goddess. Bauer would probably 
have eventually succeeded on her own; she impressed Stein as being a 
"keen young person," but undoubtedly her relationship with Mumford 
eased her way. Through him she met Stein and MacKaye; before long 
she was writing to MacKaye that "perhaps I shall yet get around to 
bicycling through Shirley Center." By the summer of 1931 she could 
say that "under the corrective eye of Mr. Stein and Mr. Mumford" she 
was writing a long article on regionalism for the New Republic.19 
Before this, she had gone to Europe to study recent architecture there 
and had returned with some definite ideas that influenced her attitude 
toward planning and housing. In two short articles published by the 
New Republic in mid-1931 she presented herself as a rebel against the 
pretentious and stodgy in architecture, declaring in favor of the Interna­
tional (Bauhouse) style of architecture, whose houses were "frank, clean 
rectilinear units of concrete and glass," expressive of modern times. She 
noted that whereas wealthy Americans were still spending millions on 
traditional European designs, the Europeans were adopting what they 
considered to be in its functional simplicity an "American" house capa­
ble of being mass produced by American production methods. Through 
the right designs, they had discovered how to provide houses for the 
people. "Shining rows of concrete, glass, and gardens; freely planned 
groups centering around their own shops, schools, community cen­
ters . . . precast concrete units turned out in a local factory. "20 
Even before she published these articles, she had turned her Euro­
pean trip into an essay, "Art and Industry," which won a $1,000 prize 
from Fortune Magazine. It featured a new German suburb where Ameri­
canized design and construction had produced houses that rented for as 
little as $ 18 a month. She soon returned to Europe to do research for an 
article on housing that she was to write for Fortune. Her coauthor was to 
be Mumford, with whom she spent some time both abroad and in New 
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York. In August 1932, after they had returned, Stein wrote slyly to his 
wife, "Lewis and Catherine left early—They had work to do at her 
apartment—No, no—they are writing the article for Fortune—don't 
you know I never gossip." Sophia Mumford, with extraordinary disci­
pline, bit her lip while her husband gloried in being able to love two 
women at the same time.21 
By 1932 Bauer had made herself a significant figure in the RPAA, 
serving as its executive secretary and helping Mumford and Stein draft its 
manifestos. In varying ways she related to its leading members. In 1931, 
when she had first met Stein, she impressed him with her enthusiasm for 
the International style, making him, he said, "long to see the new world 
the Germans have created since the war." Before long, he was employing 
her to conduct a survey on community development, and in 1934 the 
two jointly authored an article in the Architectural Recordadvocating the 
replacement of an inefficient mass of ill-coordinated little stores in a 
community with one well-planned neighborhood shopping center. Al­
though expressing preference for the kind of center to which one could 
walk rather than ride, they conceded that some centers would need to 
accommodate the automobile and provide adequate parking, as Stein had 
anticipated in his plan for a "regional market" at Radburn. From such 
thinking would come the modern suburban shopping mall. 
In 1933 Bauer was living in a fifth-floor apartment—"served by the 
world's smallest elevator," said Stein—and working on a book on 
European housing supported by a $1,000 grant, which Mumford had 
been able to get for her from the Rockefeller Foundation; the book, 
Modern Housing, was published in 1934, a major step in what became a 
successful academic career as an authority on planning and housing.22 
In her strivings to cultivate the leading members of the RPAA, 
Bauer did not ignore Wood. In March 1932, for instance, she urged 
Wood to attend the next RPAA meeting. "All this winter I have been 
the only female present." In the same year she tried to persuade a 
magazine with which she had connections to publish one of Wood's 
articles on housing, only- to be told that the article was too "sociologi­
cal." She praised Wood's two major books, declaring that, when she 
returned to Europe, Wood's "European book will be my bible." In 
1934 she joined with her in applying to the Civil Work Administration 
for a $25,000 grant to fund a survey of workers' housing in New Jersey, 
and soon after she helped organize support for New Deal housing 
policies favored by Wood.23 
The two women, however, differed fundamentally in their views of 
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how to solve the housing problem. Whereas Wood preferred to work 
with existing powers, Bauer for a time moved in a more radical direc­
tion, leading one New Deal official to call her "a wild-eyed female." In 
1933, for instance, she condemned Chase for rejecting the Marxist idea 
of class struggle in connection with public policy. "If anyone thinks 
that this can be accomplished without the active participation of a very 
large, well-disciplined and well-organized group of people who know 
exactly what they want and want it enough to be willing to die in the 
process of getting it . .  . he is no worthy candidate even for literary 
leadership." In regard to the management of housing projects, writing 
from Philadelphia as the executive secretary of the Labor Housing 
Conference there, she advocated "representation of the people most 
vitally involved to insure that their needs are really met," a position 
that did not sit well with the RPAA stress on experts.24 
Bauer also rejected Wood's tear-down-and-build antislum program 
in favor of "economy, imagination, large-scale planning, and mass 
production." In late 1933 she complained that the PWA had shifted 
the emphasis in its housing program from the construction of inexpen­
sive housing on cheap land to slum clearance, which she said would be 
expensive, time consuming, and beneficial chiefly to the owners of 
slum properties. "Let the slums rot a while longer and build decent 
places for their tenants to live elsewhere." By then she had come to 
accept the need for a government program, but insisted that public 
money should be invested not in slum clearance but "in building 
complete communities, designed and administered as functional units 
and constructed by large-scale methods," communities like Radburn to 
be built with parks, playgrounds, and other amenities that required 
space not available in slum areas.25 
Although Wood and Bauer remained friends, there had developed a 
deep difference in their approaches to the housing situation, which 
reflected some fundamental differences in their hopes and aims. Wood, 
out of her deep concern for improving the conditions of poor families, 
wanted especially to destroy slums, whereas Bauer, with her art and 
architecture training, wished to design good housing in good communi­
ties on a scale that required construction in the outlying areas of cities. 
Wood was to say of Bauer that "for all her radicalism, she has never 
been much interested in slum clearance or what became of people who 
lived in the slums. I don't think they have ever been real to her. "26 
During the New Deal, both approaches received attention: Wood's in 
the public housing program created under the Wagner-Steagall Act and 
Bauer's in the plans for greenbelt communities. Unfortunately, in the 
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end, the New Deal fell far short of satisfying either's hopes regarding 
housing. During the 1930s other members of the RPAA also experi­
enced this dissatisfaction as desperate times raised hopes for radical 
change that were then disappointed by fundamental differences in ideas 
about how to reshape America. 
XIII

HOUSING — FOR WHOM 
AND WHERE?: 
KOHN AND STEIN 
During the early 1930s the RPAA made an effort to expand its member­
ship with notably limited success. At the end of 1931 there were only 
nineteen members. Although it could claim to represent at least eight 
states, it remained basically a New York City organization, the New 
York area furnishing eight of the most influential members: Ackerman, 
Bing, Bruere, Chase, Kohn, Mumford, Stein, and Wright. Of the 
others, only MacKaye from Massachusetts, Wood from southern New 
Jersey, and Whitaker, then living in Ohio, had long-term significance, 
and each of them had connections with New York. By 1933 the associa­
tion had reorganized its structure in anticipation of further growth. 
Stein had replaced Bing as president, MacKaye and Frederick Bigger of 
Pittsburgh were vice presidents, while, rather cozily, Mumford was 
secretary-treasurer and Bauer, the newest member, was executive secre­
tary. Stein at least had rather big expectations regarding Bauer: "The 
idea is to have somebody who will pull together all the various materi­
als we are interested in and try to keep the organization a bit alive when 
we get off on another track."1 
Even in such a small group there was much diversity of thought, but 
by 1933 the RPAA had decided to concentrate on two issues, the Tennes­
see Valley and public housing policy, with a distinct inclination of the 
majority in favor of housing, the issue in which they were most involved. 
Five members (Bigger, Stein, Wright, Klaber, and Ackerman) belonged 
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to the AIA's influential Committee on Site Planning and Housing, 
which in April 1932 had been able to persuade the AIA's national 
convention to condemn the prevailing individualistic and competitive 
system of home building in favor of large-scale construction of planned 
communities like Radburn. The priority given to planned communities 
had already been expressed in the RPAA's January 1932 "Memo to 
Governor Roosevelt on State Planning for New Communities."2 
When Roosevelt became president in 1933 the RPAA continued its 
efforts to influence his thinking. In March Stein said that FDR was 
saying the right things regarding the need for a massive government 
mobilization as in a time of war, but asked, "Will he have the back 
bone to use that army to build homes and cities even if it decreases the 
'value of existing property?" A few days later Stein wrote of a dinner he 
spent dreaming with MacKaye: "Reforestation with little forest towns 
planned by B. MacKaye and remodeled towns by CSS—we could make 
it so simple for Czar Franklin." He was hardly disinterested in his 
dream, since he was then involved in designing and promoting Hillside 
Homes in the Bronx, a massive garden-apartment project for more than 
a thousand families for which he hoped to get government support. 
Moreover, he was busy writing his book, New Towns for America, advo­
cating, as he put it in March 1933, "the rebuilding of all America as a 
background to building new communities": the Radburn approach to 
housing.3 
After listening to an early radio address by the new president, Stein 
grew more confident that something would be done, but still he won­
dered whether Roosevelt could keep his word. To guide the new admin­
istration, he prepared an outline for "A Housing Policy for the United 
States," which he submitted to the May meeting of the RPAA. He 
emphasized the construction of planned communities located "as part of 
a plan for future social and economic development of [a] region so as to 
best distribute the population in relation to industry and leisure time." 
On May 17 eight members of the RPAA met with three others who had 
an interest in housing to rework the outline into a full report. The chief 
question was the familiar one of whether to emphasize programs to 
house the poor and eliminate their slum environment or efforts to 
provide well-planned full-fledged communities for all. Wood spoke for 
public housing and slum clearance, but the majority agreed with Mum­
ford, who urged attention to developing communities, like Radburn, 
especially for the middle-incomed that would also include homes for 
the poor.4 
Aside from concern over the costs of slum land adding to the cost of 
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housing, it became evident that there was much hesitation about build­
ing houses for only one class, even the neediest. In the final version of 
"A Housing Policy for the United States," which was published in the 
Octagon, American City, and other periodicals, the RPAA declared that 
"the essential standards of modern housing are the same for all economic classes. 
And the methods of planning, building, and community construction 
are likewise the same. It is essential for the social health as well as the 
economic value of the new housing that any kind of class segregation be 
avoided in either the design or the layout of the new buildings. The 
quarters of the well-to-do should be differentiated from those of lower 
paid workers solely by having more than minimum dwelling space and 
mechanical accessories." The context for the attainment of this rather 
Utopian ideal was not to be the inner-city slum, since in conclusion the 
report declared that preference should be given to less crowded areas 
where land could be found not only for parks and playgrounds but for 
subsistence gardens—not unimportant during a time of growing con­
cern about unemployment and hunger.5 Overall, it seemed evident that 
Stein and most of his colleagues hoped to establish their grand regional 
strategy of decentralization as the dominant policy of the New Deal, 
one that perhaps only coincidentally would also serve to benefit the 
Radburn project, which, after three years of depression, had come to a 
halt. 
Whatever the specific hopes for working a radical change in Amer­
ica, the New Deal managed to bring both satisfactions and disappoint­
ments to all concerned. In 1933 anything seemed possible in housing 
policy; in 1934 the possibilities had distinctly narrowed. Such was the 
experience especially of the one member of the RPAA who had a real 
chance to develop policy. This was not Wood nor was it Stein, but 
rather it was Stein's architectural partner Kohn. By the early 1930s, 
Kohn and Stein were part of a five-man partnership with offices at 56 
West Forty-fifth Street, the other associates being Wright, Charles 
Butler, and Frank E. Vitolo. 
Although for the most part Kohn played only a quiet role in the 
RPAA and in regional planning generally, he was a major force in the 
business of architecture. In 1931, besides being head of the Ethical 
Culture Society, he was president of both the New York Building 
Congress and the AIA. As a spokesman for both builders and archi­
tects, he had two principal goals. One was to promote cooperation 
between the two groups in order to improve efficiency in the building 
industry, especially in the form of large-scale neighborhood projects. 
For instance, in 1931 he urged architects to abandon their preoccupa­
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tion with single buildings and to join with real estate men and contrac­
tors in "schemes of group housing on such a scale as would make it 
possible to offer the individual purchaser a completed house in a neigh­
borhood that is settled." The other aim, demanded by the near collapse 
of the building industry during the depression, was to create jobs for 
professionals as well as workers. In 1931, when the AIA urged the 
establishment of a federal department of public works to stimulate 
construction, Kohn advocated using private architects rather than gov­
ernment bureaucrats to design the projects.6 
Initially, he expressed a preference for letting a well-organized pri­
vate construction industry take the lead in building housing, declaring 
in early 1932 that "the building industry is preparing to integrate its 
processes, but not to be managed and directed by government. We are 
suspicious of all political government." In the summer of 1932, how­
ever, he attacked President Hoover for his lack of vision and called for a 
massive program of public works, including housing projects. "The 
slums of tomorrow are still being built today, because we have left the 
field of low-cost housing to the rugged individualism of the specula­
tor." In early 1933, with the coming of a new president, he called for a 
federal administrator of public works to put the unemployed to work 
on a "nation-wide program of modern housing" as well as on roads, 
bridges, and other projects, all under the direction of a ten-year na­
tional plan of recovery and reconstruction.7 
When Roosevelt took office in March 1933, Kohn joined the great 
trek to Washington of those who hoped to shape the policies of the new 
administration. Before the end of the month Stein could write of his 
partner, "He is enthusiastically hopeful. The whole atmosphere has 
changed since Hoover left. Something is happening—is going to hap­
pen. Robert and his engineers were welcomed instead of turned 
away. . .  . I think Robert is going to play an important role. And he is 
enjoying it." Soon Kohn was helping to shape the public works provi­
sions of the Industrial Recovery Act. Not all went well. In June, 
following the passage of the Recovery Act, Kohn presented the presi­
dent with a carefully thought-out list of appointees to direct a public 
works program, only to see Roosevelt go off on vacation and apparently 
forget about the list. "Dictators are fine—when they are on your side," 
wrote Stein of the matter.8 
A month later it appeared that the "dictator" was on the side of the 
RPAA, since Kohn was interviewed by the administration for an impor­
tant government position and, after giving his interviewers the RPAA 
position regarding planning and housing, was appointed to head the 
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Housing Division of the new PWA. By August he was at work creating 
the new division with the help of Klaber, Wood, and Wright. Stein 
thought that this was only the beginning of the group's involvement in 
Washington, only half-facetiously predicting that the RPAA would 
soon be moving its headquarters there.9 
During the First World War, when he had headed the housing 
program of the Shipping Board, Kohn had built planned towns. Why 
not more of the same? Shortly before his appointment he had expressed 
his conviction that planning would dominate the American future. "I 
see the world bound to work towards a new order planned to use the 
varied powers and uniqueness of men." The essential aim would be to 
improve living conditions for the people, especially through the agency 
of community housing programs. "We shall have, of necessity, a decade 
of public works construction and the rebuilding of our cities, and the 
building up of new and smaller industrial centers, all on a scale never 
before realized." During his first weeks as head of the Housing Divi­
sion, Kohn seemed driven by his vision and more. After completing the 
preliminary organization of the division—which included employing 
Wood and Wright as consultants—he embarked on an extensive tour of 
American cities from Cleveland to San Francisco to determine, as he 
put it, "what is being done by these cities to prepare comprehensive 
slum rehabilitation and rebuilding schemes." He returned convinced 
that there was much willingness among both public and private leaders 
in a program to rebuild America.10 
Perhaps, as it proved, there was too much willingness. Having spent 
weeks away from his office promoting projects, on his return Kohn was 
soon inundated by over five hundred proposals for housing and slum 
clearance. Confronted by this deluge, Kohn seemed to fall into a state 
of semiparalysis. Much of the problem involved determining the merits 
of the proposals, at least some of which looked suspiciously like efforts 
of slum-property owners to dump their declining properties on the 
public. There were also questions about the availability of public and 
private support for the projects. To these concerns the scrupulous Kohn 
added anxieties over possible conflicts of interest, since among the 
leading candidates for federal support were limited-dividend projects 
like Radburn and Stein's new Hillside Homes apartment complex. 
Could he support the projects of his friends? When he first took office, 
his friends had hoped that he could be persuaded to support govern­
ment aid for Radburn, which might have saved it, but this he refused 
to do. "There is no talking to Robert.—He seems to be going so many 
places he is going nowhere," Stein complained in December 1933. "He 
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seems constantly to wobble." Stein thought that the basic cause of this 
uncertainty was that Kohn had not developed a housing philosophy 
that would help him make firm choices.11 
By early 1934 the previously much-respected Kohn was being sub­
jected to mounting criticism, especially for his failure to initiate the 
kind of dynamic public works program that he himself had urged only 
shortly before. It was evident that, despite his previous experience, he 
had no talent for dealing with government bureaucracy. Moreover, his 
preference for limited-dividend housing directed by private corpora­
tions did not sit well with those interested in direct government action. 
Eventually, he forwarded eighteen projects for final approval, only to 
see them stalled by the PWA's Division of Investigations. For those 
who expected quick action in providing both housing and employ­
ment, Kohn's administration was a failure, and before the end of Janu­
ary 1934 his partner Stein was predicting his removal. To disassociate 
himself from the projects in which his partners were involved, Kohn 
had his name taken off their office door and their letterhead. He was 
determined to fight on, but Stein believed he could not win, in signifi­
cant part because he had no plan of battle. "He is fighting in a fog."12 
Not all went badly for Kohn. In March 1934 the AIA gave him its 
medal of honor for "inspired national leadership of the architectural 
profession; for initiating the unification of the building industry; for 
great vision, understanding and continued national effort for the better­
ment of humanity in housing and city planning." In his acceptance 
speech, he defended his administration, attributing much of the delay 
to the failure of private investors to provide capital for the limited-
dividend projects he favored. By June, however, it was evident that he 
could not continue, and he offered to resign, only to find new difficul­
ties when PWA head Harold Ickes fired Klaber and all his other chief 
assistants but refused to accept his resignation. In July, still anxious to 
promote the housing cause, Kohn prepared a letter to Ickes defending 
his administration,.but he was tired. "He showed me the letter," wrote 
Stein. "It hasn't any fire—like a bunch of firecrackers that don't ex­
plode." Finally, after several tormenting weeks, Ickes accepted Kohn's 
resignation and soon was blaming him for the failures of the PWA 
housing program.13 
Kohn had his defenders. In response to Ickes's charge that the former 
housing head had pursued an "inept career," the architect and planner 
Henry S. Churchill in the New Republic declared that the Housing 
Division under Kohn had begun to initiate significant projects, and 
that the real reason for failure was that Ickes had not provided the 
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necessary moral or financial support. Under the reorganization that 
followed Kohn's ouster, charged Churchill, there were about one hun­
dred people in the division to deal with some fifty proposals, whereas 
earlier there had been only twenty-five to deal with more than four 
hundred schemes.14 
In the reshuffling of the division a basic change of housing policy also 
took place. Although Kohn had come to accept the need for some public 
spending, he had clung to the old hope that the majority of the projects 
could be developed by private capital operating through limited-
dividend corporations like the CHC. The problem was, however, not 
only that private capital was hard to find but that the prospect of 
providing housing affordable to the poor through such means was very 
dim. After Kohn's departure from the Housing Division, the majority 
of the proposed limited-dividend projects were canceled, and the empha­
sis shifted to government public housing and slum clearance efforts 
along the lines favored by Wood. Given the situation, there is some 
irony in the fact that among the few limited-dividend survivors was 
Stein's Hillside Homes, a project Stein had worked hard to promote. 
In 1932 Stein had proposed that the government support a massive 
model-housing program, arguing that this would stimulate economic 
recovery as well as meet the pressing needs of the two-thirds of Ameri­
cans who he said lacked decent housing. He developed this theme most 
fully in a speech prepared for delivery to the Brooklyn League of 
Women Voters in which he presented a dream to "rebuild Brooklyn." In 
the speech, he attacked the old enemies of the RPAA, individualism 
and speculation, as responsible for the slums and blighted districts that 
threatened the welfare of cities. He described the Depression as an 
opportunity to build "a new environment . . . creating new communi­
ties that will harmonize with the needs of life." The key was the 
construction of large-scale, well-designed projects like Radburn, where 
"land values are low enough to carry on housing on an economical 
basis," virtually ruling out slum clearance in favor of projects away 
from the centers of cities. Government on every level would be in­
volved, but the actual work would be done by limited-dividend corpora­
tions like the CHC, which made housing "an investment rather than a 
speculation."15 
Stein had his private dreams. In July 1933 he told his wife that he 
was working on a plan for a seaside housing development. He felt sure 
that "it would never be built. But it is such a pleasant dream—a 
Radburn with beaches and lagoons. " His real project was far less roman­
tic, but still it was a major achievement. Hillside Homes was originally 
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conceived to be a limited-dividend enterprise designed, as Stein said 
later, to be "a self-contained, integrated residential neighborhood in 
New York," providing housing at rents of approximately $ 11 per room 
for 1,400 families. His aim, as he told his wife, was to create a 
residential environment that would not only be comfortable and 
healthy but that nearly everyone could afford. "Eliminate the useless 
ge-gaws—build and run a simple town for spacious living." The size 
and general character of this scheme demanded a large tract of land that 
could be procured for less than the cost of slum land, and eventually a 
large open site was found in the Bronx along the Boston Post Road. 
Stein took pride in the fact that the apartment buildings would cover 
less than a third of the land, the rest being set aside for lawns, play­
grounds, tennis courts, and other community facilities along the lines 
of Sunnyside.16 
The estimated cost of this project was over $6,000,000, a large sum 
that was difficult to raise even in times more favorable than the Depres­
sion. In 1932, during the waning days of the Hoover administration, 
Hillside received a loan from the Reconstruction Finance Agency, but 
final action was delayed by opposition of local real-estate interests to 
the special tax exemption given the project. The suspicion was that 
they did not want the project to compete with their rapidly depreciat­
ing slum properties, which they wanted to dump on the public for 
slum clearance. In 1933 the Hillside Corporation applied for a compara­
ble loan from the PWA, only to encounter similar delays from the New 
York City Housing Board, which Stein angrily complained was "com­
posed of little worms." Finally, in November, the project won the 
approval of the Housing Board, only to be stalled in the PWA's Hous­
ing Division by Kohn's hesitations and problems.17 
Eventually, after Kohn's ouster, Hillside got the support it needed, 
and Stein could declare that it was "growing and taking shape like a 
great piece of sculpture." By the end of 1934 it was being proclaimed 
the largest government housing project in the East and had won the 
praise of, among others, Mayor LaGuardia. In June 1935 Stein could 
joyfully dedicate the project with the prediction that it would be 
"different from the rest of New York. It would be a quiet peaceful park 
surrounded by houses. Hillside will be a place of safety and repose, a 
place of sun light. From every room one will look out on broad vistas of 
gardens and restful lawns or gay play spaces." He went on to say that 
because the project was a self-contained environment that its managers 
controlled, it "will never be blighted" and would long function as a 
true community set apart from the urban wilderness.18 
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And so the RPAA had scored another victory, along with Radburn, 
over the crowded, bloated metropolis. Unfortunately, however, Hill­
side, like Radburn, did not meet the housing needs of the low incomed, 
its limited-dividend character requiring rents that for the most part only 
middle-class people could afford. If Kohn had been able to shape long-
term housing policy, places like Hillside might have gotten the govern­
ment subsidies needed to provide housing for the poor, but this was not 
to be. After exciting expectations for a truly grand program to rebuild 
America's cities, the Roosevelt administration produced the bits and 
pieces of a slum-clearance program involving expensive government 
subsidies for projects limited to the poor, thereby eventually exchanging 
old slums for new. 
During its early years, the administration raised hopes within the 
RPAA for a true "new deal" in public policy that would reshape Amer­
ica. In 1933, when all things seemed possible, the Roosevelt adminis­
tration had offered the prospect of a radically new policy, not only for 
metropolitan America through potential housing programs but for in­
digenous America and for regionalism through an actual program for 
Appalachia. Here again, the new times promised to make the RPAA 
and especially one of its members a leading force for changing the 
future, only to dash these hopes once more and to create another 
travesty of good ideas and good intentions. 
XIV

PLANNING THE 
TENNESSEE REGION: 
MACKAYE 
Stein was disposed to view President Roosevelt's attitude toward re­
gional planning with a mixture of hope and skepticism. "He will say 
nice things," wrote Stein soon after FDR's election, "but what will he 
do in a practical way?"1 The vagaries of New Deal housing policy soon 
confirmed the skepticism. Hope, however, remained alive in several 
other lines of policy, none more important and promising than one of 
primary interest to the RPAA, the planning of an entire region. Eventu­
ally, there too skepticism regarding a truly new deal for America would 
prevail, but only after enthusiasm for regional planning had received an 
unprecedented boost. 
As governor of New York State in the late 1920s and early 1930s, 
Roosevelt compiled a notable record favorable to regional planning. He 
was a committed conservationist who advocated a program of reforesta­
tion, flood control, and recreation similar to that created by MacKaye, 
and his hopes of reviving rural and farm life led him at least to dream of 
a program to reverse the flow of population to the city. "I am a great 
believer in the larger aspects of regional planning," he told the state 
legislature in January 1932, "and in my judgment the time has come 
for this State to adopt a far-reaching policy of land utilization and of 
population distribution," a statement that the RPAA would remember 
after he became president. Although he muted his support for regional 
planning during his presidential campaign, he quickened the hopes of 
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planners after his election by promising in a speech at Montgomery, 
Alabama (January 21, 1933), that he would devise a plan for the 
development of the Tennessee River Valley, "tying in industry, agricul­
ture and forestry and flood prevention . . . into a unified whole."2 
Much of this Roosevelt developed on his own, but throughout the 
early 1930s he was the focus of a sporadic lobbying campaign by the 
RPAA that likely influenced his thinking, although not always in 
the intended ways. In 1931 Stein went to Albany to persuade the 
governor to attend the Virginia conference on regionalism, in the 
process encouraging him to speak strongly but privately in support 
of planning; five years later, MacKaye was to declare with more 
enthusiasm than actual proof that here Stein had "planted" the seeds 
of the New Deal planning program. Soon after, as a follow-up, the 
RPAA requested that Roosevelt support the establishment of a state 
planning board like that proposed by Stein's Regional Planning Com­
mission seven years earlier.3 
With the Depression and the troubles of limited-dividend projects 
like Radburn, the RPAA turned even more to government despite its 
ingrained distaste for politics, trusting as usual to the power of good 
ideas to triumph over self-interest and short-sightedness. Early in Janu­
ary 1932 Stein, Ackerman, Wright, Kohn, Mumford, and Bauer met 
to discuss planning policy matters, but, wrote Stein, "we did not settle 
matters before the punch was served." The basis for discussion, appar­
ently, was a draft of a lengthy memorandum to the governor on state 
planning for new communities that Bauer had prepared after consulting 
with Mumford and Stein. It not only proposed a state program of "rural 
and industrial re-centralization" through the construction of planned 
communities but, to guide the program, urged that the state housing 
board be reconstituted into a new version of Stein's Housing and Re­
gional Planning Commission. What happened to this memorandum is 
unclear, although it seems evident that it was never finished in a form 
suitable for actual presentation to the governor.4 
Soon after Roosevelt first proposed the Tennessee Valley develop­
ment, the RPAA began a more definite campaign. In early February 
1933 it released a public letter to the president-elect "heartily" support­
ing his plan as a "statesmanlike step toward creating the instruments 
for a balanced life within a balanced human environment" and urging 
the preparation of similar regional plans for every part of the nation. 
This call won quick support from the New Republic—a frequent ally— 
which presented Wright's 1926 state report as a model for the planning 
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of the Tennessee Valley. In early March the RPAA prepared a letter to 
Roosevelt repeating its endorsement of the Tennessee proposal and 
declaring that "we believe it offers the opportunity of using the present 
emergency to build a better world." As an outline for the actual plan­
ning of the region, it proposed a three-part program consisting of 
planned new communities, townless highways, and "the conservation 
of the wilderness environment," plainly drawing on an article pub­
lished by MacKaye in Survey Graphic five months earlier.5 
Stein was a leading figure in the campaign, especially regarding 
housing policy, but on the subject of Tennessee he was overshadowed by 
MacKaye. The originator of the Appalachian Trail had a strong natural 
interest in anything relating to the Appalachian empire. Indeed, it may 
have been that interest that, years before, originated the term "new 
deal," the tag for the whole Roosevelt program. Two other RPAA 
members, Mumford and Chase, made significant use of that term 
before Roosevelt took office, but MacKaye was first. Probably thinking 
back to the days of Theodore Roosevelt's "Square Deal," when he had 
gotten his start, MacKaye wrote in his 1921 article on the Appalachian 
Trail that the regeneration of Appalachia depended "on some new deal 
in our agricultural system" and then added that there should also be a 
"new deal" in the treatment of the nation's forests.6 
MacKaye's early employment in the National Forest Service inclined 
him to think of the first Roosevelt as a model President. After the 
election of Herbert Hoover, whom he called "our first engineer Presi­
dent," MacKaye expressed the hope that the new leader might intro­
duce his own version of TR's activism, citing the Muscle Shoals on the 
Tennessee River—long a proposed site for a power dam—as an exam­
ple of what could be done to harness nature in a way that could be 
converted "into leisure" for the people. Hoover failed this hope, but 
1933 brought new expectations. 
FDR's proposal in January excited MacKaye's enthusiasm as nothing 
had done for years. In February and March he was in New York City, 
where he frequently conferred with Stein at the latter's apartment on 
Sixty-fourth Street and Central Park West. "Last night," wrote Stein on 
March 10, "Benton and I home alone to a solid steak dinner and a talk 
that might have put the world to right." Both men were busy with big 
ideas. Stein wrote in mid-March that he was working on his book 
relating to new towns as a means of "reshaping America" as a whole, 
while MacKaye was in another room "surrounded by maps on which he 
was trying to chart a scheme for the development of our nation's 
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forests—reforestation—a plan of the United States!—Dreams, yes— 
but some of the dreams or some part of them may be realized tomorrow 
or the next day. "7 
In March, with Stein's encouragement, MacKaye began a series of 
articles supporting the Tennessee Valley project, including one for the 
New York Times. Late in the month MacKaye left for Washington to 
lobby directly for his ideas. "It has been a great two months we had 
together," wrote Stein—some of the most exciting in the whole history 
of the RPAA. For a time, MacKaye was disappointed, since the Times 
delayed publication of his article and Roosevelt failed to mention Ten­
nessee in his first major policy message, but he kept himself busy on his 
reforestation plan, a scheme for, as Stein put it, "keeping men busy 
with axes in the national forests."8 
Finally, in April, Congress began to consider a bill to create the 
Tennessee Valley Authority, and soon the Times published MacKaye's 
"The Tennessee River Project: First Step in a National Plan." In the 
article MacKaye presented the plan as a necessary response to the clos­
ing of the frontier and the end of the era of free lands, a new response 
that "would enable Uncle Sam again to open up the country." He 
expressed strong support for reforestation and reclamation as much 
needed ways to improve the agricultural situation of the Tennessee and 
other river valleys as well as to promote forestry. He described as the 
ultimate goal of the plan the decentralization of population "to give the 
people of the great Eastern urban centers a chance for elbow room," this 
to be achieved especially through a decentralization of industry facili­
tated by the availability of cheap hydroelectricity to be generated under 
the plan. What could be done on the Tennessee could be done in 
perhaps a dozen other regions of the country, areas covering as much as 
a fifth of the country. "Here indeed is a new 'public domain'" to be 
developed for future settlement.9 
The Times article was quickly followed by one in the Nation in which 
MacKaye, proclaiming himself an old "Forest Service man," applauded 
FDR as a new version of Theodore Roosevelt who promised to revive 
the "bully" days of conservation and to add a new program for the 
decentralization of industry—which "means decentralized life—new 
towns, new roads, new human settings"—ultimately to conserve not 
simply the natural environment but the psychological and cultural 
habitat needed for full human development. 
Less than a month later Survey Graphic published his "Tennessee— 
Seed of a National Plan," introducing him as one who "drew up the first 
Tennessee Valley plan when he was a young research forester." Here, 
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MacKaye gave special attention to some of his traditional themes, 
supporting an extensive forestry program as a way to provide employ­
ment for the jobless and urging the need to protect indigenous areas 
"from the influx of the metropolitan slum." He gave particular empha­
sis to the Tennessee project as potentially part of a larger program to 
redeem all of Appalachia. If he were made dictator of public works in 
America, he said, he would build a system of "townless highways" and 
"highwayless towns" in the valleys from one end of the region to the 
other.10 
By the time this article appeared, MacKaye had arrived in Washing­
ton to lobby both for his ideas and for a government job. He found the 
city an exciting place, a mixture of the days of the Hell-Raisers and of 
World War I. Again the technical experts were gathering, bursting 
with ideas as how to use government to reshape America. "One lives in 
this town," he told Stein, "at the modest rate of about a decade a 
week." As he attended meetings of one group after another, he believed 
he was sensing the awakening of a nation to planning, and he deter­
mined to make a special effort to influence the bill being considered by 
Congress for the establishment of the TVA.11 
In late April, after observing that "Tennessee is my piece de resistance," 
he said that he was rushing to compile all possible information on 
planning the Tennessee Valley. By mid-May he had outlined a plan for 
the valley embracing "forest areas, community areas, stream channels, 
highways" and was seeking support for it from, among others, Senator 
Norris, the originator of the Tennessee idea. Soon after, he met with a 
group of planners to discuss "how to reach the President with a scheme 
to organize the planning features (as against the waterpower features) of 
the Tennessee project." Notably, it was about this time that Norris and 
other congressmen amended the TVA act to make it what MacKaye 
later called "the American Magna Carta of regional planning." Of 
special importance was a provision authorizing the president to make 
plans covering, the Tennessee Valley and contiguous areas "for the gen­
eral purpose of fostering an orderly and proper physical, economic, and 
social development of said areas."12 
Unfortunately, during a time when the nation was giving form to its 
greatest regional planning agency, MacKaye was not fully engaged in 
the process, spending much of his time seeking paid employment for 
himself and his ideas with his old agency, the Forest Service. When he 
first came to Washington in late March, he had tried to win support for 
his plan to employ the jobless in forestation projects and also for his old 
scheme of creating lumbering communities. Although Forest Service 
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leaders were less than enthusiastic about his ideas, he was heartened by 
the enthusiasm of the foresters, some old friends, who had gathered in 
the capital. "They all agree that it's fun again to live; they are working 
like hell and love it."13 It was as if the young Forest Service he had 
joined many years before was being reborn. Tired of his long semi-
isolation at Shirley Center, MacKaye was anxious to return to govern­
ment service, too anxious perhaps, because the first job he was offered 
he took. 
On the surface the job had considerable promise, since it involved 
the development of a forestry program among the Indians. Typically, 
when he first learned of it, he outlined a program that he said would 
not only enable Indians to practice forestry but would "mould a real 
community" among them. This project brought him briefly into con­
tact with Gutzon Borglum, who was engaged "in carving some kind of 
monument out in the Black Hills," and they spent some time discuss­
ing "Indian-Buffalo" culture. Although he was still in Washington at 
the end of May, he wrote that "it looks more than ever as if I'd join an 
Indian tribe," and less than two weeks later he was headed to South 
Dakota with a six-month appointment from the Department of the 
Interior. When he got to South Dakota, however, he was quickly 
reassigned to Gallup, New Mexico, to work with the Navajos, in whose 
tribal culture he began to take an interest—only to realize that he did 
not like the drylands environment.14 
When he learned soon after that he had been appointed to a position 
in the Tennessee Valley Authority, therefore, he headed east as quickly 
as he could, in early September writing from Oklahoma City, "Thank 
God I'm headed for the Appalachians." Escaping from the desert, he 
was, spiritually at least, headed home, but shortly after he had reached 
Tennessee he was hospitalized for emergency surgery to remove a severe 
blockage of his intestines, an old problem exacerbated by the pressures 
under which he had been living for the previous months. By November 
he had returned north to recuperate, spending several weeks with Stein 
in the latter's apartment on Central Park West. By early December the 
gregarious Stein was growing restless, particularly since his wife was 
away. "Staying here with Ben has some how cut me off from the 
world—I must see people."15 
Eventually, MacKaye was able to find another position with TVA, 
assisted by Stein, who had recommended him with the qualification 
that his friend's "outlook and interest is largely confined to the open 
country and the small towns" rather than to metropolitan areas. It was 
not until early April 1934, however, that MacKaye received a tempo­
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rary appointment at a salary of $4,500 a year as a regional planner for 
the Authority. By the middle of the month he had moved to Knoxville, 
TVA's headquarters town, and finally was able to begin to establish 
himself as an influence on planning the Tennessee Valley.16 
He found Knoxville to be "a little buzzing side-edition of Washing­
ton," which again reminded him of the exciting formative years of the 
Forest Service during the days of Teddy Roosevelt. Before long, he 
concluded that the place was even more stimulating than the capital, 
since he was "perpetually surrounded by experts and specialists on every 
subject under the sun and all talking at once," a possible harbinger of 
the long-hoped-for Veblenesque millennium when technicians would 
replace businessmen as the principal directive force. In anticipation of 
that millennium, MacKaye already had prepared a lengthy manuscript 
describing his plan for the valley, much of it a reformulation of his 
proposals in The New Exploration. He introduced it with the contention 
that regional planning was basically "government by vision, not dicta­
tion," intended to make the Earth a decent place for living by placing 
"culture ahead of industry, society ahead of mechanism, social develop­
ment ahead of economics."17 
Assigned to the Regional Planning section of the Division of Land 
Planning and Housing of the TVA, he was given what looked like an 
important role as coordinator of efforts to develop a comprehensive 
regional plan, which enabled him to say facetiously that he was "given 
the little chore of laying out a regional plan for the whole Tennessee 
Valley." Actually, his principal responsibility seems to have been to pull 
together the planning ideas of the various divisions of the TVA, from 
agriculture and forestry to dam construction and power generation. 
Initially, it was exciting work—"the best job of my life," he said— 
which took him back to "the honey moon of the U.S. Forest Service" 
during the days of the first Roosevelt. It brought him into contact with 
a rich variety of experts with visions of better worlds. In the first 
months he found in their diverse activities something like chaos but he 
thought he saw the beginnings in them of orderly plans and policies.18 
Involvement in this exciting little world, however, did not translate 
into anything like effective influence, and he soon found that he was 
but a marginal figure in the decision-making process. In September 
1934 he was able to show Wright and other visiting friends what he 
described as his "opus," a plan for the entire six hundred miles of the 
Tennessee Valley—which Wright concluded was generally in harmony 
with the position of the RPAA—but nothing seems to have resulted 
from his efforts. 
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In July 1935 MacKaye circulated among the leading members of the 
RPAA a long letter giving "a little boiled-down confidential low-down 
on the TVA." It was essentially a reply to a letter he had received three 
months earlier from Chase in which Chase had written, "Every time I 
think of the Tennessee Valley as the whole hope of the New Deal, I 
rejoice that you are in the middle of it." MacKaye acknowledged some 
truth in his friend's view, only then to make note of a deep problem. 
Part of his satisfaction with the job, he said, came from its freedom 
from responsibility. The head administrator, Arthur R. Morgan, "runs 
the locomotive while little me resides in the caboose."19 From the rear 
of the train, he could see everything he wanted, but much of what he 
saw on the planning scene was not pleasing. 
Although the power-generating side of the project was in the capable 
hands of David Lilienthal, MacKaye believed the planning side under 
Morgan suffered from fragmentation not only among six different de­
partments but between two competing extremes of philosophy, neither 
of which satisfied him. While conceding that good planning involved a 
comprehensive concern for the physical needs of people, he stressed the 
importance—as he had done earlier—of "psychologic habitability," of 
planning a world in which people felt deeply at home. What he saw 
was a planning scene divided between "beautifiers," whose idea of 
improving conditions rarely rose much above the planting of pansies, 
and hard-boiled "engineers" indifferent to human sensibilities. "So to 
hell with aesthetes and to hell with he-men. What we need in tackling 
the matter of habitability (the urban, rural, and wilderness balance) is 
the ordinary gump with simple common sense."20 
Significantly, he contrasted the planners of both extremes to the 
enthusiastic young people he had met in some of the Appalachian Trail 
clubs, particularly one in Atlanta, which he had attended only shortly 
before writing his letter. Here he found a group of dedicated "left­
wingers" whom he concluded resembled his dream of a true fellowship, 
"a blend of intellect and gaity—a genuine discussion enlivened by 
square dancing—a setting of fireside, woods, mountains—one mighty 
chorus of true being."21 Even in the Trail movement, however, he was 
finding bitterness and a reason for disillusionment. 
Throughout his long championship of the Appalachian Trail he had 
held to the view that it was necessary to maintain the natural character 
along the Trail's crestline route, in the belief, as he said in 1932, that 
there had to be a counterpoint to industrial-urban reality. "Primeval 
influence is the opposite of machine influence. It is the antidote for 
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over-rapid mechanization." In 1933, however, the National Park Ser­
vice dropped a bomb into the movement by announcing plans to build 
a skyline drive for automobiles on the crest of the Blue Ridge Moun­
tains, threatening to introduce the great agency of the metropolitan 
invasion into the heart of the mountains. "This clash of Trail vs. 
Highway on the mountain tops is something bigger than it seems," 
MacKaye wrote in the summer of 1935. "It is an early skirmish, 
perhaps the first significant skirmish in the retention of a humanly 
balanced world."22 
MacKaye expected the trail clubs to support his view, but the Sky­
line Drive plan won the support of many members of the Appalachian 
Trail Conference, splitting the movement—"the celluloid outfit going 
one way and the real folks (the 'left-wingers') going the other." Disap­
pointed by this sell-out to metropolitan interests, in 1934 MacKaye 
helped form the Wilderness Society to fight for the preservation of the 
wilderness side of the balance between society and nature, noting his 
belief that "the job of the regional planner is to keep the balance." In 
this he had the support of Mumford, Stein, and Wright, each of whom 
accepted his invitation to join the club.23 
MacKaye's help in forming the Wilderness Society was a significant 
accomplishment, but it was accompanied by a failure to build a posi­
tion for himself within the TVA, and in April 1936 he informed 
Mumford that he might soon be leaving that agency. "I am told," he 
wrote to Mumford, "that my philosophy of planning has been a 'real 
contribution' but that its further pursuit just won't fit the program for 
the next fiscal year." It was no surprise, then, when on June 22 he 
received a notice that his services as a regional planner "will no longer 
be required." He soon returned to Massachusetts, to Shirley Center, 
which in 1937 he proclaimed "America's most indigenous village." 
Among other things, he became involved with finding a refuge for his 
sister Hazel, who again began to suffer from mental depression.24 
MacKaye did not totally abandon the TVA. In 1938, in response to a 
congressional investigation of the Authority, he laid down his ideal for 
the TVA program: 
First we dam a river and harness its energies. . . . Hereby we en­
slave a giant to our use, namely waterpower. This physical means we 
direct to economic and social ends. We make an industrial plan for the 
valley; acres and sites are allocated for the several kinds of factories— 
all efficiently related to one another. We make a Community plan for 
the valley; acres and sites are allocated for towns and cities of liveable 
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size and farms. Then we turn on the waterpower to bring these plans 
about. This we do through proper management of the transmission 
system, of the rate system, and of the two working together.25 
In the same year MacKaye worked up an article applying the TVA 
idea to all regions of the nation. Much of what he said there he had said 
before, but there were two notable points that were at least partly new. 
One involved a proposal to resist "chaotic community growth" not only 
by his favorite method of natural barriers such as parks but also by 
creating regional or "federated" cities, each "so designed that its several 
component functions—of business, shopping, manufacture, education, 
residence et al. would occupy special centers and be separated from one 
another by ample rural areas." Such regional centers covering a county 
or group of counties would ultimately replace the existing metropolitan 
centers, providing a balance of "urban, rural, and primitive settings."26 
MacKaye's second major point involved government and administra­
tion. Writing in 1938 under the deepening shadows of dictatorships, 
he said that the most critical problem of the times was making demo­
cratic government both meaningful and effective. In particular, the 
question was how to harmonize citizen control over policy making with 
control by technicians over the technical aspects of good planning. The 
answer, he said, might be found in the TVA, particularly in the making 
of a river-valley system the major unit of democratic government, to be 
subdivided into more local regional governments. By replacing artifi­
cially created states with governmental units rooted in regional life, 
people would be enabled to take an active interest in the governing 
process, responding to experts who would identify regional needs and 
propose solutions for the people to accept—a system of governance 
without politics and politicians.27 
By the time he made these suggestions, however, a slowly recovering 
economy and growing concern for world problems were steadily reduc­
ing what little opportunity there was to shape the TVA along the lines 
favored by the RPAA. Over the years the great hope for regional 
planning evolved into a source of electric power for the industrializing 
and urbanizing South. Probably, this was inevitable. Within a year of 
the formation of the TVA, Jacob Crane, a planner on the TVA staff (and 
president of the American City Planning Institute) pointed out that, 
whatever the dreams, the planning area had little cohesion, especially 
in the political sense, because it included portions of several different 
states. Since the Authority had no real association with state govern­
ments, said Crane, it could not command the force needed to reshape 
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the region, although he concluded by saying that it was probably a 
good type of agency for public power development.28 
And so it proved. In the end, the failure of the New Deal to create a 
strong national presence in support of planning led naturally to an 
emphasis on power production. Although in one sense this was a tri­
umph for the 1920s idea of Giant Power, it was a defeat of the larger 
RPAA hope for effectively planned regions where cheap power would 
be used to create what MacKaye in 1938 called "truly livable living for 
human beings to live in." Again, after raising hopes for radical change, 
the New Deal reverted back to the status quo, disappointing those who 
believed that the new class of experts should be allowed to have their 
way. One member of the RPAA, however, escaped much of this disap­
pointment, chiefly because he surpassed even Stein in his skepticism of 
FDR and his policies. Having little faith in politics of any kind, 
Mumford looked to a very different influence to radically redirect the 
course of American development. 
XV

NEW DEAL OR NEW 
ORDER?: MUMFORD 
Writing long after the 1930s, Mumford identified the members of the 
RPAA with Aristotle's ideal of society: "a community of equals, aiming 
at the best life possible." He might have added, however, that they 
often differed in their hopes and dreams. Virtually from the beginning 
of the RPAA, Mumford in particular had distinguished himself from 
the others by a deep yearning for the truly radical. While his friends 
sought to reshape America from available materials, he dreamed of an 
entirely new social order embodying new values. He chose to view 
himself as a "eutopian" explorer of radical social possibilities as opposed 
to an impractical Utopian thinker, devoting himself especially to pro­
moting the ideals he believed could guide modern man's growing 
power over nature for human and humane ends. In 1921, for instance, 
he had praised Veblen's dream of a society managed efficiently by 
engineers, but he predicted that this would prove simply to be a more 
efficient version of a defective society unless its leaders learned what to 
produce for true human benefit as well as how to produce it.1 
Mumford had much respect for technicians. In one of the most 
significant essays of his early career, "Toward a Humanist Synthesis," 
he addressed the familiar problem of bridging the gap between the 
physical sciences and the humanities by urging that humanists adopt 
the scientific method to produce a true social science. In establishing 
this point Mumford made an acute observation about his times and 
their relationship to technical expertise: "Through the world bureau­
cracy has grown at the expense of popular government because under 
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the given conditions the bureaucracy is able to perform a large part of 
its work by the painstaking and accurate methods that are characteristic 
of scientific research."2 
The way to the "New Jerusalem," Mumford believed, was by way of 
a fusion of scientific power and humanistic ends. For that to occur, 
however, a radical change in basic social values was required. Writing 
to his friend Van Wyck Brooks in 1925, he distinguished himself from 
"the old-fashioned revolutionists" who he said merely wanted to trans­
fer power from one class to another whereas radicals like himself wanted 
"a revolutionary change which will displace a mean and inferior kind of 
life with a completely different kind." Here, he made an unintentional 
ironic reference to a future not yet realized by declaring that "an upris­
ing merely means a new deal; a revolution means a different kind of 
game" (emphasis added).3 
In November 1930, writing for a series on "Living Philosophies" in 
Forum magazine, he declared that "if I cannot call myself a revolutionist 
now, it is not because the current programs for change seem to go too 
far; the reason is rather because they are superficial and do not go far 
enough." Not even Russian Communism, with its ruthless drive to 
overwhelm the past, went far enough, since it was governed by the 
same utilitarian attitudes that dominated capitalistic America. "It is a 
new life I would aim at, not simply a new balance of power."4 
By 1930 he had come to base this new life on a distinctly non-Soviet, 
"post-Marxian" form of communism. The Machine Age, he said, was 
preparing the way for a society that could meet all needs both by 
creating the productive machinery for material abundance and by condi­
tioning people to cooperative habits. Where all basic needs of all people 
were satisfied, human ambitions could be shifted from a narrowing 
preoccupation with material comfort to living life to its fullest. "We 
must experience first hand manual toil and aesthetic ecstacy, periods of 
routine and periods of adventure, intellectual concentration and animal 
relaxation. We must know what it is to be a cook, tramp, a lover." 
Mumford denied that he hoped to abolish all evil in favor of perfection, 
since evil in the right proportions was part of life and perfection was 
death. His Utopia was "to be alive, to act, to embody significance and 
value, to be fully human."5 
In 1932, when Forum asked him to predict what the world would be 
like in fifty years, he presented his new order in a more concrete form. 
By 1982, he said, a world community with a common language would 
have replaced the warring world of nation states, allowing for the 
development of the region as the only significant entity most people 
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would know. Plant breeding would make each region virtually self-
sufficient in food and thereby reduce dependence on outside trade. 
Everywhere, communism would have replaced capitalism, allowing for 
a well-planned productive economy that would tend to make products 
as "free as air" to all. In some respects, this society would have the 
character of a "well-drilled beehive," but this would be countered by 
new forces in which freedom from want would allow for leisure and for 
"erotic and marital experiment, a whole series of initiatives in the 
culture of personality itself. "6 
By this time Mumford's affair with Bauer allowed for some erotic 
and marital experiment, but more generally he had not found the 
means that would take himself and the world to his promised land. In 
early 1929, responding to the self-congratulatory tendencies of a decade 
of progress before its collapse, he had sneered that "the most heartening 
sign of Renaissance in America is that there is a considerable body of 
intelligent people who realize that a new order and mode of being do 
not yet exist." In 1931 he rejected the hope that the new order could be 
found through democratic means, since the majority had been coopted 
by the existing order. "One does not make changes by converting the 
majority; one converts the majority by making changes." Such elitism 
left him profoundly skeptical of the political process. In 1932 at a 
meeting of student socialists at Barnard College, he called on socialists 
to devise some concrete goal they could use to awaken workers to the 
need for fundamental change, and he urged them "to live like Commu­
nists in preparation for the general upheaval, thereby to be enabled to 
step into the new order with the least confusion."7 
By 1932 the Depression had excited Mumford's hopes for the col­
lapse of the capitalist order. At this time, however, he saw little hope in 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and the first year of Roosevelt's New Deal 
simply reinforced his attitude. In September 1933 he told MacKaye 
that he expected the Roosevelt administration to do no more than 
produce "a half-baked revolution which would neither break with the 
past nor lead us into the future, but which would combine the worst 
features of both capitalism and socialism without deriving the benefits 
of either." In his view, Roosevelt was "a sort of political Mary Baker 
Eddy," a faith-healer who would never cure disease because he did not 
believe in radical operations.8 
During these years in the early 1930s Mumford remained active in 
the RPAA both as its secretary and as a member. Thanks in part to 
Stein's persuasions, he took an interest in housing policy, supporting 
the Radburn line with its emphasis on large-scale construction of well­
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planned, well-sited dwellings but also by 1932 emphasizing the need 
for public subsidies to meet the needs of most Americans. In his most 
notable article on the subject, "Breaking the Housing Blockade" 
(1933), he advocated a massive national housing program featuring 
low-interest loans for the construction of "community units—villages, 
urban neighborhoods, whole towns." Rejecting Wood's housing strat­
egy, he declared that slum clearance was a trap; it was better to build 
whole new communities where land was relatively cheap. A few months 
later he stated his aesthetic and social preferences regarding the design 
of new communities, condemning "the bourgeois suburb with its false 
scale of values and its pallid good taste" and calling for a new order of 
design in harmony with contemporary "industrial and recreational and 
domestic and sexual life."9 
Even though he continued to take some interest in the RPAA, 
however, he had begun to drift away from it. His love affair with Bauer 
was distracting and her selection as corresponding secretary of the 
organization served to lessen his own responsibilities to it. Moreover, 
he had begun to drift away from New York, the city of his birth. In the 
mid-1920s he and his wife Sophia had discovered the rural delights of 
the area around Amenia in Dutchess County, and by the 1930s they had 
acquired a house and some land there. Although they continued to have 
their principal residence in New York City, first in Sunnyside Gardens 
and then elsewhere in the Borough of Queens, their hearts and minds 
relocated to their garden and apple orchard at Amenia. "My notion of 
heaven," Mumford wrote in 1932, "is an apple-orchard on a warm mid-
afternoon in September." Finally, in 1936, he completed his move away 
from the city to rural America.10 
He continued to commute to the city partly in connection with his 
extensive writings for the New Yorker, but in 1937 he could write, 
typically, that given his other work "the alternative is to quit the New 
Yorker or to quit Amenia next winter; and that leaves only one answer: 
chuck the New YorkerV Although he continued to hold the ideal city in 
high esteem, his contempt for the real overcrowded city deepened. In 
1940, for instance, he wrote to MacKaye that he had reached the 
conclusion "that the bulk of our planning and living in the future, will 
have to be in terms of a mainly rural environment. In other words, 
megalopolis is not merely on the downgrade; but its death, or rather 
suicide, instead of being a lingering matter . . . will probably take 
place in a decisive way within the next generation." In his darkly 
pessimistic view, rural places like Amenia were places of refuge in a new 
"Dark Ages" descending on the world."11 
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Years before he reached this lugubrious rejection of the metropolis, 
he had chosen a path that inevitably weakened his connections with the 
RPAA. Unlike the architecturally oriented majority of the members 
and unlike the forestry oriented MacKaye, Mumford had placed theory 
above practice, consecrating himself to the radical intellectual's task of 
conceiving a system of thought that could ultimately revolutionize the 
fundamental assumptions that guided both thought and behavior. 
Without the transformation of those assumptions, he believed, efforts 
to improve modern life would remain little better than half-baked new 
deals unproductive of significant change. Regional planning would 
rarely transcend the limits of an RPNY unless society were educated to 
a fundamental appreciation of regionalism—an object toward which he 
had striven in his first three books. 
By the end of the 1920s Mumford had produced an impressive set of 
ambitious and influential works on various significant aspects of cul­
ture, and in the 1930s he elevated his ambitions even more. In 1931 he 
wrote that a pattern of adolescent illness had left him for many years 
with the conviction that he would die before he reached the age of forty, 
a fear that he believed led him to limit the scope of each of his works in 
order to be sure of completing it. Now, however, at age thirty-six he 
was beginning to contemplate a life beyond forty and to devise larger 
works. The next year brought him the opportunity when he was one of 
forty-two scholars and artists chosen for a Guggenheim Award, in his 
case to write a book on "form."12 
What that meant had already been determined. In 1930, inspired 
perhaps by Chase's popular Men and Machines (1929), he had written a 
theoretical article, "The Drama of the Machines," for Scribner's, and this 
had led to an invitation from Columbia University to teach an extension 
course on the Machine Age. Now the Guggenheim Award made it 
possible for him to carry out an exhaustive study of technology in 
European museums and libraries. In March 1933, just before he was to 
begin writing the book, he had a "shattering quarrel" with Bauer that 
seriously weakened their relationship but strengthened his need to 
work. In June 1933 Stein visited the Mumfords at Amenia and reported 
that "Lewis is working with tireless energy." The result was the publica­
tion in 1934 of his massive and trail-breaking Technics and Civilization, 
a historical and philosophical study of the interaction between technol­
ogy and culture in Western society.13 
Mumford intended in the book to "out-Marx the Marxists" and to 
out-do everyone else, radical or conservative, as an authority on the 
significance of technology to modern society; he especially set out to 
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overturn the Marxist belief in technological determinism by demon­
strating that human culture had created the machine rather than the 
reverse. Most of the work is a history of technology over the previous 
seven centuries, beginning with a preindustrial Golden Age in medi­
eval times, when machinery had served the purposes of life. Like his 
previous books, however, it is fundamentally history devoted to an 
exposition of his social ideals. Broadly, he viewed the machine in highly 
positive terms as an expression of human rationality and as "an instru­
ment of life," but he argued that this force for happiness and freedom 
had been perverted under the influence of capitalism into a source of 
human misery.14 
Fortunately, new forces were appearing to challenge this perversion, 
beginning with Romanticism, which had reasserted the preeminence of 
organic life over lifeless mechanism. From the Romantic response to 
industrialism had come regionalism, often in Mumford's view a senti­
mental reactionary rejection of all things modern but also a broad 
potentially popular movement that could restore the machine as an 
instrument for life. What was needed was to absorb into the Romantic 
respect for life the lessons of reason, scientific objectivity, and rational 
order that machine production provided. Regional plans conceived by 
rational experts could then harness the machine to concrete human ends 
determined by the special character of a particular region. 
As against the modern trend toward regional specialization, Mum­
ford urged that each region produce, with the aid of plant breeding, its 
food and other basic necessities, thereby reducing its involvement with 
the outside world and giving it greater freedom to determine its own 
destiny. At the same time he hoped that through a program of eco­
nomic regionalism it would be possible to work out a rational realloca­
tion of industries related to the special resources of particular regions 
and to effect "the re-settlement of the world's population into the areas 
marked as favorable for human beings." Eventually, the planet would 
become a federation of balanced regions, miniature worlds of small 
farms and small industries, each of which would find its own way of 
harnessing the power of the machine to the needs of life. "When 
automation becomes general and the benefits of mechanization are 
socialized, men will be back once more in the Edenlike state in which 
they have existed in regions of natural increment like the South Seas; 
the ritual of leisure will replace the ritual of work, and work itself will 
become a kind of game."15 
If Mumford's new order resembled in basic ways a romanticized pre­
modern order, the means he chose for his return were not too different 
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from those used by Thomas More and the other great Utopians of the 
past. In his view the world would not radically improve and the ma­
chine would not be subordinated to life until capitalism was eliminated 
and replaced by a non-Marxist form of "basic communism." On one 
level he advanced the distinctly unutopian view that this might require 
some kind of upheaval, possibly a violent one. At one point he pro­
posed that government take charge of all banking functions as a first 
step in the process, declaring that "if such control cannot be instituted 
with the cooperation and intelligent aid of the existing administrators 
of industry, it must be achieved by overthrowing them." In their place 
would come "the geographer and the regional planner, the psycholo­
gist, the educator, the sociologist," and other experts capable of manag­
ing the rational order created by the machine, all presumably operating 
under humanistic goals established by philosophers like Mumford. 
Essentially, however, both the nature and the timing of the new politi­
cal order remained obscure, as it had been in the 1920s when Veblen 
had popularized the idea of rule by technicians. 
Lacking faith in either politics or the working class, Mumford pre­
ferred to devote himself to changing the ideals and consciousness that 
governed social decisions, continuing the work first attempted in The 
Story of Utopias a decade before. Even more than then, he believed he 
could help actualize a new movement in modern civilization, which he 
continued to call "eutopianism, the belief in the possibility of renovat­
ing society through the application of reason and social invention to 
political and economic institutions." Through his writings he could 
help to effect a eutopian revolution by reeducating readers to the radical 
ideals and attitudes required for a true transformation of society.16 
Before completing Technics and Civilization Mumford had concluded 
that he needed more than the one book to achieve his objectives and had 
begun to conceive of his The Renewal of Life series. Seven years later he 
recalled that in 1931 he had submitted a draft of the book to his then 
lover Bauer, whose criticism had helped turn the book "from a compact 
restatement of past views into what I trust proved a more penetrating 
and wide-ranging study." In his first work he had chosen to deal with 
one essential dimension of modern civilization, the machine and techni­
cal culture; in his second, he chose another dimension, the city and 
urbanization, and produced perhaps his greatest and most influential 
book, The Culture of Cities, published in 1938. Among those who most 
influenced this study, he listed Patrick Geddes first and then his col­
leagues in the RPAA, specifically Whitaker, Stein, MacKaye, and 
Wright, as well as Bauer.17 
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In his brief preface to the book Mumford announced its essential 
purpose: "to establish, for the purpose of communal action the basic 
principles upon which our human environment—buildings, neighbor­
hoods, cities, and regions—may be renovated." Roughly half of its 
nearly five hundred pages is the urban equivalent of the technological 
history he presented in Technics and Civilization, beginning with a posi­
tive view of medieval towns and ending with a lurid account of that 
paleotechnic hell, Megalopolis. The concluding pages of this part fea­
ture such words as "shapeless gigantism," "congestion," "blighted," 
"depletion," "defacement," "sick," "poison," and "decay." Basically, it 
is history designed to tell an apocalyptic tale of decline and death in 
preparation for Mumford's version of redemption and rebirth.18 
Redemption is the tale told in the second half of the book, which 
deals far more extensively with regionalism and regional planning than 
was possible in Technics. Here, Mumford presents one of the most 
comprehensive accounts of the subject ever written, discussing many of 
the ideas promoted by the RPAA, but this is an account shaped to his 
eutopian purposes. "If there are favorable habitats," he asks, "for ani­
mals and plants, as ecology demonstrates, why not for men?" In answer 
he says that humankind had finally achieved the ability "to create a new 
biological and social environment, in which the highest possibilities of 
human existence will be realized, not for the strong and lucky alone, 
but for all co-operating and understanding groups, associations, and 
communities."19 
This emphasis on groups is linked to his belief that the region was a 
natural unit of human existence and activity. Ideally, each region would 
have its own special combination of human diversity, where everyone 
would be at home in friendly territory, free to develop his or her full 
potential. Each region would be a little world scaled to human beings, a 
world predominately of small farms, factories, and villages without the 
inhuman gigantism of Megalopolis. Although the degree of dependence 
would be significantly lessened, no region would be totally independent 
from the others, providing a place for moderate-size cities as mediums for 
the exchange of both ideas and goods among the regions.?0 
The way to this ideal world was to be plotted by regional planners on 
the basis of careful surveys of the natural and cultural resources of the 
earth's ecological regions. Here Mumford refers to most of the basic 
elements of planning advocated by the RPAA: townless highways, 
garden cities, Giant Power, the TVA, and cultivation of the landscape. 
He commends Wright's 1926 report as a "masterly outline regional 
plan," which he subsequently said "showed the latent possibilities for a 
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new order." Except for garden cities, however, he says little about these 
elements; the Appalachian Trail, which did so much to inspire the 
formation of the RPAA, he mentions only as an example of the effects 
of regional surveys. Essentially, what emergences is a rather vague 
promise that planning by the right experts will produce a beneficial 
resettlement of people and industries into environments expertly de­
signed to meet human needs, a promise grounded in a system of control 
guaranteed to offend many Americans. "The standards set for produc­
tion," he writes of planning, "must not only include private consump­
tion but public works—houses and highways, parks and gardens, cities 
and civic institutes, and all the interconnecting tissue that finally 
comprises an organic region. Only when the whole has been plotted out 
can the individual function be directed with efficiency."21 
To achieve that degree of control required a fundamental change in 
power relationships, which Mumford barely discusses other than in the 
form of the substitution of communal ownership of land for private 
ownership. This core element in his basic communism would "put the 
division and supervision of the land in the hands of the appropriate 
local and regional authorities, who would map out areas of cultivation, 
areas of mining, areas of urban settlement, as they now map out areas of 
public parks." More generally, he concludes that his new world could 
be attained "only when our political and economic institutions are 
directed toward regional rehabilitation." Although he includes an exten­
sive chapter entitled "The Politics of Regional Development," however, 
he fails to explain the steps by which regional control could be estab­
lished, leaving the reader with the strong impression that he is a parlor 
radical, a dreamer of new orders, who has had little direct experience 
with the real world of planning or human activity.22 
In this respect The Culture of Cities, for all of its brilliance, may well 
have done a profound disservice to regional planning. By downplaying 
the practical mechanics of planning elements like the townless high­
way, Mumford created a picture that manages to be both naive and 
menacing, Utopian and totalitarian, a picture of a world where ultimate 
good is placed under the control of an elite, which he barely acknowl­
edges but that must exist. Published in 1938, just before Americans 
began to turn their thoughts to war, the book became something like 
the last word for the time on the subject of regional planning, a 
misfortune given its failure to deal adequately with the significant 
practical ideas of the RPAA. This might have been avoided if it had not 
been for the flagging energies and influence of most of his friends and 
for the demise of the association itself. 
XVI

THREE WISE MEN: 
CHASE, ACKERMAN, 
AND WHITAKER 
When in his acknowledgements at the end of The Culture of Cities 
Mumford listed some members of the RPAA, he omitted the names of 
several others in the association whom he might have mentioned, none 
more notable than Chase. In basic ways Chase and Mumford were the 
chief rivals within the group, competing for the same goals but with 
distinctive if not opposing styles. They both aspired to and succeeded 
at making a living by writing for large audiences on a wide variety of 
general subjects. Each gave special attention to educating the public in 
the implications of technology, Mumford in his Technics and Chase in 
his somewhat earlier Men and Machines. And, although Chase was some 
seven years older than Mumford, they were the bright young men of 
the regional planning movement, each an enthusiastic advocate of plan­
ning as the way to solve social problems. 
If there were similarities between the two men, though, there were 
also fundamental differences. In the summer of 1936 MacKaye visited 
them and their wives. "It was a fascinating experience," MacKaye wrote 
to Mumford, "to study the inner workings of your two minds." He had 
already seen the difference between them reflected in the most recent 
books of the two. Chase's book, on conservation, "is of the Brain 
Trust," while Mumford's, on technics, "is of the Soul trust." Years 
earlier the difference was evident in their attitudes toward the big city. 
In the 1930s both men abandoned New York City as a hopeless place to 
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live, but, whereas Mumford saw the metropolis as basically hostile to 
life, Chase proclaimed himself "no city hater" and saw significant poten­
tialities in it. "One can nominate a dozen engineers and architects," he 
wrote in 1930, "who, given a free hand, could make even New York 
genuinely inhabitable—at a cost not much greater than that of a new 
subway program." He shared Mumford's penchant for Utopian think­
ing, but, while his rival dreamed of a basic communism founded on 
humane values, he wanted a technocratic Utopia of rational order and 
efficiency.* 
Chase's inclinations were evident in his appraisal of the economic 
collapse after 1929. Regarding the prosperous 1920s he saw both sides. 
It had been an age of great material progress and of great energy, 
complete with such ambitions as sending a rocketship to Mars, but it 
had also been a time of much poverty and unemployment. Initially, like 
most observers, he failed to appreciate the extent of the crisis, predict­
ing in November 1929 that the stock-market crash would not disrupt 
the general economy and, indeed, would serve the public welfare by 
diverting money from stock speculation into building construction and 
other useful work. Less than a year later, however, he concluded that 
the "main spring" of prosperity had been broken. The task confronting 
a depressed America, then, in his view, was not simply reviving prosper­
ity but developing an entirely new economic mechanism.2 
Chase's basic technocratic bent grew stronger. Engineers, he said in 
1931, had been the primary builders of the modern world, but their 
work was under the direction of selfish monetary interests that had 
perverted the machine and technical skill for short-sighted benefits. 
What was needed was a great national version of the situation that he 
believed existed at Radburn, where the "engineering mind" had been 
given a free hand to construct a human environment on a rational basis. 
He was careful to distinguish between what he called the engineering 
mind and the mentality of the average engineer, who he believed was 
subservient to money, whereas the true technocrat was a thorough­
going professional "dedicated to building and not to profit-making."3 
Although he dreamed of control by pure-minded technicians, Chase 
realized that any effectively planned economy would have to include a 
diversity of economic powers, including business. Looking back to the 
First World War he advocated the creation by the national govern­
ment of a supreme economic council to bring together all the major 
economic interests and to coordinate their efforts under a ten-year 
plan. One special element of this plan was to substitute "a vast slum 
razing and home building program for the declining motor car indus­
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try." Another was a massive forestation program designed to employ 
hundreds of thousands of the unemployed.4 
Chase emphasized the need to give national control a strongly re­
gionalized form, arguing that "the only kind of master planning that 
will ultimately take root and come to be cherished by the underlying 
population is regional planning." One of the first tasks of what he 
called the national Peace Industries Board would be to create regional 
boards to do the real work of economic planning and management. 
Speculating in the Nation on what he would do "If I Were Dictator," he 
proposed that the United States be mapped into its natural regions, 
within each of which programs would be developed to promote partial 
economic self-sufficiency and to stimulate local traditions and the arts. 
He also promised to deal with the special problem of New York City by 
tearing down some twenty square miles of it and making spaces to grow 
grass and flowers. Once he had things running smoothly, he promised 
to retire from his hypothetical dictatorship in favor of a permanent 
board of technicians, preferably engineers, which would direct the 
5economy.
In a series of articles published in the New Republic during the sum­
mer of 1932 he expanded his ideas into what he called "A New Deal for 
America," giving a positive and central importance to Mumford's mere 
new deal; the publication of the first of the articles on June 29 intro­
duced this term for future use to designate the policies of the yet to be 
elected Roosevelt administration. Again, Chase advocated economic 
planning supported by effective controls—including controls over the 
rate of technological innovation in order to limit the disruptive effects 
of new inventions. In his conclusion, as a solution to economic collapse, 
he proposed a "Third Road" between Soviet-style Communism and the 
emerging Fascism of Italy and Germany, in which control of the econ­
omy would be shifted from business, with its short-sighted, inefficient 
concern with profits, to an elite of skilled scientific managers, the 
"perhaps one hundred thousand technicians, engineers and operating 
managers" who were already working the system for business.6 
Under Chase's New Deal, production to meet human needs would 
replace production to make profits and cooperation would replace compe­
tition, eliminating most of the wastefulness of the existing system. As an 
example of what could be eliminated, he made note of "the rusting 
skeletons of motor cars, befouling untold miles of country roads," a 
particularly obnoxious expression of practices that had turned half of the 
natural resources used in production into "junk and litter and waste." As 
an example of what might be done, he proposed a massive program to 
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rehouse the American population in planned communities like Radburn, 
employing hundreds of thousands in construction—and not coinciden­
tally creating opportunities for architects like his friends Stein and 
Wright.7 
Chase, who had a steady position as a research economist with the 
Labor Bureau in New York City as well as a considerable income from 
his writings, held no government office under Roosevelt's New Deal 
except as a consultant for the National Resources Committee in 1934 
and the Resettlement Administration in 1935, but he did generally 
identify with its policies. In 1934 he defended the administration's 
spending for public works against the critics of deficit spending, argu­
ing that it was needed to help restore prosperity and in any case added 
significantly to the nation's stock of useful wealth in such forms as 
highways and new housing. The next year he told the National Educa­
tion Convention in Atlantic City that the Depression had made govern­
ment action a necessity. "We must be prepared to see an increasing 
amount of collectivism, government interference, centralization of eco­
nomic control, [and] social planning."8 
He showed a special enthusiasm for the TVA, which he described as 
"putting water to work in the first comprehensive program of planning 
with nature ever attempted." He recalled that in the 1920s regional 
planning had been strictly an academic matter when he, Mumford, 
MacKaye, Stein, and other members of the RPAA had met in cafes on 
Forty-fifth Street in New York to dream aloud of a well-planned Amer­
ica, but now the Depression had created radically new conditions that 
promised to transform dreams into practical realities. In July 1931, at 
the conference on regionalism in Charlottesville, he had suggested that 
the time had come to take a specific region, study it in detail, and 
develop a program for it that would make "the home country fairer, 
happier, more to be loved." Indeed, the time seemed to have come. In 
1934, on a visit to the TVA, he had, with his friend MacKaye, climbed 
up into the Great Smoky Mountains, where he had observed the govern­
ment forestry program at work, and at Knoxville he had seen some of 
the assemblage of technicians who he hoped would lead America: "engi­
neers, foresters, architects, statisticians, economists, sociologists, and 
educational experts."9 
In listing the basic missions of the TVA, Chase noted that the most 
general—the improvement of the well-being of the people living in the 
area—was also the weakest in political acceptance when compared with 
such things as flood control and hydroelectric power. "It may yet prove 
the undoing of the whole experiment," he said. "It is bad form to 
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consider the social well-being of two million people scattered over 
seven states." More optimistically, however, he looked on the TVA as a 
possible prototype for similar programs in all of the major river valleys 
of America. In 1937 he said that sooner or later the nation would have 
to create a system of regional authorities to work with nature. The head 
of an authority in each region would be instructed "to hold the soil, 
water, wild life, cover crops, at par, turn over the land to the oncoming 
generation in at least as good a condition as you find it. It is your job to 
make your section of America a healthy, vital, attractive homeland 
which your children can earn a living from and enjoy."10 
Chase developed a special interest in conservation, especially in what 
he called "a new ecology which respects nature and still permits techno­
logical progress." Nearly a decade before, he had been attracted to 
MacKaye's geotechnics, praising The New Exploration as "the first large-
scale attempt that I have seen to plan an environment where genuine 
culture and recreation and culture can flourish." In his Rich Land, Poor 
Land (1936), in which he applied his talent for popularizing technics to 
the management of nature, he proposed a distinctly non-Thoreauvean 
formula for the new ecology: "The first step is to understand what 
nature demands as a minimum; the next step is to calculate the highest 
possible living standard considered therewith; the third step is to 
arouse the American people to bring the two together." He was espe­
cially concerned with arousing Americans to the dangers of soil erosion, 
the result of the mismanagement of the land, which would progres­
sively impoverish the nation unless the waste of this most basic resource 
was reversed through such agencies as the TVA.11 
Throughout the 1930s Chase was a strong defender of the New Deal, 
arguing that government intervention and planning—a general central­
ization of control—was needed both to resolve such basic problems as 
conservation and to revive a faltering economy. In 1935 he spoke 
strongly in support of a $4 billion plan to improve the Mississippi 
River. "You poor damned fools; do you think that a great river system is 
only a mechanism to turn an honest penny?" After years of abuse, the 
great river was presenting its bill, which had to be paid to avoid more 
floods, more mud, and more obstructions to navigation. He defended 
public spending in part with the argument that public works added to 
the overall wealth of the nation, and he went beyond that to defend 
deficit spending as necessary to compensate for the decline of business 
spending as a way of stimulating economic growth.12 
In his enthusiasm for government, Chase found less than united 
support from his colleagues in the RPAA, not only Mumford but most 
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of the others. Of them, only MacKaye could be said to be close to Chase 
in intellectual style and general outlook. Before the 1930s Chase had 
been something of an outsider in respect to the New York core group 
headed by Mumford and Stein, even though he lived in the same city. 
They appeared to mistrust his enthusiasm and his interest in current 
trends, the qualities that made him a successful popularizer. Probably 
most agreed with Mumford when he told MacKaye that, in Men and 
Machines, Chase was too accepting of mechanization. "I don't think 
Stuart has tussled with some of the hard problems hard enough."13 In 
the 1930s Chase's enthusiasms for government planning and action did 
nothing to change his position among men who found it difficult to rise 
above their suspicions of politics. 
Those suspicious of politics included not only Mumford and Stein 
but also Ackerman, who responded to the Depression in his own eccen­
tric way. During the twenties, Ackerman had concentrated on his 
architectural career—with some success, since several of his designs 
received notice in the Architectural Record. As an architect and consul­
tant for the CHC he had done extensive design work on both Sunnyside 
and Radburn. Although the least published of the RPAA members, he 
occasionally spoke out in significant ways. 
In 1930, for instance, Ackerman called for extensive research to 
replace what he considered obsolete housing designs with those more in 
tune with man's basic instincts, the aim being to reconcile "our modern 
means and the instinctive traits of character with which we are en­
dowed." Two years later he supported Kohn's proposal that the federal 
government use private architects rather than its own designers in the 
planning of public buildings, arguing in part that private architects 
were more likely to provide for regional variations in design: while 
government bureaucrats naturally favored standardization, private archi­
tects with local roots would provide designs reflecting the "distinct 
historical backgrounds, traditions, and cultural characteristics" of the 
various regions.14 
In his thinking if not in his practice, Ackerman was one of the most 
radical of architects, his attitude strongly colored by a distaste for the 
profit system he had inherited from both Henry George and Thorstein 
Veblen. During the conservative twenties he had said little, but with 
the great collapse he was awakened by the potential for radical change. 
In 1932 and 1933 he and Stein were particularly close, the two men 
and their wives living in the same apartment house across from Central 
Park. They met frequently, often with one or more other members of 
the RPAA, for dinner in Stein's apartment, where they had, as Stein 
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put it in March 1933, "so much to say to each other—a real closeness." 
At a time when all seemed possible, these events sparkled with ideas as 
the group tried to work out their routes to new times—and Ackerman 
was one of the most enthusiastic in his involvement.15 It soon became 
apparent, however, that he was disposed to follow a route that left him 
even further from the New Deal than the others. 
Given his concern for regional architecture Ackerman might have 
been expected to favor the TVA when the RPAA began to rally behind 
that proposal, but he soon concluded that government schemes like the 
TVA would be a waste of time without a fundamental reordering of the 
economy, that meaning, for him, the total elimination of the price 
system in favor of an economic order run by technicians. In 1932, 
calling himself a "technologist," he declared that "Bolshevism, Commu­
nism, Capitalism, and its offspring, Fascism, are utterly impotent to 
deal with the advanced technological situation in which we, of the 
North American Continent find ourselves placed." The only answer was 
to create a centralized economic system in which scientific reason re­
placed profit as the basis for decisions, the object being to produce an 
unlimited abundance for all rather than wealth for the few. Stein noted 
ironically that his friend was dreaming of a world "where there was no 
want and no profit, where street cleaners and movie stars would receive 
the same return—all they needed."16 
Ackerman's technocratic fantasies did not bring him into alignment 
with Chase or many others in the broad technocratic movement. In 
fact, with the advent of the New Deal, he broke with the movement at 
least in part over the issue of deficit spending. He was basically hostile 
to a government debt, not only because it was part of the price system 
but because it would allow those who owned it to escape the obligation 
to work. In an article distributed by the Continental Committee on 
Technology in 1933, in which he urged central control by technicians 
over "the great social mechanism," he said that where there was "no 
debt, there could be no leisure class. All those physically capable must 
work for a given period of their lives, within those function divisions 
for which they were best fitted."17 
During the depths of the Depression Ackerman received some public 
attention, but his efforts to publicize the need for a radical new Amer­
ica were doomed by a clumsy writing style that often left his readers 
baffled as to what he was attempting to say. In 1932, for instance, he 
wrote that "any scheme of social organization designed to utilize our 
resources and our ability under conditions of security offered by technol­
ogy in the name of science will involve the disallowance of the price 
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system." After encountering such statements, Stein said that it was 
unlikely that many people would ever understand Ackerman. "It is a 
shame that the greatest mind in the architectural profession should 
have so little ability at expression."18 
Even if Ackerman had been a more gifted writer, however, he would 
still have been handicapped by a cranky intellect that puzzled most 
other thinkers, including his friends. His most distinctive strength 
among his colleagues was an analytical ability to work with numbers, 
especially to calculate costs, but that strength also seems to have left 
him with a feeling of isolation from the often illogical world of human 
diversity. Stein, who probably knew him best, saw a cleavage in his 
thinking between "the unreality of the practical world of to-day—and 
the real functioning world of the future which exists only to him and a 
few others."19 
Despite his suspicions of the New Deal, Ackerman was persuaded by 
Kohn to come to Washington, where he served as a consultant for Kohn's 
Housing Division. Confronted with a whirl of bureaucratic politics he 
could not understand, Ackerman soon concluded that most of those who 
served the early New Deal had little contact with what he believed was 
reality. "Here," he complained to Mumford, "action has the quality of 
having been reflected in a mirror with a highly distorted surface." He 
soon wanted to leave, but he was induced to stay by Kohn, who consid­
ered him "the only really analytic mind" that he had in regards to 
housing matters. By March 1934, however, Ackerman concluded that 
the position of the embattled Kohn was hopeless and accepted a posting, 
offered through Stein, as the technical advisor for the New York Munici­
pal Housing Authority. Moving back to New York, he became involved 
with slum clearance and public housing over the next several years. For a 
time both he and Stein were special lecturers in the New York School of 
Architecture. After 1934 little was heard from him regarding technoc­
racy and the overthrow of capitalism.20 
Ackerman was not the only RPAA member to be awakened to radical 
fantasies by the Depression. After years of a sometimes sullen isolation 
Whitaker reappeared in the movement he had instigated years before. 
Over the years his hostility to industrial society had grown stronger, 
especially to the automobile, Henry Ford's "infernal machine," which 
he said in 1931 was incapable of producing anything significant among 
its disciples "except a belief that with more speed they will get some­
where." In December 1932 he showed up at Stein's apartment where, 
according to Stein, "he and Ackerman compared notes with much 
pleasure and laughter—on the downfall of capitalistic society."21 
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While Whitaker was dreaming his Georgist dreams, he was also 
much involved in finishing his magnum opus, From Rameses to Rockefel­
ler: The Story of Architecture (1934), in which he intended to present "a 
complete new point of view on the whole business of architecture." 
Along with considerable scholarship, the book displayed a strong ani­
mus in favor of modern architecture and against his old enemies, land 
speculators and developers. In part it was a tribute to Louis Sullivan— 
"sage, prophet, and craftsman"—to whom he devoted a five-page dedi­
cation that read like a love letter to his long-dead hero, beginning with 
"here I sit, Louis, thinking what I am to say about you and your 
ideas."22 
Even more, the book was a story of good and evil, much of it the tale 
of the generally unsuccessful struggle of a minority of dedicated archi­
tects and builders against both public bad taste and the greed of land 
speculators. Where there should have been good housing amid beauti­
ful surroundings there was an urban world of haphazardly crowded 
cities radically at odds with human nature. After darkness, however, 
perhaps the dawn. Near the end of the book, Whitaker said that the 
Depression had opened the way for the entire rebuilding of America 
along the lines of planned communities like Radburn. Leading the way 
would be what he called the "spirit of modern architecture," an honest 
craftsmanship guided by Sullivan's dictum that "form follows function" 
to create graceful, inexpensive buildings suited to human instincts, as 
opposed to the pompous, overblown styles favored by professional archi­
tects corrupted by the interests of land speculators. In his dream all of 
the craftsmen of the nation would join together to construct a new 
civilization of happiness and harmony. "Build us a fine and pleasant 
world," he urged in bringing his book to a close. "Make a plan—and 
let the beginning of your plan be this—a fine and spacious room for 
every man, woman, and child."23 
Whitaker's book was far less an analysis of contemporary circum­
stances than a final statement of faith, combining the essentially 
Georgist economics of his youth with his longtime criticism of public 
architecture, especially that in Washington, D.C., which he denounced 
in the book as "a Roman architecture for an arrogant bloated govern­
ment." As in the past, he saw there a powerful example of perverted 
taste that had led Americans throughout the land to waste billions of 
dollars on the "blind worship of style," money that might have been 
used to provide tasteful, comforting housing for all people.24 
Whatever his feelings about Washington, however, he would tempo­
rarily reestablish his connections with that city. In April 1933 he was 
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there to help MacKaye promote his ideas for the TVA. For a time soon 
after, he became involved with an attempted socialistic "colony" in 
southwestern New Mexico, but he soon concluded that efforts to estab­
lish such cooperative societies in a capitalistic world were doomed to 
failure. By the summer of 1933 he had decided to use his Washington 
contacts to get employment with the newly established TVA, his ratio­
nale being that his presence was required to deal with "real estate 
sharks" who he had heard were taking up land options in the valley in 
order to benefit from the Tennessee project. His application for a job, 
however, only evoked a reply that there were already some 30,000 
applicants listed for such jobs. "So you can see," he wrote ironically to 
MacKaye, "that the regional planners are more numerous than we 
suspected."25 
It was probably just as well that Whitaker did not find a place with 
the New Deal. His personality had not mellowed with age. Stein 
observed that the bad as well as the good in his character had grown 
stronger, especially a stubborn disposition to do things his way. In his 
book he made it plain that he was no friend of the emerging public-
housing program, condemning it as creating new public debt that 
worked chiefly to drive up the price of land for the benefit of specula­
tors. Like his friend Ackerman, he rejected deficit spending, in his case 
because he believed that it only added to the burdens imposed by a 
radically defective capitalism on society. For him as for his friend, only 
radical change would save the world. In 1936 he wrote to Mumford 
that the depression had forced on mankind the choice of either property 
or life as the basis for human relations: "We are caught, all of us, in that 
act of the drama. If it puts an end to liberalism, it may be worth the 
price, for in liberalism there is no hope. What hope lies beyond commu­
nism, who can say? A world of new people has to come into being. A 
world of traditionalism and hoary emotionalism has to go."26 
A few months later, in a public letter in the New York Times, he 
urged Americans to forgo their concerns with individual rights and 
property and to accept the need for public control and perhaps owner­
ship of the land. Only through the scientific, well-planned manage­
ment of its land could America eventually eliminate its slums and 
begin to restore its ravaged landscape. It had been the absence of such 
power in the past, he said, that left architects and planners like himself 
"powerless to guide the building of decent, comfortable and pleasurable 
communities, as they were likewise powerless to avert the spread of 
slums." It had been that same absence that had prevented the 
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conservation-minded from averting the droughts, dust storms, floods, 
and soil erosion that were afflicting a careless, wasteful nation.27 
Even with the public concern raised by the dust bowl and similar 
environmental disasters, Whitaker saw little hope that Americans could 
be persuaded to accept radical change. Although Whitaker never com­
pletely abandoned his dream, in his last letter to Mumford he declared "I 
don't see any light on the horizon" that could offer hope for fundamental 
improvement. What he did see was a great battle between "wit," which 
he identified with the private ownership and the pursuit of short-sighted 
profits, and "intelligence," the basis for true progress—a battle that wit 
seemed to be winning with the support of the mass media and their 
influence over popular thought. "My guess is that in printing-press, 
movie, and radio the witty ones now hold the fort."28 
In 1936, his letterhead read "House at Drovers' Rest Four Miles 
Beyond Langley on the Road to Great Falls, Va." Undoubtedly from this 
last refuge in Virginia he thought back to the 1920s, to his home at 
Mount Olive, and to those brighter days when he could believe it was 
possible to begin the world over again. Although he had the comfort of 
his longtime wife, Gene, as well as the support of friends like Stein and 
MacKaye, he seems to have concluded that there was little reason for 
clinging to life, and in August 1938 at age sixty-six he departed for a 
better world with presumably better architecture. His obituary summed 
up his life's story: "He was often involved in controversy. One of his pet 
hatreds was the architectural jumble of Washington which he said could 
not be considered beautiful because the government buildings militated 
against the hordes of government employees who worked in them. He 
frequently . . . praised the arrowlike Washington monument as the only 
beautiful memorial in the capital."29 
By the time of Whitaker's death, the RPAA too had disappeared 
amid the deepening clouds of a troubled world. Before this, the associa­
tion had lost another of its members, whose life epitomized the hopes 
raised in it by the New Deal and the Great Depression and whose death 
was an omen of its demise. 
XVII

THE WRIGHT WAY

By all accounts, among the members of the RPAA Henry Wright was 
the most sensitive to the land as the site for buildings. "He had an 
almost sensuous feeling for the land and contour," said an associate, 
Albert Mayer. "He was an artist in land." Wright's longtime partner 
Stein described him as having an almost supernatural ability to relate 
"buildings and living to the facts of nature—to the sun, the winds, the 
views, but, above all, to the form of the land." Although he was, in the 
words of another associate, "a nice man to know," a man without ego 
and always willing to listen to others, he could be stubborn in his insist­
ence on the commitment to good site planning. There was one defect 
common to home construction in America, he said in 1931, "whether 
our houses are erected brick by brick to resemble medieval castles or are 
electro-welded to look like escaped sections of the county jail, namely 
our total and utter lack of appreciation of the fact that the quality of the 
house plan is definitely and irrevocably related to its site and setting." 
Site planning was far more than laying out lots; it involved a commit­
ment to developing the full potential of the site for human living.1 
He did much of his best work in partnership with others, especially 
Stein, who balanced his idealism with a strong sense of political real­
ism. The two had worked well together in the planning of both 
Sunnyside and Radburn as well as in the preparation of the New York 
State Plan of 1926. For a time in 1928 Wright grew dissatisfied with 
the situation at Radburn and dreamed of going to Russia, "our best and 
first hope," where he believed his planning ideas might best be ac­
cepted. In the end, however, he continued his creative partnership with 
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Stein into the early 1930s, when they were employed by the Buhl 
Foundation of Pittsburgh to make the preliminary plans for a model 
community in that city. 
Although they did not do the final design work for what became 
Chatham Village, Wright and Stein had a critical influence in persuad­
ing the sponsors to shift their emphasis from freestanding single-family 
houses to row houses, the key being their convincing estimate that only 
row houses could be constructed cheaply enough to make the project 
successful. Before they were finished the two men had also provided the 
basic site plan for the community, using a modified version of the 
superblock design established in Radburn. When it was completed in 
1936, Chatham Village was a model community of close to two hun­
dred dwelling units, which occupied only 30 percent of the forty-five 
acre site, the rest devoted to playgrounds and green space, including a 
twenty-five acre forest and some two miles of pedestrian trails.2 
Stein called Chatham Village an "outstanding American example of 
housing and site planning," declaring that he was not being boastful, 
because the principal work had been done by others, especially by 
Wright, whose genius he believed had created the basic context for the 
community. In October 1931 the two men published a short article in 
the Architectural Record declaring that the Depression had created both 
an opportunity and a need to break away from the old "illogical" forms 
of land subdivision and to "exercise a higher type of imagination" in the 
creation of community designs such as that for Chatham Village. Years 
before, Wright had complained that society spent less time and imagi­
nation on its housing designs than on the design of its automobiles.3 
Wright had long crusaded against "illogical" land management. In 
1927, as chairman of the AIA's Committee on Community Planning, 
he warned that suburban subdivisions were wasting large expanses of 
metropolitan space, for instance that Chicago developers had platted 
enough land to house eighty million people; the result was not only 
much spoiled land but increased costs of housing to pay for the expenses 
of haphazard development. At the same time he condemned small 
developers for blotching large areas of Queens and Brooklyn in New 
York City with ugly rows of small look-alike houses with tiny yards 
that were sure to become slums in the future. Wright also disliked 
conventional apartment-house development; in 1932 he created a stir 
by condemning the buildings then being erected for the well-to-do 
along New York's Riverside Drive as "slums or potential slums," their 
chief defect being that they covered at least two-thirds of their land 
areas, when "everybody knows that a one-third coverage is now consid­
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ered the maximum permissible for decent multi-family dwellings."4 
Wright had yet to experience the combination of high-rise projects, 
open spaces, and poverty that in the future would be considered breed­
ers of crime. 
By the time he had finished with Chatham Village, Wright had 
evolved a planning strategy that he believed he could implement with a 
variety of techniques he had developed over the years. Basic to all was a 
rejection of the traditional grid system of streets and land division in 
favor of some version of the superblock, which allowed for a more 
sophisticated use of the land. Much of that use was determined by 
Wright's belief that the most efficient utilization of the land was ob­
tained by limiting the coverage of buildings to approximately a third of 
the whole area, reserving the rest for playgrounds, gardens, lawns, 
parks, and woodlands. This coverage, he was certain, could be obtained 
by a careful planning of the buildings, the great majority of residential 
structures being neither single-family houses nor tall apartment houses 
but three-story row houses; these would avoid the wastes of free­
standing houses and allow for the efficient deployment of land while 
avoiding the inconveniences and costs of tall buildings, where elevators 
and lobbies would be required. With the right kind of group housing, 
he believed, it would be easy to provide such "community features" as 
day nurseries for working mothers. 
Wright was not simply a dreamer. Along with his artistry in land, he 
gave careful thought to analyzing the costs of development. Although 
he complained about the failure of society to produce imaginative 
housing designs, he also believed that innovative plans were not 
enough. In 1932 he wrote (in his all-too-characteristically long-winded 
fashion) that what especially was needed was "more business common­
sense effort in the selecting and developing from the welter of excellent 
plan ideas, a sensible and well-balanced and economic program which 
will conserve the best resources of each given area for the essential, most 
efficient, and well-coordinated operation of a comfortable existence for 
all its population."5 
By 1932 Wright was becoming acutely aware of the Depression, 
although less as a problem than as an exciting new opportunity. The 
economic collapse, he believed, challenged the customary practices that 
had left the nation with "miles of unused vacant lots on sparsely popu­
lated wastes of cement sidewalks and rusting utility pipes," and it was 
up to enlightened advocates of better design to seize the moment. He 
declared that the time had come for businessmen to be replaced as 
directors of development by skilled technicians. Only knowledgeable 
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and dispassionate technicians, he said, could develop the moderate-cost 
urban dwellings needed by most cityites; only they could guide "the 
evolution of new dwelling forms adjusted to the new age."6 
The advent of the New Deal turned his thoughts toward publicly 
funded housing projects. In the summer of 1933 he urged a program to 
take advantage of collapsing land values in slum areas by rebuilding 
those areas along the lines of Sunnyside. "We can provide through good 
planning and community organization all the pleasures of ample green 
and attractive shrubs and flowers" (never, apparently, did he consider 
the skeptic's scoff that many of the poor would never appreciate shrubs 
and flowers). Six months later, having recognized that at least in Man­
hattan slum land values remained much too high, he proposed that 
slum clearance be downgraded as a goal and that cheaper lands in the 
outlying boroughs be used to build communities for as many as fifty 
thousand inhabitants on well-planned sites. By providing for tens of 
thousands of people previously confined to the slums, he predicted, this 
scheme would soon reduce slum land values to the point that clearance 
projects could be initiated. Thus, "a chain of soundly built housing 
communities might be established from Hell Gate to South Brooklyn 
which would redeem the existing mass of blighted areas and slums."7 
Wright was generally cautious in his enthusiasms and he held to his 
view that vision had to be mated with careful analysis. "The need for 
scientific procedure was never more urgent than at the present." For a 
time, though, he genuinely believed that the New Deal could make 
possible a massive program of "urban reconstruction and community 
planning and building." In July 1933 he was in Cleveland attending a 
conference on public housing—which he called a "real conference" that 
he believed would have a significant effect on housing developments— 
when he learned that Kohn had been appointed head of the PWA's 
Housing Division. 
That appointment was one sign of a hopeful future. The Cleveland 
conference was soon followed by the launching of three housing projects 
in that city, the first housing and slum clearance projects to be initiated 
under the PWA, and Wright was involved in their preliminary plan­
ning. This work had its complications. Expecting to receive an offer to 
join the Housing Division from Kohn, Wright told Mumford that he 
was having trouble deciding whether to accept a federal job at a meager 
salary or continue to be "an advisor to various projects at fairly fat fees." 
Finally, he accepted a role as a sort of roving consultant for the PWA 
Housing Division so that he could continue with the Cleveland proj­
ects. "When better slum clearance is done, Cleveland will do it." In 
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September he could write to his friend Mumford, "I'm doing tremen­
dous things and making momentous decisions almost every day," mak­
ing it worth the time that he was "sleeping on trains, or not sleeping, 
even making and breaking friendships."8 
It was a thrilling time—but like such things it was not to last. 
Before long he began to complain of incompetence and indecision in 
government and of "land greed" and corruption in the city slum-
clearance programs. Far from seeing the continuation of "fat" consult­
ing fees, he found delays in funding the new projects that left his fellow 
"technicians" to eke out a slim living. As late as February 1934 Stein 
wrote that his friend had yet to receive "a cent for all the work he did" 
on the Cleveland projects. Even Kohn proved a problem. In September 
1933 Wright called his chief a "brick" who could be depended upon to 
support his efforts, but the brick soon began to crumble. In November 
Wright complained that in Cleveland, where he believed a housing 
program had the best chance of succeeding, he had labored long and 
hard to transform "a truck load of individual projects, architects, law­
yers, land accumulators, engineers, landscape architects, soothsayers 
and trombone players into one intimate family of brotherly love," only 
to have the director of housing come along one day and upset the whole 
arrangement.9 
On the other hand, he appreciated the work that level-headed Kohn 
was doing in navigating through the "rocks and shoals of land greed 
and political patronage" in order to accomplish anything. And in April 
1934 he could report some progress on the housing front. Although he 
was tempted at one point to change the name of Cleveland Housing 
Incorporated to the "As if and when society," three projects were eventu­
ally begun, to be completed by 1937, while another in which he had a 
lesser role was launched in Indianapolis. In Atlanta he became involved 
in two housing schemes dictated by Southern segregationalism. In one, 
intended for black people, backyards had been virtually eliminated 
because it was believed that the inhabitants likely would not keep them 
up. It was, he told Mumford, to be a "sort of little heaven, all front 
yard, all beautifully kept up by Govt . .  . or somebody for the dear 
frail colored brothers to look on and enjoy." He apparently did nothing 
to change that project, but he was able to report that he had reorga­
nized the project for whites, saving $245,000 in site development 
costs.10 
Whatever the gains, however, Wright's days with the PWA ended 
soon after Kohn was ousted as division head. Fortunately, Wright had 
already become involved with two other endeavors more in harmony 
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with his basically apolitical attitudes. From the beginning he had 
urged a go-slow approach to slum clearance until housing authorities 
had acquired the technical experts and expertise needed to assure suc­
cess, the clue to the bad housing of the past being ignorance and 
ineptitude. In Cleveland he had fought unsuccessfully against the dispo­
sition toward large-scale clearance projects, proposing that the program 
begin with "a small project on vacant land to cut our eye teeth on, to 
learn the problems we now won't learn until we must spend millions." 
Soon after Kohn became head of the Housing Division, Wright was 
able to persuade him to set up an advisory group headed by Albert 
Mayer, which soon evolved into a more formal planning body, the 
Housing Study Guild, which included Wright and Mumford among its 
selected body of housing experts.11 
In early 1934 Wright, Mumford, and Mayer published their ideas 
for a housing program in the New Republic under the general heading 
"New Homes for a New Deal." Wright published an essay, "Abolishing 
Slums Forever," in which he stated the fundamentals of his planning 
philosophy, especially that real housing was not simply a matter of 
erecting buildings but "a matter of community building," made avail­
able to all through "low costs that derive from good technical planning 
on one hand and the steady use of imagination and intelligence on the 
other." In March he joined with Mumford and Mayer in urging the 
need for an extensive investment in research and education to assure 
"competent technical direction" in housing.12 
The three men also sketched a national policy of planned develop­
ment featuring a new housing administration equal to the PWA with 
powers sufficient to develop and manage a long-ranged "community 
housing" effort supported by at least $5 billion a year. Convinced that 
land speculation had been a leading cause of bad housing in the past, 
they insisted on the need for public ownership and control of all land 
used not simply for housing but for related commercial, industrial, 
recreational, and agricultural purposes. The authors declared that their 
proposal was radical only in the sense that it would get at the root 
causes of the housing problem. Through this program, they promised 
in conclusion, "we will transform the entire face of our country and lay 
a foundation for a stable and healthful community life."13 
Although it had some effect on such New Deal creations as the 
Federal Housing Authority (FHA) and the Works Projects Administra­
tion (WPA), the influence of the Housing Study Guild fell far short of 
its ambitions; but for Wright the guild was only part of a larger effort 
to promote technical skill and understanding. In the late 1920s he had 
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taken over an old mill in the vicinity of Mount Olive, Whitaker's old 
New Jersey neighborhood, and had converted it into a summer resi­
dence and studio. In 1932 he decided to use it as a summer school to 
train young architects, telling Mumford that his teaching was "about 
the most important job" he had had for some time. In the same year he 
may have inspired the Hudson Guild to use its nearby farm as a place 
for a work-study program for unemployed draftsmen; the members of 
this Hudson Guild Architectural Work Shop later elected Stein as their 
"patron."14 
Wright, having a strong ability as well as need to teach, attracted a 
half dozen graduate students in architecture, who at one point made an 
extensive study of site planning, producing a series of plans for housing 
on hillsides, a reflection of his work at Chatham Village in Pittsburgh. 
Later he said that this work had "led to the discovery of a special 
technique for hillside housing, particularly for steep hillsides, which 
should in time open a new field for attractive small dwellings." He 
argued that the absence of such designs had prevented the development 
of much hillside land conveniently related to the centers of cities, 
thereby denying space that might have been used to relieve overcrowd­
ing. Subsequent summer schools in 1933 and 1934 seem to have been 
less successful, but Wright continued, as Stein put it, to "get a push 
from his little gang of students around him," and he could boast in 
1934 that two of them had found places in Kohn's Housing Division, 
one in a key position.15 
In any case, Wright was actively engaged not only in planning 
public housing but in preparing a major work on the subject, his 
Rehousing Urban America, published in 1935 by Columbia University 
Press. He intended this book to be, in part, a "comprehensive digest of 
the elements of good community planning and housing technique." 
Although he defended the need for community planning to eliminate 
the wasteful suburban sprawl of the previous decades, he said that his 
chief aim was to provide "a manual of good housing practice" that 
would help rehabilitate cities, not simply to build new towns.16 
In stressing city rehabilitation over suburban development, however, 
he made it plain that he continued to oppose the preoccupation with 
slum clearance of Wood and others, his reason being that slum land 
remained too expensive to develop for housing without creating some of 
the same crowding and other conditions that had made for slums in the 
first place. He favored a comprehensive strategy that, while including 
some clearance of slums, would concentrate on more outlying residen­
tial areas that had become victims of urban blight, places where land 
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was cheaper and the problems of redevelopment less formidable. In 
such areas, Wright contended, it would be possible to eliminate the 
gridiron pattern of streets and the accompanying system of narrow lots 
that had doomed the areas to deterioration and to rebuild on the model 
of Sunnyside, with low-rise apartment houses and superblocks with 
open green interiors. 
Housing projects of this sort would be cheaper as well as better than 
slum-clearance projects. If enough housing were provided this way, then 
competition would drive down the price of slum property to the point 
that clearance could take place. Since only some of the slum land would 
have to be used to meet the diminished housing needs of the poor, the 
rest could be used to provide "a generous belt of open space surrounding 
the central business district—in which the usual public buildings for 
amusement and cultural purposes would naturally center."17 
Rehousing Urban America strengthened Wright's reputation as an au­
thority on moderate-cost housing and urban rehabilitation. It received 
generally favorable reviews, although the one provided by Wood in 
Survey magazine was notable for its lack of enthusiasm, especially when 
she observed that the main thesis of the book was "that intermediate 
blighted areas should be replanned and rebuilt with government assis­
tance before slums are attacked." In 1935 Columbia University ap­
pointed Wright to head a program in town planning and housing that 
had been set up in its School of Architecture with the support of a four-
year grant from the Carnegie Foundation; it was to be, he wrote to 
Mumford, "a school within a school of architecture in which the entire 
course will be directed primarily to training in site planning."18 
In the same year he was also appointed to help plan the new govern­
ment greenbelt town, Greenbrook, to be located near New Brunswick, 
New Jersey. The head of the planning division of the Resettlement 
Administration, which was responsible for the program, was Frederick 
W Bigger of Pittsburgh, a long-time member of the RPAA. As de­
signed by Wright and his associates on the project, Mayer and Henry 
C. Churchill (colleagues in the Housing Study Guild), Greenbrook was 
to be a large town of nearly 4,000 families on 1,400 acres, exclusive of 
more than 2,000 acres of surrounding greenbelt. Although he con­
sciously tried to make it an improvement over both Radburn and 
Chatham Village, it embraced their essential features, including four 
superblocks, each with an interior park, and a preponderance of row 
houses to cut costs and assure adequate open space. It would have been 
a major addition to the greenbelt town program, but it was blocked by 
legal controversies and in 1936 was dropped.19 
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This disappointment meant nothing to Wright, since on July 9, 
1936, at the very beginning of what looked like a promising new phase 
in his career, he died at age fifty-eight in Dover, New Jersey, after a 
short illness; he left a widow and four children. "It is cruel," wrote his 
old friend and partner Stein, "that it should happen just now—when 
Henry was feeling that he was on solid ground—and that he could 
devote himself to passing on to the young men that flame of his." In an 
obituary essay he wrote for the American Architect, Stein took note of 
Wright's principal weakness, his impatience with air the details in­
volved in transforming plans into realities—the better to note Wright's 
greatest strengths, his inquisitive analytical intellect and his dedicated 
search for "a simpler and finer way of living in modern communities."20 
Among those who eulogized Wright was his colleague on the Hous­
ing Study Guild Mayer, who concluded that Wright had, like Veblen, 
directed those whom he had influenced "along the path of revolt of the 
technical man" against incompetence. Most of the eulogizers noted his 
technical knowledge and his willingness to share his expertise. Henry 
Say lor, a colleague in the Resettlement Administration, said that 
Wright not only had advanced knowledge about housing matters but 
had succeeded in making "a vast accumulation of technique . . . avail­
able for his many students, disciples, and followers." In 1937 some of 
his friends organized the Henry Wright Library under the sponsorship 
of the Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists, and Technicians 
to provide what they hoped would be a permanent working memorial 
to their friend that would perpetuate his expertise.21 
Writing to MacKaye, Stein declared that this library would be an 
important means of carrying on the work of the RPAA. Unfortunately, 
by this time—September 1937—it came close to being the only 
means, since the RPAA itself had ceased to function, and its members 
no longer maintained anything like a common front in their associa­
tions with regional planning. In a real sense, the death of Wright in 
1936 signaled the end of the kind of regional planning he and his 
friends had hoped would radically reshape America, a dream that faded 
out both because of its internal weaknesses and because of changing 
circumstances during the last half of the 1930s. 
XVIII

FADE OUT

The Great Depression, although it defeated the work being attempted 
at Radburn, initially stimulated the RPAA to new heights of signifi­
cant activity. In March 1931 the association urged Governor Franklin 
Roosevelt to create a regional planning board for New York State and 
by the end of the year it recommended a state program for the 
creation of planned communities. Although the presidential election 
year of 1932 saw no similar action, early 1933 brought first an RPAA 
memorandum in March favoring a national regional planning program 
and then a lengthy statement in May describing a national housing 
program. These early months of the New Deal also saw the creation of 
the TVA and the initiation of a national public housing program, each 
of which came to involve RPAA members. The RPAA seemed to be 
moving forward to a new and momentous phase. In fact, however, 
this was a last flurry of activity for the association. After May 1933 it 
did not meet again as a group and by 1936 it was definitely fading 
away. 
Why? More than a decade later Mumford said that the RPAA had 
broken up because some of its members had gone off into government 
service and it had failed to recruit new members—with the exception 
of Bauer—to replace them. Still later he essentially repeated this expla­
nation, but he added the claim that "after 1932 a serious breach took 
place between Wright and Stein." Mumford was not sure of the reasons 
for the break in this important partnership, but he was definite about 
its results, the formation of the Housing Study Guild (involving 
Wright) as a distinct effort apart from the RPAA and the loss to the 
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association of both Stein's "ample means" (including a place to meet) 
and his able leadership.l 
Mumford's explanations have some validity, but there is no real 
evidence that differences over public housing had a significant effect on 
the RPAA nor that a breach between Stein and Wright was as deep and 
significant as Mumford remembered, if it had occurred at all; as late as 
December 1934—after the formation of the Housing Study Guild— 
Wright made friendly visits to Stein. Such ideas were at best partial and 
also likely self-serving in that they distracted from his own contribu­
tions to the RPAA's demise. The truth was simpler, in that this loosely 
organized group was pulled apart by the individual concerns of its 
principal members; and it was more complex because this process in­
volved the personal as well as professional preoccupations of these mem­
bers, particularly of the three men who had been the mainstays of the 
RPAA since its founding in 1923. 
Mumford, the wordsmith and intellectual of the group, for instance, 
became distracted by his love affair with Bauer and then by its breakup in 
1934. Whatever her talents, Bauer proved to be a disturbing presence for 
all concerned. In 1932 she had a serious quarrel with Mumford and by 
the next year was supplementing him with a new lover. By 1934 she had 
not only broken with Mumford emotionally but had repudiated the 
housing policy preferred both by him and the RPAA. During this same 
period Mumford also was occupied both with finishing Technics and 
Civilization and with the Housing Study Guild. Moreover, these years 
also saw the shift of much of his personal life from the city to Amenia 
upstate, lessening his contacts with Stein and the others. In 1935 he was 
also a contributing editor to the New Republic, a lecturer on sociology at 
Columbia University, and visiting professor of art at Dartmouth 
College—diverse roles that won him independence as an intellectual 
while diminishing his involvement with the RPAA. Little wonder that 
he gave little real attention to the association.? 
Special circumstances also served to distract MacKaye, the chief 
inspirational influence in the RPAA. MacKaye was also bothered by 
personal problems, in this case by the prolonged and deep mental 
depression of his sister, Hazel, who required special care. His profes­
sional situation provided another set of distractions. After his involun­
tary separation from the TVA in 1936 he retained a friendly interest in 
it, and he had other involvements, especially efforts to promote both 
the Wilderness Society and his townless highway idea.3 
The latter interest led him into a prolonged effort to persuade the 
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state of Massachusetts to accept his scheme for the "Bay Circuit," which 
he had termed in 1930 "a super by-pass for Boston," designed to prevent 
the growth of what he called "wayside fungus." It was to be a broad high­
way loop featuring the separation of its north and south traffic lanes by a 
wide median of parkland dedicated to hiking and other forms of outdoor 
recreation. Along with a highway designed to speed the flow of its traf­
fic, Boston would have a surrounding greenbelt capable of satisfying the 
needs of the "outdoor culture" that MacKaye predicted would steadily 
grow in importance, not only in that city but throughout the world. It 
would be an important exercise of geotechnics in that it would control 
the "wanderings" of Boston's population and lessen the pressures of the 
metropolis on the countryside. Despite his call for a highway governed 
by the aim "to let the folks outdoors . . . and not commerce nor econom­
ics nor ballyhoo," however, his plan was ignored in favor of one for the 
famous Route 128, eventually a heavily industrialized bypass highway.4 
While MacKaye was preoccupied by highways and forest trails away 
from New York, Stein was retreating from some of his previous concerns. 
In the early 1930s, he had settled into a contented life with his new wife, 
Aline, his chief complaint being that her acting career took her fre­
quently away from their home—an apartment high above Central Park. 
In a deeply personal way he loved his life in New York City, his access to 
its cultural life and its excitements, its vitality and mystery, as seen from 
his apartment window. "Spring came all of a sudden," he wrote to Aline 
in 1931. "The park is green—the trees budding—and the baseball field 
is crowded with players and spectators." On the other hand, he retained 
the professional loathing of the bloated, congested metropolis that he 
had revealed in "Dinosaur Cities" years before.5 
Stein spent most of the early 1930s completing his Hillside Homes 
apartment complex and thinking about housing policy. As he had done 
in the past, he took a special interest in efforts to provide affordable 
housing for the low incomed. Although he supported the slum clear­
ance program favored by Wood and others as better than nothing, he 
continued to hope that Americans would eventually recognize that 
their cities had to be entirely rebuilt on new forms and new principles 
similar to those exemplified by Radburn. During the early days of the 
New Deal, he became actively involved in a scheme to build four new 
towns, traveling out to California to investigate sites for two of them. 
With the help of his architectural associates, Charles Butler and Frank 
Vitolo, he developed a plan for one intended to house 18,000 people on 
a Long Island location at Valley Stream just outside of New York City; 
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the plan involved a Radburn pattern of superblocks, separation of 
pedestrian and autoways, and interior parks with the addition of a 
surrounding greenbelt.6 
As the principal manager of RPAA affairs, Stein was sensitive to the 
growing divergence among its members over policy as they responded 
to the Depression's apparent opportunities to transform dreams of basic 
change into actualities. "I am finding a growing difference among those 
to whom I am close," he wrote to his wife shortly before the New Deal 
had begun. "Frederick . . . Lewis, Robert—all the same objective—a 
saner world—but off on different roads." A few months later, in part to 
reverse this trend, he convened a meeting of the RPAA at his apartment 
to discuss housing policy; attending were Stein, Bauer, Kohn, Mum­
ford, Wood, and Wright, plus two out-of-town members, John T. 
Bright and Russell Black, and three nonmembers who were experts on 
the housing question. This 1933 gathering proved to be the last meet­
ing. Although Stein recognized the need for more joint discussions, he 
was for a time too busy working on Hillside Homes and other projects 
to organize them. In September 1933 he wrote to Mumford from a 
train between Chicago and Baltimore that he was relieved to learn that 
his friends favored a postponement of the fall meeting.7 
Proposals for some kind of gathering were occasionally raised in the 
future, but nothing came of them, in no small part because of Stein's 
inability to provide effective leadership. From the beginning of the 
New Deal he was virtually shut out of any position of influence on New 
Deal policy, except for a limited advisory role in the government's later 
Greenbelt town program. With the completion of his Hillside project, 
he was left with little to do, an unaccustomed idleness that helped 
induce a nervous breakdown sometime in 1935. As late as February 
1936, although he was recovering from what his wife called "those old 
devils 'nerves,'" he had not yet returned to work, thereby depriving 
regional planning of one of its ablest leaders.8 
There was some activity that indicated the RPAA was not com­
pletely dead. In October 1935 Mumford referred to a "pow-wow" held 
at Stein's home to discuss the formation of a teaching institute in 
community planning. Less than a year later MacKaye proposed a revival 
of the association. In August 1936, while reading through the page 
proofs of Chase's Rich Land, Poor Land, MacKaye wrote to Mumford 
that it complemented the latter's own work and then said in reference 
to his recent firing from the TVA that "if our old R.P. Assn. gang 
would only resurrect & Assemble itself we'd plant the pompous pansy 
planters in their pretty proper places!! Think this over." Within a few 
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days, he was in New York, where he spent some time with both Chase 
and Stein, writing to Mumford that this experience had deepened his 
feelings of association with "the fellers named on the R.P. letterhead."9 
This seems to have been the first proposal for the resurrection of the 
RPAA—indeed, it may have the first expression of an awareness that 
the association needed resurrection. 
Nothing immediate came of MacKaye's suggestion, but Stein took 
an interest in the idea. In November 1937 he wrote to Mumford that he 
had become convinced of the need for "a clear expression of the Re­
gional City idea. We must reawaken the Regional Planning Associa­
tion." A month later, after visiting Stein in New York, MacKaye made 
the same suggestion to Mumford. In late January 1938 Stein actually 
sent out meeting notices to the old members, but nothing seems to 
have occurred. A year later, Stein—who had moved to a suburban 
retreat north of New York City—was in California and then in Wash­
ington on business, perhaps too preoccupied with renewing his career 
to give much attention to the RPAA.10 
Although in the late 1930s something of a rally of the membership 
did take place, it was focused on one temporary objective and it owed 
its beginnings to Kohn rather than to Stein and MacKaye. 
In 1936, Kohn—a former president of the AIA—was appointed to 
an eight-man committee responsible for the design of the upcoming 
New York World's Fair. He accepted this position with the expectation 
that he would be able to use it to influence the popular designs of the 
future. In 1937 he announced that the art and architecture of the fair 
would emphasize the contribution of the machine in making beauty 
available to the people, in the form not of standard museum art but of 
objects of popular use.11 
Kohn also hoped to use the fair to promote improvements in hous­
ing, and apparently it was that aim that led him to conceive of a movie 
on regional planning to be shown to fair audiences. With the help of 
grants from the Carnegie and Rockefeller Foundations, this led to the 
making of the notable documentary film The City, which featured a 
narration spoken by Morris Carnovski and music by Aaron Copeland. 
Stein, Kohn, and Ackerman were involved in its production as direc­
tors of a nonprofit entity, Civic Films Inc., and Mumford wrote most of 
the narration.12 
The film is basically a triptych constructed along regional planning 
lines. The first part features a romanticized view of a traditional New 
England town (filmed in MacKaye's Shirley Center)—a "prologue," 
said Stein, intended "to show that towns did exist, and if you will still 
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exist, with all the essential characteristics of the garden city." The 
second part presents a contrasting picture of the congested, frenetic 
metropolis at its worst (the makers waited until Labor Day to film 
congested traffic and chose smoke-saturated Pittsburgh to illustrate the 
industrial scene). Having moved from Eden lost to modern hell, the 
film ends in a regional planning heaven of townless highways and 
parklike superblocks, using images drawn chiefly from the government 
Greenbelt towns. 
The film was rejected for commercial distribution. Ackerman grum­
bled that prospective distributors feared that "the audiences would 
laugh and walk out because it did not conform to the pattern of 
thought which was conceived as characteristic of moronic audiences." 
However, an uncut version was shown to an interested audience at the 
American Institute of City Planning meeting in Boston in May 1939, 
and it became a regular feature at the World Fair, receiving critical 
praise comparing it favorably to The River, a documentary on flood 
control and the TVA made in 1937 and already an established classic. 
Later it was cut by about a third, with results that won the praise of the 
normally hypercritical Ackerman, who said he was "happily surprised" 
by the sympathetic interest that evidently had guided the editing.13 
Unfortunately, The City did nothing to revive the RPAA. Whitaker 
died in August 1938 during the early stages of the film's production, 
his death inducing memories of better days at the Hudson Guild Farm 
in the 1920s but doing nothing to reverse the forces that were pulling 
his proteges apart. Typically, when the filmmakers came to Shirley 
Center to photograph traditional bliss (after hunting through New 
England for their ideal place), MacKaye had left it in search of govern­
ment employment, soon finding a new job with the Forest Service. In 
1939 he advised his friends that he had become a "sexagenarian" labor­
ing in the Forest Service "midst merry company and on the lusty job for 
flood control." Three years later, he had moved on to St. Louis to take 
on a new job with the Rural Electrification Administration.l4 
Earlier, in 1938, Mumford had sailed for the Hawaiian Islands, where 
he prepared a planning report for the Honolulu Parks Board, and the 
next year he prepared a similar report for the Northwest Regional Coun­
cil, which had selected him chiefly for his earlier criticism of the RPNY. 
After a "two weeks tour" of the coastal portions of Washington and 
Oregon, Mumford predicted that the Northwest would experience a 
decline in population and advocated a policy to promote a selected 
immigration into that area. During this period he lapsed into periods of 
gloom over the prospects of remaking the world. In 1940 he told Mac­
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Kaye that, where he had once thought that Megalopolis would decline 
gradually, he now believed it would "probably take place in a decisive 
way within the next generation," a change he associated with the coming 
of a new "Dark Age" that might overwhelm human civilization.15 
By 1939 Mumford's attentions were turning away from planning to 
world events, his principal work being Men Must Act, in which he 
called for a moral and economic campaign to resist the spread of Fas­
cism; in 1940 he lumped Stalin together with Hitler and Mussolini as 
the heads of a "fascist barbarism" threatening civilized life. Other 
members also were directing their attentions to the darkening larger 
world, although not in the same way. As usual Chase managed to agree 
and disagree with Mumford: in his own book, The New Western Front, he 
condemned Fascism but called on the United States to pursue a policy 
of neutrality and isolation. MacKaye had already caught this drift of the 
times, noting that "perhaps the one 'realistic' problem of immediate 
concern is how to dodge stratospheric bombs; perhaps we all should be 
thinking nought else but cyclone shelters and anti-aircraft gunnery." At 
age sixty he determined not to be realistic and urged again that the 
RPAA be revived to provide the world with a plan to guide it after the 
whirlwind had passed.16 
The whirlwind, however, had to pass before any new attempt at 
revival was made. Finally, in 1948, three years after the end of World 
War II, Stein launched a new regional planning effort, in significant 
part to resist a new version of that old rival, the RPNY, with its 
centralizing tendencies, and he soon had the support of MacKaye and 
several others. Mumford, who confessed that he had wanted to bury the 
RPAA "under the sod, on the theory that a dead organization should 
not lie around and moulder publicly," changed his mind and by the end 
of 1948 had become an active member of the newly named Regional 
Planning Council of America. Over the next several years, the RPCA 
carried on a campaign against the RPNY and for an extensive govern­
ment program of new town development, beginning with efforts to 
save the greenbelt towns of New Deal days from being sold off to 
private owners.17 
By 1951, however, it was evident that despite frequent meetings the 
new organization was not taking hold. "People are willing to follow our 
lead but not to develop leads of their own," complained Mumford. 
"Like Ulysses, Stein, MacKaye and Mumford are 'not now that strength 
which in old days moved heaven and earth,' and the people who should 
be taking over our posts and functions have not yet appeared." Nor was 
there much chance of new recruits in the years that lay ahead in the 
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1950s, when cold war and Red scares extinguished virtually all dreams 
of radically reshaping America. During this period, the TVA would 
become largely a power-generating complex and the government-built 
greenbelt towns would be sold off to private enterprises. The RPNY 
would continue to be the greatest planning influence on the great 
metropolis of America. 
Over the next decades Mumford continued the crusade for regional 
planning in his numerous writings, and the Appalachian Trail, garden 
city, the townless highways, and other planning elements advocated by 
the RPAA found a permanent place in subsequent developmental strate­
gies. In 1963 Mumford thought he could see a revival of the "New 
Town standard," and the next year, when New York State adopted a 
report he thought was based on Wright's earlier report, he said hope­
fully that "after forty years, our ideas have sprouted again."18 
There was, indeed, some basis for hope. In the 1960s and later, new 
enthusiasm and new strategies for reshaping America appeared, the 
work of a new generation that was often indifferent to the inspirations 
of the past but that entertained some of the same essential dreams, of a 
world of planned communities and intimate contact with nature. And 
beyond that, it is possible that humankind is slowly and awkwardly 
realizing the essential and animating vision of the RPAA, a vision of a 
world organized into intimate regions where humankind can feel truly 
at home with itself, its environment, and its history. With the rapid 
development of global communications, the advance of technology, the 
spread of environmentalism, and the weakening of nationalism in our 
increasingly modern world, Mumford's eutopian vision of a globe orga­
nized into millions of local regional communities may be on its way to 
becoming a reality. Although that way has been marred by bloody 
conflicts—often between nationalism and regionalism over territory— 
the final result at some future time may be the fulfillment of the RPAA 
dream. Why not? 
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